Some of the recent essays that have come from this book

ln mony countries, good schools ond medicol t'ocilities ore ovoiloble only
in ci6es. Some people think new teachers ond doctors should work in

rurol oreos for

o

few yeors, but others think everyone should

be

free to

choose where they work. Discuss ond give your own opinion.
Essay number 306 in

the

book

7th Jan 2017 ,lndia

222. Some people think thot the government should moke lows regording

nutrition ond heolthy lifestyle, while others think that it is o motter of
personal choice ond personol responsibility. Discuss both views ond
give your opinion.
Essay number 222 in

the

book

12th Jan 2017 ,lndia

A 100 yeors ago people think thot humon roce steodily moking progress
in oll areas of life, nowadoys there is less certainty thot is so. ln whot oreas
do you think the most importont progress hos been mode so for? ln what
oreas more things need to be done?
Essay number 331 in

ln

the

book

14th Jan 2Ol7 ,Brazil

schools ond universities, girls tend to choose orts subiects, while boys

choose science subiects. Whot is the reoson? Should the trend be chonged?
...Essay

number 244 in the

book

14th Jan 2017 ,Australia
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PREFACE
This book is meant to help the average student crack the IELTS essay. over 10 years ofmy IELTS
coaching experience has taught me a lot about what all would help the students do betEr in the
writing module of the IELTS. Over the years, I have seen fairly good students getting 7+ in the
other modules of the IELTS, fall to less than 6 bands in the writing module, but I have also seen
those with less t}lan 6 in the other modules, get a 6 in writing. Over the years, I have oached
thousands of students, checked their writings almost every day, and so t somehow know what
precisely they have written in their exam. From their writing band scores, I have made important
deductions as to what work, and what does not work in an IELTS essay.
The IELTS essay has to have a plan. Time spent on the plan, is time well invested A plan is surety
going to produce an essay, which work. A crisp, but brief and to-the-point inroduction and
conclusion, and two to three well planned paragraphs with relevant topic sentences, is all that is
needed for the IELTS essay.

This book has over 330 essays seen in the actual IELTS exams, most of which have been repeated
many times. Valuable contributions have been made to the book by Sumeet Kaur (CELTA certified,
and my top faculty), Ravpreet Singh (head of Mohali Centrel, Mrs Anupam Kaur (looking after the
online students), and Indroop Singh (faculty and student counselor, Phagwara Centre). This book
would not have been possible without their efforts.
Hope you enioy going through the essays in the book.

Kiranpreet Kaur Makkar

Generql Introduclion
The IELTS essay is the second part of the writing section of the IELTS test. lt requires you to write an
academic essay with the minimum word count of 250, within a period of 40 minutes. There is no limit
to the maximum word count. This part takes up 2/3'd of the overall score of the writing section.
Each essay is marked

L.

with 4 different criteria, which share equal proportion of the overall band score.

Task Response (TR)

Answer the question given with relevant ideas and examples. Do not digress. For example, if your
essay asks you to write the problems faced by cities because of rapid urbanization, and you write
the causes of urbanization, you will be offtrack and lose out on task response.

2. Cohesion and Coherence

(CC)

Coherence means that your essay is easy to read and understand which goes with handwriting and
language used in the essay.

Cohesion means your essay stays on-topic and does not provide any irrelevant and redundant
details.
Cohesive devices or transition signals like 'howeve/, 'despite this' and 'ln conclusion' should be
used more in academic writing. However, this does not mean that you should try to insert as many
of these words in to your writing as possible. This is a common mistake in IELTS writing. Using too
many of them, or using them inappropriately, can be detrimental. They are important, but must
only be used at the appropriate time.

3. Lexical Resource

(LR)

This criterion assesses how effectively and accurately you can use your vocabulary to develop your
ideas. Big words and phrases might lead to your essay becoming forced and unnatural.

4. Grammatical Range and Accuracy

(GRA)

This means, you can use simple, complex and compound sentences, along with proper punctuation
correctly

Band 6

Task Response

Cohesion and Coherence

LR

-

-

-

Address all parts of
the task although some
parts rnay be more fully

and ideas coherently and

covered than others

progression

-

Arrange information

have is

a

-

Lexical Resource

GRA- Grammatical
Rante and Accuracy

Use an adequate range of
vocabulary for the task

- Attempt to use

clear overall

less

common vocabulary but with

Present a relevant - Use cohesive devices some inaccuracy
position although the effectively, but cohesion Be able to
conclusions may become within and/or between communicate, although you
I

unclear or repetitive

-

Present relevant main

ideas but some may be
inadequately
developed/unclear

Band 7

-

sentences may be faulty
or mechanical
- Use referencing clearly
or
appropriately,

- Be able

to

communicate,

although

you

may

make some errors in

grammar

and

punctuation (but they

formation (but they should

rarely

not impede communication)

communication)

reduce

although at some places
there may be flaws
Use paragraphing, but
not always logically

all parts of - Logically organize - Use a sufficient range of - Use a variety of
the task
information and ideas; vocabulary to allow some complex structures
- Present, extend and and have a clear fl exibility and precision
- Produce frequent
Address

support main ideas, but
there may be a tendency
to over generaiize and/or

supporting ideas

progressron throuthout

-

Use less common lexical

error-free sentences

- Use a range of items with some awareness - Have good control
cohesive
devices of style and collocation, of grammar and
appropriately

although you may produce
occasional errors in word
choice, spelling and/or word
formation

punctuation but may

-

Use a wide range of
and ideas iogically
vocabulary fluently and
- Manage all aspects of flexibly to convey precise

-

developed response to
the question with
relevant, extended and

cohesion well
- Use paragraphing

error-free sentences
- Make only very

supported ideas.

appropriately

la

may

a though

there may be

ck fccus

under use or over

some

use

- Present a clear ccntral
topic within each
Band 8

may have some errors in
spelling and/or word

- Use a mix of simple
and complex sentence
forms

-

jriti.ientiv aaJreii

PeFcrqSll

arr

parts of the task

- Present a

well-

-

Sequence information

sufficiently

and

meanings

-

Skilfully use unco rnon
lexical items but theri may
be occasional inaccura,r;es in
word choice and collo..--tion,

make a few errors

Use a wide range

of structures

-

Write a majority of

occasional errors or
inappropriacies

and you have only rare errors

in

Band 9

-

Fully address all parts
of the task

- Present a welldeveloped response to
the question with
relevant, extended and
supported ideas.

-

spelling and/or word

formation
Use cohesion in such a

way that

it

attracts no

attention

- Skilfully
ParagraPhing

manage

-

Use

a wide

range of

vocabulary with very natural

and sophisticated control of
lexical features; rare minor
errors occur only as'slips'

- Use a wide range
of structures with full
flexibility

and

with rare
minor errors occurring
only as'slips'
accuracy,

Common Essoy Questions
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Opinion essays
opinion 1 - Agree/Disagree.
Opinion 2 - ls this a positive or negative development.
opinion 3 -Are the advantages more than the disadvantages.

o
.
.

Discuss essays

Advantage and disadvantage essays
Problem and solution essays
Direct question essays (some might be two part questions)

Some importont thinqs to nole
1.

2.

Contractions are not allowed (he's, she's, can't, won't).
Don't use informal language. However, you are writing for an educated non-specialist
audience. Therefore, your language does not need to be as formal as that of university
essays.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Always paraphrase or use synonyms when possible. Never copy the topic while writing the
introd uction.
Avoid using templates or memorized items for intro. Such templates can take a person from
4 to 5 or 5.5, but if your aim is 6 or above, these templates cannot help you. A simple but
original introduction befitting the question asked will be better.
No clich6s. For example, instead of writing 'every coin has two sides', it is better to write
'every argument has two sides'.
lt is good to write complex sentences, but if the examiner has to read your sentence again
to see what you mean, then it goes against you. So, write complex but clearly understood
sentences. Avoid too long sentences.
ln most cases you are expected to give your opinion. You may also have to include your life
experience and relevant examples to support your opinion.
The topics of the IELTS writing questions are supposed to be of general interest, and they
claim that no specialist knowledge is required. But it would be worthwhile to go through
points of topics like telecommuting, gap year, genetically modified foods, globalization, rote
learning, and many more. I believe that if you don't have ideas, even the best of language
skills will not help you achieve your desired score. ldeas for some 1OO such topics have been
included in the speaking book, which is recommended along with this book for IELTS
preparation.
Do not copy whole sentences or long phrases from the question. The examiner will
recognize them, and they will not count towards your minimum number of words you must

write.
10. The introduction should be approximately 35-50 words long. lt is unnecessary for you to
write a long introduction because it is the body that you need to focus on.

Opinion essoy
Genero! informollon

o

An opinion essay is a formal academic essay, which requires you to state your opinion (usually
"agree or disagree") on a given topic.
You need to provide reasons and supporting details to convince the examiner of your answer.
There are 2 common approaches to write an opinion essay: l sided and balanced.

o
o

One-sided opprooch

o

A one-sided essay is an essay where your opinion is completely inclined to only one side of the
argument, which means you either completely agree or completely disagree with the issue
given in the topic.
Always give 2 to 3 reasons to support your opinion, each of which must be analyzed and
supported by specific details in each of the two or three paragraphs in the body.
You can also give two reasons to support your opinion, and the third paragraph can contain the

.
o

opponents' opinion with your refutation. ln either case it will be a totally agree or disagree
essay.

Lefl s ee fhe comDlefe s lruclure of o one-sided opinion essoy.'
Inlroduclion:

.
o

Sentence 1: Paraphrase the background information given in the topic
sentence 2: state whether you completely agree or completely disagree with the issue.

Body:
Fhsl

body pqrogroph:

.
o

Sentence 1: The topic sentence (your 1't idea)
Sentence 2-5/6: Give SPECIFIC examples or explanations to support the idea

Second body porogroph:

.
.

Sentence 1: The topic sentence (your 2nd idea)
Sentence 2-5/6: Give SPECIFIC examples or explanations to support the idea

Third body porogroph: (optlonol)
. Sentence 1: The topic sentence (your 3'd idea) OR The opponents view
. Sentence 2-5/6: Give SPECIFIC examples or explanations to support the idea OR Give
arguments of opposite view and then refute with your view

Concluslon:
Restate your opinion that you completely agree or completely disagree with the issue given In the
question

Bqlonced Opinion Essoy
Generol informotion

o

o
.
o

A bala nced essay is an essay where you are inclined to one side of the argument but you do not
deny the other side, which means you partly agree or partly disagree with the issue given in the
topic.
BUT - Never sit on the fence,
Even if you accept that there are 2 sides of the argument, you still need to choose which one
you would agree more.
You need to analyze both sides of the issue and state which side you are in favor of at the same

o

time.
There are 2 places where you need to give you opinion: the intro, and the conclusion.

[ef's see lhe com Drefe sfrucfure of o b olonced opinion e ssov:
lnhoduction:

o
.

Sentence 1: Paraphrase the background information given in the topic
Sentence 2: State that you partially agree or disagree with the issue. You can also say that you
are more inclined on one side.

Body:
First

.
.

body porogroph:
Sentence 1: The topic sentence (your 1" idea)
Sentence 2-5/6: Give SPECIFIC examples or explanations to support the idea

Second body porogroph:

.
.

Sentence 1: The topic sentence (your 2nd idea)
Sentence 2-5/6: Give SPECIFIC examples or explanations to support the idea

Thlrd body porogroph: (Optionol)
Sentence 1: Your idea of the other view. But you can again say that you are more in favour of
the first view even if this point also holds some water.

.

Conclusion:
ich

nestate your opinion that although both sides of the issue have solid arguments,
nn than the other.
efin ite more over
ua ree u on the ar uments of one sid

Discussion essoy
,- essay
..,ha.a vou
.,.,,, are asked to discuss 2 isides of a
---^.. where
academic
formar
a
opinbn if
Discussion essay is
on th" i"'"' onlY EiYe Your
o'"n]Jn
foryo"
ask
not
oi
argument The task

Generol

.

informolion

the task requires

lef '

s

t"n:t:.T::1:

* ']'

given

"' ideas for each side of the argument'
tnA'Z

'i]to
th ec om

estIU clur

fo

c

s t on

information given in the topic
Paraphrase the background

.sentence2:Writet*"*'iti",""ntsayingthatyo'-*'lldt""'bothsidesoftreargument
Body
-'t-nit
the argument
side of
oorog,oph: the first

:::*::::l-:):lTJ::":::tr'sandusesPEcrFrcexampresandexpranatirnstosr''pport
those reasons

S""onj piiogroph:

argument
The second side of the

: ::H:::'r:[]:fl:T1'""ffis

and expranatiors to sr'rpport
and use sPECrFrc exampres

those reasons
restate Y our oPinion
Conclusion: The restatement:

essay
versus o bolonced opinion
IMPORIANI t A discussion essoy
a difficult time differentiati"'C
A lot of people have

of essav since both
these 2 particulartypes

'?"-t:::^l

Iiii",,."0,,," j,,o"t:,;#TT,-',ffi :ffi 5::::;fh*i,liiJT,f"T.H'fi.Hffi
PEoPt'E THIN*' This
o"t*
;;;ilr, ,h" diff"t"nt"
**"'.i",li-*'o'
.
you have
't lr,on
a discusst.on
THINK, whereas, in
:::1'^-'::";;;; you
rou..n
car
"rr.,
In the proper language
means there is a difference

ut" in each tvpe'

-t

essay

agree'"'
like "l think", "l believe-'
(
ln a balanced opinion
opinion
own
awnra<<
v6ur
your
to express
You can use phrases
vo,r fam,v' vour
wherever You want
own
your
of
you can ,i,"
you participateo i:
"J.',lllr",
event
friends or a particular
peopl'e's opinkrn such
ln a discussion essay
, r---.,^-a f:'-1
fnr
a discussion to express other
language
lttl1'
You can use the typical

o

c

l^::::ii:

:xffi:il:::ffI:s

.
own knowledge or experiences'
ot
""p"opt"tnil.'JlH;;i;"t;i..""*""'itis'believed/considered""'
*o'
ull"
o You can
"L*i"' 'ou'

Advontoge & Disodvontq ge
Essoys
Generol informolion
Basically, an adnantagey'disadvantage
essay
advantages and o,r*,""t"s"l

is a

;;,:;'#,'"

c,r"" ,rrrl,

puDrrc

discus

transport' oo Nor
anv" opinions ir vo,
eive lr
paragraphs, eadr of
whicfi a"r"rop,

s tru

,"^:

,r" nli ,rt"a:Et.,[,t":.j:,Jrtrl","::...]:r::;
.. oirrJ" l";;;;; ,;," 2 separate

"iti"r;;; ffi;;:#:r

Lef b see fhe c om

.

disadvantases of the given
issue.

of odv on loqes

& dis o dv o

lnhoduclion
o

Sentene

l:

paraphrase

sentence 2: Answe.,n"

the b

,u"r,?llttound

information given in the topic

Body
Firsl

porogroph:
a

Sentenoe 1: The topic sentenr

s"ntenoe z-sle,

il,,ii*, : lllff ::jr"":,

isa d va n ta ges)

I

Second porogroph:
o Sentene 1: The topic sentence (advantages
or disadvantages)
. Senteflce
2_5/6: 2 advantages oI

Ihld porqgtoph: optional (but
on
Conclusbn:

r;;;;

the same lines)

The restatement: Restate
your answer

NOtg: f the task ask for your
opinion or your favorable

side then state your
opinion

s

Problem/Solulion or Couse Effect Essoys
Generql informollon
Such essays ask you to discuss the causes and solutions/effects of a given issue, for example the causes
and solutions/effects of overpopulation. DO NOT give any opinions if you are mt asted to.

Your couse & effecl /solulion essovs would be slrucfured os follows:

lnhoduclion

.
.

Sentence 1: Paraphrase the background information given in the topic
Sentence 2: Answer the question

Body
Flrsl

porogroph:

.
.

Sentence 1: The topic sentence (the causes ofthe given issue)
Sentence 2-5/5: Explain in detail 2 causes

Second porogroph:

r
.

Sentence 1: The topic sentence (the effects or solutions of the Siven issue)
Sentence 2-5/6: Explain in detail 2 effects/solutions

Thlrd porogroPh: (optional)
o you can add a third paragraph at the appropriate place. lf the causes ate rpre then you
need to add it as paragraph number 2, and the solutions or effects wil be at number 3. lf
the effects or solutions are more, you can add it at number 3.

COnClUSion: The restatement:

Restate your answer

Anolher woy to hondle o problem/solution €sso|:

o

Make each body paragraph with a problem and its solution.

IELTS
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INDEX
Css.yTypes

L Prcblern elution
2. Disclrss
3. Ofir$.rn
o Opinion 1: Agree/disagree
. Otinbn 2: ls this a positive or negative development
. Olfnion 3: Are the advantages more than the disadvantages
4. I)i'ectqrstion essay
Essa, Tofrcs (condensed forthe index)
ChArcn facinB academic, social and commercial
FessrEs. Causes and solutions.
People should keep all the money they earn and should
not Fy lar to the state. A8 ree o r d isa g ree ?
Gihr.l t-aditions destroyed when aimed at tourists. OR
-rstte coly way to save traditions. Discuss & opine
ft
Rea&B stories from a book Vs watching TV or playing
cqnputer games for children. Agree or disagree?
Chten have more freedom than in the past. ls this a

FaCe
12_

3.
/t5.

pclire

6-

o. a negative development?
goas
tntany
transported for a long distance. Do the
i
I

7-

&
9
10.

1L
12-

L}

15.
16-

Essay Type

Category
Family and children

Problem solution

I

Miscellaneous People and taxes

Opinion

Tourism and culture

Discuss

Children - Reading vs
TV and video games
Children and

Opinion

1

opinion

2

freedom
Globalisation

Opinion 3

Environment

Opinion 1

Advertisements

Opinion 3

Miscellaneous -antisocial behaviour

Problem solution

Job

Opinion

Education: fundang
fast food outlets

Opinion 2

Young people

Problem solution

Environment

Problem solution

Education Academics vs

Opinion L

adrd ag6

outweigh the disadvantages?
Ihe anly'way to protect the environment is at an
hternatbnal level. Agree or disagree?
Advertbing has an increasing effect on our lives. Do the
poeliue effects of this outweigh the negative effects?
Todey there is increase in anti-social behaviour and lack
of rf,spect for others. Causes and solutions,
lnterviH is not a reliable method of recruitm€nt. To
IH extent do you agree or disagree?
Fd food restaurants and supermarkets fund schools to
their
ucts. ls it
itive or negative?
Yu.ry people know about international pop and movie
slaE hrt know less about famous historical people.
ne6d6 and solutions.
Er iurrnental problems increasinS. Governments' steps
at a dobal level got few solutions. Reasons and solutions
A h of people in college are doing academic study. We
shor.U effourage them to do vocational skill (like
plnrbers and electricians). Do you agree or disagree?
ln flG societies, the role of mother and father differs
calE€s? What will be the parental roles in future?
lf diHren behave badly should their parents take
r€sponsibil
and also be unished? State our o tnton

1

vocational
Family - gender roles

Direct question

-

Oirect question

Children and crime
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19.

20.
21.
22.
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lndustrial growth is necessary to solve poverty. Or is it
causing environmental problems. Discuss
Distance-learning programs cannot bring the benefit as
attending college or university. Agree or disa gree?
Government should fund sport and art for school
students, rather than professional sports, arts
events. Agree or disagree?
Now the machine is very complex, a lot of work is
automated. Machine automation pros and cons?
Newspapers have influenced people's ideas and opinions.
Reasons? ls this positive or negative situation?
As economy develops, people in developing countries
feel happier while people in developed countries feel less
happy. Reasons? What Iessons can we lea rn from it?
Get rid of old things to get the newest fashion and the

latest technology. Do the disadvantages of throwaway
society outweigh advantages?
once children start school, teachers have more influence
than parents on their development. Agree or qisqglge?
News media nowadays have influenced people's lives in
negative ways. Agree or disagree?
Differences are barely evident these days. Everyone is
wearing the same and watching the same. Do you think it
a

24
25
26

positive or a negative development?
Air travel should be restricted because of pollution and
uses up the world's fuel. Agree or disagree?
Some students take one year off between school and
university. Do advantages outweigh disadvantages?
Every human being can create art (e.9. painting), or only
people born with the ability can create art. Discuss both
ls economic development necessary to reduce poverty
OR should economic growth be stopped as it is damaging
the environment. Discuss both sides.
Good relationships between different countries are
becoming more important to solve global problems. Oo
you agree or disagree?
Playing computer games is bad for children, whereas
others say that it has positive effects. Discuss both sides.
Fewer people today write by hand. What are the
reasons? ls this a positive or negative development?
Students today get information online, so libraries are not
necessary. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
Teachers should teach students to judge right and wrong
OR should they only teach academics. Discuss
Celebrities should accept media publicizing their private
lives as part of their fame. Do you agree or disagree?
is a

27

29

30

31

32
33

34
35
36
37

38

Governments should reduce environmental pollution and
housing problems to prevent illness and disease. To what
extent do you agree or disagree?
Social skills are important in addition to good

-

Dr. Kiranpreet Kaur Makkar
Environment
Education

-

Discuss

Distance

Opinion

L

Opinion

1

learning

- funding

Sport

professional sports or
school children
Technology -

Opinion 3

Automation
Media

-

newspapers

Causes and

Opinion
Government - Rich

2

Direct Question

Poor essay

Opinion

Environment

3

Consumerism

Education-Children's
development
Media

Opinion 1

Globalisation Countries looking
similar
Tourism - Air travel

Opinion 2

Education - Gap Year

Opinion 3

Nature vs Nurture

Discuss

Environment and

Discuss

Opinion

Opinion

L

1

Progress
Miscellaneous - good

Opinion

relations among
nations
Children - Computer

Discuss

1

games

Miscellaneous
Handwriting

Opinion 2

Education - Libraries

Opinion 1

Education

-

Role

of

Discuss

teachers.
Media

-

Celebs &

Opinion

1

papatazzi
Miscellaneous - Govt
role in environment
and housing
Job

-

social skills vs

Opin ion 1

Opinion

1
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qualifications for ob success.
ree or disa ree?
Advancements in technology have made the TV screen so
live that people don't need to go for any live
performance. Do U ree or disa ree?

Dr. Kiranpreet Kaur Makkar
ualifications
Media - Technology
Live shows vs TV

-

Opinion

1

Opinion 1

40

Some children find mathematics and philosophy too
difficult to learn, so those subjects should be optional
e?
lso
Do ou agree or dis
rat her than com

Education

47

Teenagers should study all schoolsubjects. OR should
are
od at or like. Discuss
focus on the subject
ln some cultures the old age is more valued, while in
uth is more valued. Discuss both.
some cultures the
The best way to reduce crime is educate people in prison
disa
e?
t a.iob when th leave
so the

Education - All
subjects vs few

Discuss

Miscellaneous - Old

Discuss

Similar shops and products. Some consider it positive,
whereas others negative. Discuss both and opine.
It is becoming increasingly popular to find out about

Globalisation

tve or
tive?
familv history. Reasons. ls this a
Everyone should become vegetarian because they do not
or disagree?
need to eat meat for health d iet
Success in life depends on hard work and determination,
OR on other factors like money and personal appearance.
Discuss both views and lve your oprnton

Fami

Miscellaneous
Factors for success

Discuss

lnternational student exchange would benefit allschool
students. Do advantages outweigh disadvantages?

Education -

Opinion 3

42
43

44
45

46
47

48

49

s0
51

Students at schools and universities learn more from
u agree or disagree?
teachers than other sources. Do

We should protect only those animals from extinction,
e or disa ree?
which are useful to humans. Do you
People are afraid to leave their home because of crime.
More action should be taken OR little can be done.

54

56
57
58

The best way to solve the world's environmental problem
ree/disa ree
is to increase the rice of fuel.
Universities should provide graduates with the
knowledge and skills needed in the workplace oR provide
access to knowledge for its own sake. what do you think
are the main functions of a univers ?
Government should provide assistance to all kinds of
Discuss and o ine
artists OR is it a waste of m
give
aid since they
international
Government should not
and
people
unemployed
like
have disadvantaged
disa
ree?
Agree
or
homeless in their own country.
prejudiced
rather than
lnternational travel makes people
broad-minded. Causes and solutions.
Rich countries should not Sive financial aid but give other
ree or disa ree?
types of hel to the o
some people who have been in prison are the best to talk
to school students about the danger of committing a

crime. Do

u

ree or disa ree?

vs

-

crime

Opinion 1

Prison

-

Discuss

similarities
Miscellaneous Food

Opinion 2

histo

-

vegetarian ism

Opinion

1

lnternational student
excha
Education

-

Teachers

vs technology
Animals - Extinction

crime

-

people afraid

to leave home

-

Opinion

1

Opinion

1

Discuss

can

hin be done
Environment increasrn fuel nce
Education - Main
role of universities

a

Discuss and Opine.
52

Subjects

Opinion 1
Direct question

Art - should
overnment fund art

Discuss

Government - Rich
poor - international

Opinion 1

aid

Tourism lnternational
tourism

Problem solution

Government - Rich

Opinion 1

oor
Crime - ex-prisoners
are the best to guide
school children.

Opinion

1
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It would be better if people only ate local food. Do the
advantages outweigh disadvantages?
The natural resources such as oil, forests and fresh water
are consumed at an alarming rate. Problems and

solutions.
61

62
63

The most important decision that young people have to
follow is what careerto choose. Agree or disagree?
Some people say that a large part ofthe information we
get is incorrect. Do you agree or disagree?
As well as making money, businesses should also have
social responsibilities. Do you agree or disagree?

-

Dr. Kiranpreet Kaur Makkar
Globalisation lmported food
Environment
Natural resources
Problem solution

Opinion 3

-

Young people Career choice
Media - lnternet

Problem solution

Opinion 1

-

Opinion 1

Most info is wrong -

-

Miscellaneous

Opinion

Businesses duty

-

Problem solution

People have to spend more and more time to travelfrom
their homes for jobs and study. Reasons/solutions.
The purpose of public libraries is to provide books and
they shouldn't provide hitech media. Agree/disagree.
Should young people follow traditions, oR be free to be

Education - Libraries

Opinion

Young people and

Discuss

individuals. Discuss both views.

traditions

67

The government should give priority to health care OR
other important p riorities. Discuss both views and opine.

Government

68

Government should not spend much money for
education but on free-time activities. Agree or disagree?
It is unnecessary to teach children about the skills of
handwriting. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
Countries should invite foreign companies OR should
invest in their own companies. Discuss both and opine.
Advertising discourages people from being different
individuals by making us all similar. Agree or disagree?
All young adults should do a period of unpaid work in the
community. Has it more benefits or drawbacks?
There are social, medical and technical problems
associated with the use of mobile phones. What forms do
they take? Do the problems outweigh the benefits?
Old generations often hold some traditional ideas.
However, it is not helpful for the young generations.
Agree/disagree
should government subsidize food and vegetables OR
should tax be set on unhealthy food. Discuss and opine.
People nowadays do not feel safe at home or out. What
are the reasons and solutions
It is more important to Pla nt trees in towns and cities
than to build more houses . Do you agree or disagree?
Traditionalfoods being replaced by international fast
foods having a negative effect. Agree or disagree?
Crimes committed by teenagers are increasing. Discuss
this issue. Give reasons and suggest some solutions.
We must return to the older and more traditional values
to create a better world to live in. Agree or disagree?
University students should learn a range of other subjects
and not just one subrect. Agree or disagree?
businesses to move to
Governments are encoura

64
65

66

69

70
71,

72
73

74

76
71

78
79

80
81
82

1

Miscellaneous

Commuting time

-

health

1

Discuss

vs other issues

Government
Education
Education

-

Opinion

-

1

Opinion 1

Handwriting skills
Globalisation - MNCs
Advertisements and
similarities

-

Young people
unpaid work
Mobile phones

Discuss

Opinion

1

Opinion 3

-

Advantages or
disadvantages
Family - Generation

Direct question
and opinion 3
Op I n i on l-

8ap

Government

- fat tax

0

5CU5 s

crime

- safe in home
and out of home

Problem solution

Government - plant
trees or build houses
Food - Traditional vs

Opinion

1

Opinion

1

internationalfood
Crime

-

Juvenile

Problem solution

delinquency
Miscellaneous

-

Traditionalvalues
Education - 5ubjects
Government

-

Rural

Opinion 1
Opinion

1

Opinion 3
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rural areas. Do the advantages outweigh disadvantages?
students should pay their full university fees themselves
e?
Do you
ree or dis
year
off either to work or travel
Some students take a
What is better - travellin or working? Discuss
should charity organizations help people of their country
live. Discuss
OR ve aid to peo e wherever
Companies and individuals, and not governments should
pay the bill of pollution. Agree or disagree?
Now, many people think there is no justification for
attending lectures. Do you agree or disagree?

urban issues

Most countries believe that internationaltourism has
harmful effects. Reasons and solutions
Some people think computer and lnternet are important
in children's study, but others think schools and teachers
are important. Discuss both sides.
When a human astronaut first arrived on the moon it was
a big step for mankind. But some people think it makes
e/disagree?
little difference to our daily life.
Men and women are having children late in life. What are
the reasons and the effects on society and family?
The number of people using bikes as main transport
mode is decreasing. Why this is so? Solutions
ls the radio the best way to get news, OR is W better for
this purpose. Discuss both views and give your opinion.
People watch foreign films much more than locally
produced films. Why? Should government fund localfilm

Tourism

industries?

popular - solutions
Education - Students
evaluating teachers -

Some people think students should evaluate and criticize
teachers. Others believe it will result in a loss of respect
and discipline in the classroom. Discuss on both sides.
Development in technology causes environmental
problems. Some people believe the solution is tat
everyone accepts a simpler way of life, while others say
that technology can solve these problems. Discuss both
Governments should focus their spending on public
services rather than on arts such as Music and Painting,
To what extent do you agree or disagree?
The number ofTV programs is growing. Some people say
that it is good while others say it affects the quality of TV
programs. Discuss both and give your opinion.
Figures show that some countries have an ever-increasing
proportion of the population who are aged 15 or
younger. What do you think are the current and future
effects of this trend for those countries?
ln some countries, adults are living with their parents
after graduating or even after finding a job. Do the
)
advanta s of this outwei h the disadvant
How important is it for individuals and countries to think
about the future, rather than to focus on the present?

Education

-

Opinion

1

University fees
Education

-

Gap year

Government - Rich
poor essay
Environment - pay

D

iscu ss

Discuss

Opinion 1

for pollution
Education

-

need of

Opinion

1

attending lectures

- harmful-

Problem solution

problem solution
Education

-

Discuss

Computers and
internet vs schools
Miscellaneous Space
research

Opinion 1

Family - People
having children Iate
Health - Bicycles

Cause effect essay

Media

-

Radio vs

Problem solution

W

Direct question

-

Miscellaneous
Foreign more

Discuss

Discuss

discuss

Environment
Technology

-

Discuss

-

Arts - Government
should government
spend on it - opinion
Media - TV
programs increasing
- good or bad

Opinion

Miscellaneous Population of those
below 15 increasing

Direct question

-

Family

-

adult Iiving

with parents - good
or bad
Miscellaneous Present or future

1

Discuss

Opinion 3

Direct question
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Young people who commit serious crimes should be
nished in the same way as adults.
ree or disa
News media is important in our society. Why is it so

104

important? ls its influence positive or negative?
Some people say that we should protect animals from

102

105

106

1,O7

108

109

110

111

112

113

7r4

115

116

717
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Crime

)

dying out, while others say we should concentrate more
on problems of human beings. Discuss both
Some people say that schools should reward students
who show the best academic results, while others believe

it

-

is more important to reward students who show
improvements. Discuss both
Some people believe that studying literature is important
for individual character building while others think it is a
waste of time. Discuss both
Some people think that children should obey rules or do
what their parents and teachers want them to do, but
others think that children controlled too much cannot
dealwith problems well by themselves. Discuss both
views and give your own opinion.
Nowadays, older people who need employment have to
compete with younger people. What problem does this
cause and what are the solutions.
Some people say the most important thing about being
rich is that it gives you the opportunity to give back or
help the poor. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
Some people think that increasing communication usage
of computers and mobile phones has negative effect on
their reading and writinE skills. Agree or disagree?
Some people think history has nothing or little to tell us,
but others think that studying the past history can help us
better understand the present. Discuss the two views.
Some people think sports and games are important for
society, while others believe they should be taken as
leisure activities. Discuss both views
Some people believe famous people's support towards
lnternational aid organizations draws the attentions to
problems, whereas others think celebrities make the
problems less important. Discuss both sides
Some people think that the government should establish
free libraries in each town. Others believe that it is a
waste of money as people can access the lnternet at
home. Discuss both sides and opine.
Many families have both parents working. Some working
parents believe grandparents can take care of their
children, while others think childcare centers are better.
Discuss both views and give your own opinion.
As housing is a basic need for people, governments
should provide free housing for everyone who can't
afford it. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
Toda , the life e
o le is much hi her than
an of

- juvenile

Opinion 1

delinquents
Media - positive or
negative influence
Animals

-

Should we

Ofrinion 2
Discuss

save them or focus

on human problems
Education -reward

Discuss

meritorious students
or who show
improvement

-

Discuss

lmportance ofthe
study of literature
Children - should
they obey rules or do
what they want to do

Dlscuss

Education

Job essay

-

old

Problem solution

people compete with
younS
Rich poor

- the best
thing about being

Opinion 1

rich
Education Technology effect on
reading and writirE
Education -

Opinion 1

Discuss

lmportance of history
Sports - lmportant or
just leisure activities

Discuss

Rich poor and effect

Discuss

of Famous people

Education - Libraries
should there be

Discuss

-

free libraries or is
waste of money
Family - Children

grandparents or
childcare centres
Government

it

-

-

Should there be free
housing for the poor
Old people -old

Discuss

OFinion 1

Opinion 1
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before. Older people should continue to be involved in
ree)
or disa ree?
the workforce.
Today, the life expectancy of people is much higher than
before. Older people should continue to be involved in
or disa ree? (Disa ree
the workforce.
Some countries pay extremely high salaries for people.
Some people believe that the country must not do that
e?
ree or dis
and makes a limit for the salaries.
Advertisements nowadays are targeted at children. Many
people say this is negative and should be banned. Do you
d
ree?
The use of mobile phone is as antisocial as smoking.
Smoking is banned in certain places and so mobile
nes should also be banned. Agree or disa ree?
Lifestyles of people across the world are becoming more
and more similar. ls this positive or negative?
Some people think we need to give aid to all poor
countries. Others say that we should not give aids to
countries with corruption. Discuss both and o ne
some people say that the best way to improve road
safety is to increase the minimum legal age for driving
motorbikes. Do u agree or disagree?
cars or ridi
Most countries do not recycle their waste like paper,
glass, and aluminum cans. Causes and solutions.
Mainly tourists, but not local people visit museums and
historical sites. Reasons and solutions.
It is important for children to take lessons outside
classroom, by visiting places such as local companies or
public buildings. Do you agree or disaglge?
some people believe that teaching children at home is
best for a child's development while others think that it is
important for children to 8o to school. Discuss
Too much attention and resources are given to protect
e?
wild animals and birds. Agree or disa
Mobile phones should be banned in public spaces such as
a ree or

727

722
723

124

725
L26
727

128

729
130
131

732

133

134

library, transportations, and shops. Agree or disagree?
It is now possible for scientists and tourists to travel to
remote naturalenvironments such as the South Pole. Do
you think the advantages outweigh th e disadvantages?
some people believe that courses of performing arts, (eg
dance, music, drama etc.) should be funded by
government. OR through other ways (e.g. businesses or
student's family). Discuss both view and o ne
Nowadays, people get information through news but are
uncertain about the truth of these news. Should we
believe the ioumalists? what qualities should a good

-
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people should be

allowed to work
Old people - Old
people should be

allowed to work
- should
there be a limit on
Job essay

Opinion 1

Opinion 1

salaries

Advertisement targeting children
should be banned

Opinion 1

Technology - Mobile
phones

Opinion 1

Globalisation Lifestyles similar
Rich poor - Aid
should not be given
to corrupt countries
Government - road
safety & minimum
age of driving
Environment
Recycling waste
Tourism - Museums

Opinion 2

-

Education - Lessons
outside classrooms
Education -

Discuss

Opinion

1

Reasons &

solutions
Reasons &

solutions
Opinion 1

Discuss

Homeschooling
Animals

-

attention

Too much

Technology - Mobile
phones banning
Tourism

-

Opinion 1

is given

Remote

Opinion

1

Opinion 3

tourism

-

Arts/Education
who should fund
Performing arts

Discuss

Media - Should we
believe it and the

Direct question

qualities of a

iournalist or correspondent have?

journalist

Should the amount of noise people make be controlled
strictly OR should people be free to make as much noise
as they wish. Discuss both views and o

Environment - Noise

Discuss

pollution
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Health experts believe that walking is a good exercise for
health. However, people are walking less nowadays. why
is this happening? Solutions.
The leaders or directors of organizations are often older
people. But some people say that young people can also
be a leader. Do you agree or disag ree?
More and more people are competing for a place to study
in universities. Reasons? Do you think this is a positive or
negative development?
It is more important for school children to learn local
history than world history. Do you agree or disagree?
Holding lnternational games such as the Olympic Games
is an exciting event. Some people think it is positive while
others argue it is \ raste of money. Discuss both.
some people think that the government should invest
more money in teaching science than other subjects to
make prog ress. Do you agree or disagree?

-

Dr. Kiranpreet Kaur Makkar
Health - Why people
are walking less -

Solutions
Job - Leaders

directors
old

or

Education - Entrance
competition for
universities
Education

-

Local

history vs world
history
Sports - Hosting
lnternational games
Education

1

-

science

Opinion 2 and
Reasons

Opinion 1

Discuss

Opinion

1

vs other subiects

-

Music

Leisure is a growing industry but people no longer
entertain themselves as much as they used to because
the use of modern technology has made them less
creative. Do you agree or disagree?
A recent newspaper article reported that a 14 year-old
boy who seriously destroyed his school got the
punishment to clean the streets, instead of being sent to
prison. Do you think this is right, or do you think that such

Technology - Leisure
and technology

negative?
ln some cities, there are few controls on the design,
construction of homes, office buildings, and the owners
can decide on the styles of their houses. Do the
advantages on this outwei h its drawbacks?
Some people think that schools should segregate pupils
according to their academic abilities, while others believe

Opinion

Young vs

-

Some people think music plays an important role in
society. Othe6 think it is it is simply a form of
entertainment. Discuss both sides and opine.

criminals should be sent to rison?
Although people are reading news through internet,
newspapers still remain of value. Agree/disagree.
Healthy eating and the importance of healthy food should
be taught in schools OR parents should teach their kids.
Discuss both views & opine.
More and more people are using the lnternet to do their
tasks rather than doing in person. Does the advantage of
this trend outweigh the disadvantage?
Prison is the common way in most countries to solve the
problem of crime. However, a more effective solution is to
provide peop le a better education. Agree or disagree.
ln some cities, the government has tried to reduce traffic
by a congestion tax during rush hours. ls this positive or

Problem solution

Crime

Role

Discuss

- Juvenile

criminals

Opinion 1

Discuss

-

community work or
prison
Media

-

newspapeB

Opinion

1

vs internet

Education - Heahh
Who should teach

Discuss

about healthy eating
Media - lnternet for doing task online
and not in pe6on
Crime - prison vs

Opinion 3

Opinion

1

education

-

Opinion 2

-

Opinion 3

Government
Environment
Congestion tax
Government
Architecture should
be with government
or people
Education - Selecting
students according to

Discuss
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that Brpib with different abilities should study together.
Diso$s bodr views and opine.

ability or teaching
them together

Human activities have negative effects on plant and
animal species. Some people think it is too late to do
anythirg about this problem. Others believe that
effective measures can be taken to improve this
situatk n- Discuss both views and give our opinion.
Morc and more people are using computers and other
electonk devices to access information. So, printing of
bool6, maSa2ioes and newspapers should not be done.
Do you atree or disaSree with this?
Govemments should spend money on building train and
suhray lines to reduce traffic congestion. OR on building
more and wider roads to reduce traffic congestion
Discuss both views and give your opinion.
ln many countries, women are allowed to take maternity
leave during the first month after the birth of the new
bom- Do the advantages outweigh the disadvantages?
More and more children from wealthy countries are
dcing unpaid work in poor countries, such as teaching,
buildirg ]puses etcetera. Why are they doing this? Who
gets mo(e benefit, the community or the young people?
Some suggest the government should spend money
putting in more works of art like paintings and statues to
make them better to live in. Agree or disagree?
The main purpose of schools is to turn the children into
good cjtizens and workers, rather than to benefit them as
indiviruah- Do you agree or disagree?
ln recent years the family has changed as well as family
roles- Reasons and is this situation positive or negative?
ln modem world, it is no longer necessary to use animals
for food or use animal products, for instance, clothing
and medicines. ASree/Disagree
Heahh care should be free OR people should pay for their
med'r€al c6ts themselves. Discuss both & opine.
Nowadays, in the society consumer goods are cheaper to
buy. Do adlrantaSes outweigh disadvantages?
Many countries construct modern buildings to give good
view of towns and cities. Some people say that countries

Animals - whether it
is too late to save
animals or still there

make new buildings with traditional style to preserve
their culture as part of their identity. Agree or disagree.
163

-

is

time

Technology - ematerials vs printed

Opinion 1

materials
Government

-

Discuss

Should spend on
trains and subways
or on widening roads
Family

-

Maternity

Opinion 3

leave

-

Rich poor
Volunteer tourism
ca

-

Art

-

government

spend on paintings
and statues
Education - Main
purpose of schools
Family - family roles
changing
Animals - not
needed to be

exploited
Government healthcare free
Consumerism

-

Advantageous or not
Architecture - Should
new buildings be
I

Reasons and
direct question

use/effect
Opinion

I

Opinion 1

Reasons and

opinion 2
Opinion 1

Discuss

Opinion 3
Opinion 1

built in traditional
styles

Today, many children spend a lot of time playing
computer games and less time on sports. Why? ls it a

Children - computer
games vs outdoor

positiye or a negative development?
Experts say if the old people spend time and get along
with odprs and exercise every day will be healthier and

sports

haplrer. Hoxever, many elderly are suffering from
loneliness and lack of fitness. Discuss the causes and
solutbns?

Discuss

old people

-

problem solution

Reasons and

Opinion 3
Problem solution
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166

767

168

in the world, so they should only

be

concerned about their own communities and countries.
To what extent do
a ree or disagree?
Nowadays the football supporters behave violently. What
is the cause? How can we solve it?
Some people think that to be successful, you need to get

-
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their own country
people or everyone
Sports

- Football
hooliganism

Problem solution

Education - success
and university

Discuss

in a university education, whereas others say it is not
true. Discuss both ideas and give your own opinion.
Multicultural societies, where people of different ethnic

education
Globalisation

groups live together can bring more benefits than
drawbacks to a society. To what extent do you agree or

Multicultural

-

Opinion

1

Opinion

1

Opinion

L

societies good or bad

disagree?
169
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172

773

774

175

t76

777

t78

ln the future, it seems it would be more difficult to live on
Earth. Some people think more money should be spent
researching on other planet to live such as Mars. To what
extent do u ree or disagree?

Space research

There are more new towns nowadays. lt is more
important to include public parks and sports facilities
than shopping centres for individuals to spend their free

Government

time. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
Some people say that no one should do the same job
forever, while others believe that doing the same job is
beneficial for the individual, company and society.
Discuss both views and give your opinion.
Some businesses find that their new employees lack in
basic interpersonal skills such as lack of ability to work
with colleagues as a team. What are the causes and
suggest possible solutions.
It is more important for a building to serve a purpose
than to look beautiful. Architects shouldn't worry about
producing building as a work of art. Agree or disagree?
Certain people believe that only way to reduce crime is
sentencing criminals for longer time periods while others
believe alternative methods should be used to lower
crimes. Discuss both views and your opinion.
ln some countries, university students live away from
home and in another city while studying. Do you think the
disadvantages outweigh the advantages of living in
another city?
People's shopping habits depend more on the age group
they belong to than other factors. To what extent do you
a gree or disagrge?
Money offered for postgraduate research is limited; as a
consequence, some people argue that financial support
from the government should only be provided for
scientific research rather than research for less useful
subjects. Do you agree or disagree?
ln many countries women are able tojoin the armed
forces just as men. Some people say that only men should
be members of the army, navy or air force. Do you agree

- for

living in future should
be done or not

-

should

make public parks
and sports facilities
vs shopping centres
Job hopping or
sticking to one job

Job

-

Job essay

-

New

Discuss

Problem solution

employees lack
interpersonal skills
Buildings

-

Should be

Opinion 1

utilitarian or
beautiful
Crime - Longer term
in prison is the only
way to reduce crime

Discuss

Education

Opinion 3

-

Should

university students
live near parents or
away
Miscellaneous
Shopping habits
depend more on age
Education- postgrad
research should be
on research of
science subjects only

Opinion

1

-

Opinion

1

Men/Women essay

Opinion 1

Should only men join
the army, navy or air
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force?

or disa ree?
It has been observed that in many countries not enough
students are choosing to study science subjects at
university. What do you think are the causes of the
lem? what are the effects on soci

180

-

?

ln developing countries, rural children have less access to
education. some people say that the problem can be
solved by providing schools and teachers. Others say that
computers and internet should be provided. Discuss both
ur opinion
sides and
Caring for children is an important thing of the society. lt
is suggested that all mothers and fathers should be
required to take childcare training courses. To what
ree or disa ree?
extent do you
Media and newspaper show vulgar crimes on news,
which cause fear and provoke culprits. Some people think
that crime news on TV should not be broadcasted. To
what extent do oua ree or disagree
Nowadays young people are admiring media and sports
stars, even though they do not set a good example. Do
ent?
sitive or negative develo
ou think this is a
people
who
do not
There are an increasing number of
know their neighbours. What causes this situation? How

to solve it?
It has been suggested that everyone in the world want to
own a car, a W and a fridge. Do you think disadvantage
of such a development outweigh advantages?

Cause effect essay

Education - Not
enough students
studying science cause effect essay
Education - Schools
and teachers vs
computers and

D

iscuss

internet provided to
the poor
Family

-

Opinion L

New

mothers and fathers
should take childcare
courseS

Media - Should not
show crime news

opinion

Miscellaneous Young people admire
celebs even if bad

Opinion 3

Miscellaneous People don't know

Problem solution

1

neighbours

-

Opinion 3

Miscellaneous
Consumerism
Everyone wants

everything
186

Children are taught to push themselves to try and be
better than their classmates, rather than work together

for
r87

188

everyone's profit. Do you think the advantages

its disadvanta s?
outwe
ln some countries, schools arrange work for students
without any payment, so that students get experience. To
what extent is it beneficial for the student as well as the
com ny or institution?

The days the number of companies operating

at

multinational level has increased. To what extent are they
responsible for the local communities in which they are

Children

-

Opinion 3

competition vs
cooperation
Education

-

Direct question

Unpaid

internships as pa rt

of

school- advantages/
disadvantages

Globalisation

-

MNCs

Direct question

and their local

responsibilities

located?
189

Some people think the government should pay for health

care and education, but other people claim that it is the
individual's responsibility. Do you agree or disagree?
190

191

Government - should
healthcare and
education be free for
all
Education

6 years

The best way to remove poverty in developing countries
is to provide 6 years of free education to all children so
that they can read, write and use numbers. Do you agree

free education to all

or disagree?
There are some motives for people to work. Some people
is the most im rtant. Do you agree or
think mon

Job

-

Opinion

1

Opinion

1

Opinion

1

children.

-

motives to

work
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disagree?
Some people say that the public funds should be spent on

Dr. Kiranpreet Kaur Makkar

promoting healthy living than on the treatment of people

Government -spend
on prevention than

who are ill. Do you agree or disaSree?

treatment

It is known to all that the

GM foods
bad

technological and scientific
advances have made great changes to the range and

quality

of our food.

-

good or

Opinion 1

Discuss

it as an

Some people regard

improvement while others believe that the change
794

-

is

harmful. Discuss both views and give your own opinion.
There is an increasing amount of advertising directed at
children, which encourages them to buy goods such as
toys and snacks. Many parents are worried, while

-

Advertisements
effect on children

Discuss

Studies suggest that children spend more time watching
TV than they did in the past and spend less on doing
active or creative things. Why do you think it is the case?
What measures and methods can be used to tackle it?
Many people regard films as less important form of art
than literature and painting. Do you agree or disagree?

children and
Television

Problem solution

prevent global environmental
damage is on politicians rather than individuals. Do you

Environment
politicians vs
individuals

some

advertisers claim

that they provide

useful

information to children. Discuss both and opine.
195

196

to

797

The responsibility

198

agree or disagree?
Some people say that parents should organise free time
activities for their children. Others say children should be

Art

-

Films vs

Opinion

I

Opinion

1

literature and art

-

Children and

Discuss

planning their leisure

free to choose what they do in their free time. Discuss
199

200

both sides and opine.
Some people say that instead of preventing climate
change we should find a way to live with it. Do you agree
or disagree?
ln many countries, government spent a large amount of
money on improving internet access. Why is it happening
and do you think it is the most appropriate use of

207

202

203

204

205

government money?
some people believe that women should play an equal
role as men in a country's police force or military force,
such as the army, while others think women are not
suitable forthese kinds ofjobs. Discuss both and opine.
The gap between the rich and the poor is becoming
wider, the rich richer, the poor even more poorer. What
problems can the situation cause and give the solutions?
Some people think that the government should decide
which sub.,ects students should study at the university,
while others think that students should be allowed to
apply for the subject they prefer. Discuss the two views
and give your opinion.
Nowadays in many countries household waste e.g. food
packaging is increasing day by day. What are the causes
for that? How can this problem be solved?
New research has shown that overeating has become

a

-

Environment
prevent it or find a
way to live with it.
Technology - Media -

Opinion

lnternet

direst question

lob

Rich

-

Gender issues

-Poor essay

Education

-

Should

1

Reasons and

Discuss

Problem solution

Discuss

government decide
the subjects

Environment Household waste

Problem solution

Health - Overeating

Problem solution
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209

-

bigger problem in the world than hunger. what are the
reasons of this problem? How can you solve it?
People can eat a wide variety of food of other regions. As
a result they are eating a lot of foreign food instead of
locally produced food. Do you think the advantages of
eating foreign food are more than its harms?
ln some cities people are choosing cars instead of
bicycles, while in other cities riding bikes are replacing
cars. Why is this the case? Which development do you

think
208
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is
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vs hunger

-

Problem

solution
Globalisation Advantages and
disadvantages of

imported food
Environment - cars
vs birycle

Opinion 3

Reasons and

opinion

better?

Nowadays, people are consuming more and more sugarbased drinks. Why do they do so? Suggest measures to
solve the problem.
Some people think that nowadays children have too

Health

-

eating

Problem solution

-

Opinion L

habits
Children

Freedom

much freedom. Do you agree or disagree?

270

21,1

21,2

are faced with increasing numbers of
advertisements from competing companies. To what
extent do you think are consumers influenced by
advertisements? What measures can be taken to protect
consumers

them?
lntelligence is the most important quality for a leader. Do
you agree or disagree?
Many employees may work at home with the modern
technology. Some people claim that it can benefit only

Problem solution

Ads and

consumerism

Miscellaneous Qualities of a leader
Job

- telecommuting

Opinion 1
Opinion 1

benefits employees

the workers, not the employers. Do you agree or
disagree?

273

Students in school should learn academic sub.iects and

274

woodwork can be learnt well from family and friends. Do
you agree or disagree?

things

Some people say

that its better to teach

language

students in small classes, others think the number of
people does not matter.

275

276

277

some people say that vertical city is best where people
live and work in tall buildings. Others say that horizontal
city is better where there are few tall buildings.
Team activities can teach more skills for life than those
activities, which are played alone. To what extent do you

energy) are encouraged.
Research shows that overeating is as harmful to people's

health as smoking. Therefore, the advertisements of
certain food products should be banned as the ads of

1

Discuss

Discuss

horizontalcity

Education

secondary

the size

Sports - Team
activities vs solo

activities

education is necessary. what's your opinion?
Fossil fuels (coal, oil, natural gas) are the main sources in

-

Opinion

Vertical city vs

Unemployment is getting increasingly serious in many
countries. Some people think students only need to get

many countries, but in some countries the use of
alternative sources of energy (wind energy and sclar
279

Language

of the language
classroom
Miscellaneous -

agree or disagree?

primary education, while others think
214

-

Education
academic sub.iects
only or also extra

pass exams, other skills such as cookery, dressmaking and

-

Only

primary education to
combat
unemployment
Environment Alternative sources
of energy
Advertisement - ads
of smoking vs of fast
food

Opinion

L

Opinion 1

Opinion 3

Opinion

1
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cigarettes are banned. Agree/Disagree

-

220

The rapid development of communication technology,

Technology

Communication
technology

227

such as smart phones, tablets and other mobile devices,
has more disadvantaSes than advantages. To what extent
do you agree or disagree?
Some people believe that government should spend on

new public buildings, such as libraries and museums,
rather than renovating old buildings. To what extent do

new

Bulldings

-

Opinion 1

Opinion 1

old vs

you agree or disagree?

some people think that the governm€nt should make
laws regarding nutrition and healthy lifestyle, while
others think that it is a matter of personal choice and
personal responsibility. Discuss both views and opine.
Some people believe that sport competitions are a source

of emotional stress for young people. Therefore, youth
should be banned from participating in sport
224

comp€titions. Do you agree or disagree?
Some people think government should ban dangerous
sports, such as skydiving and rock climbing. Do you agree
or disagree?

225

226

227

The advantages brought by the spread of English as a
"global language" will outweigh the disadvantages. To
what extent do you agree or disagree with this view?
ln some countries, some of the criminal cases in the law
courts are shown on the television, so that the general
public can watch them. Do the advantages outweigh th€
disadvantages?
some people believe that everyone has right to university
education. Therefore, government should make

university education free for everyone, no matter what
their financial background. To what extent do you agree
or disagree?
ln many countries, people buy imported food rather than

229
230

237

232

233

food produced locally. Why do people do that? How can
people be encouraged to eat locally produced food?
The best way to learn other cultures is to work in
multinational organisations. Do you agree or disa8ree?
People believe that not all school children have the
natural ability to learn a new language. This means it is
not right to force all school children to study a foreign
language. Do you agree or disagree?
Some people believe that living in big cities is becoming
more difficult. Others believe that it is getting easier.
Discuss both views and give your own opinion.
Parents should encourage their children to spend less
time studying and more time doing sports/physical

activities. Do you agree or disagree?
Nowadays, some countries are spending a lot of money
to make it easier to use bicycle. Why is this so. ls it the
best solution to transport problem?

Healthy lifestyle
individuals or
government

on

Discuss

Sports - stress in
sports - should youth
be banned from
competing in sports

Opinion

Sports - Should
dan8erous sports be
banned
Language essay

Opinion 1

-

-

I

Opinion 1

English as a Blobal

language
Miscellaneous

-

Opinion 3

criminaltrials should
be telecast or not
should
university education
be free for all.
Education

-

- Globalization
Localvs imported
food
Globalisation - MNCs
Food

Opinion 1

Reasons and

solutions
Opinion 1

and learninS culture
Education

-

Opinion 1

- Should a
foreign language be
Language

compulsory.
Miscellaneous - Big
cities vs small cities

Discuss

Children - Academic

Opinion 1

education vs sports
Environment

-

bicycle use being

Reasons and
direct question

promoted
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-

More and more people do online shopping. why is this
the situation? What is the effect of online shopping on

Miscellaneous
Technology - online
sho tn
Miscellaneous lndividuals are

shops and communitaes?
235

Some people think that in the modern society
indivlduals are becoming more dependent on each
other while others say that individuals are becoming

236

217

234

It is a

good thing

if

senior management workers in

and

Opinion L

Environment Nuclear power

Direct question

Opinion 2

-

d or bad

give

.lobs - Miscellaneous

-

importance to their employees, whereas others say that
they should give importance to customers. Discuss both
240

- Discrepancy in
pay of top positions
and ordinary workers
Tourism

Job

a

company get a much higher salary than other workers in
the same company, Do you agree or disagree?
It has become easier and more affordable for people to
travel to other countries. Do you think it is a positive or a
n
e develo
ent?
Nuclear energy is a better choice for meeting increasing
demand. Do you support the use of nuclear technology
for constructive purposes?

Many people say that companies should

Discuss

dependent or
independent

ndent of each other. Discuss and o ine

more in

Reasons and

effects

Discuss

Employees vs

customers.

tne

The movement of p€ople from agricultural areas to
cities to work can cause serious problems in both
places. what are the serious problems and what

People - Urbanization

Problem solution

Children - Excessive

Effects and

TV viewing by

solutions

measures can be taken to solve this problem?

241

242

A report indicated that many children between 7 and
llspend too much time watching television and/or
playing video games. How does the problem affect the

children aged 7-11

children, their families and society? What measures can
be taken to control it?
some people believe that if police force carries guns, it
can encourage a higher level of violence. To what extent

Crime - Police

agree or dis ree?
Some people think governments should spend money on
measures to save languages with few speakers from

do
243

- should
be
spent to
money
save dying languages
Language

dying out completely. Others think this is a waste of
financial resources. oiscuss both views and opine.

2M

245

246

Opinion

1

carrying guns
encourages violence

ln schools and universities, girls tend to choose arts
subjests, while boys choose science subjects. what is the
reason? Should the trend be changed?
Nowadays, sport is becoming a business and more and

Education

-

Gender

issues in selection of

Discuss

Reasons and

direct question

sub ects
Sports

-

Opinion 3

more professionals and big companies are getting
involved in sporting events. Do you think that it is a
positive or a ne tive deveio ment?

Commercialization of
sports

some people believe that the fittest and strongest
individuals and teams always succeed in sports. Others
think that success in sports depends on mental attitudes.

Sports - success
depends on fitness or

Discuss

mental attitude

r oprn rons.
Some people think that we should invent a new language
Discuss both views and

247

for international communication. Do the benefits of this
outwe

h

the

Language
I

-

lnventing

Opinion 3

a new language

blems?
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ln order to learn a language well, we should also learn
about the country as well as the cultures and lifestyles of
the people who speak this language. ASree or disagree?
Some languages are increasingly spoken in different
countries, while the usage of others is rapidly declining. ls
this a positive or a nega tive development?
Should tourists accept social and environmental
responsibility OR should not accept any responsibility at
all. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
Some people think visitors to others countries should
imitate local customs and behaviours. Some people think
the host country should welcome cultural differences.
Discuss the two views and give your opinion.
People moving to a new country should accept new
culture in the foreign country rather than living as

253

254

255

256

257

258

a

separate minority group. Do you agree or disag ree?
The spread of multinational companies and the increase
in globalization produce positive effects for everyone. Do
you agree or disagree?
Personal happiness is directly related to economic
success. OR happiness depends on different factors.
Discuss both views and give your own opinion
Housing shortage ln big cities can cause severe social
consequences. Some people think only government
action can solve this problem. Do ou a ree or disagree?
When families have a meal toBether it is considered
social activity. Do you think eating together is important
le in
ur country?
to
people
say that parents have the most important
Some
role in a child's development. However, others argue that
other things like television or friends have the most
significant influence. Discuss both views and opi ne.
some scientists believe that studying the behaviour of 3year-old children can tell which children would grow up

-

Dr. Kiranpreet Kaur Makkar

-to

Language

learn

Opinion 1

we should also learn
culture
Opinion 2

- Some
languages spoken
Language

more
Tourism

- should
tourists accept
responsibility

Opinion

Tourism - tourists
should follow host
customs or not

Discuss

-

Opinion

Tourism

Should

1

1

immigrants follow
hosts or not

Globalization
good or bad

-

MNCs

Miscellaneous -

Opinion 1

Discuss

Happiness and

economic success
Miscellaneous - only
government can
solve housing issues
Family

-

lmportance

Opinion 1

Direct question

of family meal

Family-Children-ls

Discuss

family more

important or other
factors
Nature vs Nurture

-

Direct question

to be criminals. To what extent is crime a product of
human nature or is it possible to stop children from
rng u

259

260
261,

to be crimina

ls?

children who grow up in families, which are short of
money are better prepared with the problems of adult
life than children who are brought up by wealthy parents.
Agree/Disagree
ln many countries today there is insufficient respect to
old peop le. Reasons? What problems might it cause?
Some people think parents should read or tell stories to

children, while others think parents need not do that,
262

as children can do it themselves. Discuss both & opine.
The news reported in the media focuses on problems and

the positive developments is
harmful to both the individual and the society. Do you

emergencies rather than

Nature Nurture -

Opinion

1

children and family's
financial status
Old people - lack

Reasons and

respect

direct question

Family - Children
should parents read
stories to children
Media - Focuses on
negative news.

Discuss

Opinion 1

agree or disagre e with this statement?
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Some people say that some urgent problems in modern
society can only be solved with international cooperation.
To what extent do you agrae or disagree?
It is believed that education is of vital importance to the

development
26s
266

267

268

269

of

individuals

271

and the wellbeinS of

Dr. Kiranpreet Kaur Makkar
Miscellaneous -

Opinion 1

lnternational
cooperation
Education - What
education should

Direct question
essay

societies. What should education consist of?
ln some countries more people choose to live alone or by
themselves. Reasons? ls it positive or negative?

consist of
People - living alone

Reasons and

More and more people are using mobile phones and the
lntemet to communicate. Therefore, people are losing
the ability to communicate face to face. Agree/Disagree?
some people say that the best way for children to learn
to read is by using online materials. Others say that
printed materials should be used. Discuss both & opine.
schools should stop using books for teaching children as
they find them boring, and use film, TV and computer

Technology and

opinion 2
Opinion 1

instead. To what extent do agree with this?
Nowadays it is easy to apply for and be given a credit
card. However, some people experience problems when

they are not able
270

-

to

pay their debts back. Do the

advantages of credit cards outweigh the disadvantages?
It is important for all towns and cities to have large public
places like squares and parks. Agree or disagree?

lnternational community must act immediately to ensure
all nations reduce its consumption of fossil fuels e.g. 8as

communication
Education Technology -reading
skills in children
Education - books vs

Discuss

Opinion 1

film, W, computers
in schools

Credit card

-

opinion 3

advantages
disadvantages

Miscellaneous -public

Opinion

1

outdoor spaces
Environment -reduce

Opinion

L

Opinion

1

its use of fossil fuels

and oil. Do you agree or disagree?
272

some people believe that the best way

to

produce

a

Rich poor gap

happier society is to have a small difference between the
richest and the poorest. Do you agree or disagree?

it difficult to

on or

273

children find

274

attention to school. Reasons and solutions.
The best way for government to solve traffic congestion
in cities is to provide free public transport 24 hours a day,

concentrate

pay

7 days a week. Agree or disagree?

275
276

277

278

some people argue that public should be allowed to have
guns. Others do not agree. Discuss both and opine.
some people prefer to go to health clubs and gyms for
heahh care, but some say that walking and climbing stairs
are more effective. Discuss both and opine.

Adult youths are often called up for working for the
development of communities. Should they work
voluntarily or should they get paid? Give your opinion.
S€ience tells there are activities that are good for the

health. However some people still continue doing
279

280

unhealthy habits. Causes and solutions
Ahhough countries with long average working hours are
economically successful, this often has some negative
social consequences. Agree/disagree

Money should be used in new housing and road
development than on restoring old buildings. Agree or

Education

-

children

Environment Government Free
public transport
Crime - Gun

Problem solution

Opinion

1

Discuss

ownership
Health

-

Gyms vs

Discuss

walking and stairs
Young people - work
voluntarily or get
paid

Discuss

Health - why people
have unhealthy

Problem solution

habits
Job - Long working

Opinion 1

hours are negative

for society
Buildings restoration

Opinion 1

vs new ones and
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disagree?

roads

lf

some people Bet a chance to choose between life
without work and spending most of the time working,

Job-People-would
love a life without

then they would choose not to work, A8ree or disaSree?
Some people think thatthe government should strictly
control the supply of fresh water, as the resources are
limited. While others think we can use as much water as
we want. Discuss both sides and give your opinion.
People want to buy famous brands of clothes, cars and
other items. Reasons? ls it positive or negative?
The tendency of human beings to copy one another is
shown in the popularity of fashions in clothes and other
consumer goods Do you agree or disagree?

work

Opinion

I

Water - should there
be a restriction on its
use

Miscellaneous -

Reasons and

Brands
Miscellaneous Copying one another

opinion 2
Opinion 1

Young people are not only richer, but also safer and

Young people -

Problem solution

healthier BUT are less happy. Reasons and solutions.
Should museums should be free, OR some entry fee
should be there. Discuss both sides and opine.
It is expected that there will be a higher proportion of old
people than young people in the future. ls it a positive or
negative development?
Some people think news have no connection to people's
lives, so it is a waste of time to read the news in the
newspaper and watch on television. Agree or disagree?
ln many cities and towns, the high volume of road traffic
is a problem. Causes & solutions
Ambition is an important character for people who want
to be successful in life. How important is it? ls it a positive
or negative characteristic?
Do politicians have the greatest influence on the world
OR do scientists have the greatest influence. Discuss both
& opine

unhappier
Tourism - Museums ticketed or not
old people - Greying
society is positive or
negative
Media - News is not

Some people think job satisfaction is more important
than job security, while others think having a permanent
job is more important. Discuss both & opine
Some people think foreign visitors should be charged

Job - Job security vs

more than local people. Do you agree or disagree?
Young people are often influenced by "peer pressure". Do
the disadvantages outweigh the advantages?
Everyone should stay in school untilthey reach the age of
18. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
Some think that children should start school as early as

foreign tourists more
Children and Peer

possible, while others believe that they should start

Discuss

Opinion 2

Opinion 1

important
Environment - Road

Problem solution

traffic
Miscellaneous - ls

ambition good or

Direct question
and opinion 2

bad.
Miscellaneous
Politicians vs

Discuss

scientists
Discuss

job satisfaction
Tourism

-

charging

Opinion

1

Opinion 3

pressure
Education - age for
leaving school
Education - School
going age - 4 or 7

Opinion

1

Discuss

school at the age of seven. Discuss both views & opine.
297

298

Some teachers say students should be organised into
groups to study. Others argue students should be made
to study alone. Tell the benefits of each study method.
Which one do you think is more effective?
some people think students should learn more practical
courses like computer, OR should learn more about
theoretical courses like geography and mathematics.

Education - Group

study vs studying

Direct question
and discuss.

alone
Education - Practical

Discuss

vs theoretical
courSes.
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Discuss both views and

299
300
301

302

University students spend most time studying. They
e/disagree
should be doin other activities too
Many people who leave school hold a negative attitude
towards learning. W does this ha en? Solutions

The subjects and lesson contents are decided by the
government. Some people ar8ue that teachers should

303

304
305

306

307

308

309

310

311

372

313

314

make the choice. Do you agree or disa ree?
Nowadays sending children to boarding school (either in
other countries or in one's own country) is becoming
ular. Reasons? ls it sitive or ne ative?
rncreaSln
plays
a role in many education systems. Do
Rote learning
the advantages outwei h the disadvanta es?
Some people think secondary school students should
study international news as one of their subjects. Other
people say this is a waste of valuable school time. Discuss
both views and rve our oplnron
Good schools and medicalfacilities are available only in
cities. Some people think new teachers and doctors
should work in rural areas for a few years, but others
think everyone should be free to choose where they
work, Discuss both and ive your own o n ton
some people think that students benefit from going to
private secondary schools. Others, however, feel that
private secondary schools can have a negative effect on
society as a whole. Discuss both these views and o lne
ls it better for children to begin to learn a foreign
language at primary school than at secondary school? Do
you think the advantages outweigh the disadvantages?
ls using animals for experimentation purpose cruel, OR is
necessa for development of science. Discuss both
ls the main benefit of internationalcooperation in
protection of the environment, OR in the world business
Discuss both views and give your o tnton
The increased world demand for oiland gas has made it
necessary for locating these sources in remote and

untouched natural areas. Do the advantages outweigh
the disadvanta es?
The increased world demand for oil and gas has made it
necessary for locating these sources in remote and
untouched natural areas. Do the advantages outweigh
the disadvantages? For Drilling)
Some people tend to take temporary jobs so that they
have time to do other things. Do the advantages
2
outwei h the disadvant

Professional workers such as doctors, nurses and
teachers should be paid more than those in the field of
ree or dis ree?
sports and entertainm ent.

Opinion 1

Education - The

future of education

-

Education

Opinion

Extra

1

curricular activities

-

Education

Negative

attitude of students
Education - Who
should decide the
school curricula

Problem solution

Opinion 1

Education - Boarding
schools

Opinion 2

Education - Rote
learni
Education lnternational news in
secondary schools

Opinion 3

Education

-

Discuss

Discuss
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Some countries have introduced a law to limit working
hours for employees. Why is this law introduced? Do you

think it is a positive or a negative development?
ln some countries, it is !llegal for companies to reiect
job applicant for age. ls it a positive or negative?
Nowadays, some workplaces tend to employ equal
numbers of men and women workers. Do you think it is a
positive or negative development?
Men are placed in most high-level jobs. Government
should encourage a certain percentage of these jobs to
be reserved for women. Do you agree or disagree?
What are the benefits of requiring young people to serve
the army? Does participation in community work qualify
as an alternative?
The traditional life style of local people in developing
countries is attracting tourists, which prevents local
people changing to modern ways. Agree or disagree?
The traditional life style of local people in developing
countries is attracting tourists, which prevents local
people changing to modern ways. Agree or disagree?
A lot of charities and organisations have to publicize their
activities by setting up a number of days to name the
specialday like NationalChildren's day and National
nonsmoking day. Causes and effects.
Rich countries should not employ skilled Iabour from
poor countries, as poor countries need the workers more
Do you agree or disagree?
with the use of mobile phones and computers, the
traditional skill of writing letters will disappear. Agree/
disagree. How important is letter-writing?
Society is based on rules and laws. lf individuals were free
to do whatever they wanted to do, it could not function.
To what extent do you agree or disagree?
Economic progress is the only way to measure a country's
success, OR other factors. What are these factors? And
among them, which one is more important.
People have thought about creating an ideal society, but
fail in making this happen. What is an ideal society? How
can we create an ideal society?
Male leaders lead us to violence and conflict. With female
leaders, it will be more peaceful. Agree/disagree
Characteristics we are born with, have more influence on
our personality and development than experiences we
may have in our life. Which is the major influence?
People aim to achieve a balance between their work and
lives, but few people achieve it. Causes & solutions.
People thought that human race is steadily improving in
every area of life. ln which areas do you think we have
made important progress nowadays? ln which areas do
you think we still need to make progress?
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Children ore focing rnore pressures nowodoYs from ocddemic, socio,
ond commercio, perspecfives. Whol ore fhe couses of fhese pressures
ond whcrt rneosures should be loken to reduce lhese pressures?

It is commonly said that today's children are pressurized and are facing harder and harder academic, social
and commercial challenges. This essay intends to discuss the causes of these pressures and suggest some
measures to alleviate the problem. I believe that children must be shielded from such mounting pressures.
There are many academic pressures on children. Today's child is not competing with the child next door, or
even of one's town or country. He is competing with the child of the globalvillage. The big planet Earth of
yesteryears is a small well-linked global village of today. Parents want their children to excel in every field.
They send their children to the best schools, where the school bag is often heavier than the child himself.
Even after school hours there are private tuitions. Children don't have time to bloom and bring out their
hidden talents.
There are also many social and commercial pressures. Socially, the children of today are in a huge dilemma'

They want to adopt the global culture, whereas their parents force them to confine themselves to the
traditions. This sometimes makes them rebel against the rules laid by their elders. Then, they also face peer
pressure, which can be good if their peers are good, and bad if their peers are not disciplined. This peer
pressure coupled with the consumerist society of today can lead to a lot of stress and strain on children.
They see the latest models of cell phones and other items with their peers and want to buy them. When
they are unable to do so, they get stressed.
The solutions are not simple. Children have to be handled with great care. Parents should have realistic
expectations from their children. They should have a pro-active approach and give time to their children.
The biggest onus is on the schools and teachers. They should strive to bring out the best in every child and
competition and co-operation should both be taught simultaneously. The aim of competition should not be
to win at all cost. Children have to be taught to win with modesty and lose with 8race.
To summarise, there is no doubt that the children of today are facing so many pressures, but steps should
be taken on a war footing to protect their innocent childhood. Otherwise, these pressures will stifle the
physical and psychological growth of children.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Acodemic pressures
Poro 2: Sociol ond commerciol pressures
Poro 3: Solutions
Conclusion
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2. Some peopre beft:eve lhey should keep oll the money they hove
eorned ond should nol poy lox lo lhe sfofe. Do you ogree or disogree?
I disagree with the statement that individuals should not pay taxes to the state. The government runs the
country from the taxes it collects. Taxes are collected only from those who earn above a certain minimum
limit. lt is our moral duty to pay taxes.

Tax money collected by government is used to fund basic amenities, provide various services to citizens
and for government administration and projects, running of jails and defense system, and many other
operations. lt is not wrong to say that "taxes run a country." Thus, it is very important for a government to
make people pay taxes.

Let us analyze why people do not want to pay taxes. The main reason is their dissatisfaction with
government in serving them. They blame government for things like lack of infrastructure, poverty and
unemployment, but they are not completely wrong as tax revenue is misused in some or the other way in
every country. ln developed countries, however, because of higher satisfaction from government's
functioning, citizens may be more willing to pay taxes. Another factor generating dissatisfaction is the tax
structure itself. Often the tax system is complex and it drives people away from paying taxes. lt is also felt
that the tax rates are high and tax slabs are unequal. So they feel it is not unethical if one goes for tax
avoidance or tax evasion.

Not paying taxes can drastically affect a country's revenue generation, my own country, lndia, for that
matter. But then, it is equally desired that government come up with a fair tax structure and also make
people aware where the taxes are being diverted. Even lowering the tax rates can help a country increase
its tax collection as it would increase compliance among the taxpayers. Tax reform should also be fast so
that no public grievance or non-compliance remains for long. A proper tax system backed up with strict tax
laws can produce the best results.
Summing up, I reiterate my opinion by saying that it is the duty of every citizen to pay tax and the duty of
every government to use it appropriately in public interest.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Advontoges of taxes
Poro 2: Why people don't wont to pay toxes
Poro 3: Disodvontoges of not poying toxes and whot steps to toke
Conclusion

:

Reite rote opi nio n
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3. Some peopre think thot cullurol lrodilions moy be desfroyed when |hey
ore used os rnoney-rnoking oftrocfions oimed of fourisfs. Ofhers believe
il rs fhe only woy fo sove fhese frodifions. Discuss on bolh sides ond
give your opinion.
It is irrefutable that cultural traditions attract lure from all over the world and develop local

economy.

Some individuals are of the opinion that these may be destroyed if they are modified to attract tourists.
Others, however, hold the view that if we don't use them for tourism, these cultural attractions will die. ln
the following paragraphs, I shall discuss both sides of the argument. l, personally side with the latter view.

We have to make these cultural traditions alluring for tourists, because we need tourists. Firstly, tourism
boosts our economy and secondly we get a chance to spread our culture to different countries. lf our
artists and artisans do not earn money from their art, which depicts our culture and tradition, then this art
will die off and we'll only be the losers.
Tourism is the backbone of any count4/s economy and every country does its effort to attract tourists.
Many people depend on tourism for their livelihood. People in the food industry hotel industry and
transport industry depend on tourism. Presentation is very important to attract visitors, and to present
nicely some change is unavoidable.
On the other hand, when cultural traditions are used as money-making attractions, they lose their original
features. Sometimes it makes cultural traditions disappear altogether. However, I believe that culture and
tradition are deep rooted and minor superficial changes cannot harm them in any way. Change is the law of
nature and all we should look into it that the changes are made with caution to retain the inherent
elements of culture.

Summing up, to save cultural traditions we need to make some changes to make them captivating to the
tourist of today. lf we don't do so we'll lose our cultural traditions altogether and we'll lose our tourists
also.
PLAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro
Poro 7: Why we should use culturol ottroctions

for moking money

Poro 2: More odvontoges of towism
Poro 3: Disadvontoges of using culturol ottroctions os money-moking ventures
Conclusion: to sove culturol troditions we need to moke some chonges to moke them
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4. Some people belieye lhol reoding sfories from o book ls befier lhon
wolching fV or ploying compuler gomes for children. fo whot exlenf do
You ogtee ot disogree?
Reading stories in books is a basic way for children to obtain knowledge and open their minds. Although
watching TV and playing computer games are also popular educational methods among children, I believe
that reading books is better and offers more advantages than watching TV and playing computer games.
Learning by reading is more effective compared to TV and games because it is an active activity. Like any
other skill, reading takes practice. To fully understand the content, children have to give all their attention
to the text. Also, more than just understanding a certain topic, children tend to develop imagination, as
they imagine the characters from the description they read, which helps them to learn more efficiently and
deeply in the future.

Furthermore, reading stories also helps children master language development, as by reading stories,
children learn pronunciation and vocabulary. lt also increases a child's attention span, and develops the
ability to concentrate. lt develops children's ability to express themselves more confidently, easily, and
clearly In spoken and written terms. lt develops and fosters a child's natural curiosity
On the other hand, the knowledge disseminated by vivid pictures on screen is easier for children

to imbibe,
but too many moving objects and colorful images can distract children, especially some young kids, from
other important tasks. Playing computer games also can be very addicting, as a result of which children fail
to do their homework. Additionally, spending too much time before a computer screen or watching TV can
lead to health problems such as shortsightedness. Therefore, reading is better for both efficiency and
health purpose.
ln conclusion, it can be reiterated that reading stories in book is better than watching
computers, as it is a more effective way to learn and is better for health.

W and playing on

PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: Advantoges of reading
Poro 2: More odvontoges
Poro 3: Advontoges of computer gomes ond TV with reosons why they ore not better thon reoding
Conclusion:
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5. ln mony ports of lhe world, children orc given more frcedom lhon in lhe
post ls this o posifive or o negotiye development?
The world is changing fast and so are the rules and the norms of society. When grown-ups today compare
their childhood with that of today's children, they find that today's children have more freedom than what
they used to have. I believe this situation is largely positive.

There are many advantages of children enjoying more freedom. They grow up quicker than their parents
did. This produces more liberal, mature and adventurous adults, which obviously has an effect on society in
the long run. Today's children follow the global culture, which is the amalgamation of the good points of
the various cultures of the world. Consequently, countries progress more rapidly because of this shedding
of many traditional ways of doing things and becoming freer and more open societies. For example, in
lndia, if today's youngster wants a dowry free marriage, he will go ahead and have it against all odds,
where as earlier youngsters could not take a stand against it as it was considered customary.
Furthermore, today's children have the power of the lnternet and the satellite W in their hands. Today's
young generation is the most well informed generation than ever in the history of mankind. They know
what their parents and grandparents do not know. They have oceans of opportunities in front of them,
which they want to explore. They adopt careers of their choice and do not hesitate walking on the untrodden path. They are not afraid of taking risks. For instance, earlier children were pressurized by their
parents to take up medical, non-medical or commerce streams, but today's children are going into
computer animation, computer gaming and other fields, which were unheard of before.
On the other hand, sometimes this freedom can be detrimental for children. They like maturity and fail to
see the far-reaching consequences of their actions. lt is also the time when teens make mistakes and
need someone there to guide them understand what went wrong, take a step backward, analyze, and
again take a step forward. Freedoms should come in small steps so that the teens are ready to move
forward having proven their ability to handle each small movement. Too much freedom can end them in
bad company and also drugs.

To sum up, it can be reiterated that freedom enjoyed by children is, by and large, a good thing, but the
onus is on the parents to prepare them for this in small steps, so that the negative side of this excess
freedom does not go against them.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Advontoges ore more thon disadvontoges
Poro 7: Advontoges
Poro 2: More odvontoges
Paro j: Disodvontages
Conclusionz re ite rote op i n ion
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6. Becouse of lhe globol economy, mony goods including who, we use
ds doily bosics produced by olher counfies hove to be tronsporled for
o long disfonce. To whot exlenl do the odvonloges oufweigh the
disodvonloges?
Globalisation has revolutionized our world in many aspects. Now, we don't belong to a big planet Earth.
We belong to a small global village. Everything is available everywhere. There are many advantages and
disadvantages of transporting goods over a long distance. ln my opinion, the pros outweigh the cons.
On the positive side, transporting goods over a long distance gives us a lot of choices. We can taste a
variety of fruits and vegetables from all parts of the world. For example, about ten years ago, we hardly
saw kiwi fruit, which is from New Zealand. But, now it has a place on every fruit stand. Earlier, we had very
few shoe brands like Bata and Carona, but now the market is flooded with Reeboks, Nike, Adidas and other
foreign brands.
Secondly, many people get employment in this field. Small businesses have a chance to expand globally
and it increases the overall economy of the country. Finally, it helps in developing good relations between
countries, which helps in international co-operation and peace. lf countries are dependent upon one
another's economic success, then armed conflict would be less likely.
On the downside. importing goods can have a negative effect on local culture. This can be seen in countries

such as Japan where imported food has become more popular than traditional, local produce, eroding
people's understanding of their own food traditions. A second major disadvantage is pollution. When
goods are transported thousands of miles by road, sea and air, it increases pollution from exhaust fumes.
To conclude, importing goods has both merits and demerits but the pros outweigh the cons.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro: ln my opinion, the odvontoges outweigh the disodvontoges
Poro 1: benefits
Pora 2: More benefits
Poro j: Disodvontoges - loss of culture ond pollution
Conclusion: importing goods hos both merits ond demerits but the pros outweigh the

ans.
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7. Environmenlol problems ore loo big for individuol countiles ond
individuol persons fo oddress. ln olher wotds, we hove reoched fhe
sloge where lhe only woy to prolecl lhe environrnenl is ol on
inlernolionol level. To whot exfenl do you ogree or disogree wifh fhis
opinion?
Climate change is a phenomenon affecting all people in all walks of life, from individual citizens to whole
countries and huge multinational companies. Therefore, ldisagree with the notion that the only way to
address the environmental problems is at international level. lfirmly believe that this colossal problem can
only be handled if all individuals contribute; all governments take steps at national level and also join hands
at an international level.
Undoubtedly, gigantic steps need to be taken, and are being taken at the international level. The 'COP2f in
Paris in November 2015 is a step in this direction. The aim of 'COP2f is well known: to reach a universal
agreement limiting the rise in global average temperature to 2'C above pre-industrial levels. All nations are
realizing that climate change is one of the greatest challenges faced by mankind today.
Many steps can be taken at the national level. Governments can aware people of the benefits of using
energy efficient devices. For instance, this year government of lndia gave 2 LED bulbs to each government
employee at Rs 10/- each under the "Prakash Path" scheme. The cost of each bulb is Rs 400/-. The cost will
be recovered by adding a very small amount in each month's electricity bill for about a year. ln about 100
cities, the streetlights have been replaced with LED bulbs, which is a saving of a huge amount per day. LED
bulbs use a tenth of electricity as compared to other bulbs. Once people realize that by using LED bulbs,
their electricity bills will reduce, they will be prepared to make the initial heavy investment also.
Although the international and national level steps are imperative, it is also a fact that individual action
combined with governmental action can do a lot more to prevent climate change than if individual citizens
were not involved. ln a world of six billion people, if everyone stopped wasting water, disposed off their
rubbish properly, started accepting recycled material and stopped succumbing to consumerism, then it
would go a long way in solving the problem of environment.
Summing up, individual citizens cannot sit back and say it is someone else's responsibility to protect the
environment; we must all play our part - individual citizens and governments at the national and
international level.
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: steps con be token ot the internotionol level
Poro 2: Steps ot notionol level
Poro 3: Steps ot individuol level
Concl u sion : Reiterote opi nion
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8. People ore surrounded by odvertising, which hos on increosing effec,
on our lives. Do you think fhe posifive effecls of this oulweigh the
negolive effecfs?
Whether it is on TV, radio or hoardings at the side of the road, advertisements have become a part of our
lives. Advertising is a powerful and persuasive medium. I believe that the beneficial effects of ads
overpower the detrimental ones.
On the positive side, advertisements provide us with information on new products. lf it were not for
electronic and print advertising, many products would not be bought. ln this way, advertising provides an
important service to manufacturers and some consumers. Additionally, it fuels the advertising industry,
creating jobs for thousands of people. ln this respect it has become the backbone of many economies of
the world.

Furthermore, advertisements touch social issues. For example, when Amitabh Bachhan tells people to
bring their children for pulse polio immunization, people listen. Then, there are ads against female
foeticide which are very informative. Advertisements also teach a lot about the country from where the
ads come. This is because through satellite ry we can see ads from all over the world. For instance, when
we see a Japanese advert of a lady in a kimono, we come to know about the traditional clothes ofJapan.
However, adverts also have a downside. Because of advertisements, sometimes we buy what tempts us
without the insight of what we need actually. lmpressive images, videos, or captions are bound to leave an
imprint on us. Secondly, ads are very disturbing at times. Television commercials are a great example of
this. Just as we are enjoying a TV program, a commercial break occurs, forcing us to listen. Then, ads show
dangerous stunts, which may be copied by children and they may get hurt. Finally, some ads target
vulnerable children and so children pester their parents to buy things which can upset the family budget.

To conclude, adverts have their advantages and disadvantages. lndubitably, the merits outstrip the
demerits. The onus lies on us to look into our real needs and not be swayed by adverts.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro - Agree
Poro 7 - Advontoges
Poro 2 - Advantoges
Poro 3- negotive effects
Concl usion : re ite rote

o pinion
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o

genercl increose in onlisocio, behoviour ond ldck of respecf for ofhers. Whot might hove
coused lhis siluofion? How lo improve il?

9. Mony peop,e believe lhol lodoy fhere is

It is unfortunate that in the midst of vast progress in every field of life there is also a groMh in the antisocial behaviour and people have become less respectful of each other. This essay intends to analyze some
causes of this phenomenon and suggest some ways to ameliorate the situation.
Today, we live in an era of technology in which the whole Earth has shrunk and become a global village.

Everybody is connected to everybody through telephone lines and the lnternet, but the warmth of
relationships has taken a back seat. Most people have more than enough wealth, comfort and freedom,
but their hearts desire even more. To satisfy their hearts greed people have become workaholics, and as a
result have no time for family and friends. People have become selfish, isolated and indifferent. Each
person is busy in his own quest for more. To add to it, the youngsters who are at ease with the new
technology think that the elderly are good for nothing and that is why they don't respect them.

The changing family structure is another big cause of this phenomenon. Earlier, people lived in joint
families and the grandparents were there to supervise the children. Now there are nuclear families in
which both parents go out to work, and children are left unattended in the hands of pervasive media like
the TV and the lnternet. No one monitors what they watch and they see the programs full of violence and
crime, which makes them anti social. The pressure of consumerist society and peers also breeds anti social
behaviour. To add to it, the values of traditional culture are being lost and people are following the global
culture, which is also considered anti social by the orthodox elderly.
There are many solutions to this problem. To begin with, people have to learn to strike a balance between
work and family life. Government should also fix the maximum hours a worker can work per week so that
exploitation is not there in the job market. People should revert back to the old joint family system. This
would be in the beneflt of all. The children would learn moral values and the elderly would be well looked
after. Negative effects of excessive consumerism should be taught to the people. Media can play a big role

in highlighting the good points of the traditional and the western culture so that the people can adopt
good social values. Neighbourhood associations should be set up to connect people to each other.
Summing up, anti social behaviour and mutual lack of respect in today's times can be dealt with by taking
simple measures, and individuals and governments should collectively take these steps.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro:
Paro 7: Couses
Poro 2: More causes
Poro 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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10.

lnleryiews form the bosic selecting crilerio for mosf lorge componies.
However, some people lhink lhol inlerview is nof o relioble method of
choosing whom lo employ ond lhere are other beller methods. To whol
exlenf do yov ogree or disogree?

Recruiting new employees can be a long and painful process. The success of any business or organisation
depends on the quality of its staff. Some employers conduct interviews to select new workers. I agree with
the given statement which says that there are various other approaches. This essay intends to analyze
methods of hiring new employees.
Undoubtedly, an interview is an important method of recruitment. lf selection has to be done merely on an
interview, then the interview has to be well executed. lt requires a detailed understanding of the
organizational needs as well as a careful grasp of the prospective employees' responses. lt is not an easy
task. lf the recruitment is small scale and only a few employees are needed, it can prove fruitful otherwise
alternative methods to hlre have to be taken into account.
There are many other methods, which can be employed to hire new personnel. These hiring methods are a
combination of several step-by-step tests. lnitially, job vacancies are advertised, after which the recruiters
select resumes, which meet the basic requirements for that particular job position. Then the written test is
conducted to judge the skills and knowledge of the person. This is followed by group discussions and some
other skill tests. Then the shortlisted candidates are interviewed. After this, background checks and
reference checks are done of those shortlisted after the interview. lt is important to check the credit record
and criminal record. The reference checks are done to ascertain the authenticity of what is written in the
resume. Finally, the selected candidates are sent for a health check to rule out any communicable diseases.
Analyzing the above mentioned methods it can be seen that no single method is perfect. Each job has its
own requirements. Some jobs require qualification and some require experience. Big companies have a
department devoted to human resources, which takes care of the hiring issues, but for small businesses

finding the right employees at the right times can be an especially time-consuming and frustrating
struggle. External recruitment agencies can be assi8ned the task of searching suitable candidates for jobs,
but it may be very expensive. However, I believe that spending on the recruitment of new employees can
prove to be a good investment, as good employees can breathe new life into your business.

it

can be reiterated that finding suitable employees is an arduous task and has
combination of written tests, group discussions, interviews and reference checks.

To sum up,

to be a

PTAN FOIIOWED:

lntro:
Paro 7: lmportonce of interviews
Pora 2: Other methods
Poro 3: More methods ond own opinion
Conclusion:
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n . ln some counfries, fosf food resfouronfs ond supermorkefs give
money lo schools |o promote lheir producfs. Do you lhink fhis is o
posilive or negolive develoPment?
ln the highly competitive era of today, marketers such as restaurants and supermarkets have realized the
marketing opportunity offered by schools and so are giving money to schools. Even though the
administrators of schools are using that money to raise funds for school activities, this is definitely
disadvantageous for school children.

To begin with, adverts of fast foods and their availability within school premises would help to develop
children's taste for such foods. This can increase problems like obesity, which in turn is the root cause of
many other health issues among children. As it is, children today have sedentary lifestyles, which makes it
imperative that healthier food options should be made available to them. The welfare of students should
be the top priority of schools and they should not fall in the bait of these companies for monetary benefits.

the academic environment can promote consumerism. For
promote
of any products like toys or computer games from
advertisements
schools

Secondly, such commercial intrusions within

instance,

if

supermarkets through educational materials, billboards or school television, children would think that they
have the approval of teachers and school authorities. Consequently, these vulnerable children pester their
parents to buy those products, which can upset the family budget. This is a very vivid example of how
commercialization of schools can promote materialism in children.
Supporters of such practices claim that the money such companies give for promoting their products inside
the campus, helps financially-strapped schools to buy library books or improve sports facilities. They claim
that children benefit from the additional resources and facilities that schools can afford due to such
funding. What they fail to see is that commercial intrusions are already present in children's lives these
days and there is no scope for more.
To sum up, it is definitely a negative development to use schools to advertise their products as this may
lead to unhealthy eating and a materialistic attitude in children
PLAN FOTTOWED
lntro: lt is o negotive development

Poro 1: lt promotes unheolthy eoting ond thus obesity
Poro 2: lt promotes consumerism
Pora 3: View of the supporters of such proctices
Co n cl us
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12.

Some people believe thot young peopre know oboul inlernolionol
pop qnd movie slors buf know very less obouf fomous people from the
history in lheir own counlry. Why is fhis? How con more lnleresf be
creoled in young people lo goin more knowledge oboul lheir own
fomous people from history?

It is irrefutable that today we are flooded with information about everything. The youth of today know about
global celebs but are increasingly ill informed about their own historical personalities. This essay shall analyse
why this is happening, and also suggest some measures, to generate their interest in historical events and
people.
The first and major reason for this is that the education system in most of the countries is test-based. Students
are only taught to get good grades and as a result, they only focus on passing thelr exams, rather than gaining
knowledge about any topic. Thelr interest is never developed in history and heroes of our past. On top of that,
the youth today is more fascinated towards the celebrities because of the exposure and importance the media

gives to them. Furthermore, most of the families have now started living in nuclear setups, where both the
parents are working, and because of this the children's education about their roots and history has taken a back
seat.

There are many methods that can be used by parents, schools and the media to develop the interest of
youngsters in knowing about the famous people from history. The schools can incorporate technology in
teaching methods, like the use of audio-visual aids. Educational trips to museums and famous historical places
also help develop the children's interest. The government should set up museums and encourage children to
visit them by highly subsidizing tickets for the students. For example, the Shaheed Bhagat Singh Museum has
become a great source of information about the freedom struggle and the sacrifices made by freedom fighters.
Also, the Virasat-e-Khalsa museum has become very popular among the youth as they can learn a lot about Sikh
history and culture.
Moreover, TV shows and movies can be made around famous historical personalities and their contributions.
For instance, the recent Bollywood movie Bajirao Mastani, has been a super hit at the box office and has made a
lot of people more aware about historical events and characters. TV channels like History channel has shows
which run throughout the day, giving information about famous people and events from history.

To conclude, there are several innovative and creative methods that can be used to make the youth more
interested and aware about the notable people from history. This effort has to be made by parents, at schools
and media also has a big role to play ln spreading this awareness.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Pord 7: Reosons
Poro 2: Steps, which con be token
Poro 3: More ste4s
Conclusion:
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I3.

Environmentol problems such os porrufion ond climotic votiolions ore
increosing nowodoys. The governmenls hove foken sorne rneosures ol
o gtobot level. Bul they got only few sorufions. Why is il so? How con lhis
problem be solved?

Saving the environment has become the top priority across the world. No country in the world disagrees
with the fact that the Earth is at the brink of a climatic disaster, but the measures taken neither have legs
nor the lengths to address the issue. This essay intends to look into why the measures have always fallen
short of the mark, and suggest some solutions to mitigate the problem.

The first reason why global measures have failed is that the developed world is shying away from the
burden it needs to bear for the damage it did to the environment in the colonial industrial revolution times.
Hence we are stuck in a limbo of bipolar world of developing nations on one side and the developed on the
other. And the compromises reached between the two have always been far from satisfactory. lf we need
to see a real positive change, the developed world has to do more than the developing world. lt cannot just
say that everyone should play an equal role. lt can do so by providing wealth and technology related to
renewable sources of energy to the developing and the least developed countries.
The second major reason of not being able to do for the environment is that our governments are acting in
the interests of powerful lobbies and corporations. For example, the fossil fuel industries are trillion dollar
businesses. lf clean energy succeeds, these giants would lose. The clout of these is so strong that instead of
acting with ambition and urgency, the governments are making feeble efforts. The solution, for this would
be to create awareness that fossil fuel industries have to step down to let the greener energies succeed.

Finally, development and environment are always seen at loggerheads with each other. Environment
always ends up taking a back seat to development. Thus, looking at the two as separate entities has
delayed and brought us to our current position. The answer to this is sustainable development, which is
development that meets the needs of the present, without compromising the environment.
To sum up, it can be seen clearly, why the steps taken so far have failed to save the environment. However,
the time has come to do some soul-searching and take pro-active steps for the environment.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: First reoson of failure with solution
Poro 2: Second reoson of foilure with solution
Poro 3: Third reoson with solution
Conclusion
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14. Now o lot of peopre in college ore doing ocodernic sludy. We
should encouroge lhem lo leorn vocotionol skill (like plumbers ctnd
elecfricions). Do you ogree or disogree?
People have different views about tertiary education. Some believe that it is very beneficial for the nation if
majority of the youngsters go for higher education. However, others opine that they should go in for some

vocational training to start earning soon. I firmly believe that university education has an edge over
vocational education.
The option to start work strai8ht after school seems attractive to some for several reasons. Many young
people want to start earning money as soon as possible. ln this way, they can become independent, and
they will be able to afford their own house or start a family. ln terms of their career, young people who
decide to find work, rather than continue their studies, may progress more quickly. They will have the
chance to gain real experience and learn practical skills related to their chosen profession. This may lead to
promotions and a successful career.

On the other hand, lbelieve that it is more beneficial for students to continue their studies. Firstly,
academic qualifications are required in many professions. For example, it is impossible to become a doctor,
teacher or lawyer without having the relevant degree. Another advantage of graduating from a university is
that it gives you more choices when it comes to choosing a job. Most employers will be more impressed by
a candidate who has a degree than they would be by one who only has high school qualifications because it
shows a certain level of intelligence and education, as well as the commitment and self-discipline that is
needed in order to study a degree course for three or four years. University graduates also tend to earn
higher salaries than those with fewer qualifications.
Furthermore, the job market is becoming increasingly competitive, and sometimes there are hundreds of
applicants for one position in a company. Young people who do not have qualifications from a university or
college will not be able to compete. What is more, those who work in the construction work or as car
mechanics will always have to work under those who have civil and mechanical engineering degrees.
To sum up, for the reasons mentioned above, it seems to me that students are more likely to be successful
in their careers if they continue their studies beyond school level.
PTAN FOTLOWED

lntro:

intro
Pord 7: Advontoges of stepping into the job morket before university educotion
Poro 2: Advontoges of university educotion
discuss essoy

Poro i: Own view.
Conclusion: University educotion is definitely better
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15. ln mosl of lhe societies, lhe role of molher ond folher
ore lhe couses of this difference? Whol will be lhe

differs. Whol
porenlol roles in

future?
Families are the building blocks of the society. Parents play an incredible, crucial and indispensable role for
the development of children. Fathers and mothers both have an individuality, and are equally responsible

for the growth of the child physically, mentally and emotionally. But still most of the societies have

a

different thinking that their role differs. So here I would like to discuss the reasons of these differences.
ln most of the societies, especially the remote areas and villages, people believe that role of mother is just
to give birth to a child and look after child's schooling, eating and home work and father is the one who
brings the money for bread and butter and doesn't have to do anything with the child's care. Due to this,
women are deprived of working out and even are deprived of education. First and foremost reason for
these differences is that people are illiterate and 60% of the people are still below the poverty line. They
are not aware of the good and bad things. Secondly, they follow the old fuddy-duddy customs and
traditions.
Thirdly, I believe that in these old fashioned societies people don't have family planning, birth rate is high
so women are forced to sit at home and feed the children. Therefore, all the burden of child's
development comes on her shoulders and men have nothing to do except working and earning money. Just
imagine if a father is asked in which class his child studies he has to think so hard and even then he cannot
recollect. lf women go out and work, then older people get skeptical and scold them, as they are narrow
minded.
However, in the future the scenario will change. We are living in an era of globalization and westernization
in 21't century. We are influenced by western culture. Nowadays people are educated, literate and aware
of things and are broadminded. Parents understand their responsibility and work equally for the holistic
development of the child. So, in the future conditions will improve a lot. Parents will plan the things for the
bright and shiny future of their children. And they will be united and the child will not be deprived of the
fathers love. Both will work so that they can do savings in the future for their child and presently in urban
areas things are like this only.

To conclude, there are many reasons for the gender differences in parental roles, but the future
predicted to hold no such differences.
PTAN FOTLOWED

lntro: So here I would like to discuss the reosons of these differences.
Poro 7: Reosons
Poro 2: Third reoson
Poro 3: the future scenorio
Conclusion:
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16. If children

behove bodly should lheir porenfs foke responsibility ond
olso be punished? Sfofe your onswer ond give your reosons. OR lf o
five yeor old commils o crime (ony kind), should his/her porenfs
occepf responsibility ond how should they be punished. Whol is lhe
oge of o child when porenfs no longer hove fhe responsibility of o
child's behoviour?

The debate on whether parents should be held responsible for their children's misdeeds has been going on

for ages and people are divided on the issue. I believe that parents should be held responsible if their
children commit any crime. A number of arguments surround my opinion.
To begin with, if parents know that they will be held responsible for their children's inappropriate actions,
they will see to it that their children are well supervised and well cared for. Parents are responsible for
bringing their children on Earth and only they are responsible for raising them in such a way that they act
appropriately in society. Everyone knows that juveniles make mistakes but it is the onus of the parents to
keep an eye on them so that they do not exceed their limits and commit grave crimes.
Secondly, it has been seen that if parents are held responsible then it would definitely lead to an
improvement in family life. Such parental responsibility would become a cultural norm and families will
develop closer bonds. Divorces would become rare and broken families would also become less. Finally,
children are also less likely to commit a crime if they know that their parents would be held responsible.
There are those who oppose holding the parents responsible. They say that children today are independent

and there are many external influences, which affect the behaviour of children such as TV and peer
pressure. However, I firmly believe that if parents take care of their children and monitor their activities
and friends circle, the effect of external influences could never be so overpowering that children commit
crimes. Parents could be made to pay fine if children commit petty crime and the punishment could also be
more severe such as a heavy fine or imprisonment if the child commits serious crime such as murder.
Summing up, if we want
responsibility.

to

reduce the number of such crimes, we need

to make parents take more

PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro: porents should hove responsibility
Poro 7: Reoson 7
Poro 2: Reason 2
Paro 3: Opponents view and restote your view
Conclusion:
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17. Some people soy thol indushiol growlh is necessory lo solve poverty,
bul some other people orgue thol induslriol growlh is creoling
environmentol problems ond it should be sfopped. Discuss bolh views
ond give your opinion.

The persistent problem of poverty in the developing world has put a question mark on the relation
between economic growth and poverty. Some individuals are of the opinion that when economy develops,
because of industrial growth, poverty comes down. Others believe that economic growth leads to poverty.
This essay intends to analyse both perspectives. l, however, agree with the former view.
To begin with, industrial growth benefits nearly all citizens of a country, even if not equally, and therefore
reduces poverty. For example, in rural areas, most of the poor are engaged in agriculture. When such a
country grows through agricultural exports, it benefits both poor farmers and the even poorer labourers
they employ. Similarly, rapid growth in manufacturing sector because of increase in demand creates a lot
of new jobs, and eventually causes a rise in wages that further reduces poverty.

My second argument comes from historical records. Western countries began discoverinB the positive
relation between economic growth and poverty reduction around 1820 and as a result the living standards
in Europe and the United States improved many fold in the next years. Economic growth thus eliminated
mass poverty in what is today considered the developed world. Even a short-term view confirms that the
recent acceleration of groMh in many developing countries has reduced poverty, measured the same way.
The opponents of this view claim that economic progress leads to inequality between the rich and the
poor. They opine that a handful of rich are getting richer while the poor are being driven to the wall.
However, results have proved that such inequality is only short lived and everyone has benefited in the
long run. lt is because of the high initial inequality that it appears as if economic groMh is leading to
poverty.
Summing up, industrial progress definitely reduces povefi. Sometimes, there is unequal distribution of
wealth in the initial stages of economic development. Nonetheless, everyone benefits eventually.
PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro: when economy develops, poverty comes down
Poro 7: Reoson for soying so
Poro 2: My second orgument
Poro 3: opponents view Conclusion: economic progress definitely reduces poverty
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Mony peopre use disfonce-leoming progroms lo sludy al home, but

sorne people think thol it connol bring lhe benefrf os rnuch os
ollending correge or uniyersiltry. To what exfenl do you dgree or
disogree?

It is undeniable that the distance learning mode is very useful, especially for those living in remote areas,
for those who are physically challenged and for those who want to do a job while studying. However, there
are many advantages in actually attending a university, which would not accrue to a person who prefers to
learn through the mode of distance education. Let us see how going to a university scores over the
distance-mode.

ln the very first place, going to a university provides the opportunity of face-to-face interaction with the
teachers. Classroom lectures are more educative and enlightening than mere reading of written
courseware due to the direct interaction between the students and the teachers. The student not only
masters the contents of the prescribed lessons, but also gains a deeper insight into the subject as the
teacher elucidates from his own experiences. lf there are any doubts in the mind of the student, the
teacher can readily offer the necessary clarifications. lf he has not been able to fully comprehend any
particular aspect of the lesson, he can request that it be explained to him again. Students can also help
each other through the exchange of ideas and information, after the class hours.
Secondly, one learns in a more disciplined atmosphere. One has to attend the classes regularly and in time.
This results in a more focused and systematic study. This leads to better preparation for the examinations
and consequently better results. Also, one can easily access reference books and other valuable reading
material from the University Library.

Apart from the academic curriculum, the student also gains by useful participation in other extra-curricular
activities like sports, competitions, contests and the like. All this helps in the sharpening of his
communication skills and the overall development of his personality. He develops better team spirit and
learns the art of working with others in a group. Another great advantage is that of campus placement
opportunities. Many reputed companies approach the good universities with offers of campus placements
for their students. They are thus saved from the uncertainty and hassles of a laterjob hunt.
To conclude, a university education is certainly packed with several privileges'
PLAN FOTTOWED
lntro: going to o university scores over the distonce-mode

Poro 1: 1st orgument
Poro 2: 2nd orgument
Pora 3: 3rd orgument
Co

ncl usion : re ite rate opi nion
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19.

Governmenl needs fo spend money lo encouroge fhe developrnenl
of sporl ond ort for school sfudenfs, ralher lhon lo supporf professionol
sporfs ond orl evenfs. Do you ogree or disogree?

The professional sports and the cultural programs have been in existence for a long time and have played
an important part in people's life. Therefore, I disagree that government should direct the funds allocated
to such events towards encouraging sports and arts among school students. A number of arguments
support my opinion.
To begin with, the professional sports bring name and fame to a country. Countries, which spend a lot on
such sports, are always leading in sports in the Olympic Games, the World Cup and other such international
competitions. Professional sports also boost the economy as millions of spectators come to see and cheer
for their favorite teams in the stadiums. There are also big benefits from advertisements on TV as millions
of people sit in front of TV and watch sports shows.
Furthermore, the cultural programs are effective ways that help people relax and reduce stress after work.
Every day, there are a variety of cultural performances happening all over the world. These fascinate
thousands of young people as well as adults. These cultural programs not only enrich people's mind, but
also spread our rich culture globally.
Finally, it is difficult to motivate children to take up sports and arts without naming and praising super stars
in professional activities. The success from people such as Sachin Tendulkar (a cricket player) or A R

Rehman (a musician) is even more important in encouraging children to participate in sport and art
subjects than any other kind of motivators. How could we teil our children to put more efforts on arts and
sports if it would not lead to any money and success in the future?
To sum up, it can be reiterated that spending on professional sports and cultural programs is imperative for
the governments. Promoting sports in schools should also be there, but not at the expense of professional
sports and cultural events.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Reosons for promoting professionol spofts events
Paro 2: Reosons for promoting arts events
Poro 3: Another reoson for promoting both
Conclusion
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20.

Now lhe mochine is very complex, ond o lot of difficult work is
outomoled. Does fhis mochine oulomolion hove more pros lhon cons?

Modern technology has equipped us with machines, which are working like robots. There are positive and
negative effects of these machines on the individual and the society, which I shall highlight in this essay.
Overall the pros outweigh the cons.
On the positive side, machines are faster, more convenient and energy saving. Households and industries
are much facilitated with machines. Personal use of machines gives people more free time to spend with
family and pursue hobbies. Likewise, industrial use of machines reduces manpower for work and increases
output. ln the words of Oscar Wilde - "On mechanical slavery, on the slavery of the machine, the future of

the world depends."
Moreover, computer machines or robots manage our banks and even the tickets at the airport are issued
by machine-robot. The computerization certainly relieves human beings from dull repetitive task without
atry human error. What is more, robotic surgery is being done to overcome the limitation of human beings
such as trembling of human hands. Microscopic surgeries and eye operations can be better done with the
help of robotic surgeons.

On the negative side, machines reduce the need of manual work, which can lead to unemployment
especially in the developing countries. What is more, insufficient knowledge of machine handling and
operating is detrimental to uneducated workers and they end up getting injuries or disabilities while
working with machines. Technical failures can also disturb the whole working system and lead to losses.
Other negative effects of machines are on the health of individuals, especially the housewives who rely
heavily on machines for the household chores. Machines are a failure where creative work is required. For
example, machines cannot reproduce the unique and original work done by many artisans. lt has been
rightly said that a rnachine can do the work of a thousand ordinary men, but no machine can do the work
of one extraordinary man.
Overall, the positive effects of machines outweigh the negative effects on the individual and society.
However, in developing countries, in order to meet the employment needs of the population, a balance
has to be maintained between manual work and mechanization.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Overoll the pros outweigh the cons
Poro 7: Advantoges of mochines
Pdro 2: More cdvantoges
Pora j: Disadvontoges
Conclusion: pros more thon cons
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21.

Newspopers hove influenced peopre's ideos ond opinions. lVhol ore
lhe reosons for lhis? ls lhis o posilive or o negotive sifuofion?

Media has an indubitable role in refining the outlook of people. This essay intends to analyze the reasons
for this. Admittedly, the influence created by media is largely positive, although there is a slight negative
effect also.
Firstly, the diverse news in print media brings out huge responses and emotions in people. Newspapers
have a wide coverage and manage to fetch the latest happenings around the 8lobe. The way news items
are reported influences the way people think and act. Moreover, media always presents the news in an
appealing way, which catches people's attention and they want to dig into it deeper. People find such news
hard to be neglected. The quest of people to know more about the world is undoubtedly well looked after
by the media. lt is the media because of which the people are aware about what the government is doing
for them, and through letters to the editor they can reach out their voice to be heard by the government.
People realize that media is a link between them and the Bovernment, and so it influences their opinions
even more.
The influence created by the media is undoubtedly positive as knowledge about one's fellow beings makes

one more empathetic and alert. The fact that media update people with both good and bad latest
happenings is a helpful influence. For example, media's wide coverage of rapes and murders in surrounding
areas creates sympathy as well as alertness in people. The live television of instances like earthquakes and
floods helps people to be pro active. For example, when tsunami hit Japan in 2011, people from all over the
world came out to help. The varied other information like entertainment, sports and arts is good enough to
ease the stress level.
On the other hand, although there are some unhealthy practices like gutter-press journalism, cheque-book
journalism and libel writing, people today are mature enough to take it all with a pinch of salt, and use their

own analytical ability to shape their judgement. Such media, which takes the help of ill-founded news and
other wrong means cannot sustain long. On the whole, media always act as custodians of the interest of
the general public.
To conclude, media is powerful enough to influence ones attitudes and thought process because of many
reasons. However, such changes always act positively despite some drawbacks.
PLAN FOLIOWED

lntro:
Paro 1: Reosons
Poro 2: Positive impoct
Pora 3: Negative impoct
Conclusion:
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22. Ihe economic growth in developing ond developed

counlries is
moking peopre richer. However lhe reseorch indicofes lhot people in
fhe developing counlries is hoppier lhon people ln developed
counfries. Whot is your opinion on ihis?

There is no denying the fact that economic growth has improved the standard of living all over the world.
However, growth in global economy may mean different things to different people. To the developing world,
recent groMh may be coupled with a rise in standards of living, and thus seen as positive. To the already

developed countries, this growth brings with it increased global competitiveness, and is thus seen as
negative. Both sides will be analyzed in this essay. The lesson we get from this different perception towards
development of global economy shall also be discussed.

For people in the developing world it means better opportunities for personal and professional groMh. More
and more people in developing countries such as lndia and China now earn more than enough to lead
comfortable lives. Now they have high disposable incomes that make it possible for them to lead luxurious lives.
They can now buy the latest gadgets, travel to the most exotic places on earth and own luxury apartments and
cars. Their children now get world class education and healthcare. None of these would have been possible if
the economy wasn't growing. Needless to say, for people in the developing world growth in the economy is a

positive development.
Now let us see what global economic groMh means to people in the developed world. Majority of people in the
developed world already lead comfortable lives. They already possess disposable income and the recent growth
in the global economy hasn't really done anything to further improve their standard of living. on the other
hand, they now face stiff competition from their counterparts in the developing countries. Their market share
has started eroding. They are no longer the most sought after candidates for jobs even in their own countries.
Worse still, more and more jobs now get outsourced to the developing world, where the cost of labour is low
compared to that in the West. As a result of this people in the developed world are now losing their jobs.
Needless to say, they aren't all that happy with this sudden spurt in global economy.
The lesson we learn is that the growth of economy in developing world should not hamper the economy of the
people of the developed countries. The focus should be on raising the bottom without pulling down the top.
Jobs and opportunities for the people of the developing countries should be generated within their countries
and not in the developed countries. Governments of developed countries should not lay-off their people to give
low paid jobs to others.
The facts given above should explain why researchers feel that people in the developing countries are happier
with the growth in global economy than the people in the developed world. These viewpoints are not expected
to change much into the foreseeable future unless some steps are taken.
PLAN FOILOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Why developing countries ore hoppier
Poro 2: Why developed countries ore less hoppy
Pora 3: lessons we leorn
Conclusion:
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23.

People ore encouroged to get rid of lhings in order to get lhe newesf
foshion ond fhe lofesf fechnology. Do fhe disodvonloges of o
lhrowowoy sociefy outweigh fhe economic odvonloges?

It is irrefutable that consumerism is promoted in many nations of the world. This essay intends to analyse
the positive and negative effects of this use-and-throw culture. I personally believe that the disadvantages
outstrip the advantages.
On the positive side, consumerism leads to mass production, which is something good for the employment
sector. Mass manufacturing definitely leads to mass employment. This is undoubtedly beneficial for the
overall economy of the country. Furthermore, because of consumerism, people get choices. When there is
demand, more and more manufacturers come in the market. For instance, about two decades ago, there
was only Kissan tomato ketchup in the markeu but today we have Heinz, Del Monte, Cremica, Maggi and
so many more varieties oftomato ketchups in the market.
On the downside, consumerism promotes a use-and-throw culture, which is very bad for the environment.
There is a lot of rubbish generated because of excessive consumerism. Unnecessary packaging is also done

to make these goods appealing to the eye. Often, this rubbish is not decomposed and ends up in rivers and
waterways. This is definitely harmful to the environment.
Secondly, consumerism makes people work more and more to afford these products. This workaholism
makes them forget to draw a line between work and leisure and also between work and family. The desires

never end and consequently over-working becomes a part of life. This leads to stress and strain in life.
Another negative point is that when children or youngsters are lured by these things and their parents
cannot afford them, then they resort to petty crime such as pick-pocketing and chain snatching, which is
certainly not good for any society.
To sum up, consumerism has both merits and demerits, but the cons are definitely more than the pros
PLAN FOITOWED:

lntro:
Paro 1: Positives of consumerism
Poro 2: Cons of consumerism
Poro 3: More cons oJ consumerism
Conclusion:
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24. Once chl'ldren sforl schoor, leochers hove more influence lhon
porents on lheir inlellecluol ond socio, developmenl. To whol exlenf do
you ogree or disogree?

I definitely agree with the statement that once children get admission in school, teachers have more
impact on them than even their parents. A number of arguments surround my opinion.
To begin with, children spend quality time with teachers. Although they spend more time with parents at
home but this time is not as productive as the small amount of time spent with teachers. We all know that
parents are busy with their work most of the time and even if children are around, they hardly pay any
attention to them. Teachers, on the other hand are in school for the students. All the time they are either
teaching the students or guiding them in extra -cu rricu la r activities. They keep children focused on study
and as a result have more intellectual impact on them.

What is more, teachers are role models for students. They are scholars in action. They not only influence
intellectually but socially. Students inadvertently follow their teachers' behaviour too. They observe how
the teacher walks, talks and tackles difficult situations. At home they have parents to guide them socially,
but it is seen that in nuclear families, parents hardly find time for this. Whatever social skills children learn
are from TV or other activities they do at home. So definitely teachers have an edge over parents even as
far as social skills are concerned.
Teachers also guide students for their future careers. Students follow teachers more than parents because
they feel that teachers are more aware of the world around them and they have better capability of
guiding them. So, they depend on teachers more than parents.

To conclude, it can be said that once the schooling starts, teachers and parents both have influence but
teachers influence children more.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: once children get odmission in school, teochers hove more impact on them thon even their porents
Poro 7: how teachers ore more importont thon porents for intellectuol development
Parc 2: how teochers ore more importont thon porents for sociol development
Poro 3: how teochers ore more importont thon porents for coreer counseling
Co n cl usion : re ite rote opin ion
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25.

Some people lhink thot lhe news medio nowodoys hove influenced
people's lives in negolive ways. To whol exfenl do you ogrce or
disogree?

I disagree with the given statement that media has a negative influence on our lives. I believe that the
media is doing a great service to us and whatever negatlve effect it has is negligible if we compare it to the
benefits of the media.
There are many positive effects of media. To begin with, the usefulness of the media in almost instantly
providing information about events around the world is undeniable. lt is because of the media that today
we don't belong to a big planet Earth; we belong to a small global village. Furthermore, media also shapes
our opinions. lt is a link between the government and the people. Our conceptions of our elected officials
spring from television images and newspaper stories. Most of us will never meet prime ministers or
presidents, but anyone who is regularly exposed to the media will know about them. When it is time to
cast our vote, we will make our decision based on the media coverage of candidates.

The media are also influential in the way they facilitate the spread of culture and lifestyle. Today, the
popularity of lndian culture is an example of the media's enormous impact. lt is the media, which highlights
the good points of our own culture through programmes such as 'lndia's got Talent'. What is more, the
reality shows of today have given exposure and fame to the common man with talent today. lndeed, with
technological advancements such as the lnternet bringing even more forms of electronic media to our
homes and workplaces, it is likely the media's influence will grow even stronger. Finally, the media also
helps in providing justice to the common man. Who has not heard of the Jessica murder case and the case
of Nithari killings? Were it not for the media, Jessica's parents would have never got justice.
On the other hand, the media too has its downside. The paparazzi can invade the privacy of famous
people. Sometimes violence and vulgarity is shown and at times it can shape our opinion in negative ways.
For that my counter argument is that once the person becomes famous then his private life becomes public
and he has no right to crib about the paparazzi. People can choose what they want to see and technology
has provided them the tools to block those channels, which they don't want their children to see. Finally,
God has given us brains to judge what is right or wrong. The media is just doing its job by providing us with
the latest information.
ln conclusion,

I

would like to reiterate by saying that the influence of media on our lives is largely positive.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Disogree
Pora 7: Positive side of medio
Poro 2: More positives ol medio
Poro 3: Opponents view with counter-orgument
Concl usion : Re ite rote op i n i o n
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26.

Differences befween counfries ore borely eyident lhese doys.
Everyone in lhe world is wecrfing lhe some bronds ond wdlching ihe
sorne ry chonnels ond movies. Do you think it is o posifive or o
negolive developmenl?

It is irrefutable that because of globalization, similarities between countries are more obvious these days
than in the past. ln many ways people around the world are becoming more and more similar. This
situation is both - a positive as well as a negative development. I personally believe that the advantages
are much more.

The main advantage of this change is that communication is much better nowadays; people understand
other cultures much better and have become more open in their outlook of life. This has resulted in more
business and cultural contacts among different nations. Multinational companies have opened in many
parts of the world providing jobs to thousands of people. There is also more efficient trade between
different countries around the globe thereby improving the economies of developing countries. People
have more opportunities to travel and therefore have awareness of other cultures.
The major reason why people consider such a situation negative, is that national identities are being lost.
We eat the same food, watch the same TV programmes, listen to the same music and wear the same
clothes. For instance, the international outlets like Reebok, Nike and Levi's can be seen everywhere. Food
outlets like MacDonald and Starbuck's etc. can be seen in almost all corners of the world. People wearing
the same type of clothes can be seen everywhere. People have also started speaking one language, English,
in many parts of the world. ln fact, English has become the lingua franca today.

However, lfeel that this is a very narrow definition of national identities and nations are as different as
they were ever in the past. Cultural identity is based on far more than just the films we watch or the
clothes we wear. For example, take my own culture of lndia and compare it to the west. We may wear any
clothes, but we never take the names of elders and call them with respect. ln the west, it is quite OK to call
anyone by name. ln fact, they appreciate it more. I believe that after knowing about other cultures, we
learn to respect our culture even more. So, some very deep-rooted national identities will always be there.
To conclude, similarities among people and their lifestyles cannot be denied, However, the similarities we
see today are only on the surface. Total loss of national identities can never take place. Therefore, this
situation is largely positive.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: Why it is positive
Poro 2: Why it is negotive
Poro 3: Why the similorities ore only superficial
Conclusion:
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27.

Some people befi'eve thol oir lrovel should be reslricfed becouse il
couses serious pollution ond uses up lhe world's fuel resources. Io whof
exfenf do you ogree or disogree?

It is irrefutable that air travel causes pollution and uses a lot of fuel, but I disagree that air travel should be
restricted. I believe that restricting air travel would solve some problems but would lead to many other
problems.

At a time when people all over the world worry about the decreasing level of fossil fuels and global
warming, it is right to take action to save the planet Earth. However, to simply discourage flights is not the
answer. lnternational tourism has become the backbone of many economies of the world. Many countries
are earning from tourism. Many people are employed in this industry. Many businesses like hotels and
leisure centres are dependent on tourists. So, if we discourage international tourism, it would create new
and even worse problems. Many businesses would go broke and many people would be without jobs.

Air flight also enables intercultural exchanges between countries. The advent of cheap air fare makes it
possible for people the world over to travel regularly, regardless of the purpose of the trip. Therefore,
people have the opportunities to learn from different cultures and have a better understanding of
countries they used to be unfamiliar with. This, in turn, enhances cultural communications between
countries.
is true that air travel consumes oil, but other modes of transportation are also causing pollution and
using fuel. Discouraging private cars and encouraging people to use public transport could help save the
environmental resources in a big way. Therefore it would be a very unpractical decision to restrict air travel
at the cost of people's mobility, or worse, at the cost of the development of the economy. Technology
could also be used to produce more environmentally friendly and fuel efficient engines.

It

Summing up, instead of restricting air travel, we should develop more efficient engine that produces more

energy output with less fuel and fewer major air pollutants. We should also focus on limiting private
vehicles and encouraging public transport.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Pora 7: Why we should not discouroge flights
Pdro 2: More odvontoges of tourism
Paro j: Tolk about other things cousing pollution ond using
Co n cl usion : Reite rote opi nion
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28. Some sludenls foke one yeor off belween finishing schoo, ond going
to

universily, in order to trovel or
oulw eigh disodvonfoges?

to work. Do you lhink odvonfoges

A gap year is a year after high school when a student takes time to explore his or her interests, which
usually entails some type of travelling or working. After the gap year is over, the student begins his or her
career. lt has both pros and cons, which I shall discuss in this essay. l, personally believe that the benefits of
'gap year' outstrip the drawbacks.
There are many benefits of taking a year off. Firstly, the student can explore his interests before deciding
on a major. Just passing out of secondary school, a student does know what his real interests are. A gap
year gives him time to introspect and he may also find something he has never considered studying before.
Secondly, he can save money to finance his education and ease some burden off his parents' shoulders.
Higher education is very expensive and some parents cannot afford the full cost of students' university
fees.
Furthermore, during this year, the student meets different people and experiences different cultures. As a
result his personality develops and he comes to know about the outside world. Finally, a well-planned gap
year is attractive to some admissions tutors and to future employers. For example, a student can add his
activities of the gap year in his resume when he applies to the university, or for some job after completion
of his education. This is taken in a positive light by the admissions committee and some job providers.
As every garden has weeds, similarly a gap year also has a downside. A student may find it difficult to get
back to study. A year is a long time and once that tempo of attending classes and doing home-work etc. is
lost, a student may not feel like studying again. Secondly, if he starts earning enough, education may seem

unimportant. Finally, if a student doesn't plan it properly, it may end up as a wasted year.
To sum up, a gap year has a lot of advantages provided it is planned well
PLAN FOLLOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro
Poro 7: Advontoges of goP Year

Poro 2: More odvontages
Poro 3: Disadvontoges
Conclusion: Gop yeor hos mony odvontoges if plonned well
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29.

Some people soy lhol every humon being con creole ort (e.9.
poinling), olhers think only fhe people born wilh the obility con creofe
orf. Discuss bofh views ond give your opinion.

Nature vs nurture debate has been raging for generations and no clear-cut answer has come up so far.
Some think that artistic ability is inborn, whereas others say that such a talent can be acquired by training
and hard work. This essay intends to analyze both perspectives. I personally believe that artistic knack is a
combination of both, talent and training.

to prove that

genes do influence the innate abilities of a person.
When you see 2-5 year olds in reality shows like,'lndia's Got Talent' and 'Dance lndia Dance', you are
forced to believe that they have some inborn talent. They are gifted with that talent. They certainly have
more natural aptitude than others in certain areas. Other well-known examples also can be cited here.
Who has not heard of the achievements of people like Mozart and Einstein?
On the one hand, there are evidences

On the other hand, anyone can produce art by practice and training. Had this not been the case, there
would be no schools for Art, and Art and Fine Art would not exist as subjects. More often than not, the
verdict of someone being naturally talented is skewed. For example, if we see a beautiful painting or any
other such work of art, we reach the conclusion that the person must be really gifted. We tend to ignore
the fact that the person may have travelled a long journey of perseverance to reach that point.
ln my opinion, to reach the recognizable top, even those gifted with talent have to work hard and practice
a lot. Talented people may need less hard work to reach there, but they cannot reach the pinnacles of
success without sufficient practice. Even the most talented can lead a life of oblivion if they don't polish
their art by continued practice. Conversely, anyone with a passion and determination can succeed in
creating unique masterpieces of art.
To sum up, both talent and hard work have a role in creating art. Both are inextricably linked. The nature vs
nurture debate has no clear-cut answer and will never have.
PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro:

Discuss essoy intro
Poro 1: Arguments in support oI naturol tolent
Poro 2: Arguments in support oJ hard work

Poro j: Own opinion
Conclusion:
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30.

Some people soy lhof economic developmenl is necessory lo
reduce the poverty in ihe world. Ofhers soy lhol economic growlh
should be sfopped immediolely lo slop domoging lhe environmenl.
Discuss bofh sides ond give your opinion.

People are divided on the role of economic development. Some opine that it is essential in addressing poverty
whereas others say that it should be stopped as it is causing irreversible damage to the environment. This essay
intends to analyze both perspectives. I personally believe that both arguments have weightage as poverty has to

be mitigated, but saving the environment is also equally important. So, we have to look into methods of

sustainable economic development. Stopping economic development is not the way out.

It is irrefutable that by the development of economy people can improve their quality of life. For example, in
developed countries even the poorest of the poor has the basic amenities of life such as food, clothing and
shelter. All the citizens enjoy high level of social welfare and they enjoy free medical care and free education.
Even in countries like lndia and China, lnternational Companies have created many jobs and as a result,
economic development has accelerated even further.
However, it is also true that in our quest for development and becoming richer, we have harmed some of our
environment. Most of the things we use require some kind of energy to manufacture, operate and maintain.
DisposinB-off these things is very difficult too. Most of the energy that we use is polluting the environment.
Renewable energy forms a very small part of what is used on a significant scale. Effluents from large factories
are being dumped indiscriminately and landfill sites are filling up with non-biodegradable wastes. All this is
being done in the name of progress.
Looking at both arguments, it is clear that with economic development, the damage to the environment is
inevitable. But, we cannot put a halt on economic progress because the status of the underprivileged has to be
improved. Therefore, we have to look into methods by which we can achieve progress without damaging the
environment. For instance, we know that there are renewable sources of energy which are less polluting. So,
the answer lies in the green technologies, which increasingly use renewable resources of energy. We should also
remember the three "Rs" - reduce, reuse and recycle. ln this way we can achieve an ecologically sustainable
development. ln order for progress to cause minimum damage to environment, sustainability has to be worked
at.

Summing up, there is no doubt that with economic development, poverty is lessened. At the same time, it is
also definite that development is leading to pollution. But, instead of stopping development we can work upon
environmentally friendly development.
Plan Followed

lntro:

Discuss essoy

intro

Poro 7: How poverty is reduced by economic development
Poro 2: Pollution due to economic development
Poro 3: own view
Conclusion
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3t.

As we ore focing more ond more probtems, which oftecl lhe whole
plonet, good relolionships belween differenl counfries ore becoming
more imporlonl lhon ever before. To whot exfenl do yov ogrce or
disogree?

It is irrefutable that nowadays the whole world has become a global village and communication and trade
between different countries is also becoming more frequent than ever before. At the same time, the whole
planet is facing problems, such as environmental problem, terrorism and poverty and diseases. ln my view,
countries cannot solve these problems on their own and governments of different countries must
cooperate to fight these problems.
To begin with, take environmental problems. lt is a bitter truth that the Earth is facing the problem of
global warming and if the whole world does not unite to fight this problem, then the day is not far when
the whole Earth will become a boiling pot and life would not be possible here. The Kyoto protocol has been
signed by many countries of the United Nations in which, they have pledged not to make industries, which
emit more than 5.2% carbon dioxide.
Furthermore, there are problems like terrorism, which are having a detrimental effect on our society. There
are various global organizations, which are working towards eradicating these issues but it cannot be
possible without trust and harmony between different nations.

What is more, the poor countries are getting aid from developed countries to develop their infrastructure
and develop themselves. ln these countries many people are suffering from starvation and poverty which
can harm the neighbouring richer nations and that is why all nations realize the importance of maintaining
good relations.
Summing up, good relations between different countries are absolutely necessary nowadays to solve these

critical issues.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 1: To begin with, toke environmentol problems - Kyoto protocol
Poro 2: Tolk of problems like terrorism, which connot be hondled olone
Poro 3: ln poor countries mony people ore suffering from storvotion ond poverty, which con horm the
neighbouring richer notions - so cooperotion needed
Conclus ion : Re ite rote opi n i on
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32. Some people soy thot ploying compuler

gornes is bod for children,
whereos ofhers soy lhol it hos posifiye effecls on lhe woy children
develop. Discuss bofh sides ond give your opinion.

The computer game industry is a part of our world today. From its humble beginnings in the 80s, the video
game industry has exploded into a l0-billion dollar empire. lt is a debatable issue whether these games are
good or bad. ln this essay, I intend to delve into the pros and cons of these games. I personally believe that
these games are good, but only if played in moderation.

There are many advantages of playing computer games. To begin with, video games introduce children to
computer technology. Secondly, some games provide practice in problem solving and logic, e.g. Age of
Empires. Video games have proved to improve visual skills. They also improve motor and spatial skills.
Children who play video games have better reflexes.

What is more, these modern games make learning fun. The cost of failure is lower. This encourages risk
taking and exploration. lf the child gets the answer wrong or their character dies, he just starts the game
over and tries again. Finally, some games have therapeutic applications.

On the other hand, there are some disadvantages of these technological inventions.

Firstly,
games
leads to social isolation, as these are usually played alone. Secondly,
overdependence on these
some games have violent characters, and seeing their violent acts leads to aggressive behaviour in children.
Moreover, these games can confuse reality and fantasy. For example, when children play car-racing games
then they may race their own vehicles in real life, which can lead to accidents. Finally, these games are
addicting and once a child sits to play these games, time flies and everything else, such as studies and
outdoor games are forgotten, which is indubitably bad.

To summarise, on the whole these games are very good and certainly their advantages outweigh their
disadvantages, but these should be played in balance. Parents should limit the game playing time and see
to it that home-work and other important chores are done before playing.
PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro
Pdro 1: Advantoges
Poro 2: Advontoges
Poro 3: Disadvontoges
Conclusion
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o pen, pencil or
posilive ot negolive

Fewer ond fewet peopre lodoy write by hond using

brush. Whot ore fhe reosons?

ls lhis o

developmenl?
Writing by hand using a pen, pencil or brush has come under a serious threat. This essay intends to delve
into the reasons of this phenomenon. I firmly believe that this is a negative development.
The decline in handwriting is mainly because there is little place for it in the average modern life. Today,
people need to be able to reach many people and edit documents quickly. ln the competitive era of today,
business matters require speed and clarity for reaching a wide audience. Therefore, a technology-based

solution is always better. Technology has put everyone on one level when it comes to the ability to
communicate clearly. Handwriting may be beautiful or just a scrawl, but typin8 will always be uniform.

the pocket of most individuals. The
earlier traditional writing tools such as the pen and pencil have been replaced with the stylus. Some
schools in developed countries have spent enormous amounts to equip all classrooms with tablets. For
some courses each student has a tablet equipped with specific educational programmes. The teacher can
see the students' work while they are actually working on the exercises. ln place of the blackboard, a

Secondly, the tablets, smartphones and laptops have come within

pro.lector displays the image of the tablet from the teacher.

Despite the various advantages of digital writing, I believe the slow death of handwriting is a negative
development. Research shows that when children learn how to write, they also learn how to express
themselves. Handwriting is so much more than simply putting letters on a page; it is a key part of learning
to communicate. Writing is almost as important as speaking, as a medium for communicating thought.
Moreover, handwriting is a complex skill that affects cognltive development of children. When they write,

they build hand-eye coordination and practice fine motor skills. Good handwriting can lead to better
grades, too. Studies show that pre-kindergarten kids with fine motor skills scored higher years later in
reading and math than those with poor handwriting. ln short, there's a direct link between writing skills
and academic success.

To conclude, the traditional methods of writing with a pen, pencil or brush are dwindling because of the
ease, which technology is bringing in, but this is indubitably a negative occurrence.
PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro:
Poro 1: Redsons for the deoth ol hondwriting
Poro 2: More reosons
Pora 3: Why it is negotive
Paro 4: Why it is negotive
Conclusion:
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34. sfudenfs todoy con occess informolion online, so ,ibrories orc
necessory. To whol exfenl do you ogree or disogree?

nol

since centuries libraries have been in the service of man. These libraries are the repositories of never
ending knowledge known as books. Some people opine that we can do away with traditional libraries
because technology has given us the facility of virtual or online libraries. l, however, believe that even
though technology has reduced our need to go to the libraries, our traditional libraries can never become
redunda nt.

With the advent of new techtrologies in the field of computers and telecommunications, revolutionary
changes have taken place in the field of Library and lnformation Science. The shape of traditional libraries
containing a large number of printed documents is in the process of being transformed to paper less
libraries containing a large number of digitized documents. The facilities offered by networking have not
left libraries untouched. Modern libraries are not only digitized but networked also. This has led to the
creation of virtual libraries i.e. libraries without walls through which the user has access to information at
anytime, anywhere in the world by using the modern tools of communications, such as computers and
lnternet facilities.
However, one should keep in mind that a person goes to a library not only to search and get information
from books, but also to sit and study there. The ambience and the peaceful and scholarly atmosphere of
the library helps one to concentrate more on one's work and study. Thus, libraries will never become
unneeded. They will always be there to indicate the presence of a well-read and educated society.

Another important point is that it is very difficult to always read books from the computer monitor.
Traditional books can be issued from the library and read in the comfort of your bed. Virtual libraries can
be accessed only by those who are computer literate. The access to virtual libraries can be affected by
power cuts and network failures. Moreover, in a traditional library you are guided by the librarians if you
need any help in searching for the book.
To conclude, it can be said that advancement should be welcome in every field but the importance of the
libraries for their fundamental role cannot be put aside. Every library should have its digital segment also
so that more and more people can access them. This will add more crowns of success to the importance of
libraries.
PI.AN FOIIOWED

lntrc: Disogree
Pdro 7: How technology hos brought obout virtuol librories
Poro 2: Advontoges of libraries
Pord 3: Advontoges of troditionol books vs high tech media
Conclusion: Every librory should hove its digital segment also, but librories should be there
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35.

Some peopre think lhot leochers should be responsible for feoching
sludenfs to judge whol is right ond wrcng so lhol lhey con behove well.

Ofhers say lhot feochers should only teoch sfudenfs ocodemic

subjecls. Discuss bofh views ond give your opinion.

A welFknown adage from lndia says "Acharya devo bhava," which means teachers are next to God. Right
from the ancient times, teachers are put on the highest position. lt is a highly debatable topic whether
teachers should be concerned with only academics or also teach manners and etiquettes to children. ln this
essay I intend to discuss both perspectives. l, however, believe that teachers have a much wider role than
just teaching subjects.
Teacher is like a potter, who moulds the earthen vessels in whichever form he wants. A child's mind is like
raw clay and is very much ready to be moulded in the shape it is guided to. A good teacher always feels
responsible to develop a child's conscience. He has the potentialto become a friend, philosopher and guide
for his students. With this special position in students' life, he often acts as their role model. His words

highly influence the minds of the students. Students always try to imitate his actions or implement his
teachings, so he has to be much careful of his behaviour. Therefore, in that respect a teacher has a much
more role than just teaching academic subjects.
Furthermore, teachers convey many good things to parents and society through students in many parts of
the world. For example, in Nepal, where illiteracy rate is very high, teachers convey many valuable
messages such as of personal hygiene through students. When a student goes home and tells his parents
that his teacher says everyone should wash hands before meals, then parents listen. ln such set-ups
teachers are playing a much greater role than academicians.
On the other hand, those who say that teachers should only concentrate on teaching course material,
argue that competition is stiff and if children lag behind in curriculum, they will never be able to catch up
with their counterparts in other parts of today's global village. They opine that rules of behaviour can be
taught by parents at home.
ln conclusion, I believe that teachers have a much bigger role than just covering the syllabus.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Discuss

essoy

intro

PoraT: Role oJ teocher opart from teaching
Poro 2: More role
Poro 3: the other view
Conclusion: teochers hove o much bigger role
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celebrilies comploin aboul lhe woy medio

publicize their privole lives. Some people soy lhot lhey should occepl
os porf of iheir fome, Do you ogree or disogree?

il

I disagree with the view that celebrities have to accept the manner in which their private lives are made
public by the media. lt is undeniable that they are in the spotlight and want to be popular by choice.
However, their rights to privacy need to be protected as well, as they too are humans. I shall put forth my

arguments in this essay.

To commence with, celebrities are already under a lot of pressure to perform well, as they are public
figures and are always in the public eye. Be it a politician, a sportsperson, a singer or an actor, all these
professions require them to be at their best at all times. This stress of someone constantly following them
affects the way they perform, which ultimately leads to a loss for the masses.
Secondly, these celebs are role models for the people. When any negative side of their private life is
exposed, their followers think it glamorous to do the same, which is definitely detrimental for the society
as a whole. For example, if people come to know that the celeb they adore, smokes and drinks in private
life, they think there is nothing wrong in doing so and also copy their idol. This is where responsible
journalism is needed.
Undoubtedly, the celebrities choose this life for the name and fame and to be ln the spotlight. Without the
media, the term celebrity will not hold any meaning. However, that doesn't mean that the media and
paparazzi have a right to stalk them at all times. To add to it, sensationalizing the news in order for the
channel to get more TRP is unethical. Responsible journalism and some ethics need to be followed by those
who get the news to the masses, as they may adversely affect someone's personal and professional lives.
Who doesn't remember the unfortunate incident when the world lost a very eminent public figure, Lady
Diana? That accident happened because the paparazzi were chasing the car she was travelling in. lt is
something which could have been easily avoided, had the paparazzi been a little rational in their behavior.
To sum up, it can be reiterated that responsible journalism means knowing its limits. Celebs too have their
private lives and they have a right to privacy. The media has to be judicious in knowing what to report and
how much to report, and should never misuse its power.

PIAN FOLIOWED:
lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: lt offects celebs performonce
Poro 2: lt olfects society
Poro 3: Medio should know its limits
Conclusionz
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37. Some peopre think goyernrnenls should focus on

reducing
environmentol pollution ond housing problems lo help peopre preyenl
illness ond diseose.To whol exlenf do you ogree or disogree?

It is indubitable that people's health is influenced by the environment and housing conditions. That is why
some people are of the opinion that governments should focus more on the environment and housing to
avoid illness and disease. l, however, disagree with this notion. I believe that even though government
should address environmental pollution and housing scarcity, there are many other things on which
Sovernment must spend equally to prevent ill health.
lndeed, the environmental problems and housing conditions are two main sources for illness and diseases.
For instance, in many parts of my country, lndia, people live in slums and do not have access to clean air
and potable water because of air and water pollution. ln these areas people suffer from diseases such as
dengue, malaria, diarrhea and so on. So, if the government looks into environmental pollution and provides
basic housing, such problems could be avoided.
However, simply focusing on the environment and housing would not prevent all diseases. Government
also has to allocate budget for other preventable diseases such as polio and TB, whooping cough, measles,
mumps and so on, which need immunization. All over the world all governments are spending on pulse
polio vaccine to eradicate polio from the world. Then, there are diseases such as cancers, which can be

prevented by screening tests. Government should spend on tests like PAP smear and mammography,
through which cancer of the cervix and breast can be diagnosed much before the actual symptoms appear.
ln such stages, these cancers are totally curable with very inexpensive treatment.

Another important area, which needs government action, is the awareness of people. Mass awareness
campaigns are needed along with looking into the housing so that people can take steps to prevent
themselves. For example, even if the government provides housing to all, but the people keep stagnant
water in coolers and other areas, dengue can spread like an epidemic and all government efforts will go in
vain.

ln conclusion, I reiterate that simply giving priority to environmental pollution and housing will not prevent
all disease. Government should allocate funds to other things such as screening tests and awareness of the
people also to prevent disease.
PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Advontoges of oddressing environmentol problems ond housing
Poro 2: Other oreos to focus
Poro i: More other oreos
Conclusion:
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38.

Mosl employers nowddoys pul lncreosing emphosis on socio, skirrs.
some people believe lhot soci,ol skilh ore imporlonl in oddition lo good
qualificolions for job success. To whol exlent, do you dgree or
disogree?

I definitely agree that today social skills are considered as important as good qualifications while
recruiting
new employees. Hiring the right candidate based on technical knowledge without looking at social skills is
like designing a race-car with a powerful engine but substandard steering and braking systlms. The car
may
go fast, but in the wrong direction and may even hurt a lot of innocent bystanders along
the way.

A few years ago, when it came

to recruiting strategies, hiring decisions often focused largely on candidates,
technical skills and expertise, with relatively little attention given to soft skills. This resulted in hiring
employees who had the intellect to succeed but lacked the social skills required to work effectively. This
resulted in interpersonal conflict and frustration and sometimes such employees had to leave the job.
What is more, such employees were unable to handle the social demands of leadership and so had to
remain at lower level jobs.

a person's ability to work with others in a way that strengthens long-term working
relationships. Social skills depend primarily on four fundamental cha racte ristics. The first is self-awareness,
which means monitoring how our actions affect the behavior of those around us. The next is sensitivity to
others, which implies concern toward the needs and feelings of others. Then there is social intelligence
through which the person understands how to influence others' behaviors and finally there is self-control
because of which a person is able to control his actions and emotions, particularly when under stress.
Social skills reflect

Undoubtedly, a university education is essential if you want to have a career in a profession such
as law,
engineering, teaching, or medicine. What is more, it opens more doors than you would have if you
didn,t
get one. A university education is a great platform in learning more and gaining valuable
knowledge in the
field we are passionate about. Also, the university is a great place to network for friends and business
associates or partners. So, definitely, in this respect, university education can help you get success.

ln summary, it is clear to understand why social skills are given
qualifications. Such skills are the key to success at work.

a lot of importance in addition to

.LAN FOTLOWED
lntro: Agree
Paro 1- the disodvontoges of not considering sociol skills
Pora 2 - The type of sociol skills and their importonce
Poro 3 - Benefi* of university educotion
Conclusion:
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Recenl odyoncernenrs in lechnotogy hoye mode the TV screen so
live thol peopte don'f feel lhe need lo go lor ony live pefiormonce (e.9.
live shows or concerfs) . To whol exfenl do you ogree or disogree?

99.

Although the live plays and musicals have a magic, and a strange elusive energy between the audience and
the performers, I agree with the given statement that in the current age of live TV screeninS, there is little
incentive tO go out and see such events. A number of arguments surround my opinion.

undoubtedly, the experience of live performance builds community. There's never going to be anything
like sitting in a theater with hundreds of people around you who value what you value. The appeal of live
performance also provides the excitement of the actor-audience connection in real time' These will keep
the theater from fading away completely no matter how much technology takes over our lives' However,
the TV of today has eroded the influence of live events so much so that the theatre and television have
become competitors.
The main factors in favour of W are the high cost and the limited accessibility of actual live shows. Even if
more people wanted to actually go and watch live shows, the seating capacity is limited. On top of that the
tickets are very costly, especially if you want seats near the stage.

Another thing, which goes in favour of'TV is the lack of time in today's fast-paced world. People also have
to stand in queues and drive distances to watch these shows. One 2-3 hour live show actually takes away a
whole day at times. Despite the fact that people want to experience live shows, such shows have become
once or twice in a lifetime events and that too for those, who have the time and money to do so'

watched in the
Live television has also many other benefits. You don't need to dress formally. lt can be
comfort of ones sofa or bed and while doing some other household chores. The focus of the cameras is also
on the main characters, because of which you can in fact get a better view of the actual show'
or drama is in
To conclude, I reiterate my view by saying that while actually going an attendinE a concert
itself a unique experience, the live w screen of today has and edge over it all, because it has made arts
accessible to all regardless of geographical, social or economic boundaries'
PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Agree
Poro 7: ln fovour of ottending in person
Poro 2: Disodvontoge of octuolly oftending
Poro 3: More disodvontoge
Pora 4: Advontoge of live TV
Pora 5: More odvontoges
Conclusion : reite rate oqi nion.
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40. Some children find some subjects such os molhemotics ond
philosophy too difficult to learn, so some people orgue lhof fhose
subjecfs should be oplionol rolher lhon compulsory. To whol exlenl do
you ogrce or disogree?
Mathematics and Philosophy seek to find the truth behind the underlying workings and meanings of the
universe. Mathematics teaches the formulation of proofs and concepts and Philosophy teaches the
theoretical basis of our social organisation and social relationships. lt is difficult to agree or disagree with
the entire statement. I believe that maths should be compulsory in schools even if students find it difficult
but philosophy can be made optional. A number of arguments surround my opinion.

Mathematics should be a mandatory part of school curricula because maths is the basis of all other
subjects. Children need to be taught numeracy from early childhood. The knowledge of maths makes
children smarter as it teaches them to think critically. lf maths is not taught then the phobia some children
have of maths will be even more pronounced when they are older.
Secondly, if maths is studied in school, then it opens doors to many interesting subjects and careers. Many
good universities and colleges in Gnada and USA, require the knowledge of maths till Senior Secondary
level. Many high paid jobs require analfiical thinking which only those children have who have a good
mathematics base. Therefore, maths should be compulsory in schools. The onus is on the teachers to make
it interesting for the students.
because school children are too immature to learn about
learn such social skills from parents and teachers in an
relationships.
They
can
human
of
the complexities
informal way by just observing them. Philosophy, as a subject, would be too boring and would only add to
the burden of the students. As it is, today's children are over-burdened with tough academic subjects to
make them competent enough to be a part of the global village of today. So, only those who are really
interested to study philosophy should be given the option of studying it.
Coming

to Philosophy, it can be made optional

To conclude, it can be reiterated that maths should undoubtedly be compulsory but philosophy should be
optional as maths is needed to survive today in this era of technology where as philosophy can be left for
college or university studies. That is why, perhaps, in our lndian school curricula, maths is compulsory but
philosophy is optional and that too in the senior secondary classes.
PI-AN FOTTOWED

lntro: Moths should be compulsory but philosophy can be optionol
Poro 1: lmportance of moths
Poro 2: More imqortonce
Pora j: why philosophy should be optional
Conclusion : reiterote opinion
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Some people belieye lhal leenagers shou,d concenlrole on oll
schoo, subiecfs. Bul, ofhers believe fhof leenogers shourd focus on lhe
subjecf ihoi ihey ore bes, of or lhol lhey find fhe mosl inferesfing.
Discuss bofh fhese views ond giye your own opinion.

People are divided on the issue of the subjects which teenagers should be required to study. Some believe
that these young school goers should be made to study all subjects, whereas others say that they should be
given the choice of studying subjects of their interest. This essay shall analyze both perspectives. l,

personally side with the former view. I believe that in today's competitive world, a broad knowledge is
needed to succeed in any field.
There are many reasons why some people hold the opinion that students should not have to study all the
subjects and should be allowed to choose the subjects they want to study. They opine that in this case the
students will probably be more enthusiastic about their study. ln addition, if students are forced to study
all subjects, they can easily lose interest in education. What is more, if all subjects are compulsory for
studying, students will not have enough time to learn all of them properly; therefore they will be constantly
under a lot of pressure.
However, I believe all subjects are of great importance ancl for the holistic development of the students
they need to study all subjects equally at school level. Later on, during admission to the colleges, students
can select the subjects of their choice and can explore them further. At that age they are mature enough to
decide their sub.jects for themselves. At school level the student may not know what his real interests are.

Furthermore, nowadays, the job market is very demanding and the recruiters select students who are
skilled in various fields. Having the basic knowledge of varied subjects during school time definitely widens
the horizons for the students. To add to it, it is a well-known fact that most subjects are related to each
other in some way or the other. For example, a basic knowledge of mathematics is needed to excel in
computer languages. Finally, I believe that it is up to the teachers to develop interest of the students in any
subject. For instance, during my school days, my history teacher was so good that a boring subject like
history was the favourite subject of the whole class.
To sum up, it can be said that students should learn all subjects at school level, as they are not mature
enough to know their real interests at school level and a broad knowledge is also needed for their holistic
development.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Porol: Why some people opine thot teenogers should not
Poro 2: Advontoges of studying o ronge of subjects
Poro j: More odvontoges
Co n cl usi on : Re ite rote opi n ion

be

forced to study all subjects
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42.

ln some curtures the old oge is more volued, while in some cufiures
the youlh is more valued. Discuss bolh views ond give you own
opinion.

People of different cultures have varied attitudes toward age. They suggest that in Western societies old
people are not respected, while in Asian societies elders are revered. Similarly, youth is either highly valued
or ignored, depending on the culture. This essay intends to discuss both perspectives.

First of all, old age is valued everywhere. old age is often associated with wisdom. With age comes
experience, and in many societies younger family members consult older ones for advice on relationships
or problems. ln some societies, not just older living family members but ancestors are revered and
consulted. For instance, in the Far East, people respect grandparents, older leaders, and bosses.

ln some nations, the youth are valued more because a young, vibrant workforce in a country is usually
regarded as an asset. Most governments give priority to youth in terms of education so that they can move
the society forward. A case in point is America, a country sponsoring university students by different forms
such as scholarship and student loans. By doing this, young people can be well educated and equipped with
proper knowledge and useful skills. Consequently, the young will be able to promote the development of
the society.
I believe that age in itself is not a qualification for anything. lf we look at western countries, we also find
politicians in their sixties or seventies, and company executives in their sixties, despite strong business

competition. ln addition, as life expectancy increases, older people are becoming more important as
consumers and voters. On the other hand, even in countries where elders previously were respected and
obeyed blindly, people are realizing that old age does not always mean wisdom. The old way of running
families, companies, or countries may not work today.
ln conclusion, the old and the young are essential for our society, so they both should be valued. An ideal
society should have a balance. We should appreciate both the vitality and potential of youth and the advice
and experience of old age.
PI.AN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: Why old ore volued more
Poro 2: Why young ore volued more
Poro 3: Personol opinion
Conclusion:
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o low level of educotion. For
fhis reoson, people believe thol the best woy lo reduce crime is fo
Sfudies show fhol mony criminols hove

educofe people in prison so fhey con gel o iob when lhey leove prison.
Do you ogree or disogree?

Unemployment and poverty are indisputably the major reasons of crime. Providing vocational education to
prisoners inside penitentiaries would definitely reduce joblessness and destitution. However, I disagree
with the given statement that providing education to inmates is the best way to reduce crime. lt is a good
method, but there are other better methods to curb crime.
To begin with, the main purpose of prisons is not just to punish criminals, but also to rehabilitate them lf
this rehabilitation part is not looked into, then majority of criminals would re-offend after coming out of
prison. This is because, such criminals are not accepted by the general public, and nobody likes to give
them jobs. Therefore just educating them is not enough to reduce crime. The Sovernment must ensure
that they are given jobs to fend for their basic needs.

Another important fact, which has to be considered, is that these penitentiaries are very costly to maintain.
When these inmates are taught vocational skills such as carpentry, a lot of infrastructure is required. While
all this expenditure may help a few prisoners, it may be futile in case of those hard-core criminals who are
not in there because of illiteracy or unemployment. They,iust have a criminal bent of mind. They would
never become useful members of society even after such education. Rigorous imprisonment would be
better to deter potential criminals.
The best way to reduce crime would be to never let it happen in the first place. Laws should be enforced so
strictly that people should think a hundred times before resorting to crime. Compulsory primary education
should be given to all children. Youth unemployment should be dealt with by creating job openings or by
encouraging entre pre ne u rs hip.
To conclude, it can be reiterated that while educating the prisoners and trying to make them self-sufficient

would be good to reduce crime, the better methods would be to stop crime from happening in the first
place.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Para 1: just educoting is not enough; ensuring they get jobs is imperotive
Poro 2: such educotion would not work for mony hord-core criminals
Poro 3: Other better methods
Conclusion:
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44.

Mony differenl counfries hoye mosl shops ond producls os lhe sorne.
Some consider it o posifiye development, whereos others consider it
negoliye. Discuss bolh stdes ond give yout opinion.

It is indubitable that globalization has ushered in an era of similarities. People are divided on whether these
likenesses are good or bad. This essay intends to analyze both perspectives. l, however, side with the
former view.
On the positive side, people have more choices, as now everything is available everywhere. Earlier, only
locally made products were available, but now people are able to enjoy things from all over the world. For
instance, earlier there were only two popular brands of shoes available in lndia, which were Bata and
Carona, but today we have Reebok, Nike, Adidas, Puma and so many more. Similar examples can be cited

for infinite number of other products. Therefore, in this regard, having similar shops and products is a
positive thing.
Secondly, people are becoming aware of other cultures and lifestyles through these products. They are
becoming tolerant of each other. They have the choice of picking and adopting the best points of each
culture, and as a consequence a global culture is emerging. The youth of today are adopting this culture

and are wearing globally similar clothes, eating similar food, using similar cosmetics, having similar
furniture in their homes and they are living similar lifestyles.
Another benefit of this similar situation is that relations between countries are improving. When countries
import or export their products, they develop bonds with each other, which is good for both. For instance,
lndia exports tea and iron ore to other countries, and imports automobiles, refrigerators and televisions
etcetera. lt is but obvious that countries, which are linked by trade, cannot afford to go against each other.
On the other hand, these similarities are diluting the national identities. Our diversity is disappearing. lt is
well known that diversity adds spice to life. Unfortunately, malls in any country have the same showrooms
of the same brands that there is no charm of going anywhere for buying something unique. Another big
demerit of all products being available everywhere is that the local businessman cannot compete with the
international giants and is therefore going into oblivion. However, despite these disadvantages, I still
believe that the advantages are much more.
To sum up, similarity in shops and products has its dark and light side, but the pros definitely edge over the
cons.

PIAN FOLLOWED

lntro:

Discuss essoy

intro

Poro 7: Advontdges of similorities
Poro 2: More odvontoges of similorities
Poro 3: More odvontoges of similorities
Poro 4: Disodvontoges
Conclusion:
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45.

ln some porfs of the world, if is becoming increosingly populor lo lry
to find out oboul the hislory of your fomily. Why do peopre do this? ls
fhis o negotive or posifive developmenl?

The study of family history or genealogy has become very popular especially after the coming of the
lnternet. People are indulging into this study for various reasons, which I shall highlight in the following
paragraphs. I believe that it is largely a positive development although there are some disadvantages also.
The most popular reason for studying the family history is that people want to know their roots. Besides
honoring the significance of one's ancestors, studying one's family's genealogy can just be plain fascinating.
It is considered by most to be the fastest-growing hobby in North America, with many surveys and media
sources proclaiming that it has surpassed quilting, stamp collecting and even gardening in popularity.
Another reason for studying family history is the potential to trace living relatives. This then opens up the
possibility offinding out about and connecting with long-lost cousins or relatives. The ability to trace living
relatives can also be important in tracing an heir or beneficiary.
Finally, the most significant reason is that studying family history is an important tool in maintaining good
physical heahh. Studying family history helps to predict risk for a range of health concerns and diseases,
including heart disease, osteoporosis, type 2 diabetes and some forms of cancer. Once a person's family
medical history has been established, it is far easier for physicians to advise patients on how to keep
healthy.

On the other hand, there are some disadvantages of tracking family history. Genealogy begins as a
curiosity, which becomes a hobby and then may become an obsession. Then people waste too much time
and money on it. One should not forget that it is the present, which influences the future more and not the
past. Often knowledge of family history is disastrous, leading people to keep old enmities alive. lt may also
reveal unpleasant facts that one would regret knowing.
ln conclusion, it can be said that there are many motivations for studying family history from developing a
sense of belonging to maintaining good health. However, one should not develop an ;bsession for it and
waste too much time and money on it.
PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Why people sudy fomily history / Advontoges
Poro 2: Other reosons / odvontoges
Poro 3: disodvontoges of trocking fomily history
Conclusion: it is gaod to know fomily history provided it does not become on obsession
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Everyone should become yegelorion becouse lhey

do not need lo
eol rneof lo have o heolthy dief. Io whot exfent do you ogree or
disogree?

A lot of scientific evidence indicates that wholesome vegetarian diets offer distinct advantages compared
to diets containinB meat. However, I disagree with the given statement that everyone should adopt a meatfree diet to be healthy. ln this essay I intend to support my opinion with my arguments.
Undoubtedly, there are many benefits of a vegetarian diet. To begin with, vegetarian diets are easy to
digest, whereas meats can be difficult to digest. The fats in meat are saturated, which means they are
unhealthy and contribute to higher cholesterol levels. Plant sources of food, on the other hand, are rich in
fiber, complex carbohydrates, magnesium, folic acid, vitamin c and E, carotenoids and other
phytochemicals. Dietary fiber helps prevent colon cancer, which is more prevalent in meat-eaters.
However, a totally vegetarian diet can be deficient in several nutrients including protein, iron, zinc, calcium,
vitamin 812 and A, n-3 fatty acids and iodine. Although vegetarians can consume protein through legumes
and nuts, these protein sources are incomplete. A complete protein contains the essential amino acids that
your body needs, and animal products provide a complete protein. Many animal products are also high in
iron and vitamin 812. lron found in animal products is easier for your body to absorb. A deficiency in iron or
812 can result in fatigue. For women, who lose iron through menstruation, getting enough iron through
their diet is important.
Proponents of vegetarian diet claim that veggie diets have high-protein gems like cottage cheese, nuts, and

tofu. I still believe that people who go vegetarian may have to take a lot of supplements, and would
definitely need to put in a lot of effort to have a balanced meal full of essential macro and micronutrients.
A purely vegetarian diet, which is not planned well, may prove very bad for health. People, who are nonvegetarian, can easily have a mix of vegetarian and non-veBetarian diet to remain healthy. They can cut
down their meat intake to avoid the detrimental effects of a non-veg diet.
To sum up, I reiterate that although a vegetarian diet has several benefits, I differ with those who say that
everyone should turn vegetarian to be healthy.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Disogree
Poro 1: odvantoges of vegetorion diet
Poro 2: Advontoges of non-vegetorion diet
Poro 3: More odvontoges of being o non-vegetorian
Conclusion
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47.

Some people believe lhol success in life depends on hord work ond
determinolion, while ofhers believe thot other focfors like money ond
personol oppeoronce ore imporlonf. Discuss bofh views ond give your
opinton.
success by "hard work + determination" or
is a hot topic of debate. This article will discuss both these views. I personally believe that

Success means different thing

to different people. Therefore,

"money + look"
success comes mainly from the hard work and perseverance and only on some odd occasion money and
looks can play a role. lt would be quite unwise to give credit solely to money and looks for success.

Determination and hard work is an important prerequisite for success. First of all, determination gives us
an impetus of setting up goals, which become the cornerstone of success. For example, Marie Curie
(Madame Curie) determined to finish her husband's lifetime unfinished work after his death and eventually
discovered radium.

However, determination alone is not enough; efforts are also very important as without hard work
determination is of no value. lt has been well said that'Genius is one percent inspiration and ninety nine
percent, perspiration'. Take the example of businessmen. Only those succeed who have determination and
who put in a lot of sweat and toil in their business. Good looks and money cannot help you sell your
products.
Those who advocate that money and good looks are needed for success, believe that good looks increase
the confidence of a person and a confident person has more chances to succeed in his life. With good look
a person can succeed in the acting and modeling fields. They also opine that money is needed to become
an entrepreneur and those who have the capital to invest have more chances to succeed. They have faith
in the dictum that money multiplies money.

To sum up, a powerful background of money as well as attractive looks can help a certain number of
persons to succeed, but too much reliance on these is unpractical. So, success depends on how firmly
people hold on to their determination and how much effort they put into their work.
PIAN FOLTOWED

intro
Poro 7: Role of determinotion
Poro 2: Role of hard work
Poro 3: lmportonce of money ond looks

lntro:

Discuss essoy

Conclusion:
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48. Ieochers lhink thot inlernolionol sfudenl exchonge would be
beneficiol for all teenoge school sfudenfs. Do you think its odvonfoges
outweigh lh disodvontoges?
lnternational student exchange programs involve exchanging students of one country or place, with those
of another country or place to complete part of their education there. A lot of people find these programs
very beneficial, while there are some people who do not approve of these. I believe that the educational,
personal and long-term advantages of these programs, to the teenage students, outstrip the
disadvantages.
There are many educational benefits of these programs. Because of international learning and knowledge,
students accept and understand different cultures and their perspectives. Secondly, as the students mingle
with the local people in another country, they get to learn a new language. They become aware of, and
adopt alternative, multi-faceted approaches to learning. They develop analytical and problem solving skills.
Students have enhanced interest in global issues, as well as a broader general knowledge.

At the personal level, the most noticeable change in returned exchange students in their enhanced selfconfidence and self-esteem. They become mature, as they get to confront challenges outside a familiar
comfort zone. They develop life-long friendships and also appreciate their home and family even more than
befo re.

ln the long run, students who go on to tertiary studies find themselves more comfortable in 'foreign'
environments. They have better job opportunities. This is because, prospective employers in almost every
field look favourably upon experience gained while living overseas and knowledge obtained of another
language and culture.

the most obvious disadvantage of a student exchange program is the cultural shock
that any student has to go throu8h. For instance, if a student from lndia has to shift for an exchange to
China and the vice-versa, it is going to be a big challenge initially. The student needs to be acquainted with
at least one of the official languages of the host country otherwise it would be difficult to stay there. Next,
the student has to adjust or compromise with the habits of the homestay family. Finally the time zone
On the other hand,

difference is a big problem during the initial days in the guest country.

To sum up, there might be a lot of problems in another place for the teenage student, but it is an
opportunity that can change the students' life for the better. lt is altogether a good blend of educational
benefits along with personality development.
PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Advontoges more thon disodvantoges
Poro 7: Educotionol benefi*
Poro 2: Personol benefits
Poro 3: Long term benefits
Poro 4: Disadvdntoges
Conclusionz
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49.

Sludenfs of schoo,s ond universifies leorn for qtore from lessons with
feochers lhon from ofher sources (such os fhe lnlernel ond felevision).
fo whol exlenf do you ogree or disogree?

It is irrefutable that students can learn a lot nowadays from lnternet and television and these have become
an indispensable part of education, but I firmly believe that teachers play a more significant role in the
classroom. I believe that no amount of technology can ever undermine the importance of the teacher. A
number of arguments surround my opinion.

To begin with, teachers can stimulate interest, and it is an undeniable fact that interested stimulated
people tend to learn more. They can keep students focused on study. A student studying by himself
through lnternet and TV, may get bored and stop studying. Secondly, teachers can provide a faster and
simpler way to present information to the students. They can come down to the level of a student and so
are definitely better than computers. ln addition, teachers are role models for students. They are scholars
in action. They not only teach academic subjects, but also many social skills.

Furthermore, there are many practical subjects, which students can learn best from the teacher. For
example, experiments of physics and chemistry, are best learnt by the teacher guiding you at every step.
What is more, teachers give assignments and regularly check them. This helps the teachers to recognize the
weak points of students and guide them accordingly. All this cannot be done by the lnternet and TV.
On the other hand, it is also true that the lnternet is an ocean of knowledge. You can get information about
any topic on Earth from the lnternet. But there is no authenticity of this information. What information to

get and from where to get, requires a lot of expertise. The television also has a lot of educative
programmes but students still need the guidance of the teachers at all stages of learning. Teachers can
make even the dull and boring subjects seem interesting. So definitely students learn more from teachers.
To conclude, it can be said, that no doubt TV and the lnternet are very educative these days but students
definitely learn more from the teacher.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: no omount of technology con ever undermine the importonce of the teacher.
Poro 7: Advontoges of teochers os compored to the internet ond TV
Poro 2: Advontoges of teocherc
Pora 3: odvdntoges of internet
Conclusion: Teochers ore olwoys better
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50.

Animols ore in donget of extinction. Sorne peopre say lhol we shourd
prolecl only lhose onimols, which ore usefu, lo humons. Do you ogree

or disogree?
Animal extinction has become a matter of great concern. ldisagree with the given statement that we
should conserve only those animals, which are beneficial to humans. I believe that all animals have direct
or indirect effect on mankind. lt has been rightly said that plans to protect wildlife are in fact plans to
protect man.
The most important reason for saving all animals is that they are part of our ecosystem. Every species of
wildlife plays a role to maintain the balance of life on Earth. Thus, the loss of any species can affect us
directly or indirectly. For example, there are many bat species that are becoming extinct. Such bats help
keep the insect population in control. lf these bats die then the insects will increase a lot and destroy our
crops. So, we will have nothing to eat. ln addition, many animals, like rodents, help in the dispersal of plant
seeds and in the pollination of plants. By protecting endangered animals we ensure not only their survival
but also the biodiversity that is necessary for the ecological health of the planet.
Secondly, wild animals provide many valuable substances such as medicine and fur. The horn of the
rhinoceros has medicinal value and the fur of the mink is very valuable. The recreational viewing of animals
at zoos is also a source of revenue. Thus, the financial value of wild species is important to the economies
of many nations.
Furthermore, wild animals have aesthetic appeal. They are beautiful creatures of nature and are a part of
our bio-diversity. Their beautiful and mysterious life has enchanted mankind since the dawn of evolution.
Scientists have been awed, by observing their behavior. Such study has helped scientists understand how
the human body functions and why people behave as they do. Scientists have also gained medical
knowledge by studying the effect of many drugs on these animals.
Finally, it is undeniable that animal species have been vanishing at a much faster rate for about a century
now due to human factors such as pollution, commercial overexploitation, poaching and deforestation.
Knowingly or unknowingly, we humans are doing so much damage to plants and animals that working for
their conservation has become a necessity.
To sum up, it can be reiterated that saving all the animal species on the verge of extinction is well justified.

All animals have direct or indirect relation to humans. So we should not work to save only those few
species, which have a visible effect on humans.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Pora 1: Port of ecologicol choin - interconnected
Poro 2: Provide us mony things
Paro j: Aesthetic oppeol
Poro 4: we humons responsible for the domage to them
Conclusion:
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Mony peop,e c,re ofuoid lo leove lheir home becouse of crime.
Some believe lhol more oclion should be foken lo prevenl crime. While
olhels feet lhot liftle oclion con be done fo sfop crime. Discuss ond give

51.

YOU| YieW?
It is irrefutable that crime is burgeoning day by day in many countries. Many people are scared to go away
from their home because of crime. Some people contend that number of ways can be used to prevent
crime. While other people argue that nothing can be done to prevent it. I believe that it is possible to tackle
this serious issue by taking some action.
Firstly, some people do not want to leave their home because they think that they are secure only in their
homes. They feel that if they go out of their home then they may be affected by crime like chain snatchinS,
murder, kidnapping etc. One approach would be to increase the number of police on roads. lf more police
were on the streets, whether on foot or on patrol cars, criminals would be less likely to commit crime and
people would feel much safer. Having more police especially at night would be particularly beneficial.

A second possibility would be to make laws stricter and punishments more severe. This could involve
increasing fines or lengthening prison sentences. lf a criminal has to pay more money for doing something
illegal or would have to face more time in prison then I believe this is likely to reduce the crime rate.
On the other hand, some people are frightened to leave their home because they feel that if they are not
present in their home then their home is not safe from crime. To solve this problem, methods to increase
security might deter potential criminals. For example, more effective alarm devices can be used in houses.
Technology is so advanced nowadays that the alarm could ring on your mobile device if someone breaks-in
your home. This would reduce burglary and theft. ln addition, hidden security cameras like surveillance
cameras can be used in homes with the help of which people can watch what is happening in their homes

from anywhere. ln this way one can feel secure about one's home.
ln conclusion, although crime is a major problem in most cities in the world, the situation can be addressed
by adopting the methods mentioned above. lt would definitely be wrong to say that nothing can be done
to address this problem.
PTAN TOILOWED

to tackle this serious issue by toking some oction.
Poro 7: increose the number of police on roods
Poro 2: moke lows stricter ond punishments more severe
Poro j: eflective olorm devices con be used in houses - hidden security comeros like surveillonce comerds
con be used in homes
Conclusion:

lntro: I believe thot it

is possible
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52. Ihe besf woy lo

sorve the world's enyironmentol problem is lo
increose lhe price of fuel. To whot extenl do you ogree or disogree with
fhis slofernenl?

traffic and increasing pollution are affecting every major city in the globe. To lessen such
problems, some people say that governments should raise the price of fuel such as petrol and diesel. lt may

Excessive

help to some extent, but I disagree that it is the best solution to solve the problem of environment.

To begin with, the number of cars in a country directly depends on the proportion of the population,
affluent enough to own cars. As a result, raises in gas price could invoke hard feelings among this segment
of people, but would not drastically change their behaviour in using cars. Even if the number of cars on
road is reduced due to higher gas cost, this is not the best way to solve traffic problems. Such policy would
hurt the auto industry, place higher costs on current and prospective car owners, and be detrimental to the
economy of a nation. ln the long run, the final way out could be the construction of better roads and more
effective use of available public transport facilities.
Secondly, there is evidence that waste gas from cars is not the leading cause of air pollution. The culprit

of

polluting substances into the atmosphere due to the rapidly growing
manufacturing industry. As a result, reduction of the number of cars would not return us a blue sky and
fresh air. We could better handle this problem if we could increase control over industrial waste-discharge

may be the discharge

and adopt more environmental friendly materials and production

equipment.

Finally, other measures like the application of cheaper and cleaner energy resources could also be a better
solution. For example, we now have the ability to make cell-powered or even solar-powered cars. Such
energy is completely clean and plentiful.

Summing up, it is not the best way to control traffic and pollution by increasing gas price because such
action will hurt consumers and economy without achieving what it is aimed for. Measures such as
construction of better transport facilities and development of new energy resources could be more
effective solutions.
PLAN FOLIOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 1: Why it is not the best woy
Poro 2: Monufacturing industries are the moin couse of pollution
Poro j: Use of renewable ( cheoper ond cleoner) energy sources
Conclusion : Re ite rote op i n io n

- better to have control

over them
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Some people fhink lhol universifies should provide grcduotes wilh
lhe knowledge ond skills needed in the workploce in the fulure. olhers
think the lrue funclion of o universily is lo provide occess lo knowledge
for ifs own soke. Whot do you think ore |he moin funclions of o

53.

vniversity?
prepares
As university education is the last stage before the starting of career, many people believe that it
students for employment only, but the fact is that it serves a lot many purposes. ln this essay I shall discuss

the various functions of a university.
Universities provide specialised education in fields such as medical, engineering, commerce etc. They
provide library facilities, which support the curriculum. They provide laboratory facilities for science and
technology related subjects. They send students to factories and industries so that they get practical
experience. This job-oriented training helps them to understand the working conditions and also gives
them an idea about competition in the market. They also create job opportunities for the students by
arra nging campus interviews.
personal life.
On the other hand, universities also perform other functions, which help the students in their
gain
They organise co-curricular activities such as cultural programmes, sports, debates, fairs etc. Students
many qualities such as self-confidence and positive attitude, which help them in their future life. Moreover,
some people just go to university for gaining knowledge just out of interest for the subject. For example, a
doctor may want to learn French languagejust for interest in the language.
Furthermore, a university is a place to know more about the world because there are students from across
the globe in a university. For many, who may never travel abroad, this may be a chance of a lifetime for
them to broaden their horizons and know more about the different cultures of the world. For example, in
parts of the
LpU (Lovely professional University), there are 2OO students from Malaysia, Korea and other
world.

To conclude, universities do not simply prepare a person for employment, but also have many other
functions.
PTAN FOTLOWED
lntro: I shall discuss the vorious functions of o university.
Poro 7: lJniversities provide professional knowledge ond iobs
Poro 2: Other functions

Poro 3: o university is o ploce to know more obout the world
Conclusion:
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54. Some people think thot the goyernmenl should provide ossistonce lo
oll kinds of orfisls including poinfers, musicions ond poefs, efc.
However, olher people fhink thoi it is o wosle of money. Discuss bofh
views ond give your opinion.

Many people's lives are richer because of art - music, paintings, calligraphy, pictures, sculpture, poems and
dance. There are some who claim that it is important to support the artists, and others who are opposed to
government funding. This essay intends to analyse both perspectives. l, however, side with the former
view.
There are many reasons why government should fund artists. The contributions of artists to the society are
very essential. Art can bring out people's creativity, views and personalities. For example, we learn about
our history, traditions and culture through movies, songs and paintings made by artists. Artists are the
media of diffusing tradition. All kinds of tradition are the basis of a country without which the country
can't be civilised. So artists are the ambassadors of culture and play a vital role in elevating the level of
civilization of the country. Art is a major form of cultural abundance.

Another important aspect of this is that art is an ancient means of communication. Our language is a result
of people's need to communicate. Art is what differentiates us from animals. Art is our soul and it is a
source of courage. Artists also entertain us. Finally, government should fund artists because earning a
livelihood from art is difficult, especially in the budding stages.
Opponents of government funding on artists say that money spent on the arts could have been used for
considerably more vital purposes. They have strong reasons as a nation's health and wellbeing should be
paramount. The idea that elderly people are forced to wait for essential operations, whilst the money
required to increase available medical provision is spent on opera and ballet is plainly immoral. There are
also more deserving social causes for the money that should be considered before the arts. Homelessness,
unemployment, illlteracy - all of these deserve to be addressed before money is spent on what is
essentially little more than entertainment.
To summarise, I would like to say that even though both sides have strong arguments, spending on arts is a

must, but funds allocated for spending on basic healthcare and education should not be diverted to the
Arts. There should be separate funding for Arts, as it is as important as other basic necessities.
PLAN FOLTOWED:

lntro: t sholl discuss both sides of the orgument ond finolly give my opinion
Poro 7: why government should fund ortists
Poro 2: More contribution of ortists
Poro 3: Opponents views
Conclusion:
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Some people think lhot governrnenl shou,d nol give inlernolionol oid

since they hove disodvonloged people like unemployed ond
homeless in lheir own counlry. To whol exfenf do you ogree or
disagree?

lnternational aid is a voluntary transfer of resources from one country to another. I disagree with the given
statement that governments should not give aid to poor countries if there are underprivileged people
within their own country. I believe that the developing and developed countries should always step
forward to help the impoverished countries.
My first argument is that if unemployment and homelessness are the criteria for not Eiving aid, then there
would be no aid on humanitarian grounds at a ll. Some degree of unemployment and homelessness is there
even in the most developed countries such as the USA and the UK. lf such countries stop giving aid, then
there would be no one to help the poverty stricken world. For instance, according to statistics of 2073,
nearly 6% people in the USA were unemployed, but aid given by USA was S30 billion approximately. Even
the developing countries such as lndia have allocated some part of their budget for foreign aid.
Secondly, most aid indirectly helps the donor country, such as for resource extraction form the recipient
country or to gain some commercial access. For example, the MNCs opened in lndia as a part of foreign aid,

no doubt are providing jobs to many youngsters, but in fact are paying them much less than what they
have to pay their own country's employees. Many foreign companies have opened their retail outlets in
lndia because lndia is a strong commercial market due to its burgeoning population. Therefore, aid works
as a win-win situation for both the giver and the taker countries.
Furthermore, in emergencies or natural calamities such as earthquakes and tsunamis, all countries should
come forward and help. Aid need not be monetary; it can be in the form of volunteer workers or providing
goods needed by the affected people. Such help should be given even if there are situations within the
country needing attention. This also strengthens relations between countries.
To sum up, I reiterate my opinion saying that all countries should help by giving foreign aid even if there are

problems of unemployment and homelessness within them.
PTAN FOTLOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: First reoson for giving oid
Poro 2: Second reason
Poro 3: Third reoson
Conclusion
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56.

lnlernolionol lrovel mokes peopre Neiudiced rother lhan broodminded. Whot ore ils couses ond whoi rneosures con be loken fo solve
lhis problem?

It is irrefutable that international tourism has taken mammoth dimensions. Unfortunately, sometimes,
international tourism creates tension rather than understanding between people from different cultures. ln
this essay I intend to delve into the causes of this situation and suggest some ways to alleviate the
problem.

The most important reason why some are opposed to international tourism is that tourists may
unknowingly show disrespect for local culture. For instance, we generally cover our heads in a religious
place. A tourist may not do so or take his shoes inside a temple. This may offend the local people.
Sometimes, youngsters may be attracted towards the western culture, which the tourists bring with them
and many may find this as a threat to the local culture.

Moreover, the tourist dollar may not be helping the local people. We all know that tourists stay in five star
hotels and enjoy the best facilities. They may be taking two showers a day, where as the local people may
not have enough water to drink. This has been the case in Shimla, which is a very popular hill station in
Himachal Pradesh, lndia. On top of that, when tourists buy souvenirs from local artisans, they bargain a lot.
The poor artisans, who look up to tourists for their livelihood, end up earning the bare minimum. Finally,
tourism creates pollution, which helps nobody. We are all suffering the consequences of global warming.
The solutions are not simple. We cannot discourage tourism. lt is the backbone of many economies of the
world. First of all, the tour operators should take the onus of guiding the tourists about the main things of
local culture. Secondly, the tourists should stay with locals as paying guests. This would be a win-win

situation for both. Local people would earn and the tourist would taste the local culture. Finally,
ecotourism should be promoted. For example, if an elephant ride is possible, the tourist should avoid using
car. After all, a good tourist is one - who takes away nothing, but photographs, and leaves behind nothing,
but footprints.
Summing up, international tourism does have a downside to it, but many steps can be taken to lessen the
negative effects.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: This essoy sholl discuss why lnternotional tourism mokes people prejudiced ond suggest solutions
Poro 7: Reosons
Poro 2: More reosons
Poro 3: solutions
Conclusion:
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Rich counlries offen give finonciol oid lo poor counfries, bul il does
nof so,ye the poverty, so rich counfries should give olher types of help
fo fhe poor counlries rolher lhan the finonciol oid. To whol exlenl do
You ctgtee ot disogree?

57.

gone
Even though technology is developing at a fast pace and the standard of living of most individuals has

up, billions of people still live in poverty, and in many places, the rich countries give financial aid to
developing and under-developed countries. Some people consider it improper to give direct monetary
help. I agree with them. I believe that the developed countries should give some other types of help to the
poor countries and not direct financial aid.
My first argument against financial aid is that this aid may not actually reach those for whom it is meant. lt
may go into corrupt pockets. Secondly, it would make those people lazy, as they would be getting aid
without doing any work. Thirdly, the aid may be used for wrong purposes. For example, the aid may be
given for development projects but it may be used to promote terrorism. Finally, if aid is given without
proper research, then it may be used for projects, which are not the priority of the people. For instance,
the people may need health and educational institutes, whereas the aid may be used for making dams or
expanding roadways.
The best way to help poor countries would be to open good educational institutes, good health centres and
create job opportunities for people of the poor countries. lt has been wisely said by someone, 'Give a man
fish to eat, and you feed him for a day. Teach a man how to fish, and you feed him for a lifetime'. lf people

of the poor countries start earning well their standard would definitely become better and the whole
country would become richer.

rich countries open factories and multinational companies in poor countries it would be a win-win
situation for both, as the poor would get employment and the rich would have to pay much lesser to these
workers than they would have to pay their counterparts in their own country. So, more and more rich
countries would step forward to help the poor. Direct financial aid would not bring such a situation.

lf

Summing up, financial aid is not the best way to help poor countries. From my own perspective, the
developed countries ought to assist the impoverished countries through other approaches'
PTAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: negotive et'fects of finonciol help
Paro 2: odvontoges of helping in other woys
Poro 3: More woys of helPing
Conclusion:
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Some people who hoye been in prison become good cilizens lofer.

Some people think thot they ore lhe besf people to tolk lo school
sfudenls oboul lhe donger of commitling o crime. Do you ogree or
disogree?

It is understandable that ex-prisoners can share the consequences of their crime with school children and
educate them against delinquency. However, I disagree that they are the best people for this job. I believe
that other measures taken by parents and teachers are better to teach the next generation how to become
law-abiding citizens.
Obviously, the released prisoners have witnessed the tough life in the jail and can share the tears and
sorrows they suffered in the jails and the harm they have brought to the victims and their family members.
This may be more impressive than the traditional lectures given by professors. By listening to a wide range
of real cases in person, young generation will realize the consequence of the irresponsible behaviour
deeply and discipline themselves strictly in the future.
Nevertheless, I believe other alternatives should be taken into consideration as well.

lt

is common for

people to have a fear towards criminals, especially those who have committed violent crimes and therefore

face-to-face conversation between the school students and people with such criminal record might be
unfitting in some cases. Another point to be taken into consideration is that by inviting such people to
schools to address the students, some vulnerable students might sta rt thinking it glamorous to commit a
crime.
By contrast, policemen normally have a good impression among youngsters and they can become the
active voice in reducing juvenile delinquency. Senior police officials could be called to deliver lectures to
students and show them videos of the harsh life in prisons to deter them from committing crime. Apart
from them, parents can certainly be the first to help children learn the differences between right and
wrong since they are the people who know their children the best in the world. Teachers also are good to
guide children about what is right or wrong.
To sum up, I reiterate my opinion that ex-criminals are good, but not the best to guide children against
immoral behaviour. lt is the responsibility of every member of a society to help the young generation to
become good citizens.
PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: How ex-criminols con help
Pora 2: Why ex-prisoners ore not the best.
Poro 3: Whot other people can help
Conclusion:
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The food frovels fhousonds of miles from form fo consumer. Some
people think it woutd be befler to our environmenl ond economy if
people only ole only locolly produced food. Whot exlenf do the
odvonloges oulweigh lhe disodvo nloges?

59.

Nowadays, supermarkets are stocked with food products from around the world. Some individuals are of
the opinion that this imported food has detrimental effect on our economy and culture and it would be
better if people ate only the local produce. Certainly, the disadvantages of imported food outweigh the
advantages.
On the positive side, transporting food over a long distance gives us a lot of choices. We can taste a variety

of fruits and vegetables from all parts of the world. For example, about ten years ago, we hardly saw kiwi
fruit, which is from New Zealand. But, now it has a place on every fruit stand. Secondly, many people get
employment in this field. Small farmers have a chance to expand globally and it increases the overall
economy of the country. Finally, it helps in developing good relations between countries, which helps in
international cooperation and peace. lf countries are dependent upon one another's economic success,
then armed conflict would be less likely.
On the other hand, importing food can have a negative effect on local culture. This can be seen in countries

such as Japan where imported food has become more popular than traditional, local produce, eroding
people's understanding of their own food traditions. Although some would claim that this is a natural part
of economic development, in an increasingly global world, I feel strongly that any loss of regional culture
would be detrimental.
A second major reason to reduce imports is the environmental cost. Currently, many food imports such as
fruit, are transported thousands of miles by road, sea and air, making the produce more expensive to buy
and increasing pollution from exhaust fumes. Despite the fact that trade in food exports has existed for
many years, I am convinced that a reduction would bring significant financial and environmental gains.
ln conclusion, I am certain that if people ate locally produced food, it would have environmental benefits. lt
would also benefit the local economy because, in time, people would prosper commercially as the demand
for local and regional produce would remain high resisting the competition from overseas.
PI-AN FOTLOWED:

lntro: Certoinly, the disadvontoges ol imported lood outweigh the odvontoges
Poro 7: odvontoges of tronsporting goods
Poro 2: Negotive effects on locol culture
Poro 3: Negotive effect on environment
Conclusion:
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60. The nolurol

resources such os oil, ond fresh wofer orc being
consumed of on olorming role. Whot problerns does il couse? How con
vve sorve

lhese problems?

The time has come for international soul-searching about the environment. The industrial revolution has
changed forever the relation between humanity and nature. ln this essay I intend to explore the problems
caused by the increased consumption of oil, forests and fresh water, and suggest some solutions.

Talking about oil first, it is well known that oil is non-renewable and so will finish very soon. Pollution is
another problem that is caused by the use of oil. Oil is used in vehicles, industries and homes. Simple
measures can be taken to lessen its use. At individual level we can use more public transporu we can make
lifestyle changes and use fewer luxuries. At government level, people can be educated. More effort can be
done to research alternative sources of energy.
Secondly, water, especially fresh water, is another big area of concern. There can be no life without water.
Water is the most precious commodity today. Fresh water resources are depleting fast. At individual level
we should use water conservatively and recycle water wherever possible. At government level desalination
plants can be set. Strict laws can be enforced for industries against pollution of fresh water by effluents.

Finally, because of deforestation, many animals and plants, which provide us food, medicine and other
valuable products, are facing extinction. We have less bio-diversity also. Moreover, when trees are cut, the
soil is exposed to heaw rain and so is washed away. The soil also becomes infertile. Also, trees absorb
carbon-dioxide, which causes global warming. lf there are no trees, there will be increase of greenhouse
gases and this would not be good for our environment. As a solution, afforestation should be promoted as
a solution. lf each one of us plants a tree and nurtures it for few months, then the day is not far when we
shall have greenery all over.

ln conclusion, I would like to reiterate that oil, forests and fresh water are very necessary if we have to
survive. So we should use them judiciously, else our future is bleak.
PTAN FOI.TOWED
tntro: I intend to explore the problems coused by the increosed consumption of oil, forests and fresh woter,

ond suggest some solutions.
Poro 7: Oil - problems ond solutions
Poro 2: Fresh woter - problem ond solution
Poro 3: Trees - problem solution
Conclusion
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61. Ihe mosf importonl decision ihol young people hove lo follow is
whol coreer fo choose. Do you ogree or disogree?

I agree with the given statement, which says that the most pivotal decision that young people have to trail
is what vocation to pick. lt is indubitable that there are other crltical issues of life, which are very significant

but career choice remains at number one.
The main argument which goes in favour of making career choice the most vital decision is that when the
young persons have an idea of the career path they want to pursue, it can help them make the best
decisions about their training and education. Many lines of work require specific degrees and certifications,
which can take years to pursue. Understanding the requirements of their chosen path will allow them to
plan to prepare themselves for the career they want.
Secondly, when the youngsters choose a career path, they position themselves to look far into the future at
their ultimate objective. This can help them identify positions they want to hold and income levels they
want to achieve. lt can also help to guide them in building their personal and professional networks in the
industry in which they are interested. Having long-term goals can help him stay focused on their ultimate
career objectives, rather than moving aimlessly from job to job.

Finally, choosing a career path can help the youth make other important life decisions. Their choice of
profession can dictate where they live and may affect if and when they marry and have a family. Choosing a
life partner is another very important life decision, but it comes secondary to a career choice. Achieving a
satisfactory work-life balance can be a challenge for many professionals, but career planning can help to
minimize some of this stress.
To sum up, it can be reiterated that choice of career is certainly the most important decision for the young
people and all other decisions depend on this one primary decision.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: Moin reoson
Poro 2: More reosons
Poro 3: More reosons
Co n clu sion : Re ite rote opi n i on
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62.

A4osf of our infotmdlion comes from lhe lnternel nowctdoys. Some
peopre soy thot o lotge polrt of lhe informolion we gel is incorrecf. Do
you ogrce or disogree? Give yout opinion.

Someone has rightly said that the lnternet is the first thing that humanity has made that humanity doesn't

understand, the largest experiment in anarchy that we have ever had. We are all bombarded with
information on the lnternet once we go online. Although some of the information may be wrong but I still
believe that most of the information is correct.
My first argument is that only if the information is correct, it can enjoy a lasting attraction to readers. With
an expectation to have more readers, the author will be encouraged to post correct and authenticated
articles which will in turn attract more and more visitors to the website. Otherwise, when the audience
comes to know they are being cheated, then they will stop visiting the blog or website.
Secondly, as the people are surrounded by such a wide sea of information, they will definitely not believe
in one report, but may search out all the related information to compare and form their own opinion. To

add

to it, the

issue

of cybercrime

has also led

to the websites being

supervised because

of which

discourages people to post wrong and misleading information. Plagiarism is also considered an offence and
so those posting any information know that they are being monitored.

Admittedly, some false, misleading or incorrect information do exist, but the person surfing the net have to
learn how to look for the authentic websites. This takes a little time but ultimately people come to know
about the websites imparting useful and correct information and then bookmark those sites and avoid
going back to the fake sites.
To sum up, most of the information on the internet is worth our trust. With the rise of people's awareness
of its accuracy, more correct information will be there awaiting us in the future.
PTAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Disogree
Pora 7: First argument
Pord 2: Second argument
Poro 3: Responsibility of the person occessing the internet
Conclusion : reite rote o pi n ion
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63. As well os moking moneY, businesses

should o,so hove socio,

responsibirities. Do you ogree ot disogree?

I definitely agree with the given statement that the corporate sector should focus on creating personal
wealth as well as shoulder social responsibilities. This would be beneficial to the society and also for the
companies themselves to sustain in the long run.
To begin with, it is an inescapable responsibility of every business enterprise to create more money for
itself and its employees. Only when businesses achieve profitability can the employees remain loyal to the
organisations that they work for. Meanwhile, companies can themselves remain competitive in the long
run. ln the initial stages, great amount of investments are needed for employee training, buying
equipment, advertising, marketing, research and development. Therefore, economic stimulus is the driving
force for employers and employees to work hard.
On the other hand, social responsibility is also very essential for businesses. ln times of natural disasters,
business houses are supposed to make generous donations and set an example. All businesses should also
abide by the law and never make profit by unethical means. lf any business becomes prosperous by honest
hard work, it can provide a number of job opportunities, which can greatly reduce the pressure of social

unemployment.
Furthermore, taking social responsibility would help these large business houses themselves. For example,
when any business house donates for charity, the media spreads a word about their efforts and they get
advertisement for free. ln my hometown, many parks and roundabouts are maintained by the textile, sugar
and starch mill in my hometown. These business houses do not need to spend extra for their adverts.
providing scholarships to poor, meritorious students is another way these enterprises can take social
responsibility.

To sum up, it can be reiterated that businesses need to make money and also look into their social
obligations. This would be a win-win situation for the society and the enterprises themselves.
PTAN FOTLOWED

lntro: Agree
Pora 1: Why businesses should moke money
Poro 2: Why ond how they should hove sociol responsibilities
Pora 3: Doing for society would help themselves olso
Concl usion : re ite rote o p i n io n
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64.

People hove lo spend morc ond more lime to lrovel from lheir
homes for jobs ond sludy. Vrlhol ore fhe reosons? How con we solve fhis
problem?

It is indubitable that commuting time for study or work has increased in the past few years. This essay
intends to analyze some causes behind this situation and also suggest possible ways to alleviate this
problem.
The most obvious reason is that roads are very congested, as the number of vehicles has increased to
unprecedented levels in the past decade or so. Everyone seems to own a car nowadays and so the traffic
during peak hours moves at a snails pace. What used to take 20 minutes earlier, takes about 50 minutes
now. Second reason for this is the suburbanization of cities. People are moving to the suburbs in search of
quieter, cheaper and more open houses, as a consequence of which travel time to work or study has gone
up.

The solutions are not easy, but.ioint efforts by the government and the people can help to lessen the
gravity of the situation. At the government level, steps could be taken to improve the public transport. This
could be done by increasing the comfort and frequency of public transport and decreasing the fare. That
way more people would be motivated to use the public transport. People should be motivated to do carpooling by having HOV (High occupancy vehicle) lanes. Only those cars, which are fully occupied, are
allowed to move on such lanes, because of which the traffic on these lanes moves faster. Such a system is
being used very successfully in many parts of the USA.
At the individual level, people should voluntarily opt for public transport even if that involves being bound
by the time of the bus or train. Wherever office and lecture timings are flexible, people can choose to work
or attend lectures in those hours when commuting can be done at off-peak hours. Car-pooling should be
done by conscious effort. For example, my friend works in an office, which is in a city, which is 20 km from
her home. Other people in her neighbourhood also commute to the same city. She approached them for
car-pooling, and now every day, one person takes his car. lnstead of five cars on the road every day, now
there is one and each one is doing some extra saving too.
To sum up, it is undeniable that commuting time has increased, but many steps can be taken to ameliorate

the situation.
PIAN FOTLOWED
lntro:
Poro 7: Reosons
Poro 2: solutions
Poro 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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purpose of public Iibrories is lo provide books ond lheY
shouldn'f wosle lheir limited resources ond spoce on providing
expensive hi-tech medio such os computer soflwore, videos ond DVDs.
To whol exlenf do you agree or disogree with this sfofemenf?

65. Ihe moin

Since centuries libraries have been in the service of man. These libraries are the repositories of never
ending knowledge known as books. Some people opine that libraries should only provide books and not
other hi-tech media such as computer software, videos and DVDs. l, however, believe that such hi-tech
media should be there in libraries in addition to book.
say that libraries should not have CDs and DVDs. They fear that the
traditional book will lose its appeal. Because of technology, books are now being converted into disc forms
such as CDs and DVDs. Even the availability of books in the form of electronic media on NET is putting in
danger the importance of the traditional libraries, which house only traditional books. Here, my argument
would be that libraries have to keep in stock many copies of a single book. CDs and DVDS occupy less space
and so the availability of CDs and DVDs in addition to books seems very practical because of the shortage of

It is easy to see why some people

space in most libraries.

Secondly, one should keep in mind that a person goes to a library not only to search and get information
from books but also to sit and study there. Some books, which are out of print or not available in that

particular area can be accessed through CDs and DVDs. What is more, many students cannot afford the
expensive hi tech media and lnternet connection in their homes. lt is well known that the lnternet is an
ocean of knowledge and students need to access it for assignments. Therefore, they can access all this in
the library. Therefore, computers and the lnternet should be available in libraries.

Another important point why people oppose such hi-tech media is that they fear that instead of using it
positively students will use it for chatting and surfing objectionable sites. They have a point, but this can be
looked into by blocking such sites in the libraries. My final argument would be that with the help of
computers the records of the books in the library could be maintained very efficiently. For example, most
modern libraries can be maintained by just one or two librarians, whereas earlier they needed a lot of
manpower.
To conclude, it can be said that advancement should be welcome in every field but the importance of the
libraries for their fundamental role cannot be put aside. Equipping libraries with high-tech media will add
more crowns of success to the importance of libraries
PTAN FOLLOWED
lntro: such hi-tech medio should be there in librories

Poro 7: why librories should have CDs ond DVDs.
Poro 2: Other odvontoges of odding this medio
Poro j: Another reoson why people oppose high tech medio
Conclusion: Equipping librories with high-tech medio will odd more crowns of success to the imryrtance
librories.
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66. Mony peopre think young peopre should foltow

troditions. Otheis
orgue lhol young peopre should be free to be individuols. Dlicuss bolh

yrews.
It

is a highly debatable issue whether the youth should follow traditions or harrc liberty
want. This essay shall look into both sides of the debate before forming an opinbn.

to be what they

There are many reasons why some individuals opine that the youth should follow traditions. The prime
reason is that the youth has been neglecting its own very rich culture and traditions in order to adapt to
the western ideas. They have their mindset that what the west is doing is right and one should follow it
without hesitation. For example, the youth of lndia does not perceive its identity as traditional lndians any
more. They think that their centuries old traditions are outdated and prevent modem development. But
they should know that nobody likes copy-cats. They should learn from a country like Japan, which is one
of the leading economies of the world and also one of the most adwnced countries in terms of
modernization, but it still follows and respects its old traditions and cultures. Another reason of people-s
opinion is that some traditions are very good and need to be preserved at all costs. For instance, touching
the feet of the elderly as a token of respect and welcoming guests with folded hands.

on the other hand, it is easy to understand why some people are in favour of htting the youth have their
own individuality. This is mainly because the youth of today is better informed than ever before in the
history of mankind. They do not just accept things without reasoning. Today, the nations of the world are
more closely linked than ever before. lt would be wrong to impose traditions on them, which are obsolete
in the modern era. For example, the dowry system, in which the bride's parents gare her gold, money and
household items, was acceptable earlier as women were not working, but today dowry system is being
condemned because the youth of today realize that it has led to many vices such as female feticide.
What is more, today, we are living in a modern world calling for innovation and modemism, which pulls us
toward a new vision of traditions; a vision which respects our traditional spirit but which concurrently
supports newness and modernity, and promotes making the most of the global village of today. The youth
of today are borrowing methods and taking aspirations from one country to the other. For example, the
beautiful traditions of The West, such as celebration of Mothe/s Day and Fathe/s Day are being celebrated
in lndia today.
ln conclusion, it can be said that the youth of today should be allowed all indiviluality. They are not part

of
a big planet called Earth; they belong to a small global village. Traditions shouH not define them; they
should define traditions. lt has been rightly said that Traditions' should be guides and notjailors.
PLAN FOII.OWED

lntro: This essoy sholl look into both sides of the debote
Poro 1: Why the youth should follow troditions
Poro 2: why fovour the youth hove their own individuolity
Pora 3: How the youth of todoy con blend troditions with modernism
Conclusion:
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prlorfi lo heolth
core wheteos ofhers soy lhey should spend on othet impofionl

67.

Some peopre soy lhol lhe government shourd glve

priorifies. Discuss bofh views ond give your opinion
People are divided on the issue of the allocation of funds for healthcare by the governments. Some opine
that health care is a crucial facet that governments have to pay attention to. Others, however, believe that
there exist other areas on which governments should attach equal or even more weight. This essay intends
to analyze both perspectives. l, however, side with the latter view.
On the one hand, prioritizing healthcare would lead to a healthier and happier society. lt is quite obvious
that the people would be less economically burdened if governments prioritize health care. lt would make
it more convenient and cost-effective for the public to see a doctor. For example, the financial support
from governments is likely to make various medicines and treatments more affordable to people who are
not so well-off. Compared with the situation where citizens have to bear the cost totally by themselves, the
economical pressure will be much relieved.

However, governments' investment should not be confined within the boundary of health care, Education,
which concerns the long-term development of the whole nation, should also receive similar funds. Primary
education should be free and mandatory. Higher education should be highly subsidized for students whose
families are under the poverty line.

Apart from education, it is also advisable that taxpayers' money should be distributed to public facilities,
which will not only benefit every citizen's daily life, but also attract more investment and create more job
opportunities. Public transport should be improved so that more and more people like to opt for it.
Condition of roads should be bettered. Facilities for the elderly cannot be ignored in the greying society of
today.
To sum up, the allotment of governments' funds should equally go

to more sectors, which will exert more
influence on public and the society as a whole, although the importance of health care can not be
underestimated.
PI-AN FOTLOWED

lntro: Discuss

essoy

intro

Poro 1: Advontoges of spending on heolthcore
Poro 2: Other importont issues
Paro 3: More impoftont issues
Conclusion:
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68.

Governmenf spends much money for educolion. More money
should be spenl on hee-lime ocfivities. To whol exfenf do you ctgrce or
disogree?

It is true that spending on education is top priority for many governments across the world, and in doing so
they agnore the recreatlonal activities, which are as important. Therefore, I agree that the government
should allocate more funds for such leisure time activities. A number of arguments surround my opinion.
Undoubtedly, spending on education is very essential for the progress of any nation. Educated people get
higher paid jobs and add to the economy ofthe country. To add to it, educated societies are crime free and
peaceful societies. That is why literacy rate is an important factor in determining the status of any country
in the world.

However, spending

on free-time activities is equally important. Such activitaes benefit

students

academically. They learn character-building lessons that they can apply to their study habits and to their

lives. Activities such as athletics, music, theater, and organizations teach students how to discipline
themselves through drills, practices, or rehearsals. ln additiorl, extracurricular activities in the arts teach
students analytical skills and creative problem solving skills since they have to think creatively to
successfully perform music, act in a play, or produce a work of art.
Furthermore, life is stressful and free time activities act as stress-busters. They break the monotony of
hectic day-to-day life. They also build community spirit among people as during free time people meet
each other and socialize. lt is the responsibility of the governments to provide stadiums, playgrounds, gyms
and community centres where people can do free-tame activities.
To sum up, I would like to reiterate my opinion that apart from education, spending on recreational
activities is a must, These activities are as important as education for the overall development of any
society.
PLAN FOIIOWED
lntro: Agree
Pora 1: lmportonce of educotion
Poro 2: lmportonce of free-time odivities
Pdro 3: lmportonce of free time odivities
Conclusion:
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69. Some peopre soy lhol in our modern oge it is unnecessory lo feoch
children obo.tl the skills of hondwriting. To whot exlenl do you ogrce or
disogree?
A common opinion is that with the increasing role computers play in our society; handwriting is no longer
an important skill to learn at an early age. Unfortunately this opinion is misguided. I firmly believe that

handwriting is very important even in today's era of technology. A number of arguments surround my
opinion.
Handwriting is important because research shows that when children learn how to do it, they also learn
how to express thernselves. Handwriting is so much more than simply putting letters on a page; it is a key
part of learning to communicate. Writing is almost as important as speaking, as a medium for
communicating thought For this reason it is said that "Writing is a secondary power of speech, and those
who cannot write are in part dumb." Scrawls that cannot be read may be compared to talking that cannot
be understood; and writing dfficult to decipher, to stammering speech.
Handwriting is also important because kids are required to use it daily in school from kindergarten on.
Children who struggle with the mechanics of handwriting may have trouble taking notes or tests or
completing their schoolwork This can affect both their self-esteem and their attitude toward school. Good
handwriting can mean better grades. Studies show that the same mediocre paper is graded much higher if
the handwriting is neat and much lower if the writing is not.

What is more, handwriting proficiency inspires confidence. The more children practice a skill such as
handwriting, the stronger the motor pathways become until the skill becomes automatic. Once it's
mastered, children can nK)ve on to focus on the subject, rather than worry about how to form letters.
Furthermore, handwriting aids memory. For example, if a person writes a list or a note
- then loses it he is much more likely to rernember what he wrote than if he just tried to memorize it.
ln summary handwriting skills are very essential even today. Apart from being a tool of communication, it
helps the brain develop, it can improve grades and confidence and also aids memory.
PI.Af, FOLTOWED
lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Writing is o met:M of ammunication
Poro2: Hondwriting improves gmdes
Poro3: lmproves confidene ond memory
Concl usi on : re ite rote opin ion
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70.

Some deyeloping counfries invile lorge foreign cornponies fo open
offices ond foclories in order lo help lheir economy. However, others
feel lhol foreign componies shoutd be shul out ond insleod the
goyernmenl should help the locol componies fo conlribute to the
economic growlh. To whol exfenl do you ogree or disogree?

It is a highly debatable issue whether multinational companies (MNCs) should be encouraged by the
governments of developing countries, or whether the local companies should be promoted. I firmly believe
that MNcs are good for the economic growth. Therefore, I disagree with the given statement that MNCS
should be shut out. A number of arguments surround my opinion.
There are many advantages of MNCS. To begin with, these provide employment, which usually pays better

than other available opportunities. What is more, they train local labour with more sophisticated

techniques, which in the long run bring benefits to the host country. They also raise the growth rate of host
nation by introducing new investment and new technology. To add to it, they promote efficient production
and bring a broader range of products to the widest possible market.

Furthermore, such MNCs promote improvement or development of various supporting industries or
complementary industries. For example, if an MNC opens in a place, then many businesses open in the
neighbourhood, which cater to the workers working in these MNCs. ln this way, these MNCs stabilize and
stimulate local economies, and raise standards of living.
Another important advantage of MNCs is that they induce their local rivals to become more innovative and
competitive. For instance, it is a well known fact that lndian company Videocon has improved its standard
to compete with MNCs such as Samsung and Sony. Finally, these companies promote positive values, such
as diversity, and equality for women. They also create an environment of nonviolence and international
cooperation.
To conclude, MNCS may have their negative points, but their pros far outweigh their cons. So, they should
be promoted by the governments of developing countries.
PTAN FOLIOWED:

lntro: I firmly believe thot

MNCS ore

good

Poro 1: odvontoges of MNCs
Paro 2: More odvontoges
Poro 3: more odvontages of
Conclusion:
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71. Advertising discouroges peopre from being differenl individuals by
moking us oll wonl lo do lhe some ond look fhe sorne. Do you crgree or
disogree?
The role of advertisements in destroying individuality has sparked much debate in the recent times. Some
people opine that advertisements eliminate individual sense of identity, making people indistinguishable
from each other. l, however, disagree with this allegation.
To begin with, when any advertisement bombards people with any new product, then people rush to buy it
and it appears that all people are doing the same. However, this similarity is very short-lived, as sooner or

later they realize that it is a huge waste of time and money to spend on something that is not really
appropriate for them. Therefore, ads cannot suppress individuality permanently.
Secondly, all people cannot afford all things shown in the adverts. Even when ads use famous celebs to
endorse their products, and people want to purchase those things, even then they have to consider their

pocket and requirement. For instance, when it comes to luxury goods, solely a marginal nunrber of
purchasers can afford the financial cost. Therefore, no matter how attractive and persuasive an
advertisement is, never can it tempt people to make the same purchase. Most people cannot afford to
upset the whole monthly budget just because of certain alluring ads.
Furthermore, when we talk of the latest fashions, all people do not wear the similar clothes because of ads.
lf people wear jeans, it is because jeans are comfortable, and in today's fast life people need comfortable
clothes. Nowadays, everyone knows that only that fashion should be followed which suits them. lf adverts
show celebs in flared pants, those who are not blessed with a good height would surely not follow them.
To sum up, from what has been analyzed above, it is concluded that advertisement cannot dominate the
market trends as all people have different requirements, different material wealth and different choices. lf
at allthere are any similarities, they are very short lived.
PTAN FOTLOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Ads hove short term elfects
Poro 2: People hove to see their pockets too
Poro 3: Similority is not because of ods. lt is becouse of comfort.
Conclusion:
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72. lf is suggesled lhot oll young odulfs should underloke o
unpoid work, helping people in lhe community. Does
benefils or drowbocks lo lhe young people?

il

period of
bring more

The youth of today are generally considered to lack social knowledge and experience, which are of crucial
importance in their future development. To solve this problem, some people suggest that they should

undertake a period of voluntary work in the local community, helping people around them. personally, I
believe that making young people do voluntary work would be beneficial for the youth as well as for the
society. The negative effects of such an approach would be negligible.
Undoubtedly, it can be a win-win approach - that is, it will benefit both the young and the community
enormously if youth do a certain period of unpaid work. By helping the elderly, the sick and the disabled
directly, or participating in charitable activities like raising funds or offering free consultation, young people
will certainly gain and accumulate some valuable first-hand experience and know more about the society.

Moreover, young people with such experiences are more likely to become the most motivated ones in
academic study or at work, and eventually become responsible citizens of the society. As far as the
community is concerned, it will definitely become better with so many zealous young volunteers who are
ready to help.
However, there may be some disadvantages if the young provide free service helping people in need. For
example, it may conflict with their normal study or work if not arranged well. Then the result may be not as
desirable as what is expected. But I think this sort of problem can be easily taken care of by meticulous
planning by the school authorities.

To conclude, competitiveness of modern life and influence of global culture have isolated children from
neighbourhood. So, such a step would be very beneficial to make today's children feel part of the
community.
PI.AN FOI.TOWED
lntro: its pros for outweigh the cons
Paro 1: young people will know more obout the society
Poro 2: young people become the most motivoted in acodemic study or work
Poro 3: disadvontoges

Conclusion: such o step would be very beneficiol to moke todoy's children feel port of the community.
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73. Ihere ore socior, medico, ond fechnico,

probrems ossociofed wifh
lhe use of mobile phones. Whol forms do they loke? Do you ogree lhol
the problems oulweigh the benefils of mobile phones?

Mobile phone is one of the most important inventions that have brought people tremendous convenience
and efficiency. Admittedly, if misused or overused, it may cause some social, medical and technical
problems. However, its pros far outnumber its cons.
Mobiles have helped people remain connected with the world from wherever they are. Distance is not a
barrier any more there is a sense of security if you know you have a gadget with which you can be in touch
with your near and dear ones. At the time of emergencies and calamities, they are one of the most used
tools for supplying immediate help.

Mobile phones also provide us with facilities like messaging, camera, recording and the lnternet. As a
matter of fact, now they can serve as a good replacement of laptop. Business transactions can also take
place at any time of the day and family commitments can also be fulfilled while at work. Cell phones also
serve as entertainment tools as many games can now be played and some phones have FM radio
connection too.
On the downside, mobile phones emit infrared rays, which directly affect the body part exposed to.
According to Australian Health Research lnstitute, use of mobile phones can lead to ear, eye and brain
cancer besides some other disorders like heart ailments. Overuse of mobiles takes away the privacy and
sometimes even the peace of mind. Wherever we are, at work, at home or in a social gathering, we are
hammered with unwanted calls or messages. lt is a boon to roadside paparazzi for whom taking snaps is
.,ust too easy with more advanced mobiles.

To sum up, the advantages of the mobile phone far outweigh its disadvantages. Mobile technology
definitely has brought a revolution and changed the way to work, to socialize and to entertain, but we must
be more wise and responsible in using it.
PTAN FOTLOWED

lntro: its pros far outnumber its cons.
Poro 7: Some ddvontoges of cell phone - stoy connected - good for emergencies
Paro 2: Uses in business ond entertoinment
Pdro 3: Disodvontoges
Conclusion: the odvontdges of the mobile phone for outweigh its disodvontoges.
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74. old generofions offen hold some trodilionol ideos on the correct
woy of life, thinking ond behovior. However, sorne people think thol it is
nol helpful for lhe young generofions to prepore for modern lile in lhe
fulure. Whol's your opinion?

Generation gap has been a debated issue since the dawn of civilization. I partially agree with this
statement. Modern life has changed beyond recognition in many ways and so many ideas of the old
generation are not suitable for today's life, but still there are some traditional ideas, which are evergreen
and hold true even today.
The elderly had a very disciplined life. For instance, they believed in sticking to one
iob for life. They also
believed in fixed-hours job. They had a stress-free work life. Moreover, they believed that marriage was for
life. Divorces were rare. They had a stable family life. These values, if followed, are good for today's

generation also.
However, in many ways the ideas of the elderly are obsolete in the times of modernity. The elderly live like
a frog in the well. They forget that change is progress. They also want their children to follow the same
profession. They do not give importance to aptitude. Youngsters are more intellectually evolved. They want
to explore the un-trodden path to face the cut-throat competition of today.
Furthermore, the young differ in dress, food and habits. These things were not available to the elderly. The
elderly had lesser opportunities to come in contact with the western world. The Earth was a big planet.
Now it is a global
village. The young speak a universal language, eat ltalian pizza and Chinese food and wear a universal
dress. The leisurely ways of the old are gone. The young have the speed of bikes, cars and planes. What can
link them to the old bullock cart? The young today have to change to survive.
To sum up, there are some traditional ideas of the elderly that are evergreen and will hold true for times
come. But, in many ways, they are obsolete in today's time.
PTAN FOLIOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Which ideos ol the elderly hold true even todoy
Para 2: Which ideos of the elderly ore obsolete todoy
Pdro j: Why these ideos of the elderly ore obsolete
Conclusion:
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75. Some peopte fhink lhol governmen, shou,d

subsidize fruils ond
vegelobres lo moke heolthy food cheoper. Ofhers orgue lhol tox
should be sef on unheolthy food. Dlscuss bolh views ond give your
opinion.

The increase in the consumption of unhealthy fast food has led to a rise in health related problems, an dit
is becoming a cause of concern in most countries. Some individuals opine that government should
subsidize healthy foods, whereas others say that the solution is in levying a 'Fat Tax', which means a tax on
fast food. This essay intends to delve into both perspectives. l, however, side with the former view.
The main argument in support of'Fat tax', is that unhealthy food habits have led to an increase in health
problems. The health of the general public is not only an individual's responsibility, but also the
responsibility of the government. Moreover, the revenue earned can be utilized towards providing better
health care, medical research and other such issues, which will in the development of the nation.
On the other hand, some people opine that a major reason for a higher consumption of fast food is that
healthier food options are not affordable by everyone. For instance, a glass of sweetened soda is cheaper
than a glass of milk. Therefore, instead of making the fast food more expensive, subsidies should be
provided for producers of healthy foods, like vegetables, fruits, milk, etc. By doing so, people will have a

choice to make between healthy and fast food, with both being priced equally. They also say that
implementing the 'Fat Tax' is not an effective method, as it penalizes everyone, both the rich and poor,
thus further increasing the gaps in society. This will affect the poor more and take away the simple
pleasures that everyone enjoys.
I believe that taking care of one's health is an individual's responsibility and also is a right to freedom of
choice. The causes of health problems like obesity, cardiovascular diseases, etc. are not limited to an
unhealthy diet. Lack of exercise is also a major cause of an increase in obesity. These are all personal
choices that people need to make and measures should be taken to make people aware of the
consequences of the choices they make. lt would not be wise to implement a fat-tax, as it will not be
practical for the government to decide which food product should be taxed and which should be
exempted. Also, it has been found through a research, that taste is the number one factor, when deciding
what to eat. So increasing the tax on fast food will not make a considerable difference to the consumption
of unhealthy foods.
To conclude, implementing the fat-tax is not an effective solution to the health problems. Subsidizing
healthier food options should be done, so that those who want to refrain from eating unhealthy foods
should have healthier options within the reach of their pocket.
PTAN FOLLOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy
PoroT: For Fot Tox

Poro 2: Other viewpoint
Poro 3: Own opinion
Conclus ion :

Re

ite

rote

op i n io n.
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76. Mony peopre nowodctys do nol feel sofe either when they ore al
home or go out. Whol ore lhe reosons ond whol con be done lo solye
this problem?

There is no doubt that an increasing number of people feel unsafe, not only when they go out somewhere, but also
when they are at home. There are several factors, which have lead to this increasing fear. ln this essay, I will look into
the causes of this and suggest some solutions.

The reasons why people are afraid of going out of their homes are very obvious. The crimes committed on the
streets, are on a rise. The road mishaps have risen to a proportion, more than ever before and continue to increase
everyday. Some people are afraid to go out because of the fear of natural calamities and also, sometimes due to
health related disorders, which might be caused due to the increase in pollution. The reports of bombings and terror
attacks have become everyday news. As a result, people feel afraid of stepping out of their homes.
At the same time, people are also becoming increasingly scared within their homes. The main reason for this is the
escalation in the crimes being committed at homes, like murders, robberies, etc. ln a recent news article, it has been
surveyed that there have been more crimes committed by domestic help at people's homes, than the crimes being
committed on the streets. This has led to people feeling vulnerable, at home and when they are out on the streets.
There are certain steps, which can be taken, by the government and individuals, to make people more safe and
protected. The increasing unemployment is the main reason of these crimes. lf the youth of a country are provided
vocational training and good job opportunities, they would not fall on the path of crime. Another important measure,
which needs to be taken by the Sovernment, is to employ more security measures, like cameras, more police
patrolling, and more security in public transport and public areas. This needs to be done in the residential and
commercial areas, both, so that it deters the criminals and instills a sense of security in the public. For instance, in
Bengaluru, Sovernment has now made it compulsory for all showrooms and shops to install security cameras. There
are also random checks made by the government officials to ensure that the security standards are met in all
commercial areasTo add to it, stricter punishments for the offenders will act as a major deterrent for the criminals. This will greatly
reduce the incidents of crimes on the streets and at home. Another important measure is the use of technology in
the security systems installed at homes. People can install advanced alarm systems and security cameras in their
homes, to avoid any unwanted incidents of crime. This also helps greatly in the reduction of domestic crimes.

it

up, people's fear and insecurity is justified, with the increasing reports of crime reported by the media.
However, this situation can be mitigated by taking some measures, like tackling the unemployment problem,
tiShtened security measures, stricter punishments and the use of advanced technology in households and
commercial areas.
To sum

PI.AN FOTLOWED:

lntro:
ParoT: Why people ore not sofe when they ore out of their homes
Poro 2: Why they ore not sofe within their homes
Poro 3: Solutions
Paro 4: Solutions
Conclusion
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Some people lhink thol it is more importonl lo plonl lrees in open
oreos of fowns ond cifies fhon lo build more housing. fo whot exfenf do
you ogree or disogree?

77.

it is more meaningful to plant trees in the open urban areas,
houses.
Trees
not only provide environmental benefits, but also provlde
rather than building more
numerous social and economic benefits. This essay intends to discuss my opinion and these benefits.
I completely agree with the statement that

Admittedly, housing is needed to meet the demands of the burgeoning population, but we can go for highrise buildings and leave the open spaces for planting more and more trees.
To begin with the environmental benefits of trees, these help purify the polluted air in the cities and towns.
Research has proven that 100 trees can remove tonnes of carbon dioxide annually. Trees are also known to
create a buffer, which cuts down everyday noise of cities, thus tackling noise pollution also. To add to it,
the water is also managed better, if there are more trees in a city. The rainwater doesn't run off into drains
if there are trees in urban areas. lt is filtered into the ground, thus saving the city money that is spent on
drains and artificial controls. Providing a natural habitat to birds and animals is another advantage.

To add to it, trees also help save energy consumption. lf planted in the right place, urban forests provide
shade to homes, roads, office areas and parking spaces. Cooler homes and offices means, lesser air
conditioning is needed, thus reducing the energy consumption. ln parking lots too, trees help keep cars
cooler, which leads to less pollution.
Planting trees in cities helps the city grow socially and economically as well. They provide an area where
people can meet, socialize and also exercise. Children also get a close to nature place, where they can play.
The commercial value of an urban property with trees, is more than one without trees. Retail outlets and
businesses located in areas with trees, attract more customers.

To sum it up, we need houses in cities to live in, but to strengthen and improve the quality of the life in
overcrowded cities we need trees. They play a vital role in combating climate change and provide
numerous economic and social benefits.
PIAN FOLLOWED:
lntro: Agree
Poro 7: Housing is needed but trees ore more important
Poro 2: Advontoges of trees
Poro 3: More odvontoges
Poro 4: More Advontoges
Conclusion
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78. ln mony countries traditional foods ore being

reproced by
inlernotionol fosf foods. rhis ls hoving o negalive effecf on bolh fomit,ies
ond sociefies. To whol exfenl do you ogree or disogree?

ln this era of technology and globalization, all spheres of life have changed dramatically and food is also no
exception. lagree that international fast foods and restaurants have eaten up traditional foods and cuisines
and this has had a detrimental effect on families and societies. A number of arguments surround my
opinion.
There are a lot of damaging effects on families. Firstly in this torrid pace of life, people are working till their
death. They have no time to prepare and enjoy traditional home cooked food. Ultimately, they switch to an
easy option of restaurants. McDonalds have become a ubiquitous term in every home. Secondly, there is

the influence of occidental culture over the oriental one. People are forgetting their roots. For example, in
earlier times all family members used to sit together and eat, and over the dining table they shared their
happenings of the day. These fast foods are eaten alone mostly because they don't appeal to the palate of
the older members. As a result, family bonds and relationships are getting blurred. Moreover, the art of
home cooking is suffering a lot.
Admittedly, this trend has harmful effects on individuals. Undoubtedly, people are affected by health
hazards like obesity and other diseases. Obesity is the root cause of many other diseases. Fast foods are
rich in fats and salts which are not good for health. An obese person is more likely to suffer from diseases
like hypertension and diabetes.
There are tangible consequences on society too. Broadly speaking, as people get inclined towards fast food
and restaurants, local culture dies out. lt is because traditional food is inextricably linked with culture.

Undoubtedly, the identity of the society and nation will disappear. lt will be monopolized by western
societies. Also, if people are not healthy, the productivity of the nation will come to a standstill. Last but
not least, fast foods promote use-and-throw culture, which adds to the problem of garbage dumps,
contamination, pollution and eventually many diseases.
To summarise, it can be reiterated that internationalfast foods have carved their niche and traditional food
has taken the backseat. Certainly, this has adverse effects on individuals, families and societies.

PIAN FOLLOWED:
lntro: I agree
Pard 1: Effects on Iamilies
Poro 2: Effects on individuals
Pord 3: Elfects on societies
Conclusion : re ite rote opi nion
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79. ln recenf yecrrs, the number of cr,'mes commilted by feenogers in
mojor cilies lhroughoul lhe world is increosing. Discuss fhis issue. Give
reosons ond suggesl some solufions.
It is a very shocking situation that the number of youngsters involved in crime is increasing day by day. ln
this essay, I intend to discuss the reasons for this phenomenon and suggest some solutions.
A number of factors are responsible for juvenile delinquency. Media is one powerful influence. Many times,

vulgarity and violence is shown on W. Children are vulnerable and accept it as natural and try to copy what
is shown. For example, in Virginia USA, a student killed 30 students just after watching a W program.
Another cause of crime among youth is the changing family structure. Nuclear families are the norm of the
day. Earlier, there were joint families in which grandparents used to teach moral values to children. They
kept an eye on the friend circle of their grandchildren. Nowadays, both parents are working and children
are left unattended at home. They may fall into bad company and resort to drugs under peer pressure. For
drugs they desperately need money, which turns them towards crime.
Furthermore, increasing poverty, unemployment and competition is causing hopelessness and frustration
among the youth. They are over ambitious and want to earn quick money. They have a lot of energy and if
that energy is not harnessed in the right direction, they can go astray. Consumerist society is also a big
factor to put them on the path of crime. When they see new things in the market, they want them by hook
or by crook. Parents cannot satisfy all their whims and so they start doing petty crime, which turns to major
crime very soon.
The solutions are not simple. The issue has to be dealt with on a war footing. Some censorship of TV
channels is needed. Parents should ration the TV viewing hours of children. Parents should watch TV with
children so that they know what their children are being exposed to. We should also encourage joint
families. Parents should be good role models. Good family atmosphere should be provided to children.
Friend circle of the children should be monitored. We should also educate children about the harms of
consumerism. Schools should also provide good education. Finally, government should try and reduce
unemployment and poverty, which are the root causes.
Summing up, crime among teens is a big problem and youth alone cannot be blamed for that. We should
look into the causes and take relevant steps to fight this problem.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Reosons
Paro 2: More reosons
Paro 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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80.

lndividuol greed ond selfishness hos been fhe bosis of lhe modern
sociefy. Some people think lhol we musl return to the older ond more
troditionol volues of respecf for lhe fomily ond lhe locol community in
order lo creofe o befler world lo live in. To whot exlenf do you ogree or
disogree?

Dwight D. Eisenhower has rightly said, "A people that values its privileges above its principles soon loses
both." Therefore, lagree with the given statement that we must revert to the golden times when we
valued traditions and respected the elderly and our neighbourhoods so that we have a happier today and
happier tomorrow.

a

Today we live in an era of technology in which the whole Earth has shrunk and become a global village.
Everybody is connected to everybody through telephone lines and the lnternet but the warmth of
relationships has taken a back seat. Most people have more than enough wealth, comfort and freedom but
their hearts desire even more. To satisfy their hearts greed people have become workaholics and as a
result have no time for family and friends. People have become selfish, isolated and indifferent. Each
person is busy in his own quest for more. To add to it, the youngsters who are at ease with the new
technology think that the elderly are good for nothing and that is why they don,t respect them.
On the other hand, life in the past was slower and simpler. People loved and respected each other. Family

members had a lot of face-to-face contact with each other. Older members of the family were well looked
after and their advice was valued. Divorces were very rare as marriage was considered a sacred institution.
Moreover, community get-togethers were often organized and people knew the farthest neighbours.
Nowadays, the next-door neighbours are also not recognized. There were lesser worries and tensions in
earlier times.
To conclude, living in this modern toxic world, we are all slowly being poisoned to death. Therefore, it is
clear that the traditional value-based society is a better world to live in. We cannot return from the age of
the jet plane to the age of the bullock cart but we can certainly return to these traditional values to try to
create a modern world which has both, material wealth and prosperity and also respect for the family and
local community.
PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Agree
Poro 7: Where oll we hove follen bock in the modern world ond why we need to go bockto those troditions
Pora 2: Good points of the old societies
Concl usion : Re ite rote point.
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Universily sfudents offen focus on one subiecf. However, some
peop,e think thot universifies should encouruge sfudenls lo leorn o
ronge of olher subjecfs. To whol exfenf do you ogree or disogree?

I agree with the given statement that students should study a range of sub.jects at university and not focus

on only one major. A number of arguments surround my opinion.

There are many advantages, for students, of studying a number of subjects. The first and foremost
advantage is that if they don't get a job in their field they will be able to get any job related to their other
subjects. They will not suffer unemployment and they will not be stuck to menial jobs despite being highly
qualified.
Moreover, a well-rounded education is very important in today's time. Without a diverse background, a
graduate will not be competent in any job. For example, excellent communication skills are very important
while looking for a job. For that you need a basic English class. Most jobs require problem-solving skills
which you get from basic knowledge of math and science. For instance, a doctor specializing in MRI scan,
needs to have a good knowledge of physics - magnetism etcetera.
Another advantage is that learning a range of sub.jects can add spice to the students' studies. Students may
be fed up with study when they concentrate on one subject constantly. Finally, it is well known that most
of the subjects are linked to each other, to some extent. With a range of knowledge, students can find
different solutions to approach the problems they encounter either at work or in life, which will definitely
make them more creative and innovative in the field they specialize in. Clearly, the students with all-round
knowledge have an apparent advantage over those specializing in only one subject.
Opponents claim that studying only one subject at university would make you a master in that field and
you stand a chance of getting a high-paid job in that field. However, I still believe that that studying a range
of subjects has an edge over specializing in just one.

To conclude, I reiterate my opinion by saying that studying a variety of subjects is beneficial to the
university students. ln this case, not only can the students better themselves, but also become adaptable
and flexible in the increasingly challenging and competitive world. lt is advisable that students spend time
learning more subjects instead of focusing on one specific subject, so that they can prepare themselves for
the global society.
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: odvontoge of studying o rdnge of subiects - more choices of iob
Poro 2: onother odvontoge Poro 3: leorning o ronge of subiects con odd spice to the students' studies
Poro 4: Opponents view
Conclusion : Re ite rote opin ion.
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As fronsporl o,nd occommodolion probrems ore ,ncreosing in mony
c ifies, some governmenfs ore encouroging businesses lo moie lo rurol
oreos. Do you ihinklhe odvontoges oulwe igh disodvonloges?

82.

It is true that the world's largest companies are located in large cities. ln the city many people expect to
find better employment opportunities, often with bigger, secure companies. As cities become
overcrowded, problems relating to housing and transport arise, because of which some people suggest
that the larger companies should relocate to the countryside. While this may have some advantages, I
firmly believe that the disadvantages would be far more than the advantages.

It is reasonable to think that moving thousands of employees from large companies out to remote areas
would have a positive impact on the overcrowding of some cities. There would be less traffic because of

less people in the city centre, and this would obviously be highly desirable. ln addition, there
would be less
strain on the services offered by the city - banks, public transportation, restaurants and the like. This would

mean a reduction in queues and faster customer service. To add to it, housing would also become
affordable. lt is generally seen that because of too many people wanting to live in the city, land prices and
even rents of houses start touching the sky.

The problem however would be that a dramatic reduction in numbers of people in the cities would
mean
that many businesses would go broke. Restaurants, cafes and other service areas would suffer
tremendously. What would happen is that overcrowding would occur where the new, large organisations
relocate. More and more people offering services would spring up - restaurants, shopping centres
and
other businesses would be needed to serve the increasingly larger numbers of people who moved to the
area. ln addition, the rural area may not be able to provide the enormous quantities of housing, electricity
and raw materials required to run a huge company.
Furthermore, relocating businesses to rural areas may upset many households. Children also
may have to
change schools. So it would not be practical to do so. Transport and accommodation problems
in cities
need to be sorted out by connecting the villages and cities by very efficient public transport,
so that people
come to work in the cities and live in rural areas. Newer businesses should be encouraged to open in
the
suburbs; the already existing ones should continue to be where they already are.
To sum up, relocating the companies would assist with the overcrowding problem in
some cities. However,
a new set of problems would surface, which would be far more than the benefits.
Therefore, I reiterate my

point that the idea of moving larger corporations out to rural areas would not
be beneficial.

PLAN FOII.OWED

lntro: the disadvantoges would be for more than the odvontoges.
Poro 7: Advontoges of relocoting
Pard 2: Problems thot would orise
Poro 3: More disodvontoges
Con cl usion : Reite rote opin ion
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sludenfs should poY thefu full universily fees fhemse,ves os lhey
benefil from hoving'university sfudies ond nol lhe sociefy os o who,e. Io
whol exfenl do you ogree or disogree?

83.

people have different views about who should pay the fee of university education some believe that
education' I disagree with
students should pay the full tuition fee as they benefit the most from university
from tertiary education'
the notion. I firmly believe that along with the student, the society also benefits
equally'
Therefore, the government and the student should share the tuition fees
people receive higher education' ln all
There is no doubt that the whole society benefits if majority of
level of the society by putting
developing countries there has been a strong effort to raise the educational
as much-money as possible into p|.oriding educational institutions. without enough educated

professionals,suchasdoctors,teachers,scientistsandengineers,developingcountriescannotmove

to as many students as they
ahead. Governments in such countries provide scholarships or free education,
Many developed countries also try to
can fund, because they realize that the whole country will benefit.
offer free tertiary education because they want a highly educated population'

from tertiary education that
However, there is also a strong argument that individuals benefit so much
have some of the
they should be expected to pay tor it. Doctors, lawyers, accountants and engineers
therefore the taxpayers should
highest incomes in most societies. People argue that the government, and
else'
no1 hur" to pay for students who will later earn more than anyone
parents can afford to pay for their fees'
Moreover, most students come from the middle classes and their
pay. This problem can be overcome by a system
There are, of course, some students who cannot afford to
gives the students a loan to pay for their
like the one being used in Australia, for example. The government
loan'
fees, and later, when they are earning a good salary, they repay the
knowledge is becoming more and
To sum up, as the modern world is becoming increasingly complex and
both for the whole society and for
more specialised there is no doubt that tertiary education is necessary
profession. lt is probably impossible to decide
individuals who want to ensure that they have a good
but since both benefit' the
whether the individual or the society benefits more from tertiary education,
costs should probably be paid for by both equally'
PIAN FOIIOWED
lnto: Disogree
Poro 1: Advontoges to society of higher educotion
Paro 2: Advontoges to individuol' Exomple of Auttrolio
Co nclusion : Reite rote oqi nion
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84. After completing high schoo, ond before going to college or

universily, sorne studenls foke o Yeor off eilher to work or lrovel. Whol
do you fhink is befler - trovelling or working. Discuss fhe odvonfoges
ond disodvonfoges of both opprooches.

Taking a gap year to travel or work is in vogue in some countries, resulting in a whole market being built
around providing travel and work services to these youngsters. This essay intends to explore the pros and
cons of working or travelling in this year and to find out which approach edges over the other.

There are several benefits of travelling or working before embarking on further studies. Firstly, travelling
broadens the mind giving young people skills they can use later on in life. They learn how to be
independent, manage their budget, improve their social skills, and enhance their geographical, cultural and
general knowledge. On the other hand, if they choose to work, they get a taste of the working world and
know what to expect when they complete their studies. This is especially helpful in cases where they are
uncertain about their study choice. Work experience gives them time to introspect and decide on what
they want to actually do in life. They also earn enough to partly fund their higher education.
There are a few drawback of both approaches. The first has to do with finance. Some families are unable
to fund their child's round-the-world trip. The negative side of working is that their earning may deter them
from going back to study. Also, when young people are out of a study mind frame they might have
difficulties getting back to study.

It is evident that both approaches have their own set of pros and cons. A well-planned gap year

may
farms
or
local
in
local
may
work
provide the opportunity of working while travelling. For example, they
hotels. This may be a win-win situation for them because they may get the opportunity of mingling with
the local people and getting know-how of their culture.

To sum up, a gap year is a good idea for the youngsters of today and the choice to travel or work is a
matter of personal choice as there are advantages and disadvantages of both' lf planned well, the
advantages outweigh the disadvantages.
PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro
Poro 7: Advontoges of both
Paro 2: Disodvontoges of both
Poro 3: The midwoy aPProoch
Conclusion:
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85.

Some peop,e think thol chority orgonizotions should only offer help
lo people of lheir own covnlry. Bul olhers believe lhof these
orgonizolions should give oid to people in greol need wherever lhey
live. Drscuss bofh views ond give your opinion.

'To have enough to share; to know the joy of giving; to thrill with all the sweets of life - is living". Helping
others is a very virtuous thing. Charities help in basically two ways. One is by offering support to people in
their own country, and the second is by helping the needy irrespective of their country. ln this essay I
intend to delve into the benefits of both approaches.
There are many advantages if charities help their own countr/s people. Firstly, these organisations remain
directly in touch with the needy. They can see how the money or the other resources provided by them are
being used. lt has been well said that charity begins at home. What is more, domestic charities target
problems specific to their home country. For instance, the Help Age lndia is an lndian charity providing help
for the aged in lndia.
There are also many advantages if these organisations help the needy in any corner of the world. ln such
cases these organisations work on a larger platform and provide help for global issues. A larger platform is
a must if one has a lot to offer in charity. Help activities can be better spread through a larger network.
Help need not be always in the form of money. lt can be in the form of services also. For example, these
organisations can provide doctors and teachers, who volunteer to provide medical aid and also teach in the
under-developed nations.
ln my opinion, help in any form is good. The condition of one's country could influence the way of helping.
ln a developed country, where even the poorest of the poor has the basic amenities of life, it would be
better to help in any part of the world where people need help. But, in the case of a developing or
underdeveloped country, it would be better to help those around you.
Summing up, the purpose of charity organizations is to help people in need, and it does not matter where
this help goes. lf people of the home country need help then it would certainly be advisable to help those
around you first.
PIAN FOLIOWED

lntro:

Discuss essoy

intro

Poro 7: Advontoges of helping your home country
Poro 2: Advontoges of helping the needy irrespective of country
Poro 3: Own opinion
Conclusion:
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86. some people orgue thol componies ond priyole individuols, rolher
lhon governrnenfs, should poy the bill of pottulion. To whot exlenf do

you ogree or disogree?

Environmental pollution is a burning issue these days and to save our planet Earth, it has to be tackled on a
war footing' Some individuals are of the opinion that businesses and individuals should pay for the bill of
pollution rather than the governments. Although it seems reasonable to ask them to do so, it would not
be
easy. Therefore, I disagree with the above statement. ln the following paragraphs, I shall put forth my
arguments to support my views.
First of all, it may not be possible to say who is to blame. For instance, in my home town, there is a sugar
mill, a starch mill and a textile mill. All are adding to pollution in their own way. lt would be very difficult to
pin point the extent to which each one has to pay for pollution. Such businesses will find loopholes
to avoid
heavy bills. Therefore, the government should take the onus of handling the pollution costs.
Secondly, the big companies may be unwilling to accept the responsibility of paying the additional bill of
pollution by saying that they are already paying heavy taxes to the government. They could also argue that
they are assisting the governments indirectly by aiding many charity organizations.

Moreover, in places where governments have tried this policy and successfully prosecuted the companies
who violated the law. it took years to get the result. Therefore, it would be very unpractical to make
companies and individuals to pay the bill of pollution. The governments could, however, make it
mandatory for companies to set up effluent treatment plants and subsidize them greatly so as to increase
compliance of the companies to set them up.
Summing up, pollution is a serious issue and the government should not leave it to the individuals and
companies to pay its bill. lt can however, make it mandatory for the companies to set up effluent
treatment plants so that pollution is minimized.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Paro 7: it moy not be possible to soy who is to blome
Poro 2: the big componies soy thot they ore olready poying heovy toxes to the government.
Poro 3: in places where governments hove tried this policy ond successfulty prosecuted the componies who
violoted the low, it took yeors to get the result.
Conclusion:
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g7.

ln lhe posf, leclures were used as a woY of teoching lorge numbers
of sfudenfs, but now wilh the development of lechnology for educolion,
mony people lhink there is no juslificotion for ollending lecfures. Io
whof exlenl do you ogree or disogree?

believe that going
disagree with the view that technology has reduced the need to attend lectures. I firmly
the following
to college or university and attending lectures is as important as before and even more so' ln
paragraphs I shall put forth my arguments to support my views'
I

It is irrefutable that computer and lnternet have made possible distance education and on-line education'
in job'
ln this regard, computers are a boon for the handicapped, those living in remote areas and those
they canitudy any time of the day or night because of the lnternet. This has made education approachable
for many who cannot for some reason or the other attend a college or university.

when students
However, I still feel that technology cannot replace the need for going to the classroom.
is
attend lectures, they learn from teachers. ln learning and practice of more complex ideas, the computer
not adequate. lt can tell if the answer is right or wrong but it cannot tell where the student went wrong'
Tasks involving reasoning cannot be taught using computers. Moreover, teachers add their own knowledge
gained through experience to that of books and other resources.
people
Furthermore, teachers can stimulate interest and it is an undeniable fact that interested stimulated
get
bored
tend to learn more. They can keep students focused on study. A student studying by himself may
students'
to
the
present
information
and stop studying. Teachers can provide a faster and simpler way to
more,
They can come down to the level of a student and so are definitely better than computers. What is
subjects,
academic
teachers are role models for students. They are scholars in action. They not only teach
but also many social skills. Finally, when students attend lectures, they have interaction with other
students, which gives them a sense of competition to study more.
new ways to
To conclude, it can be said that, there is no doubt that modern technology has added many
reach education to students, but attending lectures will always hold its importance.
PIAN FOLLOWED
lntro: I firmly believe thot going to college or university dnd ottending lectures is os importont os before ond
even more so.
Poro 7: Some benefits brought by computers ond the internet
Poro 2: Advontoges of teochers os compored to the computer
Poro 3: More advantoges of teochers
Concl usion : re ite rote oqi n ion
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88.

Most counlries believe ihot inlernolionol lourism hos hormful effecfs.
Why do lhey think so? How lo chonge lheir views?

tourism has taken mammoth dimensions. However, the potential
negative effects of international travel have made people to grumble. This essay will outline the main
reasons for these complaints and provide certain measures to change their opinion.

It is irrefutable that international

The most important reason why some are opposed to international tourism is that tourists may
unknowingly show disrespect for local culture. For instance, we generally cover our heads in a religious
place. A tourist may not do so or take his shoes inside a temple. This may offend the local people.
Sometimes, youngsters may be attracted towards the western culture, which the tourists bring with them
and many may find this as a threat to the local culture.

Moreover, the tourist dollar may not be helping the local people. We all know that tourists stay in five star
hotels and enjoy the best facilities. They may be taking two showers a day, where as the local people may
not have enough water to drink. This has been the case in Shimla, which is a very popular hill station in
Himachal Pradesh lndia. On top of that, when tourists buy souvenirs from local artisans, they bargain a lot.
The poor artisans, who look up to tourists for their livelihood, end up earning the barest minimum. Finally,
tourism creates pollution, which helps nobody. We are all suffering the consequences of global warming.
The solutions are not simple. We cannot discourage tourism. lt is the backbone of many economies of the
world. First of all, the tour operators should take the onus of guiding the tourists about the main things of
local culture. Secondly, the tourists should stay with locals as paying guests. This would be a win-win
situation for both. Local people would earn and the tourist would taste the local culture' Finally,
ecotourism should be promoted. For example, if an elephant ride is possible, the tourist should avoid using
car. After all, a good tourist is one - who takes away nothing but photographs, and leaves behind nothing
but footprints.
Summing up, international tourism does have a downside to it, but many steps can be taken to lessen the
negative effects.
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: Reosons
Poro 2: More reosons
Poro 3: solutions
Conclusion: internotionol tourism does hove o downside to

it but mony

steps con be token

to lessen the

negotive elfects
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89. Some people think compuler ond lnlernel ore importon, in chi,dren's
study, bul ofhers fhink sludenfs con leorn effeclively in schools ond wilh
feochers. Discuss bofh sides and give your own opinion.
Some individuals opine that computers and the lnternet have become an indispensable part of education
and therefore schools and teachers do not play a significant role in education. Others say that for effective
learning, schools and teachers are still required. This essay intends to delve into both perspectives. l,

however, side with the latter view.

It is an undeniable fact that teachers can never lose their importance. ln learning and practice of more
complex ideas, the computer is not adequate. lt can tell if the answer is right or wrong but it cannot tell
where the student went wrong. Tasks involving reasoning cannot be taught using computers. Moreover,
teachers add their own knowledge gained through experience to that of books and other resources.
Furthermore, teachers can stimulate interest and it is an incontestable fact that interested stimulated
people tend to learn more. They can keep students focused on study. They can provide a faster and simpler
way to present information to the students. They can come down to the level of a student and so are
definitely better than computers. What is more, teachers are role models for students. They are scholars in
action. They not only teach academic subjects, but also many social skills.
Schools are places where students learn many social skills apart from academic education. There are also
practical subjects which students can learn best from the teacher. For example, experiments of physics and

chemistry are best learnt by the teacher guiding you at every step in the school setting. What is more,
teachers in schools give assignments and regularly check them. This helps the teachers to recognize the
weak points of students and guide them accordingly. The lnternet and computer cannot do all this.
On the other hand,

it is also true that the lnternet is an ocean of knowledge. You can get information about
any topic on Earth from the lnternet. But there is no authenticity of this information. What information to
get, and from where to get requires a lot of expertise. Students still need the guidance of the teachers at all
stages of learning. Teachers can make even the dull and boring subjects seem interesting. So definitely
students learn more from teachers.
To conclude, it can be said that, no doubt computers and Internet have become important in education but
the role of schools and teachers can never be undermined.
PLAN FOTLOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro

Pora 7: Advontoges of teochers os compared to the computer
Poro 2: Advontoges of teochers
Poro 3: Advontages of going to schools
Pdro 4: odvontoges ol lnternet
Conclusion: Teachers ore olwoys better
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90.

ln fhe losl century when d humon ostronouf first orrived on lhe Moon
he soid: "lf is o big step for monkind". 8uf some peopre think it mokes
liltle difference fo our doily life. fo whot extenl do you ogree or
disogree?

Almost every day we read something in the papers about the latest exciting developments in the space
race. Many people are of the view that all the money and energy spent on space exploration and research
is a complete waste because it has no effect on our daily life. l, however, disagree. ln the following
paragraphs I shall discuss how space research has touched our lives in more ways than one.
The technology, that put men on the moon, launched space shuttles and will build a space station, has
found its way into everyday life on Earth. Common secondary uses of space research are called spin-offs.
The common smoke detector used in homes was first prepared for space-crafts as a warning system.
Computer bar codes in retail stores, shock absorbing shoes used by tennis players and athletes, lightweight
materials used for helmets and sporting materials and non stick coating used in pans, were all first
developed as part of space research.
Space technology has provided many benefits to the medical field as well. Pace makers used to treat
cardiac as well as remote monitoring devices for intensive care patients, and portable medical equipment

carried aboard ambulances are but a few applications of space technology providing daily benefits in
hospitals, offices and homes. Artificial limbs of lesser weight are also a by-product of space research, and
these are a blessing for the physically challenged.
Not only that, it is well known that global warming will soon transform our Earth into a boiling pot. Then it
would be very essential to find alternative places to live. lf we are able to find signs of life elsewhere in
space, it would be a jackpot for mankind.

To sum up, space exploration and research has touched our everyday lives in numerous ways. So, it
definitely is a big step for mankind.
PTAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Disogree.
Poro 7: Some spin-offs of spoce reseorch, which hove touched the common mon
Poro 2: More woys in which spoce reseorch hos touched the common mon - in medicolfield
Poro 3: Why it is necessdry to see possibilities of life in spoce
Conclusion: So, it delinitely is o big step for monkind.
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91. ln some counlries oround lhe world rnen ond women ore hoying
children lole in life. Whot ore the reosons for fhis development? Whot
ore fhe effecfs on sociely ond fomily life?
ln the modern society, young people have a tendency of postponing their parenthood until late 30's or
even early 40's. This essay shall deal with the reasons for this phenomenon and the effects this has on the
families and societies.
Many factors could be responsible for this trend. The most important reason is that in today's era of cutthroat competition, young people have to focus on their iobs and therefore have little time for their
families. What is more, women of today have become more career oriented and do not wish to be held
back by family responsibilities. Obviously under such circumstance, committing to a serious
relationship or starting a family, which means tremendous responsibility and dedication, is not a
preferable choice. The cost increase of raising a child is another barrierto late parenthood, and this is
especially obvious in major cities around the world.
This change of lifestyle can have some negative effects on the society as a whole. Firstly, low birthrates
can result in an ageing population and a lack of labor force in the future. A Braying society is a dependent
society and is a burden on the shoulder of the government. Medical care services can be in high demand
and medical cost can rise significantly.
The families too cannot escape the brunt of such a situation. The most disturbing effect is that chances of
congenital anomalies rise significantly if a woman bears the first child after the age of 40. The families with
mentally or physically challenged children can never be happy families. Another effect can be that the age
gap between parents and children is too much and so chances of generation gap are strong.

Summing up, there are many reasons, which are responsible for people marrying late and having babies
late in life and this definitely is detrimental for the societies and families. Therefore, young people should
learn to give importance to both, a career and a family life.
PLAN FOLLOWED:

lntro:

This essoy shall deol

with the reasons for this phenomenon ond the elfects this hos on the fomilies

ond societies.
Poro 7: Reosons
Poro 2: negative effects on society
Poro 3: negotive effec* on fomilies
Conclusion:
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92. ln some counfries the numbet of peopte using bikes os rnoin

lronsport mode is decreosin g, even though if is so beneficiol. why is lhis
so? How con people be encouroged to use ,nore bicycles?

It is indubitable that the bicycle is being used less and less as a preferred mode of transport, despite the
fact that it is advantageous. This essay intends to analyze some reasons of this phenomenon and also
suggest ways to motivate people to use more bicycles.
There are many reasons for not using the bicycles in today's world. The first reason why people have
abandoned the bicycle for the faster modes like car and motorbike is that life has become busy and
everyone has so much to do and so little time. Other modes of transport are more time effective. Secondly,
the roads are so full of heavy traffic that bicycles are not safe. lf it were safer to ride bicycles, many people
would commute short distances on bike. Another reason for not using the bike is the unfavourable
weather. The hot and humid summer months make it impossible for anyone to use the bike. Of course, no
one wants to reach the office smelling of sweat. Last but not least, people want to show off their status,
and riding a bike does not solve this purpose.
There are many ways to motivate people to use the bike. The onus is on the government to make cycling
safer and more inviting. lnvestment needs to be done in a vast network of cycling paths. For example, in
Denmark, there are 19OOO km of cycle tracks, as a result of which many people ride bikes. These cycle
tracks are clearly marked, have smooth surfaces, separate signs and lights for those on two wheels, and
wide enough to allow side-by-side cycling and overtaking. Perhaps, that is why, there are more bicycles
than the number of people in Denmark.
Furthermore, people could be made aware of the benefits of cycling. Bicycle is a cheap and green mode of
transport. Media, such as the TV, could be used for this purpose. our celebrities, who act as the role
models for many, could be a lot of help. lf they start using the bicycle, many youngsters would follow them
and do the same. For example, a few months ago, vidya Balan, lndia's famous film star, was seen on TV
saying that whenever she has to gift something, she gifts a sapling. Since then, I have started giving a
sapling to my friends on their birthdays.
To sum up, there are many reasons why people do not use the bicycle now, but some effective steps could
be taken by the governments to promote the use of bicycles.
PTAN FOLLOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Reosons
Poro 2: woys to motivote people
Poro j: More woys
Conclusion:
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Some peopre believe thot lhe rodio is fhe besl woY lo gef news,
while ofhers believe thot 'lY is belter for lhis purpose. Discuss bofh
views, ond give your opinion.

93.

People receive news from different sources. This essay shall compare two popular media from which
people receive news - the radio and the television. I believe that both have their own importance as far as
getting news is concerned, but TV certainly has an edge over the radio.
Radio, can be accessed in a variety of situations. You need to sit in front of the TV sets to watch it, but in
case of radio you can put it in a pocket and listen to programs of your interest while jogging at a park,
driving, commuting to and from work, having meals or even lying on the bed with lights off and resting.

Furthermore, the news script is also different as a radio newsreader has to describe the whole event
through words and not to pause long whereas news reading script for TV newsreel is punctuated with long
pauses when footage of some event is shown. For example, if a cricket sports match is going on, a radio
commentator will have to speak a lot more than what a TV commentator will have to speak. This is very
helpful to those people who cannot take a break from work, but still want to know what is going on in their
favourite match.
On the other hand, TV seems overwhelmingly outplaying radio on various counts. Firstly, it combines both
sight and sound, which are the two major human senses for communication, and is therefore more
influencing. For instance if you hear a news item about an accident, you may forget it soon, but if you have
seen horrifying images ofthe same accident on TV news, you may not forget the impact on your mind for a
long time to come.
Secondly, with the advent of the latest technology, the TV has become as portable as the radio. The smart
phones oftoday have apps such as'Hotsta/, which enable people to watch news on the go.

To conclude, both these media are not equivalent and interchangeable with each other, as they have
unique characteristics. The television, however, has a slight edge over the radio because of its visual
impact.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Opinion to be reoched ofter compdring the two medio.
Poro 7: odvontoges of rodio
Poro 2: Advontoges of rodio
Paro 3: Advontoges of TV
Poro 4: Advontages of TV
Conclusion: TV is better
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94. All over lhe world, peopre wotch foreign films much more lhon

locolly produced films. Why? Should lhe governmenl proyide finonciol
supporf to locol film industries?

Foreign films such as the Hollywood blockbusters are released all over the world and are enjoyed more
than the locally produced films. This essay shall look into the reasons of this phenomenon and also discuss
whether the government should provide financial aid to support the local film industry.

The popularity of Hollywood films and foreign films in general can be attributed to the fact that they use
the most modern technology. For instance, the amazing visual effects and acoustics of the Hollywood
movie Avatar won global audiences. What is more, these films are produced by big companies that have
the money and the means to generate huge publicity for them. Today, we all know that marketing is what
decides the fate of a product - be it a film, a book or a gadget. So it is not surprising that these films tend to
do well overseas. ln contrast, the locally produced films are usually produced by small production houses
and on top of that they often have familiar storylines that may not interest some people. That probably
explains why most people watch foreign films more than locally produced ones.

Another significant reason for watching foreign films is that people are curious to know about foreign
lifestyles and culture. Today, we do not belong to a big planet Earth; we belong to a small global village. So,
people are exposed to different cultures and watching foreign movies satiates their curiosity of knowing
about them. Recently, lwatched a Japanese movie, 'okurobito' which means 'Departures' from which I
learnt how the Japanese do the last rituals when a person dies. This movie fascinated me a lot and I came
to know about Japanese traditions. Some people also watch Hollywood movies to learn English, which has
become a global language and watching English movies is a good way to learn English.
I firmly believe that the government should invest in the local film industry. To begin with, films are the
carrier of a country's culture. Supporting the local film industry will enable to spread its culture and this
seems an essential approach to help a country be more powerful in the world. Secondly, the boom of this
industry would, to a large extent, produce an increasing number of job positions and consequently, the
unemployment rate in this country might substantially decrease, which will contribute to its economy.
Recently, our Bollywood movies such as 'Dabang' and 1ab Tak Hai Jaan' have done business worth crores
and this has definitely boosted our economy.
Summing up, people watch foreign movies because of their better technology and to satisfy their curiosity
of foreign culture. The government should definitely promote local film industry for spreading our culture
and for boosting the economy.
PLAN FOTLOWED:

lntro:
Poro 7: Reosons for the populority of foreign films
Poro 2: More reosons
Poro 3: Why the government should suppo,t locolfilm industry
Conclusion:
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95.

Nowodoys educolion quolw is very low. Some peopre think we
should encouroge our sludenfs lo evoluole ond criticize lheir feochers.
Ofhers believe thot it will result in o loss of respecl ond discipline in lhe
clossroom. Discuss on bolh sides.

It is a highly debated

issue whether students should evaluate their teachers after each course. Some
people believe the system has many advantages to the students and the teachers. Others argue that it
would lead to poor discipline in the classroom. lndeed, evaluation of teachers by students has both pros
and cons.
There are many drawbacks in student assessment. First of all, students are very young and, compared with
their teachers, are less knowledgeable both in theory and practice on a subject. Therefore, they are unable
to evaluate their teachers' performance in a sound way. Secondly, student assessment would lead to poor
discipline in the classroom. lf each of the students is allowed to comment on the teache/s performance,
then there would be chaos in the classroom. Thirdly, in order to gain a better evaluation, teachers would

seek to please the students and not bother about the content of their lectures. This would harm the
students' academic performance in the long run.
However, advocates of student assessment have their reasons. Firstly, this kind of feedback can be used to
improve teachers' performance. Teaching methods can only be successful if they are student-centered.
Therefore, listening to the students' constructive suggestions, teachers will have a better idea of what
students' needs are and can then adjust their teaching to meet them. Secondly, the process of writing
evaluations will help the students think in their own way independently. Students should be encouraged to
learn by even challenging their teachers' thinking. Thirdly, it would help the administrators. Teachers who
provide good educational services could be retained and others could be laid off. So, all teachers would
strive to do their best. This would be a win-win situation for all.

ln my opinion, student evaluations of teachers would be beneficial to both teachers and students. Of
course, the evaluations must be done responsibly, but when the students feel that their views are
important and are listened to, I think they will do their best to contribute to the improvement in education.
PTAN FOLLOWED

lntro: - evoluotion oI teochers hos both pros ond cons.
Poro 1: Disodvontoges
Poro 2: Advontoges of evoluation ond criticism of teochers by students.
Conclusion ond own view: Evoluotion of teochers by students hos more pros thon cons
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96-

Developmenl in lechnology couses env,'ronmenlot problems. sorne
people believe fhe solufion in fhese problems is everyone occepfs o
simpler woy of life, while olhers soy lhol technology con solye fhese
problems. Discuss bolh views ond give your own o pinion.

It is irrefutable that progress in technology leads to environmental problems. Some individuals are of the
opinion that if people live a simple life and do not use the things that technology has brought us then these
problems can be solved, whereas others opine that only technology can solve these problems.
ln the
following paragraphs, I intend to discuss both viewpoints. l, however, side with the latter view.
Some people say that if humans stop using technology and lead a simple way of llfe, then only we can save
the environment. They argue that it is the luxuries people use, which damages the environment. lf people
don't use air conditioners, automobiles and other such things that technology has brought us, then
naturally there would be less pollution and natural resources like fossil fuels would be saved and all this
would save the environment.

On the other hand, there are people who say that technology alone could save the environment. They
opine that now we have come so far ahead in technology that there is no going back. We cannot ask the
people of the jet age to go back to the age of the bullock cart.
There are a lot of advances going on in technology, which are helping the environment a lot. One prime
example is finding solutions to water problems in developing countries such as Africa. Here, desalination
plants have been set up to get clean drinking water from sea water an almost inexhaustible resource.
Furthermore, Japan is working to build a working space solar power system by 2030. By drawing on the
colossal energy of the sun, it could meet the entire world's electricity requirements indefinitely without
nuclear or GHG emissions. lf successful, the impact on the world would be monumental. lt would mean
energy for schools, hospitals, and homes. lt would mean another industrial revolution.
Summing up, technology alone can solve the world's environmental problems. We are finally entering,an
era where engineering and technology are making the world a better place. lt would be highly unpractical
to ask people to adopt a simpler way of life.
PIAN FOTTOWED

lntro:

Discuss essoy

intro

Poro 7: Why some people opine thot we should odopt simpler woys of tife
Pora 2: Why some people say technology olone can help
Poro j: Some exomples of how technology is helping us
Conclusion:
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97.

Governmenfs should focus fheir spending on public services rolhet
lhon on orts such os Music ond Poinling. To whol exfenl do yov ogree
ot disogrce?

Some people argue that arts like painting and music fail to directly improve people's quality of life and
consequently government should allocate money on other things like infrastructures to promote people's
quality of life. However, I disagree with this view. ln this essay, I will explain why lthink that arts, such as
music and painting, is as essential for people as other public services.
The advantages of spending money on arts cannot be overlooked. The arts clearly make people's lives
better. To begin with, the arts give us immense joy and relaxation. Consider listening to a beautiful sonB
sitting on the sofa after a whole day's work; it really relieves the tiredness and we feel rejuvenated.
Paintings, photographs and other pictures add color to our lives and often inspire people to create work of
art of their own. I am not only thinking of artistic works produced by renowned artists, but also those
produced by children for their parents to attach to refrigerators using magnets'
Furthermore, the arts like music and painting are part of our culture and give identity to the country. Arts
also bring people together. By appreciating arts, individuals from different parts of the nation could feel
connected and related. Moreover, arts like music and painting can help us express our emotions. lt is a
basic human need to be able to express themselves. Art is what differentiates us from animals. As humans,
most of us need an outlet for our creative and emotional needs and the best way to express this is through
arts like music and painting.
Many people feel that the government should spend money only on certain things, such as defense, health
and education. Whilst I agree that these things are important, I think that governments should be able to
find a little money to spend on arts, not only because they raise our quality of life, but because they can
remind us of our heritage and show the world what kind of a country and people we are.
To sum up, our government is responsible for improving the quality of people's lives both physically and
spiritually, therefore proper amount of money should be allocated wisely on arts. Only by this can we
progress our society in a more balanced and more sustainable way.
PIAN FOLLOWED
lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Benefits of orts
Poro 2: More benefits
Poro 3: Opponents view
Conclusion : Re ite rote op
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The num ber of TV progrdms is growing

doy by do y. Some peopre soy
thot it is good os ff gives peopre rnore choices, while olhers soy it
offecfs fhe quol@ of fV progrorns. Discuss both ond giYe yout opinion.

Television has become the most pervasive of all media, and there is no do
ubt that the number of TV
programs has also grown by leaps and bounds in the last one
to two decades. Some individuals opine that
this situation is good as it gives u s a plethora of choices, whereas others beli
eve that this is leading to a
deterioration of the quality of TV programs. This essay intends to look into bo th perspectives.
l, however,
side with the latter view.

on the one hand, people have a lot of choices because of too many TV programs. For example,
if we look at
the number of daily soaps, there are quite a few running on many different channels
and people can select
any one or two according to their taste. Even the reality shows related to music,
dance, adventure and
many other things are also far too many and people watch whichever they
can relate to or whichever they
are interested in.
Secondly, some reality shows have given an opportunity to the common man with
talent to come forward
and show his talent to the world. For instance, in recent years, singing contest programs
such as ,Sa-Re-GaMa-Pa'and lndian ldol have uncovered many talented singers. This, is definitely a good practice
for the

lndian TV.

on the other hand, it is indubitable that there are too many such talent shows on television,
which are
similar in concept as well as content. Fierce competition between satellite channels for audience
ratings
has led to a large number of copycat programs. The excessive production of such programs
that are quite
similar to each other is a huge waste of resources and a waste of audience time. To exemplify,
since the
overwhelming success of Sony TV's 'lndian ldol' in 2005, talent shows have hit major
TV stations across
lndia' These programs have attracted a large number of viewers. However, at the same
time, the similarity
of such shows has made TV quite inanimate. Vitality of the cultural industry comes from
originality and
creativity. Program producers must realize that people need a richer and varied choice.
Furthermore, too many programs have resulted in choice overload. lt is virtually impossible
to keep up with
everything that's worth watching, and at some point, viewers need to decide what they
have to watch and
what they can ignore. Even the popurar programs may not always be on top, and they might gradua
y
become palterang while quality declines.

To sum up, even thou8h there are choices because of an abundance of W programs,
an excess of TV
programs is definitely not good. we need fewer, quality programs, which
make our leisure time
worthwhile.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Advontoge of mony progroms
Poro2: More odvontoge
Poro j: Disadvontoge
Poro 4: Another disodvontoge
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99. Figures show lhot sorne counlries hove dn

ever-increosing
proportion of lhe populolion who ore oged l5 or younger. Whol do you
think ore lhe current ond lulure effecls of this lrend for lhose counlries?

Some demographic surveys have shown that the proportions of young people are rising rapidly. This may
be because of any reasons such as illiteracy and poverty or wars or any other reasons. This essay shall delve
into the immediate and long-term outcomes of this trend on those countries.
The most important current impact of such a trend would be on the national economy. For instance, goods
and services would need to be imported, which would lead to an unstable economy. ln addition to the
effects on economy, there would be social implications also. The young population has lot of energy, which
must be channelized in the right direction, or it would lead to crime and violence in society. The
government will have to invest a lot on educational institutes, as more children need more schools and
colleges. ln addition more spending on health would also be needed.

lf careful management of such a situation is done by the government, for instance, by providing good
education and health facilities, then the future outcomes could be quite positive. The long-term result
would be that the education and health infrastructure would be well developed. The society would be
younger and more vibrant. The culture of those countries would be more fast-paced than the traditional
cu ltu re.

However, in case the present time is not managed nicely, then the future effect would be different as there
would be more people within the country needing employment. Then there might arise the problem of
unemployment. Unemployment invariably leads to petty crime and violence.
Summing up, the long-term effects of having more young people, depends on how the situatiorr is handled
today. lf handled well, the culture and lifestyle of these countries would be transformed if the population
would be younger. Fresh opportunities and challenges would both be on the way. The trend would cause
multiple possible effects and these countries should strengthen the education and health infrastructure to
overcome its negative influence.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro:
Poro 1: Current effects on economy ond society
Pdrd 2: Future effects on society if todoy is hondled well
Poro 3: Future effects if coreful mdnagement is not done todoy
Conclusion:
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100. ln sorne counfuies, rnore ond more odulfs ore living wilh their porenfs
ofler groduoling from college, university, or eyen ofler finding o job. Do
lhe odvonloges of this oulweigh the disodvonfoges?
It is irrefutable that the economies are struggling all over the world. As a result, the youth of today is
finding it very difficult to find good employment and become financially independent. This has
consequently led to an increase in the number of adult children returning home to live with their parents. I
believe that the advantages of children staying with parents, after completing their college or university
education, are more than the disadvantages. I will put forth my views in the upcoming paragraphs.
The first and foremost advantage of working adult children staying at home is that they contribute towards
the household income and share the expenses. This reduces the burden on the earning members of the
family. Not only this, it also helps them reduce their own expenses and helps them save money. Rather
than struggling to pay rents and take care of other expenses, they can invest money or save money for
future home.

Furthermore, there is a better bonding and stronger family ties in a family that stays together. Even though
life has become hectic and there is not enough time to spend with family and friends, it is very comforting
to know that there is someone at home that they can share their problems with. This helps them deal
better with stressful situations in life and at work. lt is also said that if children stay longer with their
parents, they are more likely to support and take care of their parents in old age, due to the strong family
bonds.
On the other hand, there are some disadvantages as well, which cannot be overlooked. Living with the
parents after completing their education, may make the children more dependent, rather than
independent. They depend on someone to do the daily chores, like washing clothes, cooking food, cleaning
dishes, and so on. They might not also become financially responsible. Also, if the parents have a
retirement plan, they have to put it on hold, till the time the children are staying at home.
To sum up, it can be said that living at home can be very beneficial for both the adult children and the
parents, provided the children contribute towards the household resources, in terms of expenses and
sharing work at home.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Advontoges more thon disodvontoges
Paro 7: Economic benefits
Poro 2: Better family ties
Poro 3: Disodvontoges
Conclusion:
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I0l.

How imporlonl is il for individuols ond counhies fo think oboul the
future, rolher lhon lo focus on lhe presenl?

It is pivotal to keep the future in mind and not fritter away evendhing to enjoy the present. one
should always remember that the present would one day transform into the future, and when it
eventually does, it should be safe and secure. The same holds true for nations. This essay shall discuss,
why it is so important to be prepared for the coming time.
The most important reason to keep the future in mind is that the mortality rate has come down and
the span of life is generally longer, but the period of earning is comparatively limited. Nobody knows
how long he would live, but the age of retirement is generally fixed. One cannot work indefinitely.
Therefore, during one's earning span, one has to put aside enough money for the later years, when it
will be impossible to work any more. Further, the requirements in old age are sometimes more than a
person's needs during the period of his youth. Deteriorating health translates into higher medical bills
and hospital charges. Being weak and infirm, one needs to spend more on commuting. He will need to
hire assistants to help in the house.
Next come the needs of the family. One has to provide for the education and marriage expenses of
the dependent members of the family, like children and even grandchildren. One has to pay one,s
insurance premiums, and even for the day-to-day needs of the younger members of the family, till
such time as they are employed and earning. Moreover, one may incur extra expenditure on leisure
activities. People generally travel more after retirement to meet their relatives and friends who may
be settled and staying far away from them. There would also be the usual expenses on house
maintenance and repair, and the payment of personal and property taxes.
The countries should also think about tomorrow. Cities should be planned nlcely. Good educational
institutes and health centres should be there in all areas. lf only today is looked into and no planning is
done for tomorrow then crime and violence would increase in society and everyone would suffer.
Relations with other countries should also be maintained. After all we all live in a well-connected
global village today.

To sum up, it is imperative that people and countries plan wisely for the future. lf one has saved
enough, one can sit back and enjoy peace and comfort in one's later years and even witness the smile
of joy on the faces of one's children. lf he has saved not, then the journey ahead would be painful
indeed.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 1: How soving money is importont for one's own needs in future
Poro 2: How soving money is importont for one's fomily in future
More time for leisure in old age so more money needed
Paro 3: Why countries should think obout tomorrow
Co nclus i on : Reite rote opi n ion
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102. Young peopre who commr? serious crimes shourd be punished in the
sdme woy os odulfs. Do you dgree or diso gree?
The rising crime among youth has led to the debate whether they should be tried in
court as adults or
treated differently because of their a8e. The reasoning given is, 'old enough to do the
crime, old enough to
do the time.' However, I do not agree with this policy. I believe that trying juveniles
in criminal courtmay
actually result in bigger problems.
Firstly, although adolescents are old enough to understand the difference between
right and wrong, they
are too young to make the right choices yet. The teenage brain can be likened to a
car with a good
accelerator but a weak brake. studies have shown that adolescents are more likely to act
on impulse and
engage in risky behavior' They are less likely to think before they act, or pause to
consider the potential
consequences of their actions. These brain differences don't mean that they shouldn,t
be held responsible
for their actions. lt iust means that they should be sent to juvenile courts and put in reformatory
schools,
so that they get a chance to realize their mistakes and become good citizens.
Secondly, if tried in an adult court, they may even be sent in prison. As you all know,
adult prisons are very
harsh. These prisons expose these young kids to hardened criminals who may act as professors
of crime for

them. statistics show that juveniles tried and prosecuted in adult courts are more likely to re-offend
than
those who were tried in juvenile court.
There are people who opine that a young person who does a serious crime knows very
well that what he is
doing is wrong and so should be held responsible for his actions. There were heated debates
on this topic,
when in AuSust 2013, a juvenile court in lndia sentenced the boy to three years detention
in a juvenile

home after finding him guilty of charges including rape and murder. Another big question
was raised in
those debates regarding the official age when a person steps into adulthood. ln most countries it is
1g, but,
is proposed to be brought down to 15, which sounds more practical.
To sum up, children can and do or commit terrible crimes, and

it is true that the reform and rehabilitation
of child offenders under the juvenile justice system is not only in the best interests of children,
but also the
short and long-term interests of society. so, juvenile delinquents should not be punished like
adults.
However, the age for defining adulthood could be brought down slightly.
PLAN FOLTOWED:

lntro: Disogree
Poro 1: Reosons
Poro 2: More reosons
Poro 3: Opposing view
Conclusion
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I03. News medio is importoni in our sociefy. Why is il so imporlonl? Do
you think ifs influence is generolly posdive or negolive?
News media is indeed very significant nowadays. This is because without the news media we would be
totally in the dark and cut off from the rest of the world. lts impact is largely positive, although there is a
negative side of the news media as well.
There are many benefits of media. To begin with, the usefulness of the media in almost instantly providing
information about events around the world is undeniable. lt is because of the media, that today we don't
belong to a big planet Earth; we belong to a small global village. Furthermore, media also shapes our
opinions. lt is a link between the government and the people. Our conceptions of our elected officials
spring from television images and newspaper stories. Most of us will never meet prime ministers or
presidents, but anyone who is regularly exposed to the media will know about them. When it is time to
cast our vote, we make our decision based on the media coverage of candidates.

The media are also influential in the way they facilitate the spread of culture and lifestyle. Today, the
popularity of lndian culture is an example of the media's enormous impact. lt is the media, which highlights
the good points of our own culture through programs such as 'lndia's got Talent'. What is more, the reality
shows of today have given exposure and fame to the common man with talent today. lndeed, with
technological advancements such as the lnternet bringing even more forms of electronic media to our
homes and workplaces, it is likely that media's influence will grow even stronger. Finally, the media also
helps in providing justice to the common man. Who has not heard of the Jessica murder case and the case
of Nithari killings? Were it not for the media, Jessica's parents would have never got justice.
On the other hand, the media too has its downside. The paparazzi can invade the privacy of famous
people. Sometimes violence and vulgarity is shown, and at times it can shape our opinion in negative ways.
For that my counter argument is that once the person becomes famous then his private life becomes public
and he has no right to crib about the paparazzi. Moreover, people can choose what they want to see and
technology has provided them the tools to block those channels, which they don't want their children to
see. Finally, God has given us brains to iudge what is right or wrong. The media is just doing its job by
providing us with the latest information.
ln conclusion,

I

would like to say that the influence of media on our lives is largely positive.

PTAN FOLLOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Positive side of medio
Poro 2: More positives of media
Poro 3: negotive side of medio
Conclusion:
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104. Mony onimol species in lhe world ore becorning exlincl nowodoys.
Some people say lhot counlries ond individuols shoutd profecf fhese
onimals from dying ouL while olhers soy we should concenfrofe more
on problems of humon beings. Discuss bolh views ond give your
opinion.
ln the past few decades, animal extinction has become rampant because of human activity. Therefore, some
people opine that it is imperative to save these dying species, whereas others believe in focusing more on
human problems. This essay shall look into both perspectives. l, however, side with the former view.
Conserving endangered species is essential, as they are part of our ecological chain. The removal of a single
species can set off a chain reaction affecting many others. For example, the gray wolf was once on the verge of
extinction, but has now been restored to Yellowstone National Park. These grey wolves control the growing
population of elk, which had been over consuming the trees that grew along streams. These trees are now
cooling the stream water, which is benefitting native trout. These trees are also the habitat for migratory birds.
Beavers now have willow branches to eat, and beaver dams create marshland habitat for otters, mink, and
ducks. So, it can be seen that saving one species has led to benefit many other species, which would have
otherwise also gone into extinction.

Another benefit of conserving endangered animals is their contribution to the field of medicine. Each living thing
contains a unique reservoir of genetic material that cannot be retrieved or duplicated if lost. More than a
quarter of all prescriptions written annually in the United States contain chemicals discovered in plants and
animals.

Furthermore, many species of animals are benefitting agriculture. Farmers are using insects and other animals
that prey on certain crop pests, as well as using plants containing natural-toxins that repel harmful insects. They
are a safe, effective, and less expensive alternative to synthetic chemicals. Therefore, each and every species
has its own unique value and so should be saved.
On the other hand, in some nations, especially developing countries, human beings are still suffering from
poverty, famine, epidemics and natural disasters. lf the limited government budget is allocated to animal

conservation, many people will face huge difficulty making a living. Therefore, many people believe that
protecting basic human rights should be the top priority of these countries.
ln conclusion, protecting wildlife is of great significance, as it is a vital cornerstone of the survival and future
development of mankind. However, the funds allocated for animal conservation should not come at the cost of
basic needs of humans.
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro:

Discuss essoy

intro

Poro 7: Advdntages of conservotion
Poro 2: more ddvontoges of conservotion
Poro 3: more odvontoges of conservotion
Paro 4: other view
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I05. Some peopre soy lhol schoors should rcwctrd srudents who show lhe
besf ocodemic resulfs, while olhers belieye thol il is more importonl lo
reword sfudenls who show improvemenfs. Discuss bolh views ond give
yow own opinion.
People are divided on the issue of rewarding students for academic achievements. Some support the idea
of rewarding pupils who are the toppers, whereas others opine that it is better to reward those who show
major improvements. This essay intends to delve into both perspectives. l, however, opine in encouraging
both categories of students with rewards.

There are several reasons, why the students with the best academic performance should be granted an
incentive. The core of this argument is that rewarding them will motivate all other students to study hard
and achieve the best results. Exams are like a competition, and the winners deserve to be recognized.
However, it's undeniable that in the same class, there are various student levels. The toppers are very few,
and are in most cases capable of working hard as well as doing smart study. They know how much effort is
required in which areas. All students are not so gifted. The mediocre students, despite spending lots of
time and effort, are still incapable of competing with those having higher lQ. Therefore, it is imperative to
acknowledge their effort also. The policy of rewarding them would encourage a wide range of students
who persevere and make improvements in their results.

I believe that encouraging all achievers is a must. The achievement of the toppers, is visible to all, and
should be remunerated with reward. However, the onus is on the teachers to identify the students who
show the maximum improvements and encourage them by bringing them into the limelight. For example, if
a student gels 4Oo/o marks in first trimester exams, but manages to reach 60-7OYo in second trimester, then
he should be given due recognition for his hard work. This would be a better motivation for a wider group
of students.

To conclude, it is necessary
progress in their study.

to reward all achievers - the toppers, as well as the ones showing

good

PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro:

Discuss essoy

intro

Poro 7: benefits of rewording toppers
Poro 2: benefits of rewording those who show progress
Poro i: Own view
Conclusion:
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peop,e believe thot studying literoture is importonl for
individuol choracler building while ofhers lhink it is o wosfe of lime.

106. Some

Discuss bolh poinfs of view ond provide Yow own opinion.
Broadly speaking, "literature" is most commonly used to refer to works of the creative imagination, including
works of poetry, drama, fiction, and nonfiction. People are divided on the issue of the importance of study of
literature. Some say that it is worthwhile to study literature, whereas others are opposed to its study. This essay
shall look into both perspectives. l, however, side with the former view.
The most important advantage of the study of literature is that it has cultural value. Cultures are built on stories,
which may be historlcal, mythical or religious. Historical stories, allow us to learn about history in an easier way.
The stories told in works of literature illustrate how it would feel to live through famous battles, famines, times
of prosperity and times of depression. For example, a book 'Pinjar'' by Amrita Pritam, can help us understand
what women faced when lndia was going through the freedom struggle.

The second advantage of the study of literature is that it expands our horizons. When we read a piece of
literature, we get to read about a life experience through the eyes of someone other than ourselves. We get to
walk in the shoes of a character whose life is different than our own. Such reading offers us the opportunity to
feel the feelings of the characters described, allowing us to understand things through a fictional world.
Last but not least, literature expands our vocabulary. Having a large and wide-ranging vocabulary is essential

for

a number of reasons. The larger our vocabulary is, the more in depth and thoughtful discussions we can have on
important topics and issues, both in and outside of the classroom. The best way to become exposed to new
words, is to read. Due to the descriptive nature of a story, any novel will include plenty of words we have
perhaps never seen or heard before. When we see those words in context, we learning their meanings passively
and don't have to work hard on learning them. We probably don't even realize we are building our vocabulary.

On the other hand, there is a school of thought that the study of literature has little or no utilitarian value.
Those people opine that studying the practical skills such as business and technical education is what is needed
in today's era. We belong to a time when there is cut throat competition, and so students should not waste time
on the study of literature. They should focus on subjects, which would help them earn a better livelihood today.

To sum up, the study of literature is very essential even in the practical world of today. We need
literature to understand the worid and its people better.

to study

PTAN FOTTOWED

lntroduction:
Poro 7: Reoson for study of literoture
Poro 2: Another reason
Poro 3: Another reoson
Poro 4: The other view

Conclusion:
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107. Some peopre think thot children should obey rures or do whol lheir
porenfs ond leochers wonl lhem lo do, but ofhers lhink thot children
confiolled loo much connot deol with problems wetl by fhemselyes.
Dr:scuss bolh views ond give you own opinion.
Young children are beginners. They have lots to learn and one of the biggest lessons they must learn is how
to behave or act in'an acceptable manner. So, they need rules. When young children have rules, they know
what is expected of them. However, the extent to which children have to follow rules is a very sensitive
issue. ln this essay I shall discuss the benefits of imposing rules on children and the negative consequences
of having too much restriction.

Firstly, rules of behaviour create responsible and respectful children who in turn mature into respectful
adults. They know the value of respect for elders. They know the importance of relationships. They know
about their cultural values as well. This forms a stable society, which is virtually free from vices such as
prostitution and drug abuse. lt would be wrong to say that having rules mars the problem solving ability of
children. They, in fact, face difficulties in a more mature and disciplined way. They are not lured by peer
pressure and refrain from acting on impulse.
However, if too strict rules are imposed on children then they may become rebels. They may start doing
just the opposite of what is told them to do. What is more, they may show abnormal behaviour. They may
fall into bad company or resort to drugs because of frustration. Finally, imposing too strict rules destroys
the individuality of children. They may withdraw into a shell. This may suppress their creativiry and as a
consequence, they may not be able to deal with problems well by themselves.

What is important is that parents and teachers should learn where rules are needed and where it is
necessary to give room to the children. Having absolutely no rules and letting children do whatever they
wish to do would also be wrong. They are not mature enough to solve all problems and they have to be
taught their limits.
To conclude, parents and teachers should impose rules on children but they should know where to draw
the line. They should be flexible and modify the rules according to the circumstances.
PI.AN FOIIOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: lmportonce of hoving rules
Poro 2: if t@ strict rules ore imposed on children then
Poro 3: Nrents ond teochers should leorn where rules ore needed ond where it is necessory to give room to
the children
Conclusion:
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108. Nowodoys, older peopre who need employmeni hove fo compele
with younger peopre. Whot problems does lhis couse ond yfiot ore lhe
solufions.
It is undeniable that a Srowing number of young adults are faced with increasing competition from the
elderly in the workplace. This essay will endeavor to explore the negative effects caused by this hot
competition between the young and the old job-seekers, and then present some suggestions to alleviate

these potential problems.

The most troubling effect would be on the young, unemployed graduates, who may feel unmotivated and
frustrated. Senior job candidates have rich experience, and therefore they tend to outshine young adults.
Young employees are relatively restricted in terms of work experience and communication skills, because

of which employers prefer to recruit older people with higher working efficiency rather than those who
have just graduated from the university. Without a decent job and salary, it is extremely difficult for young
people to make a living, as a consequence of which, some of them might resort to crime to fulfil their
desires.

Another negative implication could be on the senior workers. They might find it daunting to keep up with
the latest advancements in technology. ln manufacturing industry, for example, the use of advanced
machines is quite common. But, how to operate the equipment could be a tough challenge for older
workers, whereas it may be simple and easy for their younger counterparts. Therefore, the elderly
employees might suffer both physically and psychologically, even if they secure reasonable jobs. Finally, if
senior employees constitute the largest proportion of the company's staff, then, it could lead to a decline
of productivity and efficiency of the enterprise.
These problems can certainly be solved. Considering the severity of this problem, it is imperative for the
government to encourage self-employment for fresh graduates, so that young people still have huge room
for employment even though they are eliminated by the job competition. Governments should encourage
businesses to create more jobs for less experienced young employees who will then have the opportunity

to accumulate experience. Further, the governments should allocate more money to pension system,
which can basically guarantee the basic needs of most elders, so that they do not have to look for jobs. At
the individual level, the elderly should plan ahead for their retirement and enjoy their retired life, instead
of competing for the limited job vacancies. This would be a win-win option both for the aged and the
young.
To sum up, competition between both age groups for the jobs will continue to be more intense, but some
steps at government and individual level can hel p to lessen the severity of the situation.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Problem solution essoy intro
ParaT: Problems to youth
Paro 2: Problems to elderly ond componies
Poro 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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fhe mosl imporlonl lhing oboui being rich is lhat il
give bock or help lhe poor.lo whol exlenl
9' ives you lhe opportunity to
do you ogtee or disogree with this slotemenl?

109. some peopre soy

It is indubitable that money is very important for helping others. However, ldisagree with the

given
statement that it is the most essential thing in terms of a chance to help the needy. I believe that there are
numerous ways of helping the underprivileged, and monetary aid is certainly not the best forms of aid.

My first argument to support my viewpoint is that giving money to the poor would be a very shortsighted
approach. lt would satiate their needs for some time, but ultimately they have to be made capable of
standing on their own. Providing education and job training is better way of helping them. For example, my
friend's mother, teaches children of the slum area every evening. She is herself not very rich, but she is
helping in better ways than money can do.
Secondly, it is not always the financial help, which is needed by people. A timely helping hand when a
person is suffering is better than helping with money. For instance, in natural calamities, such as
earthquakes and floods, the immediate need of people is food and medical care. Many college students
volunteered to carry food and medicines to the needy, when there was a flood in some areas of Punjab, a
few years ago. Fresh medical graduates also went and stayed there and helped people with immediate
medical care. ln times of crises, such help outstrips any help that money can provide.
Opponents would argue that only the rich are in a position to help the poor, as people need money for
even the basic necessities of life such as food, clothing and shelter. Even providing education and job
training to the destitute, needs money. They have a point, but I still believe that the help in terms of
personal effort provided by those who are, themselves, not so affluent is equally good.
To sum up, if one is rich, he is in a better situation to help others who need money and all the things which
money can provide. However, I reiterate my view by saying that to help others, one need not be rich as
help can be provided in many better ways than with money.

PIAN FOLLOWED
lntro: Disogree
Poro 1: Monetory help is short sighted
Pora 2: A timely help in terms of personal effort
Poro 3: Opponents view
Conclusion:
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I10. Some peopre lhink lhol increosing communicolion usoge of
compulers and mobile phones by young peop,e hos hod o negofive
effecl on lheir reoding ond wriling skills. Io whol extenl do you ogree ot
disogree?
I agree with the given statement, which says that modern communication technology is leading to the
deterioration of reading and writing skills. I believe that both writing and reading skills have suffered a
setback, due to computers and smart phones powered by the internet.
To begin with, modern day technology has an overall negative effect on students' writing skills because it
encourages cyber slang. Cyber slang is a term used to describe shortcuts, alternative words, or even
symbols used to convey thoughts in an electronic document. This is because most digital media limit the
number of characters a person can use at a time, students device ways to get the most out of their limited
space. However, the problem arises when this slang finds its way into formal writing. For example,
abbreviations, such as 'lol', 'C U L8R' and 'bcoz'seem OK when used on Facebook and Whatsapp, but are
grossly wrong when used in school essays. Moreover, the autocorrect feature fixes their mistakes, so they
don't even realize that they wrote something wrong. ln future, this generation will need good, solid reading
and writing skills in their jobs and professional lives, but they will find it difficult to get rid of these habits.
Secondly, due to technological development, reading habits are fast vanishing into thin air. Students now
spend more hours browsing the net, playing games on their handsets and writing non-stop SMSS to their
contacts. Reading a book or any other piece of written material has become an archaic idea for most school
children and adults. Students are rarely interested in reading for pleasure and enjoyment instead they read
only to pass examination. The declining interest in reading culture among our children, especially those in
primary and secondary schools, is a cause for alarm. Unfortunately, reading is not a subject and is iust
regarded as a tool facilitating many other types of learning. Therefore, lack of reading culture among our
youth nowadays, has greatly affected quality of graduates being produced. Consequently, the influence of
electronic media on the reading habits of pupils has become an issue of concern.

To sum up, it can be reiterated that the communication technology of today is definitely hampering the
reading and writing skills. The onus is on the parents and teachers to teach children to teach children of
today, the right ways to use this technology so that its negative effects are minimized.
PIAN FOLIOWED
lntro: Agree
Poro 1: negotive effects on writing
Poro 2: negotive effects on reoding
Conclusion:
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I.

Some peopre think history hos nolhing or liftle to lell us, buf olhers
lhink thol studying fhe posf history con help us befler underslond lhe
presenf. Pleose discuss the lwo views ond give your own opinion.

History refers to all the things that happened in the past, especially the political, social, or economic
development of a nation. Literally, everything, including a nation, a city, a town, a subject, a business, and
even a product, has its unique history. Some individuals are of the opinion that studying the past history is
useless today but others believe it is very essential to know history to better understand the present. I
intend to discuss both sides of the argument in this essay. Personally, I side with the latter view.
Undoubtedly, the present is the continuation of the past. Therefore, studying the past history can enable
us to better understand what is going on around us. For example, if we are equipped with relevant
knowledge of history, it will be easier for us to understand the evolution of mankind. lt would also tell us
how we progressed and reached where we are today. We would also know how technology developed step
by step. History can serve us as a guide because of which we would not repeat the mistakes of yesteryears.
We also get inspiration from the great men of the past through history.

to the study of history argue that the past was very different from the present, and we
cannot apply that knowledge to the present. For example, they say that the French Revolution and the
Freedom Struggle of lndia have no need to be learnt because those situations will never arise again. What

Those opposed

they forget is that this knowledge makes us realize the importance of liberty and self-governance.
Opponents of the study of history also claim that history has nothing to do with professionals, such as
architects and accountants. However, I believe they would be better in their professions if they know
something about the history of architecture or that of accountancy. As a matter of fact, you are supposed
to demonstrate some evidence of historical ability if you want to pursue almost any career.
To sum up, studying the past history can not only deepen and widen our knowledge, but also help us
develop the power of analysis. Thus, we are able to look at what is happening at present from a historical
perspective and better understanding. lt has been rightly said by Cicero
"History is the witness of the times
The torch
The teacher of life
The life of memory
The messenger of antiquity"
PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro
Poro 7: lmportonce of the study of history
Poro 2: Views of those who soy thot history is not importont
Poro j: Views of those who soy thot history is not importont
Conclusion: Study of post history is very importont
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I 12. some peopre fhlnk sports ond gornes

orc importonl for sociely, while
ofhers beft'eve they should be foken os leisure ocfivifies. Discuss bolh
yiews ond give your opinion.

It was man's desire for a healthy pastime and a method of self evaluation and competation that gave
birth
to sports. Sports have been part of humanity from the earliest chapters of history. Some individuals are of
the opinion that sports and games play a significant role in society whereas others say that they should be
just taken as playtime activities. This essay intends to delve into both vlews. I personally
side with the
former view.

One important effect of sports on society is the fact that they draw people together. Whether it is
members of a team, or fans rooting for a certain team, sports have always bonded people of different
backgrounds together wath a common goal. Even thousands of years before professional sports, sport
events were places where people could gather and socialize with other people from the same city while
they watched events. Even though times have changed since then, sports still have the same unifying effect
over people.
Secondly, all positive traits for a healthy mind and a healthy persona can be gained from sports. people
who do sports remain physically fit. Healthy people make a healthy society. People's work efficiency also
increases and so it benefits the society as a whole. Sports also teach us how to handle failures with dignlty,

while enjoying victories to the maximum. Also, it trains people to handle crunch situations, where stress

can try and pull them down. Sports can also be chosen as a career. Sportspersons are heroes of national
and regional importance who are looked up to. They are role models for many and are imperative people
who do the nation proud throughout the world.
On the other hand, there are people who assert that sports should be only taken as leisure activities. Sports

should only play the role of stress-buster. They believe that when and commercialization comes into
sports, then a win-at-all-cost attitude also comes up which does more harm than good to the society.
Players resort to unethical means to win such as taking steroids or even harming the opponents in any way.
Moreover, if sports are taken too seriously, then supporters of the losing team resort to hooliganism. Who
can forget the Heysel disaster of 1985, in which Liverpool fans charged at rival Juventus supporters, which
caused a wall to collapse, resulting in 39 casualties.

To sum up, sports have a great role to play for societies, but we should not let the ugly claws of
commercialism creep into the field of sports.
PLAN FOTTOWED:

lntro:
Paro 7: lmportonce ol sports for society
Poro 2: More importonce
Poro 3: Why some people soy sports should be token os recreotionol octivities
Conclusion:
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I3. Some peopre believe fomous peop,e's supporf fowords lnlernolionol
oid organizoiions drows fhe oflenlions lo problems, whereos ofhers
fhink celebrifies moke the problems less importonf. Discuss bofh sides
ond give Your oPinion.

victims of natural
charity organizations are responsible for aiding the needy and taking care of the
provide assistance to global charity
disasters. Some individuals are of the opinion that if celebrities

believe that celebs can
organisations, people become more attentive towards these issues, whereas others
perspectives' l, however, side with
lessen the severity of the situation. This essay intends to delve into both
the former view.

It is irrefutable that international charity groups can get publicity through celebrities' Famous singers'
charity
movie stars and sports professionals can endorse the activities or campaigns of international
people
to
more
organisations. lf the stars advocate for charitable organizations, these charities attract
participate. Stars enhance the reputation and credibility of the charities'

or charities,
Furthermore, when celebrities are called upon for helping NPos (Non-Profit organisations)
donating for such
they themselves become aware ofthese problems, and themselves too come forward in
have-nots and
causes. Their selfless donation could fulfil their social responsibilities towards the
consequently bring their own self a great sense of satisfaction'
good

on the other hand, it cannot be denied that in some instances, celebrities can cause more harm than
to improve their
because of their bad reputation. For example, some celebs take part in charity work.lust
if some stars
image. This can make the messenger (celeb), more important than the message. For example,
of drug use
history
their
own
are doing publicity for the anti-drug organization, but they themselves have
when
or crime, then obviously the public would look at that charity with suspicion. Secondly, sometimes,
is
already
enough
that
people
start thinking
the famous people are seen working for some charity then
in the long run.
detrimental
can
be
This
being done, and that their help is not needed.
problems if celebrities
To summarise, international aid organizations can attract more citizens' attention on

give the right support and set up good images. I believe that all famous people should do their utmost to
can
iulfill their social obligations, to do some public service activities for those charity organizations, which
be an effective way to serve this purpose.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro:
Poro 7: How celebs con helP
Poro 2: How celebs con helP
Poro 3: How celebs con horm
Conclusion:
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ll4.

Some people think thot lhe governmenf should esloblish free
librories in eoch fown. Olhers believe lhot it is o wosfe of money since
people con occess lhe lnfernef al home lo obloin informolion Discuss
both sides ond give your own opinion.

Some individuals opine that the public should be provided free libraries, whereas others say that these
days access to the lnternet can provide all kinds of information and so we can do without free libraries. This
essay shall look at both viewpoints. However, I personally believe that to enhance the quality of life, it is
better to make the most of both - modern web-based and traditional library resources.

ln today's era of modernization, the advantages of using the lnternet are only too obvious. Online
resources can be obtained from all over the world 24 hours a day, seven days a week, while a library's
publications cannot provide up-to-minute information, the way the web sites can. Some sites feature rare
book, documents and special collections that traditionally have been only available in libraries. Almost at
no cost and merely a few clicks away, the public can read newspapers, magazines, journals and
encyclopedias, no mafter when or where. Furthermore, the lnternet offers a complete multimedia
experience such as texts, video, audio, and graphics, all at once, but such advantages often cannot be
expected from town libraries.

the other hand, money spent on public libraries is certainly worth it. To start with, knowledgeable
librarians can be of practical help when it comes to offering professional advice about where to find
information on particular topics. Now that anyone can create a web site, reliability of information on the
lnternet is not guaranteed, and as such there are cases in which the lnternet is no substitute for the library.
Secondly, libraries can house printed copies that date back many decades, whereas the lnternet provides
the current information only. ln addition, computers in libraries also offer free lnternet connection and
othef electronic resources, which all people may not have in their homes to access the lnternet.
On

Furthermore, libraries are places, which provide the ambience to sit and study; an atmosphere is created
where one feels like studying. Such places are needed to increase the reading habits among the youth of
today. Additionally, the elderly, who are not so tech-savw, can come and sit there to satiate their hunger
of knowledge. A variety of magazines and newspapers can be provided in a section of the library, so that
people can keep abreast of what is happening all around.
To sum up, traditional libraries and virtual or online libraries should complement each other. We cannot do
away with libraries just because of the online resources available today.
Plan followed:
lntro:
Poro 7: lmportonce of lnternet for getting informotion
Poro 2: lmpoftance of troditionol librories
Poro 3: More importonce

Conclusion:
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I15. Nowodoys, monY fomilies hove both porents working. Some working
porents believe, olher fomily rnembers like grondporenfs con foke
core of their children, while olhers think childcore centers provide lhe
besl core. Discuss bolh views ond give Yout owtn opinion.
It is irrefutable that both parents are working nowadays, and as a result children have to be raised by either
child-care centres or grandparents. This essay intends to compare both options. l, however, believe that
day-care centres are better than grandparents for the pre-school years of children.
To begin with, most parents choose to leave their children with grandparents for 'positive' reasons, such as
the 'caring environment' rather than simply because they can't afford formal childcare. Looking after the
grandchildren also keeps the grandparents energetic and vibrant. Grandparents bathe, feed and even read
books to the child. This leads to a sort of symbiotic relation in which both Brandparents and grandchildren
are benefited. ln other words we can say that it is a win-win situation for both. Grandparents don't suffer
from loneliness and depression, which is very common at that age and children are also well looked after.
Day-care centres, on the other hand, have an edge over care given by grandparents in many ways. A study
found that grandparents may struggle to provide the educational and social experiences infants need.
Children looked after by grandparents at the age of nine months were considered to be less sociable with
other children at age three than those who had been in a child-care centre.

Moreover, grandparents can make terrible child-care providers if they're in poor health and feel forced to
provide childcare to their grandchildren because their children seem to have few other options. In such
cases, the results can be nothing short of disastrous. Early childcare is a challenge, which may be simply too
much for some grandparents to cope with, at this point in their lives.
To sum up, although Brandparental care is good in many ways for grandchildren, the advantages of daycare centres are more than those brought about by grandparents.
PI.AN FOTLOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: Advantoges of grondparents looking ofter grondchildren
Poro 2: odv of doy core centres over disodvontoges of grondporentol core
Poro 3: Disodvontoges of grondporents
Conclusion: Doy-core centres arc better
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I16. As housing ls o bosic need for peopre, govemmenfs should provide
free housing tor everyone who con'i offord il. To whot exlenf do you
ogree or disogree?
Homelessness is a big problem faced by the developing and under-developed countries. However, I do not
agree that the governments have the obligation to provide free homes to everyone, as it would not be a
practical and sustainable solution to homelessness and would ire the taxpayeE. lwould like to support my
opinion with my arguments in the following paragraphs.
First of all, if government started providing homes to all the people, it would imbalance the economy. The
government has so much on its shoulders. Providing basic education and healthcare and maintaining other
infrastructure of the country, is also the onus of the government. Moreover, the taxpayers would not be

happy about it as their money, which they pay as taxes, would be helping some people who may be
unemployed just to get government benefits. lf people knew they would get free housin& they would stop
working hard and become complacent. Such a policy would not be good for the economy of any country.
The government should provide free housing only if homelessness is because of its inefficiency. lt is a wellknown fact that the economy of any country depends on internal and external factors. A government can
be held responsible for the internal conflicts that might be causing homelessness. However, no
government in the world can effectively control external affairs. For example, a lot of people lost jobs due
to the economic crisis in 2008. Consequently, they became homeless. ln fact, the US recession caused job
loss in countries like lndia and China. lt affected lndia's booming outsourcing industry. And because it was

an external factor, the government in lndia couldn't be held responsible for this situation. So, it is not
possible for any government to provide free housing to one and all.
Undoubtedly, it is the responsibility of the governments to improve the living standards of the poorer
sections of the society. ln lndia, for example, the government has launched several schemes to provide
housing and employment to people. Although the country still faces these problems, the situation has
considerably improved in recent years. This is a clear indication that political willpower and proper
governance can improve the economic status of a country and its people.

To sum up, it is difficult for governments to provide free housing to all its citizens. Of course, the
governments have a role to play in easing the problem of homelessness, but cannot, and should not
provide free housiDg to all.
PIAN FOLTOWED
lntro: I do not agree
Poro 7: Reosons
Poro 2: ln which cose should the government provide free housing
Paro 2: how good governonce con help eose the situotion
Conclusion:
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ll7.

Today, the life expecloncy ol people is much higher lhon before.
Some peopre think thot older people shourd conlinue lo be involved in
the workforce. Io whol exlenl do you ogree or disogree? (Agree)

It is irrefutable that average lifespan of human beings has increased with the advancement in medicine,
leading to new discoveries and treatments, every day. I agree with the given statement that the elderly
people should continue to work till a later age. I shall support my point of view in the upcoming
paragraphs.

Firstly, looking at it from a countly's economic point of view, increasing the retirement age will help
decrease the government's burden on providing benefits for the elderly. For developing countries this is
very beneficial, as the workforce will contribute towards the country's economy and the government will
need to spend lesser on providing the retirement benefits to the senior citizens, such as senior citizen
discounts, healthcare benefits, travel benefits, etc.
Moreover, working till a later age will be very beneficial to the elderly, at an individual level. They will not
need to depend on anyone for their needs. Also, they'll be busy and involved in work, which will help tackle
the old-age problems of loneliness and depression. These days the family members do not have the time to
spend with the old members of the family, which leads the elderly to feel isolated. lncreasing the
retirement age will, to a great extent, reduce this problem.
The opponents of this view believe that the old are not physically fit for much of the stressful work. Some
also say that since they have worked all their lives, it's the time for them to enjoy the later years of life,
away from the pressures of work. l, however, believe that to enjoy in the later years too, money is needed.
So, even if they work for fewer hours, it is a necessity.

Overall, a increase in the retirement age, will benefit the country, society as well as individuals. Voluntary
retirement offers can be set up for those who wish to retire early, due to their health or other
circumstances.

PTAN FOLIOWED:

lntro: Agree
Poro 1: Benefit
Paro2: Benefit
Poro3: Opponents' view
Conclusion
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ll8.

Todoy, the life expecloncy of peopre rb much higher fhon before.
some people think thot older people should conlinui to be involved in
the worffiorce- To whor exfenf do you ogree or disogree?
(Disogree)

It is true that longevity has led to an increase in the ability of people to work for longer years.
on the face
of it, increasing the retirement age seems to be a logical outcome of the increase in the lifespan.
However,
I disagree with the statement that older people should continue to be a part of the workforce.
I shall
support my point of view in the following paragraphs.
The proponents of this view suggest that if we can live longer, we can work longer. No doubt people
are
living longer than in the past times, due to the advancement in the discoveries in medicine, however, after
a certain age the physical capability of a human reduces. Also, many people suffer from health ailments.
That is the time they need to relax and enjoy, after working for decades. They should be utilizing that
time
in travelling and pursuing their interests and hobbies, which they couldn't because of their hectic
work life.
Moreover, those who work throughout their lives in physically demanding and challenging jobs, it might
not be possible for them to work in old age. Also, some studies have shown that the increase in life
expectancy has a direct relation with the income. Those who earn well are healthier than the low paid
workers. This is because the better salaried people normally do not have physically demanding jobs and
can afford better treatments.

Another major disadvantage of increasing the retirement age is an increase in the unemployed youth.
Unemployment among the younger population leads to bigger problems, like increase in the
crime rate,
violent behavior, drug addiction, and so on. That is a bigger menace, which needs to be curbed before
it
goes out of control' lncreasing the retirement age will definitely not help
with the issue of unemployment
of the youth. ln fact, it will only worsen it, especially in developing countries, like lndia and China.
In conclusion, an increase in the retirement age should not be made without careful consideration
of what
consequences it might have on the future generations and the entire workforce of the
nation. Considering
that the youth is the future of any nation, an increase in the older workforce is definitely not a good
solution to any count4y's economic and social problems.
PLAN FOTTOWED:

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Proponents view
Poro2: Disodvontoge
Poroj: Disodvontoge
Conclusion
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Some counlries poy extremely high sorories for people. some
peopre believe thof the counlry rnusf nol do lhol ond moke o limil for

I 19.

fhe solories. Do you ogree or disogree?
people get
Wealth inequality ls a problem faced by many countries across the world. This is because a few
limlt
on the
astronomically high salaries. Therefore, some people say that there should be an upper
salaries. l, however, disagree with this notion. A number of arguments surround my opinion.
and so they
To begin with, I believe that those who are the top have achieved that place with their effort
with the
deserve what they are getting. Wealth is not the culprit. There should be no negative associations
is a
word wealth in the context of people having it. The current President of United Stated, Barack Obama
his
typical example of a person who has achieved his dream. He succeeded in transcending his social class,
a fair chance
race etc. and became the president of United States. Thus capitalism provides everyone with
to reach great achievements in their life if they seize the opportunitles'

presume that
Secondly, it is the people who decide the high salaries of a select few. For example, let us
has a talent for
Inany people want to see high quality cricket. so, a person like Mahendra singh Dhoni, who
pay for the
cricket and has honed his cricket skills, would be much in demand. People would be ready to
service he offers (excellent cricket) and consequently his high wage will be justified. On the other hand a
mediocre cricket player would not be paid at all since there is no demand to see mediocre cricket'
force,
Finally, this discrepancy in salaries ultimately benefits the whole society. The strongest motivational
who
work
those
a human being can feel towards work, is a potential reward for their efforts. Therefore,
wealth. lf those
hard and contribute most to society should justly also gain the most in form of increased
overall
who work will benefit equally as the ones who do not, there will be no reason to work and the
productivity will be lowered, which is bad for society. lncentives are therefore necessary since it increases
the overall standard for the whole society in form of material wealth. Even the worst off may benefit more
than they would have, if the productivity had been low e.g. through charities etc.

there should
To sum up, I reiterate my opinion by saying that the extremely high salaries are.lustified and

not be a limit on it. A system which, values individuality, rewards ability and risk-taking, ultimately
prospers. Poverty and social dysfunction cannot be fixed by taking from the haves to give to the havenots. To improve the situation, the poor must be motivated to work hard and do something.
PLAN FOI.LOWED

lntro: Disogree
Pora 7: First orgument
Poro 2: second orgument
Poro j: Third orgument
Conclusion
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A lorge omounf of odverlisernents nowodoys ore now lorgeled ol

children. Mony peopre soy fhis hos negolive effecfs on chitdren ond
should theretore be bonned. To whot exlenf do you ogree or diso gree?
Advertisements are ubiquitous nowadays and especially advertising targeting children, who are considered
vulnerable target by companies. Many people are worried about this phenomenon. However, we cannot
ban advertisements because they serve a lot of useful purposes as well.

Admittedly, in sensitive areas such as the toy industry, some censorship should be there to limit children's
access to excess advertisement. This is because children under a certain age lack abilities to make wise
judgment as to what they really want. They are attracted by colourful pictures on advertisement and
swayed by misleading information. So, they pester their parents to buy those things and this can upset the
budget of many families. Even the advertisements of fast foods are bad for children. Children cannot
understand that the slim-trim models advertising Mac Donalds burgers hardly ever eat such foods
themselves. They are attracted to fast foods and these are very detrimental for their health. Finally,
children try to copy the stunts, which can be disastrous for them.
On the other hand, advertising provides us with information on new products.

lf it were not for electronic
and print advertising, many products would not be bought. ln this way, advertising provides an important
service to manufacturers and some consumers. Additionally, it fuels the advertising industry, creating jobs
for thousands of people. ln this respect it has become the backbone of many economies of the world.
Furthermore, advertisements touch social issues. For example, when Amitabh Bachhan tells people to
bring their children for pulse polio immunization, people listen. Then there are ads against female foeticide
which are very informative. Advertisements also teach a lot about the country from where the ads come.
This is because through satellite TV we can see ads from all over the world. When we see a Japanese advert
of a lady in a kimono, we come to know about the traditional clothes ofJapan.
To conclude, it is imperative that regulations be imposed on advertisers who target children or who make
false claims. However, advertisement is indispensable in this highly competitive market and produces much
more positive effects than negative ones to the society as a whole. So, we should not ban advertisements.
PTAN FOIIOWED
- We connot ban odverts becouse they serue o lot ol useful purposes os well.
Poro 7 - Some people's view - bod ods
Poro 2-Good points

lntro

Poro 3 - More good points
Conclusion:
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l2l. The use of mobi,e phone is os onfisocio, os srnoking. Smoking is
bonned in cefioin ploces ond so mobile phones should olso be
bonned. To whoi exlenl do you ogree or disogree with fhis slolemenl?

Although smoking and the nuisance of mobile phones are both antisocial activities, I disagree with a ban on
cell phones. I believe that smoking does not have any good side to it and therefore, its ban is justified,
whereas the cell phone has its own set of advantages and so should not be banned.
To begin with, smoking causes harm to the smoker as well as the non-smoker who is in the propinquity of
the smoker. Studies have proven that the passive smoker is even more at risk of lung cancer than the active
smoker. This is because he inhales the second-hand smoke, emitted by the smoker. Similarly, in public
places, the cell phone can distract other people and divert their attention. For instance, in libraries, people
can be easily distracted through ringtones of incoming calls or people talking over the phone loudly with
their loved ones. Even in public places like hospitals, cell phones can easily interfere with the medical
equipment and also irritate the patients waiting to see the doctor. Moreover, its usage in religious places
can spoil the peace of those paying obeisance.
However, despite all the abuses of cell phones, one cannot deny the uses of mobiles. They are one's easily
available help in case of an emergency. They also keep loved and near ones well connected. No matter
where one goes, cell phones are the only hope of keeping families connected without any hassle' The SMS
is also a convenient way to keep in touch with your loved ones when no one has the time for writing long
letters. Mobiles are also a great source of entertainment. You can listen to songs, play games, get live
cricket scores, market-updates and even the headlines. They are convenient, easily accessible and of great
use.

Moreover, these modern devices are very important in this commercial and financial society. Therefore,
the total banning of pagers and mobile phones in public places is not practical. lt will cause inconvenience
and the people would not be able to catch up with the modern trend of communication. Cellphones have
become vital tools in today's world and blocking them in public places will result in a gross violation of
personal freedom.
To sum up, mobiles were invented for our convenience and not to create nuisance. lf used judiciously,
wisely and with public etiquette, mobiles can be of great use. Comparing the cell phone to smoking and
banning the cell phone would not be practical.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: why bon
Poro 2: Why not bon

Poro 3: why not bon
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122. Due to developmenfs in science ond technology, lifestyles of people
ocross lhe world ore becoming more ond more similor fo eoch olher.
Do you think this o posifive or o negalive developmenl?
Science and technology have ushered in an era wherein more and more people are connected to each
other. This also means that in many ways people around the world are becoming very similar. This situation
is both - a positive as well as a negative development, which I shall discuss in this essay.

There are many benefits of these global similarities. To begin with, people have become aware of other
cultures and so are adoptirrg the good points of all cultures, as a result of which, a global culture has arisen,
which is being embraced by people around the world. Secondly, there is more efficient trade between
different countries around the globe, thereby improving the economies of developing countries.

There are also many reasons why some people think it to be a negative development. They say, that
because of this cultural homogenization, national identities are being lost. We eat the same food, watch
the same TV programs, listen to the same music and wear the same clothes. People have also started
speaking one language, English, in many parts of the world. ln fact, English has become the lingua franca
today. They opine that the world is beautiful and enchanting because of its diversity. lf the diversity is lost,
it would become boring.
However, I feel that this is a very narrow definition of national identities and nations are as different as
they were ever in the past. Cultural identity is based on far more than just the films we watch or the
clothes we wear. For example, take my own culture of lndia and compare it to the west. We may wear any
clothes, but we never take the names of elders and we always call them with respect. ln the west, it is quite
OK to call anyone by name. ln fact, they appreciate it more. I believe that after knowing about other
cultures, we learn to respect our culture even more. So, some very deep-rooted national identities will
always be there, even if on the face value it is apparent that people are similar.
To conclude, there are more advantages of similarities among nations. People are becoming tolerant of
each other and are adopting the best of all cultures. Total loss of national identities can never take place as
all cultures have their inherent strengths, which can never fade away
PI.AN FOTTOWED

situdtion hos both pros and cons, which I sholl discuss in the following porogrophs
Paro 1: why similority is good
Poro 2: Why similority is bod
Poro 3: Own view rquting the opponents view

lntro:

This
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123. Some peopre lhink we need to give oid lo oll poor countries. Ofhers,
howevq. orgue lhot we should nol give inlernolionol oid to counlries
wilh convplion in fheir sysfem. Discuss bofh views ond provide Yout

ownolinion.
lnternational aid refers to money, equipment or services that are provided by a country or international
organizatbn for ountries that need them, known as recipient countries. People are divided on the issue of
giving aid to poor countries. Some say that it reflects the goodness of mankind, whereas others tend to
believe ttrat the recipient countries, which have venality in their system, can misspend the aid money. This
essay interds to discuss both perspectives. l, however, side with the former view.

Aid on hurmnitarian grounds is extremely imperative. Members of the global community have the
respomibility to provide relief to each other, especially to those have-nots and those victims of natural
disasters ard cMl unrest. This aid is essential to the homeless and useful in helping recipient countries
retum to their normal state after major disturbances. For example, with the humanitarian relief obtained
worldwirte, victims of natural disasters (such as tsunami, draught, flood) throughout the world can recover
rapidly and rebuild their homeland.

Humanitarian relief is also an instrument to promote peace and security. The deep-rooted hostility
between sorne @untries can result from the gap in the standard of living between these countries. When
aid is given, it opens up the possibility of cultural, economic and social interaction between countries, and
therebv easing tension. Recipient countries can thus participate in the global economy, which is a crucial
step in wardirg off poverty.
Admittedly, monetary aid is sometimes misused or miss-spent, but these cons can never overshadow the
benefits. Mi{se can be tackled by tight regulations and scrutiny. ln general, the abuse of international aid
is an isolated erent, so its effect should not be overstated.
ln conclusion, tlre role of humanitarian relief is not just to deliver prompt assistance to people in need, but
also to strergthen ties between countries. Although fraud and corruption occur every now and then, they
can be addrcssed in strict ways.

P[AilFOTrJOWE'
lntro: Dis0.t$ sy

intro

Poro 7: Wlry oid strould be given
Poro 2: Atarlrcr t?g,so,n for giving oid
people are ogoinst monetory oicj
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124. Some peopre soy lhol fhe besf woy lo improve rcod solJefy is io
increose lhe minimum legol oge for driving cors or riding molorbikes.
To whol exlenf do you ogree or disdgree?
to ensure road safety is to raise the minimum age for getting a
driving licence. I believe that this may help, but it is certainly not the best method, and odrer solutions
Some people believe that the ideal way
should be considered as well.

Proponents of the given statement say that an experienced and highly skillful driver usually needs long
training and practice. Therefore, drivers who are under the age of 18, in most cases, fail to h e sufficient
time to perfect their driving techniques. Moreover, teenage drivers are more likely to have ollisbns on the
road, compared to drivers in other age groups because they like to take risks to get the excitement of
driving. This is because young drivers, especially those who are in adolescence, tend to oy€restinEte their
driving abilities and underestimate the dangers on the road. Nevertheless, apart from controlliry the legal
age strictly, I bel;eve that other measures must be taken to prevent deaths and serious injurhs.
Firstly, the government should set higher standards for testing drivers' ability to drive and probng the
training time since better prepared drivers and riders can reduce the number of mishaps on roads. Besides,
eating, drinking cr talking on the phone while driving should be strictly prohibited as these ativities might
distract the driver's attention and cause some untoward consequences. Additionally, for those disqualified
drivers, who have caused some accidents, a retest should be mandatory.
Finally, the stricter age limitation for drivers is especially suitable for those senior drivers urho have a failing

eyesight or problems with night vision. Although senior drivers might be adept at drMrg a car, their
energy, eyesight and reaction time sometimes cannot make them cope with some unepecd traffic
conditions.
ln conclusion, although raising the lowest legal age can prevent some road mishaps, other consileratbns
are equally important in tackling the issue.
PIAN FOIIOWED
lntro:
Poro 1: Ptoponents view
Poro 2: Other methods
Pdro 3: Other methods
Conclusion
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125. Most countries do nol recYcle fheir wosle like poper, gross, ond
oluminum cons. Why does fhis hoppen ond whol sleps con be loken lo
encouroge recycling?
Many people opine that recycling is the most wasteful activity: a waste of time and money, a waste of
human and natural resources. However, environmentalists vigorously refute this. This essay intends to look
into the reasons why people don't recycle and also suggest ways to encourage them for recycling.
There are many reasons why people don't recycle. Firstly, people don't want to put in the extra effort.
Some places have no pick-up and so they find recycling inconvenient. Secondly, the lack of space is an issue
for many. People don't want to see garbage and with little storage space for recycling bins, the trash is an
eyesore. Thirdly, people think that it does not make a difference, so they don't bother to do it. They also
find it too hard to do. Since there are so many facets to recycling glass, plastic and paper. lt's hard to
decipher which kinds go where.
Furthermore, people feel that recycling consumes energy. They talk about the fuel needed to drive those
recycling trucks around carrying old newspapers from place to place. The cost involved in the recycling
industry is much more than trash disposal at times. What they don't know is that even taking this into
account, there is a net benefit from recycling compared to landfill or incineration. The benefits to society
from recycling compensate for any difference in cost. According to a current UK survey, the recycling of
paper, glass, plastics, aluminum and steel was estimated to save more than 18 million tonnes of carbon
dioxide a year through avoided primary material production.
People can be encouraged in many ways. To begin with, they should be awared about the benefits of
recycling. lntegrating recycling into the high school educational system could also help. An economic
incentive to recycle should be there. ln a study it was seen that offering reward for recycling can clearly
contribute to increasing recycling rates, and almost a quarter of adults would be encouraged to recycle
more frequently if they received a financial benefit. Moreover, some day could be dedicated to recycling.
For example, America Recycles Day (ARD) is a day dedicated to encouraging Americans to recycle and buy,
recycled products. ARD is celebrated annually on November 15. Thousands of events are held across the
U.S. to raise awareness about the importance of recycling and to encourage Americans to sign personal
pledges to recycle and buy products made from recycled materials.

To sum up, recycling is the need of the day, but many people do not recycle for various reasons given
above. However, effective steps could be taken to encourage people to recycle.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntrc:
Poro 7: Why people don't recycle
Poro 2: More reosons
Pora 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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126. ln mony counlries, moinly foursfs, bul noi locol people, visil
rnuseurns ond hrsforicol sifes. Why does lhis hoppen, ond whal con be
done fo ollroct more locol people to visil lhese ploces?
Museums and other historical sites seem to be less attractive to local people than to tourists. This essay
intends to delve into some reasons why this is occurring, and put forward some solutions to kindle the
interest of local people in visiting these places.
The first reason is due to the fact that the local people take these places for granted. They think that these
places are not running away anywhere, and so they will see them sooner or later. What happens is, that

the time seldom comes, when they take the time out of their hectic schedule to see these places. On the
other hand, tourists who come there are on a holiday, and their main motive is visiting these historic places
and museums. For instance, recently, I visited Hyderabad as a tourist and went to see Ramoji Film City,
which is the biggest Film City in the whole world, spread over 5000 acres of land. My relatives who are
staying in Hyderabad have never been there once. When ltold them that it is a must-see place, they
decided to visit it with their children.
Secondly, nothing new is added to these places over the years and so local people who have been there
once, do not wish to frequent these places again and again. These places do not intrigue the locals so they

do not feel nlotivated to visit regularly. ln other words, the renewals of existing exhibits, or the
organization of new programs and events are few and far between. Furthermore, museums and historical
sites are not cheap to visit. ln fact, to get admission to these places, visitors are often required to buy
expensive tickets.

ln order to spur up more interest of local people in coming to museums, a number of ways can

be

employed. School trips could be organized for children to enjoy these places with their friends. Passes for
entry to these museums and historical sites could be arranged for local people so that it doesn't cut a hole
in their pocket every time they visit them. A day could be fixed every month when the entry to the
museum is made free. For example, on every first Tuesday of the month, the entry to the Houston Museum
of Natural Science is free, so there is a great rush of local people on that day
To conclude, many reasons can be given as to why local people lose their enthusiasm for museums and
places of historical importance. However, the revival of these places is within our grasp should proper
actions be taken.
PLAN FOIIOWED

lntro
Poro 7: First reason
Poro 2: More reosons
Poro i: Solutions
Conclusion
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127. Some peopre think il is importonl for children lo loke lessons oulside
crossroom, for exomple, by visiling proces such os locol componies or
p ubtic buitdings. Io whof exfenf do you ogree ot disogrce?
Many individuals believe in providing more innovative learning experiences to children by taking them to
practical
local commercial establishments or public buildings where they are exposed to a great deal of
knowledge. I agree with their perspective. This essay shall discuss, how such practices have an edge over
mere classroom learning.
To begin with, classroom learning can sometimes be monotonous, and therefore, such outings can make
learning creative, fun-filled and more effective. Museums, galleries, zoos and farms can be of great interest
and can provide learning experiences that won't be forgotten fast. There are even some evidences to show
that pupils' grades improved if they spent more time learning outside the classroom'
Furthermore, field trips to local businesses can introduce pupils to the practical component of learning,
which is not available in schools. This can give students the real hands on experience of the world of work'
All students should have the opportunity to participate in internships and programs to enrich their
education. This should not be separate from their education at school, but an extension of their academic
learning.
Finally, relationships between teachers and students are often transformed by field trips. The absolutely
critical aspect of such outdoor learning experiences is the development of the relationship between the

young students and the teachers they are with. That can be life-changing, and a bond can form with a
particular teacher or all the teachers.

To conclude, most children benefit greatly from such educational tours. Therefore, school authorities
should encourage children to visit local businesses or public buildings in order to make education more
creative and interesting.
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: First reoson
Poro 2: Second reoson
Poro i: Third reoson
Conclusion:
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128. some people believe lhot teoching children of home is besf for o
child's developme nl, while olhers think thot it is importont for children lo
go lo school. Discuss lhe odvonloges of both melhods ond give your
own opinion.
From homeschooling statistics, it's clear that homeschooling is becoming a more accepted method of education.
However, some people still believe that nothing can be better for children than actually going to school. This
essay intends to explore the benefits of both approaches. l, personally, side with the latter view.
The most important benefit of home schooling is individual teacher's attention. When homeschooled, the child
has the undivided attention of the teacher. Moreover, lesson plans can be tailored according to the ability of the
child. ln traditional school environments, classmates often learn at very different speeds. This helps slower
learners stay on track with the class, but often leaves bright children bored and distracted. Homeschooling also
helps parents incorporate subjects that might not be included in the local school's curriculum, such as foreign
language.
Perhaps, one of the best arguments in favor of homeschooling is the guarantee of the child's safety. Bullying,
fights and other school violence become a non-issue when the child is educated from home. What is more,
sleep is vital to the emotional and physical well-being of kids, especially teens and preteens. As homeschooled
children can accomplish in a few hours what takes a typical classroom a week or more to cover, they get more

time for their much-needed sleep.
On the other hand, keeping the child out of a traditional school environment greatly inhibits his/her access to
other children. Learning to make friends and exist within a group are important life lessons that children could
miss out on through homeschooling. Homeschooled children may be less inclined to share, demand personal
attention by acting out, or become socially awkward and anxious.

Additionally, school life is filled with plenty of exciting opportunities for children. These extracurricular activities
can help children better adjust in society. While these cultural and other opportunities can be provided while
homeschooling the child, these are not the same as the child would experience in a group of his or her peers.
Finally, homeschooled children are generally not provided with competitive opportunities. Traditional schooling
events such as team sports and spelling bees encourage the child to do his very bdst. These things give children

something

to

strive for, and

to

uncover natural aptitudes that might go untapped

in

homeschooled

environments.

To sum up, even though homeschooling has its merits, nothing can be better than sending the child to
traditional school.
PTAN FOIIOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro
Poro 1: for homeschoo!ing
Paro 3: for troditionol schooling

for homeschooling
Poro 4: for troditional schooling
Poro 2:

Conclusion
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129. Some peopre sdy lhol loo much ollenlion ond resources ore given
lo prolecl wild onimols ond birds. Io whof exfenl do you ogtee ot
disogree with this sfofemenf?
ln recent times, there has been a great hue and cry over the money and efforts being spent on
'a lot'is being
conservation of wild animals and birds. However, I disagree with the given statement that

rightly said
done for them. I believe that whatever is done for them can never be 'too much'. lt has been
that - "Animals gone, Trees gone, Humans gone".
Every
The most important reason for saving wild animals and birds, is that they are part of our ecosystem'
can
species of wildlife plays a role to maintain the balance of life on Earth. Thus, the loss of any species
affect us directly or indirectly. For example, there are many bat species that are becoming extinct' Such
keep the insect population in control. lf these bats die then the insects will increase a lot and

bats help
the
destroy our crops. so, we will have nothing to eat. ln addition, many animals, like rodents, help in
not
we
ensure
disperial of plant seeds and in the pollination of plants. By protecting endangered animals
planet'
only their survival but also the biodiversity that is necessary for the ecological health of the

secondly, wild animals provide many valuable substances such as medicine a nd fur. The horn of the
rhinoceros has medicinal value, and the fur of the mink is very valuable. Moreover, the recreational
viewing of animals at zoos is also a source of revenue. Thus, the financial value of wild species is important
to the economies of manY nations.
part of
Furthermore, wild animals have aesthetic appeal. They are beautiful creatures of nature and are a
our bio-diversity. Their beautiful and mysterious life has enchanted mankind since the dawn of evolution.
Scientists have been awed, by observing their behavior. Such study has helped scientists understand how
the human body functions and why people behave as they do. Scientists have also gained medical
knowledge by studying the effect of many drugs on these animals.

it is undeniable that animal species have been vanishing at a much faster rate for about a century
now due to human factors such as pollution, commercial overexploitation, poaching and deforestation.
Knowingly or unknowingly, we humans are doing so much damage to plants and animals that spending an
Finally,

exorbitant amount on saving them has become a necessity.
To sum up, the resources spent on these animals and plants, are well justified. Wildlife is Mother Nature's
greatest treasure. To protect it, we must take every measure.

PIAN FOILOWED
lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Pott of ecologicol choin - interconnected
Poro 3: Aesthetic oppeol
Poro 2: Provide us mony things
Poro 4: We humons responsible for the domoge to them
Conclusion:
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t30. rhe use of mobile phones should be bonned in pubtic spoces such
os librories, lronsportolions, ond shops. To whot exlenl do you ogree or
drs ogree?

Mobile phone etiquette has become an important issue, with mobiles ringing at funerals, weddings, movies
and plays. Therefore, some people advocate their prohibition in public places. l, however, disagree with
a
ban on cell phones in all public places. lwould like to suggest that in some places where ,,silence', is
necessary, such as in concerts, meetings, and cinemas, the use of pagers and mobile phones should
be
banned. However, in public places such as restaurants or buses and public transports, where ,,silence', is
not so strictly needed, the use of pagers and mobile phones can still be allowed.
Undoubtedly, using mobile phones in public places can distract other people and divert their attention. For
instance, in libraries, people can be easily distracted through ringtones of incoming calls or people talking
over the phone loudly with their loved ones. Even in public places like hospitals, cell phones can easily
interfere with the medical equipment and also irritate the patients waiting to see the doctor. Moreover, its
usage in religious places can spoil the peace of those paying obeisance.
However, despite all the abuses of cell phones, one cannot deny the usefulness of mobiles. They are very
helpful in case of an emergency. They also keep loved and near ones well connected. No matter where one
goes, cell phones are the only hope of keeping families connected without any hassle. The SMS is
also a
convenient way to keep in touch with your loved ones, when no one has the time for writing long letters.
Mobiles are also a great source of entertainment. You can listen to songs, play games, get live cricket
scores, market-updates and even the headlines. They are convenient, easily accessible and of great use.
Moreover, these modern devices are very important in this commercial and financial society. Therefore,

the total banning of pagers and mobile phones in public places is not at all practical. lt will cause
inconvenience and the people would not be able to catch up with the modern trend of communication.
Cellphones have become vital tools in today's world and blocking them in public places will result in a gross
violation of personal freedom.

To sum up, mobiles were invented for our convenience and not to create nuisance. lf used judiciously,
wisely and with public etiquette, mobiles can be of great use. Banning the cell phone would not be
practical.
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: why bon
Pdro 2: Why not bon
Pdro j: Why not bon
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l3l. tt is now possibre for scienfisfs ond lourisfs lo trovel lo remote nolurol
environmenfs such os lhe South Pole. Do you think the odvonloges
outw eigh fhe disodvo ntoges?

Remote tourism, or the name given to visiting undiscovered habitats, is becoming very fascinating for both
scientists and tourists. While the exploration of such areas has its positives, I believe the associated
drawbacks are far more severe.

One the one hand, the idea of more people travelling to remote locations is perceived favorably for a
number of reasons. First, some people regard such remote voyages to pristine areas as exquisite
adventures. On top of that, new jobs can be created and economic benefits can be derived. Furthermore,
geologists may now tap these previously inaccessible sites as resources of fossil fuels. For example, in
Pennsylvania's Endless Mountains, oil has been found and is now being drilled out. This is increasingly
significant to human kind, as the majority of the current fossil fuel sources have been overexploited and
there can be a global energy scarcity in the near future.

On the other hand, substantial disadvantages can be there because the burgeoning of tourism and
geological research may heavily disturb the flora and fauna of the remotely located places. This is due to
the callous attitude of the tourists and the authorities both. lt is highly unlikely that tourists bring waste
back to the departure point. Secondly, the journey to these inaccessible places is also perilous and tourists
may suffer from any medical emergencies.
Furthermore, the work of geologists involves the analysis of ice-shelves hundreds of meters thick, and the
drilling for and the hauling of oil and gas afterwards. These activities may also consequently have a
disastrous effect on the natural habitats. As a result, what used to be a pristine land can eventually be
polluted.
ln conclusion, travelling to secluded places can definitely be advantageous for not only researchers but also
normal travellers. Nevertheless, in my opinion, the drawbacks to the ecosystem are of greater concern.
PLAN FOLTOWED:

lntro:
Poro 7: Advontoges of remote tourism
Pord2: Disadvontoges
Poro 3: More disodvontoges
Conclusion
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I32. Some peopre believe lhot courses of pertotming orls (e.g. donce,
rnusic, dromo elc.), should be funded by governmenl. Ofhers believe
fhof fhese should be funded through olher woys (e.g. businesses or
sfudenf's fomily). Discuss bofh views ond give your opinion.

People are divided on the source of funding for courses of performing arts. Some opine that government

should provide financial support to talented students who intend to pursue a career in performing arts
such as dance, music or theatre. However, many people believe that taxpayers' money should not be
wasted for this purpose, and students should look for sponsorship from other sources like corporates or
their own families. This essay intends to examine both perspectives. l, however, side with the former view.
The major reason for state funding for students of performing arts is that this education contributes to
making a well-rounded student. Arts education has been proven to help students increase cognitive
development, inspire motivation and discipline, develop confidence and inventiveness, and hone
communication and problem-solving skills. So, children do well in other subjects also. For example, in a
study it was seen that students who study the arts continued to outperform non-arts students on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).

Another big advantage is that it encourages the pursuit of extra-curricular activities. Children get a chance
to show their creative expression. When such hidden abilities are exposed in school time, then those with
exceptional taient can be encouraged to adopt it as a profession later-on in life. Secondly, these subjects
are excellent stress-busters. Performing arts break the monotony of tough academic studies. Last but not
least, such performing arts help to keep our culture and tradition alive. For the reasons given above, it is
believed that government funding on such subjects is justified.

on the other hand, those who are opposed to state funding contend that since it is mostly students
themselves who benefit from art education, they should seek aid from other sources such as corporate
funding and their own parents. For instance, like any other professionals musicians, dancers and actors also
earn large sums of money from stage shows and other public performances. They also believe that since
enormous amounts of money is required to fund art education, it would become an unnecessary liability
for government, as it has more important priorities to deal with.
To sum up, funding of performing arts courses, should be done by government, as these courses keep our

culture and tradition alive, complement academic study, bring out hidden talent and break the ennui of
tough academic studies.
PTAN FOTIOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Why government funding
Poro 2: More reosons for government funding
Poro j: Opponents view
Conclusion
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133. Nowodcrys, people gel informolion ihrough news ond pdpers, but
meonwhile ore uncertoin oboul the trulh of lhese news. Should we
believe lhe journolists? Whot quolifies should o good journolisl or
conespondent have?
News and newspapers are an indispensable part of our everyday life, because they keep us connected with

the outside world. This essay shall discuss whether or not we should believe the journalists, and also
explain the characteristics of a good journalist.

We have to believe the journalists because they are our only source of information. But, we should take it
all with a pinch of salt. Sometimes they may spread ill-founded news just to sell their papers. On the whole,
they are doing great service to us. They are a link between the government and the people. They shape our
opinions. They make us feel part of this global village by keeping us in touch with it, and at times they even
provide justice. For example, in the Jessica murder case, it was because of the efforts of these journalists
that a politician's son got punishment and Jessica's family got justice.
A good journalist should have many qualities. First of all, he should promote the

truth, and not rumours of
ill-founded news. Only authenticated news should be given. Secondly, he should be unbiased and not
favour any group or political party. He should not hurt the sentiments of any particular community. This is
very important in a pluralistic (multicultural and multi-religious) society like lndia. He should also have
excellent communication skills.
Furthermore, a good journalist should be versatile - he has to cover varied fields such as sports, business,
entertainment and politics. He should always be on his toes, because you never know when the sky is going
to fall. Finally, he should be bold and brave because he has to handle tough situations. For instance, during
the 26th November terrorist attack at Mumbai, it was these journalists who brought us the first-hand
news.

Summing up, we have to believe the journalists because they bring us the latest news, and a good
journalist should be a multifaceted personality.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: This essoy shall discuss whether or not we should believe the journolists and olso exploin the
charocteristics of o good journolist
Poro 7: Why we should believe the journolists
Poro 2: Quolities oJ o good journolist
Poro 3: More qualities
Conclusion:
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I34. Some peopre lhink thot lhe omounl of no,se peopre rnoke hos fo be

conlrolled striclly. ofhers, however, soy thol people ore free lo moke os
much noise os lhey wish. Discuss bofh yiews ond give yovr own
opinion,

Noise pollution is a matter of great concern nowadays. Knowingly or unknowingly, every one of us
contributes to noise pollution, because most of our dEy-to-day activities generate some noise. Some
people are of the opinion that there should be some restriction on the level of noise from human
activities.
Others do not believe in such regulations. This essay intends to discuss both perspectives. l, however, side
with the former view,
The most important argument in favour of noise control is that loud noise may adversely affect people in
many ways. Noise above a certain level can cause hearing loss. Occupational noise exposure, is the most
common cause of Noise-lnduced Hearing Loss (NIHL). For example, repeated exposure to noise pollution at
a construction site can cause NIHL to construction workers, an effect that cannot be reversed.

Furthermore, there are the emotional or psychological effects such as irritability, anxiety and stress. Lack of
concentration and mental fatigue are significant health effects of noise. lt has been observed that the
performance of school children is poor in comprehension tasks when schools are situated in busy areas of a
city and suffer from noise pollution disturbance. Therefore it is imperative that some check should be there
on noise production.
There are some people who oppose such laws against noise generation. They assert that some amount of

noise is inevitable. The sources may be domestic, natural, commercial or industrial. People believe that
making noise at times is their basic right to express their emotions. They want to cheer and shout for their
favourite team and dance to the beat of loud music when happy. They take any regulation on noise, as
infringement of their basic rights.
To sum up, suitable action has to be taken to attenuate the noise levels and control noise pollution. lt
high time we all realize that noise pollution is a slow poison.
PIAN FOLIOWED

lntro: Discuss essoy intro
Paro 1: Why it should be controlled
Poro 2: Why it should be controlled
Poro 3: Why some people soy it should not be controlled
Conclusion:
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135. Heollh experls believe thol wolking is o good exercise for heollh.
However, peop,e ore wolking less nowodoys. Why is this hoppening?
How con people be encouroged lo wolk more?
Regular physical exercise is a vital part of maintaining our health and wellbeing. Yet, we are walking much
lesser per day than our parents and grandparents used to do. This essay intends to look into the causes
behind this phenomenon, and suggest some ways to motivate people to walk more.

There are many reasons why people shun walking. Firstly, everyone is very busy nowadays. There are too
many pressures and people have become workaholics. Another reason is that evefihing is spread out. We
live far from the places we need to go. We have to drive to work. We have to drive to the grocery store. We
have to drive our children to school. More time spent driving, means less time spent on other activities,
including walking. On top of that, we don't walk because the car is right there. ln short, we drive because
we no longer have to walk. Finally, most people who want to walk but don't, is because it is not safe to
walk. Modern cities are not built with the pedestrian in mind.
To encourage people to walk, it has to be made safer. People need to feel that walking is a safe, pleasant
and convenient way for short journeys. lf walking feels like a dangerous hassle, no one would like to walk.

Why would somebody choose to walk the half-mile to the shops, if they have to wait at three or four
separate 'red man' lights to cross one road, while their neighbor who took the car gets to cross the same
junction in one go? The onus is on the governments to redesign the cities and have pavements on sides of
the roads for people who wish to walk.
Furthermore, people have to be made aware of the potential health benefits associated with regular
walking. Walking is good for our brain, our fitness, our memory, our longevity, our blood pressure, and our
general health. This can be done through the media such as the TV and the lnternet. Parks can be made
and maintained by the authorities to encourage people to go for morning and evening walks.
To sum up, there are many reasons why people don't walk, but effective measures can be taken to
motivate people to do so.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Why people don't wolk
Pora 2: Steps to encouroge them
Poro j: More steps
Conclusion
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136. Ihe leoders or directors of orgonizofions ore often older peopre. But
some people soy lhol young peop,e con orso be o leoder. Do you
ctgree ot disogree?
When a company has to select someone for an executive position, mostly the senior employees are
considered. Most youngsters are not usually thought of as leaders. However, I believe that in today's
world, the young are better equipped to handle the top managerial posts. Therefore, I agree with the latter
statement, which says that young people can also be leaders.
On the one hand, the senior leaders have practical experience, which is equal to the age of the young
leaders. This experience gives them an edge. They can prove their viewpoint with case studies and practical
examples of their previous professional life. Therefore, the young leaders can't counter their edge in this
area.
On the other hand, the younger lot of today has flair in digital technology, because of which they are fast
learners. They take no time to learn the thin8s, which their seniors have learnt in quite a long time. There is
no doubt that given the right opportunity, they can rise to the occasion. Secondly, because of the lnternet,

the young leaders can reach out farther in the global arena. Here, I would like to cite an example of my
uncle, who had been runninB his business of readymade garments for the last 20 years. His business was
doing fairly well, but has grown exponentially ever since he handed the reins to his son two years ago.
Today, they are the biggest exporters of readymade garments from the whole of Punjab. His son used his
digital network to spread his business.
Secondly, an organization's success today depends on a variety of talents and skills. There are technological
issues, global issues, financial issues, human resource issues, legal issues, and more. Nobody is born with all
such talents. The young are willing learners and dare to bear hardships. They are also not afraid of taking
risks. The older workers, in contrast, like to play it safe. ln the competitive era of today, it is impossible to
survive without the ability of taking calculated risks.

To sum up, I reiterate my opinion saying that it is imperative to assign top-level managerial tasks to
younger people, as they own infinite potential and can benefit the company in the long run.
PIAN FOIIOWED
lntro: Agree
Porol: in lavour of senior leoders
Poro 2: For young leoders
Poro 3: For young leoders
Conclusion : re ite rote opi nion
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137. ln mony counfries, more ond rnore people ore compeling for o
proce to study in universifies. Why does lhis happen? Do you fhink fhis is
o pos,f,ve or negoliYe developmenf?
More high school students than ever are competing for seats in the freshman classes of universities. This
essay shall analyze the reasons for this phenomenon. I believe this is largely a positive occurrence.

it is harder to get into four-year colleges now than ever before seems to be
supply and demand. The number of students graduating from high school is rising steadily each year. For
example, in 1997 there were 2.6 million high school graduates in USA, but today, the number has grown to

The first explanation for why

3.3 million.
Secondly, a university education is increasingly seen as key to economic success in our society, as a result

of which more students are seeking to attend four-year

colleges, including students
represented minority groups whose college participation rate used to be low.

from under-

Another major reason is the marketing efforts made by the universities. Colleges want to attract talented,
and diverse groups of applicants from which to select their freshman class, and they often go to great
lengths to do it. This, coupled with the ease of application process through the lnternet, enables more
students to apply.
This is a positive development because students plan well in advance for getting into the university of their
choice. They focus on doing well in school to get good grades. Secondly, more students going for higher
education can never be a negative development. The universities also make efforts to better their standard

so as to lure the top cream of students. More and more universities are coming up which are hiring the
best faculty. For instance, in my small hometown, Lovely Professional University opened about a decade
ago, and today it has about 30,000 students from across the globe. lt is also true that it is hard for students
to get into colleges because they only want to get into colleges that are hard to get into. As word spreads
about the competition for college admission, students respond by applying to even more colleges to
increase their chances of acceptance. ln doing so, they end up contributing to the very problem they are
trying to solve for themselves.

To sum up, there are many reasons for the increasing competition for university entrance, and
advantageous for students in the long run.
PTAN FOIIOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: 7st reoson
Pdro 2: 2nd reoson
Poro 3: 3rd reoson
Poro 4: why it is o positive development
Conclusion : reite rote opi n ion
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138. lt is more importonl for school children lo leorn locot history than
world history.To whot exfenf do you ogree or disogree?
History is the witness of the times, and acts as a torch for the present and the future. lt is very important to
study history, whether it is local or world history. However, lagree that priority should be given to local
history.
There are profound advantages of teaching local history to the students. The study of local history provides

the student with increased interest in the larger subject of history. This information is relevant to the
students'own surroundings. Once they study their local history they would be even more enthusiastic to
learn the world history and compare it with their own. Therefore, the syllabus of today's schools should
include local history and teach it before going on to teach world history.
Secondly, the knowledge of local history may encourage preservation. As it is, today we are living in a global
village, where social and geographical mobility is more than ever in the past. As people move away, all the

roots, which bind them to their local area, are forgotten. The people tend to tear away the familiar
buildings and the local communities. lf they study local history, they might wish to preserve the local areas.
It would make them aware of their own links to their past.
On the other hand, the study of world history cannot be undermined in today's era of globalization. World

history helps prepare young people for college studies, international experience, and active
participation in civic life. lt helps get them become global citizens, who know and care about the
world issues and problems. World history is a shared knowledge that citizens, whatever their country,
need, to function on our planet in the twenty-first century.

it can be reiterated that the study of history is important in toto, but local history must be
taught before teaching the history of the world.

To sum up,

PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: lmportonce of locol history
Poro 2: More importonce
Poro 3: World history importonce
Conclusion
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139. Holding lnlernotiono, gornes such os the Olympic Gomes is on
exciling evenf. Some people think if hos posifive effecfs while olhers
orgue if is o wosfe of money, Discuss bofh sides ond give yow own
opinion.
People are divided on the issue of hosting Olympic Games. Some individuals opine that it is advantageous
to host such events, where as others believe that this could be detrimental for the host country. This essay
shall look into both arguments. l, however, side with the former view.

There are many advantages that can ensue from hosting such events. To begin with, such events would
mean a lot of international tourists, which in turn would mean a lot of tourist dollars. For example, during
the Olympics many athletes, spectators, officials, sponsors and broadcasters come to the host country and
spend money on hotels and restaurants. What is more, the country also earns by selling tickets and selling
souvenirs. Additionally, many people get employment because of the jobs related to hosting such events.
For instance, there are many new jobs in construction projects of stadia and hotels and also in advertising
related to such events. All this improves the overall economy of the people and the country.
Furthermore, the host country gets recognition in the whole world because of media exposure. lt is also an
opportunity for the host country and its people to know about the culture of other countries. This broadens
the outlook of people and helps to make them true citizens of the global village of today. Last but not least,
the infrastructure of the host country develops at an accelerated pace. For example, when New Delhi
hosted the Commonwealth Games, many flyovers and stadia were built which changed the overall look of
Delhi and noq all these new facilities are being enjoyed by the local people of Delhi.
On the other hand, it is also easy to see why some people are opposed to hosting such events. The main
reason is that the development of that part of the country is at the expense of other parts. This is because
the government of the host country usually allocates resources from other parts of the country to that part.
Another reason why people are against such events is because of the Olympic drain associated with such
events. ln other words, the tourism in the neighbouring area suffers, as all visitors are attracted towards the
host city. Finally, crime is another factor why people don't like such events. When many people get together

at the same place then there are chances of petty crime and the host city needs to hire more police
officers.
Looking at both arguments, it is clear that there are both - advantages as well as disadvantages of hosting
such events, but on the whole the pros far outweigh the cons.

PIAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Discuss essdy
Paro 1: - odvontoges
Pora 2: odvontoge
Paro 3: disodvontoges
Conclusion: pros outweigh cons
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140. Some peopre think lhot the governmenf should inyesf more money
in leoching science lhon olher subjects lo moke progress. Do you
ogree or disogree?
It is irrefutable that scientific knowledge is increasingly important in our technological world and in the
practical world of jobs and careers. Therefore, some individuals opine that government should spend more
resources on imparting science education. Howeve6 ldisagree with this view. lfirmly believe that in a
technological age the study of arts and humanities is probably more important than ever and so these
subjects should be given as much importance as is given to science.
Undoubtedly, the study of science is essential. Science is the study of the world around us - by learning
science we learn all about the world that we live in - how things work, what living things there are, how
things happen, etc. Science helps us to become less gullible - there is a lot of wrong information on the
television, the internet, and in rumors - if we learn the truth by learning science, we won't fall for all those
hoaxes and superstitions.

On the other hand, studying the arts and humanities can help students become better scientists. For
example, recent studies of cognitive development show that studying music at an early age can strengthen
a child's later grasp of science. What is more, understanding philosophical concepts has helped scientists
recognize their scientific research areas more accurately.
Secondly, we all need some spark and beauty in our lives that only the study of arts can bring in. Studying

the creative and intellectual achievement of others helps inspire our own creativity and intellectual
questioning. This is particularly important in an era dominated by science and technology, where we run a
serious risk of becoming automatons.
Finally, we need the study of arts to help us select what is worthwhile and ethical. Technology is valuable as

an efficient means to our important goals. But neither technology, nor the science on which it is founded,
decides which goals are best, or judges the moral value of the means we choose for their attainment.

ln conclusion, I reiterate my opinion that governments should not devote lesser funds to the arts and
humanities. These areas of study augment and enhance learning in science, as well as help to preserve the
richness of our entire human legacy while inspiring us to further it. Moreover, disciplines within the
humanities provide methods and ccntexts for evaluating the morality of our technology and for
determining its proper direction.
PIAN FOTLOWED
lntro: Disagree
Poro 1: odvontoges of studying science
Poro 2: odvontoges of studying orts ond humonities
Poro 3: More odvontoges
Poro 4: More odvontoges
Con cl usion : Re ite rote opi nion
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l4l.

Some people lhink music ploys on importonl role in sociefy. Olhers
lhink il is simply o form of enlerloinmenf. Discuss bolh sides of fhis
orgumenl ond give your own opinion.

Music is a unique language, which is understood by everyone on this planet. lt is the soul of the universe.
There are different views as to the importance of music. Some say it is purely for entertainment. Others
opine that it has many other functions. This essay intends to analyse both perspectives. l, personally, side
with the latter view.
There is no doubt that music is a good source of entertainment. Music helps to cheer everyone up. When
people come home after a hectic days work and they need some entertainment, they play music and it
calms them and they feel relaxed. Music is also played in parties and ceremonies to entertain everyone.
Young people dance to the beat of music and release their pent up energy.
Music also links us to our culture and tradition. The folk songs sung by our great artists like Gurdas Mann
are on everyone's lips. His lyrics contain many things of our culture, which are alive today because of these
folk songs. Otherwise, under the influence of western culture people are forgetting their roots. Moreover,
music is a lucrative profession these days. Our famous singers and musicians like Lata Mangeshkar and
A.R.Rehman have earned millions from music and are famous in the whole world because of their musical
talent.

Another role that music plays is of connecting people. When people go to a musical concert, they are with
those people who share their musical tastes. Together, they feel the emotions that the music evokes. Music
has always been a part of ceremonies because it has the ability to make people feel connected. To add to it,
music improves concentration. Students can concentrate better if light music is played in the background
because it kills the other disturbing noises.
To sum up, music is not just

for entertainment. lt has many roles in society such as connecting people to
each other and to their culture, making them rich and famous and also relaxing them. Music is all around
us. Right from the first lullaby that the mother sings to the cradle, to the dirge of the funeral pyre, music
accompanies evefihing of life.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: I sholl put forth both sides of the orgument
Paro 7: How music entertoins us
Poro 2: Music olso link us to our culture ond trodition
Poro 3: Another role thot music ploys is of connecting people. Music improves concentrotion.
Conclusion:
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142. Leisure is o growing industry, bul people no tonger enteiloin
lhemselves os rnuch os lhey used lo becouse lhe use of modern
technology hos mode fhem less creolive. Do you ctgree or diso gree?
I disagree with the statement that people do not entertain themselves as much as they used

to because of
modern technology. I believe that modern technology has not made people less artistic. ln fact it has
changed the definition of leisure and the lifestyle of people, and has also given people more options for
creativity.
Modern technology has changed our definition of leisure. Earlier, leisure meant going out and meeting
people, playing outdoor games, going to cinema to watch movies and so on. However, today, leisure time is
full of choices. We have so many things to do within the four walls of our house. We can watch countless
programs on national and internataonal channels; we can play online games; we can chat with friends
and
relatives in any corner of the world; we can do arm-chair tourism by which we can visit any historical place
or museum sitting in our arm-chair. That is why perhaps it looks as if we people do not entertain ourselves
as much as we used to in yesteryears.

Another reason why people don't entertain as much as before, is also not because of technology.
Technology has, in fact, given us more time to enjoy but we can't strike a balance between work and
leisure. We have become workaholics. Life in the past was simpler. People worked for basic needs. Now
work is not just a way of life. lt is for personal fulfillment. We set goals for ourselves such as a house or a
car. We choose this way of life. Now we have improved standard of living but this has come at a very high
cost.
Finally, I would like to state that the given statement is flawed, because nowadays people specially take out

time to entertain themselves. This can be evident from the mushroom growth of leisure centres such as
hotels, restaurants, fun parks and spas. Tourist places are full of people, and train and air reservations have
to be done well in advance.
To sum up, technology has not made us less creative. We entertain ourselves more than earlier times but
the ways of entertainment are different and technology has given us more choices than before.
PTAN FOLI-OWED

lntro: Disogree.
Paro 7: How modern technology hos chonged our definition of leisure.
Poro 2: Another reoson why people don't entertoin os much os before is olso not becouse of technology.
Poro 3: the given stotement is flowed becouse nowodoys people speciolly toke out time to entertain
themselves.
Conclusion:
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143. A recent newspoper orlicle rcpoied thot o 14 yeor-old boy who
seriousry desfroyed his school got the punishrnenl fo cleon fhe sfreefs,
insfeod of being senf fo prison. Do you lhink fhis is right, ot do You think
lhol such cfiminols shou,d be senf to prison?
Juvenile delinquency is a problem with a difference; not only does it need to be handled urgently but also
delicately. There are two questions that need to be answered while tackling the problem - should juveniles
be treated differently compared to adults and secondly, should the severity of the crime be considered
while making this decision. I believe that such criminals should be treated differently, but only if the crime is
not heinous in nature.

There are many reasons behind not sending juvenile offenders to prisons like adults. One main reason is
that at such young ages, children and teenagers do not know any better. They are not psychologically
developed to register the import of their actions. Age, not only brings physical development, but also
mental maturity. Therefore, treating them similar to adults would not be fair.
Secondly, juvenile delinquency is a phenomenon of dysfunctional families. Most delinquents have unhappy

home lives and feel discontented with their lives' circumstances. They indulge in delinquency to 8et their
parents attention or attention at school. They need love and affection, and jails and prisons are the last
places where they can find the love they need. What is required is treating the causes for such behavior, like
talking to family members.

from 10-18 are the career building ages. Punishing individuals at such ages would make
them lose precious years of their life and leave little scope for them to rebuild them. This would destroy
their chances at good jobs in the future and also make it impossible for them to become fruitful members
of the society. The only future path left open to them would be becoming criminals and carrying on with
Finally, these ages

such activities.
However, if the crime is very severe, age cannot become an excuse to avoid punishment. lf we treat crimes
like rape, murder lightly just because of young age, we are doing a disservice to the society.

future of a country and adolescence requires enough light to see the steps directly
in front. lmprisonment is not the light but a permanent darkness, which destroys all chances of re-entry
into society. We have to treat juveniles differently but not for brutal and heinous crimes.

To sum up, youth are the

PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: First reoson for not sending them to prisons
Para 3: Third reoson
Poro 2: Second reoson
Poro 4: Exceptions
Co n cl usi on : Re ite rote opi n ion
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144. Allhough nowodoys peopre orc reoding news fhrough tnlernel,
newspopers slill remoin of volue. Do you ogree or diso gree?
Much has changed for the news industry since the rise of the lnternet. Howeveq I agree with the given
statement that newspapers are still of great importance. A number of arguments surround my opinion.
The main advantage of the printed newspaper is that it does not require any sophisticated, cumbersome
technical equipment to read. This offers the reader a high level of flexibility. The printed newspaper can
basically be read in any place at any time. For instance, a person may read the paper while commuting to
and from work. He may just have enough time to go through the headlines in the morning, and then he
may go through the news, which interests him later on. Secondly, the reader can absorb the information
offered at his own pace. What is more, the level of importance of each news story is made more obvious by
use of different sized headline fonts.
Furthermore, local information such as local news, listing of movies and entertainment in the local area,
news of local sporting events and other events in the local area are best assessed through the printed
newspaper. Readers will always want to know about things closest to home, and no news organization is
better equipped or staffed to supply this information than a newspaper. To add to it, the newspapers also
have coupons and advertisements for stores having sales. Finally, in many parts of the world that day is still
very far when each and every person will have a computer and an lnternet connection.
Undoubtedly, the appetite for news from the lnternet is growing, but it's just one part of a varied diet. The
average person gets news from a variety of sources-some online, some from W or radio and some from
newspapers and magazines. lt is irrefutable that the technical potential of the lnternet greatly surpasses
that of the printed newspapers in a number of ways. Through the lnternet there is the possibility of regular
updates, access to archives, rapid access to a large number of newspapers, and being paperless it is very
eco-friendly. However, I still believe that the printed newspaper is the king of all news media.

Summing up, the online newspaper and the printed newspaper are not mutually exclusive. One can use
both and many people do. Online news has not lead to any decline in the circulation of newspapers.
PIAN FOIIOWED
lntro: I ogree
Poro 7: main advantoge of the printed newspoper
Pora 2: More advontoges
Poro 3: Advontoges of the lnternet but still newspaper is the king
Conclusion:
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145. Mony peopre believe thol heolthy eoling ond the imporlonce of
heollhy food should be lought in schools. Olhers soy lhol porenfs
should feoch fheir kids oboul heolthy food ond dieL Discuss bolh views,
ond give your opinion wilh relevonl exomples.
The importance of a healthy diet has grown ever since we have stepped into a sedentary lifestyle, topped
up with a mushroom growth of affordable fast-food outlets. Some people opine that parents should apprise
children about a healthy diet, whereas others say that it should be on the teachers to teach students about
healthy eating. This essay intends to analyse both perspectives. I believe that in today's scenario, both
teacheB and parents have to share this task pro-actively.

It is easy to see why teaching children about healthy eating should be parents job. Parents are the people
children look upon as role models. Children imitate their parents almost immediately, smiling when they
smile, repeating what they say and imitatin8 thelr mannerisms. Eating is no different, and the way parents
talk about food, cook meals and eat are the most important influence of developing healthy eating habits in
a child. As role models, parents need to make sure they're demonstrating a healthy attitude toward food, so
that their children do the same. Researches have shown that children who ate with their families had
healthier overall diets than those who did not. As a result, these kids also tended to have a lower
prevalence of obesity.

On the other hand, some people contend that teachers are in a better position than parents to act as
oositive role models for students, as far as healthy eating is concerned. Students watch what the teacher
says and does, very carefully. A teacher who makes healthy choices - including healthy eating and regular
physical activity - can have a good influence on the health of students. Students spend only about 6-8
hours in a school every day, but that time is the most impressionable time. Moreover, some parents
themselves are not much aware of healthy eating. Teachers can in fact teach them too through their
ch ild ren.
I believe, neither teachers nor parents can shrug their shoulders and say it is not their job to teach children
about healthy eating. lt has to be a combined effort to ward off the menace of childhood obesity. Obesity is
the root of several other diseases, which can afflict children. lf both parents and teachers accept this
responsibility and strive to be good role models for children, the whole community would be benefited.
To sum up, talking about wholesome diet to children is very essential in today's times and both teachers
and parents must do it together to leave an imprint on the minds of children.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: Porents role
Poro 2: Teochers role
Pora 3: My opinion

Conclusion:
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146. More ond more peopre ore using the lnlernel to do lheir fosks rolher
ihon doing in person. (e.9. bonking, shopping, hotel booking etc. ). Do
the odvontoges of lhis trend oulweigh fhe disodvontoges?
It is impossible today to imagine a world without the lnternet. lt enables us to do things that only a few
years ago would have been unthinkable, and reaches every facet of our lives. As a result, daily tasks and
business transactions can be performed without meeting other people, in person. This practice certainly
has more positive effects on the individual and the society as a whole.
The availability and application of modern devices and tools of communications like Fax machines,
telephone, interactive ry and computer have brought tremendous convenience and efficiency to both life
and work. Thank to telecommunications, undoubtedly, e-shopping and e-banking have made life more
convenient than ever before. People can stay home comfortably, looking on the lnternet where a yast sea
of
information is available tofind what they need. They log on to the relevant websites and look for detailed
information on the products and services that they are interested in. They read the descriptions, examine
the pictures, and check the prices. Eventually, they make a decision and send an e-mail to order and pay for
it 5y e-banking. All can be done at home, without scanning newspaper advertisements, reading reference
print materials, going around downtown as they had to do before. As a result, they have more time to take
part in social activities, pursue hobbies and interests and communicate with families, which are all
indispensable parts of quality life.

The trend of doing business by telecommunications equally benefits the whole society because business
can be done more efficiently and effectively at a much lower cost. An extra benefit is that more natural
resources can be saved. Moreover, small businesses have almost the same opportunities to advertise and
promote their products and services on line to compete with those large ones, which makes the whole
society fairer.
On the downside, there is an increasing concern about the loss of direct human contact as a resuh of which
there is impoverishment of people's emotional lives, as well as the loss of social cohesion. Moreover, the

privacy of the individual can suffer. So, proper steps have
cybercrime and cyber terrorism.

to be taken to protect the public against

To sum up, performing everyday tasks and business transactions by means of telecommunications benefits

the individual and the society enormously. There

is

simply no going back.

PTAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Advontoges ore more
Poro 7: Advontoges
Poro 2: Advontoges
Poro 3: disodvontoges
Conclusion:
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117- Prfriott b lfie common woY in mosf counfries fo solve lhe problem of
crirne. However. o rnore effeclive solulion is to provide peop,e o belfer
edrrcolbn. Agree or disogree.
Tlae are nrany different opinions on the best way to reduce crime. The traditional solution is to punish the
criniEb by punirg them in prison. Some hold the view that education and job training are the long-term
solutixrs to cut crirne. ln my opinion, prison is the only answer in a few situations, but in most cases
edEtirn, rctbnal rraining and rehabilitation are better.

nison b the only arrs*er in case of criminals who are a risk to the society, such as murderers. They cannot
be ,nade to mix with society. Some people also say that people would not be afraid of doing crime if fear of
ilgisorrsrt b rpt there. But I still feel that in majority of cases, we can do without prisons'

t-adtirnal priroos, people learn a lot about crime and so when they leave prison they will commit even
rue sime. In other words, prisons act as universities of crime. So petty offenders like shop-lifters and
Ff-poctets shouH be given some vocational training and education. lt is a well known fact that the basic
ln

caues of crime are porerty, illiteracy and unemployment. So, if we provide education and job training then
xx|U be renwirg the causes of crime. lf criminals are rehabilitated by some form of employment.
then they wouH certainly not re-offend.

E

FlrdErntorc, the prisons are expensive to maintain. The government can spend that money on other
-mofiam matters such as education and healthcare. This would ease some burden from the government's
CFdders. The petty and minor criminals can also be employed in some community service projects after
fovifrE edtcatbn and vocational training.

Srrunirg up, *e should hate the crime and not the criminal. To fight crime we should focus on the causes
of crirrE E&Etbn and iob training help to rehabilitate the criminals. So, people who commit less serious
crirs shouH mt be sent to prison. Focus should be on reforming them.

PI.IXRIIT'WE'

huaNt*rfiygg/tE
fuo 7: E x4rnetuE t*rce

ilrl

t

c'imes

for which

prison is the only onswer

-

Society needs to

be protected from

fuo ZWrtyprilur

fuo *

b mt the onswer *',irufurfutg prilptrs b o burden on the govt.

d,shxr:
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ln sorne cifies, lhe governmenl hos fried lo reduce fioitrrc- Fd
insfonce, lhey imposed o congestion lox dufing rush hous. Do yon

148.

thinkthis developmenl is posifive or negotive?
The transportation system of any nation is an indicator of its progress. With the increaftg nurter of
vehicles on the roads, the traffic problems have also increased. ln certain cities, these trafEc<ebed
problems, like congestion, are addressed by implementing taxes and other traffic ruhs suicdy. ! d*nk sldr
taxes have more benefits than disadvantages.
The first major advantage of imposing traffic rules and taxes is that more and morc peoph are dEorr-d3Ed
form using their private vehicles. lt has been noticed in cities where the road taxes are htsh, md
people prefer using the public transport, thus leading to less congestion on the roeds- For ennde,
London, when the congestion tax was implemented, it reduced the traffic in the cent?l parts of dE city bI
atd
around 15%. People start looking at other options of transport, like car pooling, walhry slnrt

ddE
h

using the public transport more often. The added advantage is the reduced pollutirn,

dotrc
trhii h6 abo

become the need of the hour.

Moreover, the government can use the money collected from such taxes and use it fior improvig the
public transport infrastructure. Government can invest in building new transport systeflE fte ttle relrc
and the subways, building more freeways, widening the existing roads, etc. For irstance, h lleu DeH,
many people now prefer to travel by Metros rather than their private vehicles because of tte confrrE ard
the quality. The government has constantly maintained and improved the quality d thb sVgn (rer the
years and more and more routes have been added. This has been a major factor in redrrirg the use d
private vehicles.
Some people argue that there are already very high charges for buying a pri\rate whkle, finig frun
getting it registered, paying road taxes and then further maintenance, when needed- IlEy fieel ftet qrdr
rules are inequitable and are not the answer to the congestion issues. Yet, we pay fior aI the ds
resources, like water, electricity, etc. according to their use. So, I believe that even fior traffic dse CE ld
be use-based charges, as it is also a service.
To sum up, the pros of implementing more road and traffic related taxes are definitely
These benefit both the individuals and the nation.

npre than the

PTAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Pros more thon cons

Poro 7: Advontoges of such toxes
Paro 2: More odvontages
Poro 3: The other view with refutotion
Conclusion:
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149. ln sorne cifies, there ctre few conlrors on lhe design, conshuclion of
homes, ofrice buildings, ond lhe owners con decide on fhe sfyres of
lheir houses. Do fhe odvonloges of lhis ouhtreigh its drowbocks?
ln some parts of the world, there are no regulations and rules to be followed for building design and construction.
Although the supporters of this freedom have their arguments to justify it, I believe that there are more
disadvantages of there being no laws and rules for building design and construction, than its merits.
To begin with, having no control on the design of offices and homes may lead to compromising the safety of the
residents of the respective building. For example, if there are no fire safety regulations followed in a building, it may
lead to destruction of property and loss of lives in case of a fire. Also, some regions are prone to natural calamities
like earthquakes, floods, etc. ln such regions, the buildings need to be designed keeping in mind these situations, so
that the loss of life and property is minimized.
To add to it, the design of residential buildings, offices, educational facilities, hospitals etc. should be made keeping in
mind the special needs of the disabled people. This can be regulated if there are rules made by the government,
making it compulsory for all such buildings to have proper ramps, lifts etc. to cater to the needs of the old people and
those with some disabilities or those who are handicapped.

Furthermore, if there is only a certain type of design allowed for buildings, it leads to a better-planned city. There
would be no encroachments onto another person's property or on public property. Proper utilization of space can be
done and also it gives a more aesthetic appeal to the city. For example, in Chandigarh there are limitations to the
height of buildings and there are no random constructions allowed. Areas for constructing offices and other
businesses have also been segregated. Proper approval is required before any new building is to be constructed. This
has helped make the city more beautiful and appealing for the visitors.

Another very important reason for having design restrictions is that it may affect the neighbouring houses. Everyone
has a right to solar access and proper ventilation. The new constructors may obstruct the light and air of the older
houses, which may lead to bitterness among societies. For example, in Punjab, the PUDA (Puniab Urban Design
.Association) has made it mandatory to leave a certain amount of space in the front and back of each house. So, such
rules are in the interest of everyone.
Some people argue that it restricts the creativity of the architects if they have to conform to the rules of the design. lt
hinders the creativity and stops them from creating beautiful and unique buildings. There are many famous buildings
all over the world that are known because of their unique design. For instance, the Marina Bay Sands hotel in
Singapore, the Opera house in Sydney, the Guggenheim museum, etc., which have become great tourist attractions
because of the building design. They have given an identity to the cities they are in.
To summarize, it is true that there are a few benefits of giving people independence to design their homes and other
buildings, but the drawbacks are much more. Normal residential areas should conform to certain rules and
regulations. Unique buildings should need special approval, and should not be many in number. Normal residential
areas should conform to certain rules and regulations.

Plan followed

lntro: Disodvontoges ore more
Poro 7-4:
Conclusion:

Disodvontoges

Poro 5: Advontoges
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I50. some peopre lhink thol schoors should feoch sfudenfs occording to
lheir ocodemic obilities, whire olhers believe lhot it is befler to hove
sfudenfs wilh different obilifies study together. Discuss both views ond
give your own opinion.

It is a matter of intense debate whether children should be segregated according to their intelligence
level in
schools. lt is obvious that all children are not of the same intellect, and sometimes it becomes
difficult for
educators to teach them in the same class. Therefore, some people feel that there should be
separate teaching
for intelliSent students and weak students. However, others believe that it would be better to teach
all children
together. This essay intends to analyse both perspectives before forming an opinion.
There are many arguments in favour of teaching intelligent students and weak students in separate
sections. The
intelligent students can be taught at their pace and the sessions can be made more interesting for
them, and the
same thing applies to the weak students. Thus, both the categories of students would enjoy learning.
Moreove'

different teaching tactics can be adopted in each group to give students the maximum benefits. ln
a mixed
group, many times weak students cannot cope up with the pace of studies and so
come under high pressure and
get de-motivated. when they are separated, teachers can handle them tactfully and
bring them back their lost
confidence.
Furthermore, it has been seen that sometimes the more intelligent students show disruptive
behaviour. They
can grasp things very soon and then can be disturbing elements in the class. lt can become very
difficult for the
teacher to maintain discipline in the classroom.

on the other hand, weak students would automatically develop an inferiority complex if they were made to
realise that they are weak in studies, by separating them. ln addition to that, the other group might
not treat
them well, which can have a direct effect on their psyche. on the contrary when the students study in
a mixed

group, a sense of competition develops and weak students are motivated to study. Even intelligent
students can
help weak students in studies and the bond can be strengthened. This way, even weak studenis would
not feel
belittled.

ln my opinion, children should not be separated, as only

academic abilities are not enough to judge the
intelligence of the students. I would rather suggest what I had in my school, and that is extra coaching
to weak
students lt serves the purpose best as teachers save their time and energy and yet maintain the effectiveness.
To sum up, although there are merits
better to teach them in a mixed class.

of both approaches to teach students of different abilities, it would be

PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro:

Discuss essoy

intro

Poro 1: Benefits of teoching intelligent ond weok students seporotely.
Pora 2: More benefits
Poro j: Disodvontoges of teoching seporotely ond odvontoges of teoching together.
Poro 4: Own opinion
Conclusion: Children of oll obilities should be tought together.
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Humon ocfivilies hove negolive effects on plonl dnd 6,nimol species.

some peopte think if is foo lole fo do onything obout fhis problem.
Ofhers believe lhol effeclive rneosures con be loken lo improve fhis
s,'tuotion. Discuss bofh views ond give our opinion'

species on
Human activities, such as deforestation and urbanization, have narrowed the space for other
and
so we can
is
irreversible
the Earth or even threatened their existence. Some believe that the damaSe
situation' This
do nothing, whereas others persist in carrying out effective measures to alleviate the current
view'
latter
essay intends to examine both perspectives. However, I personally side with the
Andean toad
Throughout history, there are many examples, which support the pessimistic view. The south
They even point
became extinct in 1968, and the sri Lanka legume tree died out completely in the 1980s.
good
out that even if we bring them back, there is no room for them to survive today. The dinosaurs are a
get the
example in this context. lf, by some miracle, we are able to bring them back, from where do we
species,
the
weak
space for them to move about and proliferate? Finally, they claim that it is futile to save
unless these species themselves are able to continue their life'

for doom' Firstly,
On the other hand, we cannot leave things like that to go on, otherwise we are heading
should be
overexploitation of natural resources should be reduced. Hunting and smuggling of wild animals
banned. Overgrazing and over cultivation should be stopped so that we can have a sustainable
were none
development. Afforestation should be encouraged, which means planting trees where there
'each
before. Just imagine, in a country like lndia with a population of 120 crores, if we adopt the motto of
one plant one', then the results would be stupendous.
prove that if we
There are many examples of successful steps taken by the government and the NGOS to
verge of
try, we can achieve. For instance, the'Royal Bengal Tiger" our national animal, was once on the
up their
extinction, but with the efforts of our government and some NGOS we have succeeded in bringing
the
through
advertised
numbers. people also donated a lot for the 'Save the tiger' project, which was
media. Many other steps, such as using pre-fabricated materials for doors and windows, has reduced the
cutting of trees for wood.
plant species, it is still not
To sum up, although human activities have done a lot of harm to the animal and
late to make a beginning. Although we cannot reverse the damage, we can stop a lot of further damage,
which is otherwise imminent.
PLAN FOI.TOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: First perspective - why it is too lote
Poro 2: Second perspective - we con still do o lot
Poro 3: Exomples of whot hos been done
Conclusion: There is stilltime ond it is never too lote to begin
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152. More ond more peopre ore using cornputers ond olhe-r. eleclronic
deyices lo occess informotion. So. printing of books, mogozines ond
newspopers should nol be done. Do you ogtee or disogree with this?
It is irrefutable that technology has become a part of many aspects of life, including the information
available through e-books, e-magazines and online newspapers. However, I disagree with the view that
there is no need to print book, magazines and newspapers because of these e-reading materials. There
are many arguments that surround my opinion, which I shall discuss in the forthcoming paragraphs.
The first and foremost reason for continuing to print magazines and books is that there are still many
people all over the world, who either do not have access to such technology, or who are not comfortable
with the use of computers and other such electronic devices. This populace depends on printed
information, rather than on the electronic form of that information. For example, newspapers are still the
most popular and the most affordable source of information among the masses in lndia. There are many
parts of lndia where there is no access to technology. ln such remote areas, books are still the best source
of information.
ln addition, all the information available on the lnternet may not be reliable, as there are a lot of fake news
and articles posted online. Everyone who has access to this resource can post anything online and
sometimes the information posted is discrepant. So, at times it becomes impossible to rely solely on the

lnternet and we need to turn to the printed material. The printed material is always authenticated and
published after careful consideration of faas and is reviewed several times. So, information that is printed
is always more reliable and authentic than the information available online.
The opponents of this view say that there are more benefits of the electronic medium, as it leads to an
ease of storage, is more portable and is cheaper and more environmentally friendly than the printed form.
There is no denying the fact that in this progressive era of technology, the popularity of printed material
has been affected. However, it can never be completely done away with. The charm of holding a
newspaper and the aroma of the printed book can never be replaced by reading something on the screen
of a computer or a smart phone.
To summarize, it can be reiterated that the electronic information can never completely eradicate the need

and the use of printed material, like book and periodicals. They will still remain an integral part of our
education system, and for the news.
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Disogree
Paro 7: lmportonce of troditionol reoding moteriols
Poro 2: More importonce
Pora 3: Opponents' views with refutotion
Conclusion
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153. Some peopre believe goYernmenfs should spend moneY on building
troin ond subway lines fo reduce lroffic congeslion. Ofhers think lhot
buitding more ond wider roods ore lhe befler woy lo reduce lroffic
congesfion. Discuss bolh views ond give your opinion.
It is indubitable that traffic congestion is a growing anxiety in many parts of the world. ln order to mitigate
this problem, some suggest that roads should be fabricated. Others, however, believe that public
transportation, such as trains and subway lines should be constructed. Both of these methods will be
analysed below. l, personally side with the latter view.
On the one hand, expanding the road network could naturally ease traffic jams. Obviously, more and more
private vehicles would be accommodated and commute time would reduce. This strategy would also be

good from the economic perspective. The cost of road construction would be much lower than that of
subway lines. The money thus saved can be used for other key sectors, such as healthcare and education.
On the other hand, construction of mega rail systems is a more effective method to improve traffic
condition. There are compelling evidences to support the investment in such public transportation. ln
countries where subway systems have been made up to standard, the number of private vehicles has come
down. Trains can carry a much larger number of passengers than any other form of transport. Additionally,
city dwellers can save time and also money on traveling expenses. For instance, in New Delhi, many people
now prefer to travel by Metros rather than their private vehicles because of the comfort and the quality.
I personally believe that in places where the budget of the governments is constrained, a combination of
both approaches is needed. For example, in lndia, the road networks are being expanded in almost all
places, but subway lines are also being added slowly and steadily in many cities. ln the foreseeable future,
the expanded road networks are also going to prove inadequate, and so subway lines would remain the
only solution.
To conclude, both methods discussed above can provide relief on our traffic congestion. However,
opinion that the method to build trains and subways, makes more sense in the long run.

it

is my

PLAN FOTLOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy

Poro 7: Advontoges of rood network
Poro 2: Advontoges of subwoys ond troin network
Poro 3: Own view
Conclusion:
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154. ln mcrny counhies, women are ollowed lo foke molernity leoye
during lhe firsl monlh ofler lhe birth ol lhe new born. Do you think the
odvonloges of moternily leove outweigh the disodvon loges?
I definitely agree that the pros

oprnron

of maternity leave outweigh the cons. A number of arguments support my

First, maternity leave is very advantageous for the newborns. We all know that the future
of the world
rests largely in the hands of the generation we are rearing. once a child is born, it becomes
national
property' Mothers are the front line childcare providers and therefore, if they are given
maternity leave,
they can do their job better. ln most lndian homes the mother's salary is necessarylo ,rpport
the family.
So, if the mother does not get a paid maternity leave, then she has to go back to job earlier
and this affects
the childcare. Nurseries fail to provide the one-to-one interaction children need.
Secondly, maternity leave is beneficial for the mother herself. lt is an undeniable fact that a woman
has to
go through a very stressful time physically, emotionally, and financially, during pregnancy.
Therefore, if
women are allowed maternity leave, they can look after their health.

Another important advantage of the maternity leave is that, the job is secure. Where maternity leave is not
allowed, the woman has to leave her job, and the vacancy may get filled when it is time for her to get
back
to work. The fear of losing the job altogether makes many women apprehensive and so they get back to
work at the cost of their health and their child,s health.
There are a few disadvantages of the maternity leave. A long maternity leave may be an obstacle
for career
progression. Secondly, in cases of unpaid maternity leave, there may be financial strain
on the households.

To sum up, I reiterate my opinion saying that the disadvantages of maternity leave are negligible as
compared to the advantages. That is why some countries have taken a step forward and allowed maternity
leave to women after child-birth.
PLAN FOLIOWEO

lntro: Agree

child

Poro 1: Advontoges to the
Poro 2: Advontoges to womon
Poro 3: Job is secure
Poro 4: Disadvontage

i

heaelf

Conclusion: I reiterote my opinion soying thot the disodvantoges
compored to the odvontoges

of moternity leove ore negligible
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155. More ond more children from weolthy counlries ctre doing unpoid
wotk in poor counhies, such os teoching, building houses efcetero.
Why ore lhey doing lhis? Who gefs more benefil, lhe communily or lhe
Young people?
ln the last few years, volunteei tourism has become very popular among the youth from the developed
countries. They travel to the developing and under-developed nations to contribute towards the
development of the infrastructure or to educate and aware people. There are many reasons, which have
led to this tendency, and in my opinion, both the youth and the communities they are serving, benefit from
it equally.
There are several factors, which have led to the popularity of the volunteer work in the underprivileged
sections of some nations. The main reason is the spread of awareness and information by the digital and
other forms of media, which connects us to the events all over the world. There is news about natural
calamities and other emergency situations from all over the world, which makes the youth, want to help
the needy and lend a helping hand to the local authorities. Also, in most developed countries, it is a part of
the education to sensitize the students towards the importance of sharing and helping others, as this helps
them to become better citizens.
This development has benefits for both the youth volunteers and the people they are serving. For the
youth, volunteer work adds to their work experience, and gives them an opportunity to put to work the
skills they have learned at school and college. These days even the employers look for employees who have
a volunteer work experience. So, the youth can get better jobs if they have a good background of some
social work. To add to it. they get more exposure because of the travel to other countries and coming in
contact with people from different cultures and social strata. lt broadens their horizons.
The communities these youth volunteers work in are definitely benefitted, as their standards of living are
improved, with the development of the homes and other infrastructure. ln times of calamities and other

natural disasters, the volunteer workers help rebuild their homes and other facilities. The education
provided to them helps them to gain knowledge and makes their future brighter. lt improves their chances
of getting a better job, which in turn improves their quality of life.
To conclude,

it can be said that the

volunteer work done by the youth is a positive trend, which
advantageous for them, as well as the communities they work with.
PTAN FOLIOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: Reosons
Poro 2: Benefits to young volunteers
Poro 3: Benefits to communities
Conclusion:
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156. Towns ond cilies ore o,llroclive proces. some people suggesf thot the
governmenl should spend money pufting in more works of orl like
paintings ond sfolues fo rnoke lhem beller to live in. Do you crgrce or
disogree?
It has long been an issue of debate whether some part of the national budget should be spent on the
beautification of towns and cities through works of art, like statues and paintings. I believe that it should be
done, and in the following essay I will put forth my arguments in support of my views.
Art has always been an inseparable part of our lives, as it helps us express ourselves and instills happy
feelings in us. Putting up statues or sculptures in open areas, gives an opportunity to people to enjoy it and
acts as a distraction from the monotony of everyday activities. Research has proved that appreciating art
helps people relieve stress. ln addition, during tough times, people need some form of art to release
tension. lt could be through music, dance, painting, etc. Having sculptures, statues or murals in public
places, gives an access to people from all strata's of society to enjoy art and refresh their mind.

Moreover, installing statues in public places is not only a way to commemorate a famous historical figure,
but also is an interesting way for children to learn about the history or the accomplishments of that person.
lndia has a rich culture and history and in most of the towns and cities there are statues of famous persons
or those depicting historical events. For example, in my hometown, there is a statue of Dr. B.R Ambedkar.
Everyone who passes by that statue reads about him and children are fascinated by it and know all about
Dr. Ambedkar.

Another added advantage is that statues become a tourist attraction and people like to visit places, which
have a rich history, art and culture. This helps the local business and thus, helps make the economy of the
place better. For example, the Rock Garden in Chandigarh has modern sculptures made of trash, which
attract a lot of tourists from all over the world.

No doubt, the government should focus more on other more important issues, like

poverty,
unemployment, illiteracy, etc. However, art should also not take a backseat and should be focused on to
make the cities and the country more beautiful and attractive, for the residents and for those who visit.
ln conclusion, I would reiterate that art cannot be separated from our lives and importance should be given
to making a place more appealing, by installing works of art, like sculptures, statues and paintings in public
places.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: Reosons
Poro 2 & 3: More reosons
Paro 4: Opponents view with relutotion
Concl u s ion : Re ite rate op i n io n
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157. Some peopre thinkthe moin purpose of schools is lo lurn the children

inlo good cilizens and workers, rolher lhon to benefit fhem

os

individuols. To whol exfenl do you ogree or disogree with this opinion?
I definitely agree with the statement that the primary aim of schools is to turn the pupils into good
inhabitants and personnel rather than benefit them personally. I feel that schools have to fulfil both things
but the primary aim is towards the welfare of the society, and the benefit to the individual automatically
ensues.
Schooling can do a lot for shaping children. Firstly, school is a system with so many possibilities for a child
to grow into what he or she actually is. For example, teachers are able to mould children by identifying

their hidden strengths, and the same strength may later make the child what he actually is in this world for.
Secondly, since children spend a sizeable amount of their time with teachers and a community of boys and
girls from different faiths, statuses and family values, therefore, there is great possibility for a child to
undergo a transformation into a good human being. Teachers are a great force to influence children.

Of course, learning academic subjects is the main aim for what students go to schools. Definitely, the job
market requires professional knowledge the most. But it is also true that if students become good citizens
and workers, they are themselves equally benefited too.
To conclude, raising children into real human beings involves several factors. Among them, the prominent
one is good schooling. Schools' main function is to make students good and responsible workers and the
personal benefit to students also takes place simultaneously.
PTAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Agree.
Poro 7: Teochers con bring out the hidden strengths of the child by which he can become a good citizen
Poro 2: As children spend quolity time with teochers ond other children they leorn to become good citizens
becouse ol thot influence.
Poro 3: Schools give ocademic educotion, which helps them to get good jobs ond hence they become good
citizens ond workerc.
Conclusion : Reite rote opi nion.
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158. ln recenl yeors fhe fomily hos chonged os well os fomily roles. Why
lhis hoppening ond is fhis siluotion posffive or negolive?

is

Change is the law of nature and with the changing times the family's inner construction, along
with the
positions of its members, has also changed. This essay intends to analyse the reasons
of this trend. I believe
that this situation has advantages as well as disadvantages.
The main factor contributing to this trend is the social change brought about by globalisation. The
exposure
to foreign cultures has changed people's mindset, and has also redefined the role of women in the family.

Women are no longer limited to household chores, and are working shoulder to shoulder with men. The
reins of the households are no longer in the hands of the man, the bread-earner, of the family.
The second major reason for this change in the fabric of the family is the economic condition. Since it is
challenging to maintain a family with many members and to make ends meet, it is more feasible to keep

the size of the family small. Thus, according to a recent study, the nuclear family has risen in popularity in
the last one or two decades.
This modification in the family structure and family roles has brought about many benefits. Firstly, it has
led to an egalitarian society, where gender differences are disappearing, and women can also fulfill their

ambitions. The society has also benefited from a greater labour force.
On the other hand, the bonds between family members are being weakened. Since most parents have to
spend time working, their children are left unattended or sent to childcare centers or boarding schools. The
shrinkage in family size also results in more elders being sent to old-age home instead of staying with their
children and grandchildren.

To sum up, due to the changes in culture and economy, the family structure and responsibilities among
family members have been modified. While this trend positively contributes to gender equality and
strengthens the labour force, it also has many adverse effects on family relationships.
PTAN FOLIOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Reosons
Poro 2: Reosons
Poro 3: Advontoges

Poro 4: Disodvontoges
Conclusion:
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159, ln lhe modern world, if is no longer necessory lo use onirnors for food
or use onimol producfs, for insfonce, clolhing ond medicines. Io whof
exfenf do you ogree or disogree?
Trying to live without exploiting animals for food, clothing or medicine can certainly be done nowadays,
and people in the modern world seem to agree that it is not at alljustified to eat meat, clothe in leather, or
use animals as medical research subjects. Therefore, I agree with the given statement that we can do
without animal products.
To begin with, a vegetarian diet has proven to be a healthy choice. The earlier beliefs that vegetarian diet is
deficient in proteins and other micronutrients, such as vitamins and minerals, have been challenged
successfully. On top of that, a vegetarian diet, is rich in fiber, prevents cancer of the colon, which is the
most prevalent cancers in the West, where people mostly eat non-vegetarian food. Even the vegans, the
very strict vegetarians, who don't even use animal products such as milk and eggs, have not been seen to
be suffering from any malnutrition, So we can safely spare the animals from becoming our source of such

nutrition.
Talking about clothes, today pure leather shoes and garments can be easily replaced by faux leather, which
is just like pure leather and only a true connoisseur can tell the difference. Such products have the added
advantage of being easier on the pocket, as their initial cost is also less and the maintenance cost is also
lesser that that of pure leather products. So, even for clothing, animals can be left alone.

It is true that animals have been used for experimenting new drugs and are also the source of

many
give
medicines, but for that too today we have computer-simulated experiments, which
better results than
those done on animals. Therefore, animals are not needed anymore in this field also. lt is beyond argument

that for this Earth to go the distance, we must respect nature and its elements. We mustn't abuse or
exploit the animal kingdom because preserving those results in long term and ultimate good for mankind.
To sum up, it can be reiterated that it is definitely possible to lead a good life without depending on animal
products, and so we have no right to exploit animals.

PIAN FOILOWED:
lntro: Agree
Poro 7: no need to use them for food
Poro 2: no need to use them for clothes
Poro 3: no need to use them for medicines
Conclusion:
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160. Some peopre lhink heolth core should be free for everyone. Ofhers
think thol peopre should poy for lheir medicol cosfs fhemselves. Discuss
bofh sides ond give your opinion.
Nowadays, health care has become the focus of the people's concern. lt is a highly debated issue as to who
should pay for this service. There are those who argue that the government should pay for it, while others
think individuals should shoulder the costs. This essay intends to analyse both perspectives. Personally, I
think that basic health care should be on the government, but advanced health care should be borne by

the individual.
It is irrefutable that it is the government's responsibility to make basic health care accessible to everyone.
The reason is that a nation's prosperity very much depends on the contribution made by its citizens who
are in good health. After all we all pay taxes and so we are entitled to get something back in return. private
hospitals can be available for those who want and can afford it, but the free government hospitals should
always be there.
On the other hand, individuals should be responsible for their advanced health care. Actually, the advanced

medical and surgical treatments are very expensive. So, instead of depending on government we should
take some health insurance or save in any other way with the tomorrow in mind. lf the government pays
for the advanced health care, then it would be a big burden on its shoulders and many other essential
areas, such as primary education would be ignored.
There are, of course, some sections of society who cannot afford their own healthcare. The government
should have some system of knowing their financial status and provide free healthcare so that nobody dies
for want of treatment.
To sum up, it can be reiterated that basic healthcare should be borne by the government, but advanced
health care should be paid for by the individual from his pocket.
PTAN FOLIOWED:

lntro: I think that basic health care should be on the government, but advanced health care should be
borne by the individual.
Poro 1: Why govt. should spend on basic heolthcore
Poro 2: Why individuols should themselves poy for odvonced heolthcore
Poro 3: How government con help the poorer sections of society for odvonced heolthcore
Conclusion : Re ite rate opi n ion
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Nowodoys, people livein fhe sociely wherc consumer goods ore
cheoper lo buy. Do you think i,ts odyonfoges oulweigh disodvonfoges?

16l

Globalization has ushered in an era of consumerism and we are flooded with choices. Certainly, this
phenomenon has both pros and cons. However, I believe that the disadvantages far outweigh the
advantages. I shall present arguments to support my views in the following paragraphs.
On the positive side, cheap consumer goods means they can be afforded by the majority and this in turn
means mass production, which is something good for the employment sector. This is definitely beneficial
for the overall economy of the country. Furthermore, it reduces the gap between the rich and the poor to

some extent because everyone can afford the things. For example, the market is ftooded with cheap
mobile phones from China, which can be seen in the hands of every Tom, Dick and Harry.
On the downside, cheap consumer goods means there is a compromise with the quality and more often
than not, we bring home things, which become useless after one or two uses. This promotes a use-andthrow culture because the repair is sometimes costlier than the actual cost of the product. These products
also do not carry any guarantee with them. So, in the long run the consumer suffers.

Another big disadvantage of cheap consumer goods is to the environment. There is a lot of rubbish
generated because of excessive consumerism. Unnecessary packaging is also done to make these cheap
goods appealing to the eye. Often, this rubbish is not decomposed and ends up in rivers and waterways.
This is definitely detrimental to the environment.
To conclude, cheap consumer goods do have their advantages but these advantages come at a heavy price
to the consumer and the environment.
PTAN FOTLOWED

lntro: I believe thot the disodvontages for outweigh the ddvontoges
Poro 7: Advontoges
Poro 2: Disodvontoges
Poro 3: Disodvontoge to environment
Conclusion:
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162. Mony counlries consfrucf modern buildings lo give good view of
lowns ond cifies. Some peopre scry thol counhies should moke new
buildings wilh troditionol slyle lo preserve lheir cullure os porf of their
identity. Do you ogtee or disogree.
Architecture plays an astronomical role in our lives. Modern buildings have their own aesthetic appeal,
because of which planners are constructing such buildings. Although traditional buildings give an identity to
a place and preserve the culture, ldisagree that modern buildings should be built in traditional styles. A
number of arguments surround my opinion.
Firstly, in most large cities, land is scarce and consequently it is very valuable. This has led to the
construction of tall buildings, which occupy only a small area of land while providing lots of floor space
where people can live or work. We also have to meet the needs of the growing population for which tall
buildings are the answer. Moreover, there would be no need for deforestation to provide more land.
Secondly, modern materials are more practical. Now we use concrete and steel instead of stone, timber or
brick. Because of these things buildings can be built comparatively quickly using prefabricated materials.

They do not use local materials, such as stone, timber or brick, which used to give character to those
buildings. Finally, changes are taking place in cllmate and energy sources are depleting fast. So we need
energy efficient houses. Modern buildings use double glass front walls and POP (Plaster of paris) ceilings,
which lessen the energy requirements. Moreover, now we need smaller houses as family structure is
changing.

However, I believe that every city should preserve the already existing historic buildings, which give
character and identity to the city. The various forts and palaces in Rajasthan, lndia have been preserved
and are being used to attract tourism. I agree with this kind of initiative taken by the government,
To conclude, it is the need of the day that modern buildings should be built in today's contemporary styles.
However, to give identity to a place one or two historic buildings may be preserved in every city.
PTAN FOTLOWED:

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Lond is scorce - populotion growing -toll modern buildings ore the onswer
Poro 2: Secondly, modern moteriols ore more procticol Finolly, chonges ore toking ploce in climote ond
energy sources ore depleting fost.
Paro 3: importonce ol troditionol buildings, which ore olreody there
Conclusion:
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o lot of time ploying computer gornes

ond ,ess lime on sporls. Why? ls il o posdlve or o

negotive

developmenl?
Today's children are different from the children of previous generations. They are more interested in
playing video games or sitting hours on the play stations than in playing outdoor games. This essay intends
to analyze the reasons of this phenomenon. I believe that this is a negative development.
The main reason why children spend more time on electronic games is that today's children are technology
oriented. No matter how young the child is, he knows evefihing about the features of computer and

mobile phones. To add to it, parents also prefer their children playing indoor games under the airconditioner, instead of going out and getting dirty.
There are definite advantages of playing video games in moderation. But, the problem is that these games
are addicting, and when children play these games for hours at a stretch at the cost of outdoor activities,
the negative effects overshadow the positive ones. The major disadvantage is that these games are
isolating, as these are usually played alone. ln contrast, outdoor games teach children to socialize and
make friends.

Another disadvantage of playing less outdoor games is that the children of today are suffering from
obesity, which in turn leads to many other problems. Children today, lack in the strength and stamina,
which develops by outdoor play. Furthermore researchers have found a new disorder, known as 'Nature
Deficit Disorder', which is seen in children who play indoors. They found out that children who were in
contact with nature, were less stressed out with life. So basically when kids don't play outside in the
natural world, they miss the great benefits that nature provides.
To sum up, there are many reasons why children of the modern world play more video games, and it is
indubitably a negative development.
PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: Reosons
Poro 2: Disodvontoges
Paro 3: More disodvontoges
Conclusion:
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166. Nowodoys lhe foolboll supporrers behoye violenlly. Whal
couse? How we con solye il?

is lhe

Football hooliganism is not a new phenomenon. lt dates back to 14h century England, when this sport was
banned by the king of that time. ln the modern form of football, such violence has also been reported
many times. This essay intends to analyse the causes of this phenomenon, and suggest ways to mitigate
the problem.
The main reason of violence by football supporters is that football is a competitive, physical sport, which is
played by and attracts an audience, which is youthful and aggressive. The supporters of the teams form
gangs, and these gangs want to assert themselves over their rivals. They have strong emotional
ties with
their teams. The Heysel stadium disaster is an example of such hooliganism, in which Liverpool supporters
and Juventis supporters had a fight, because of which a wall collapsed and there were 39 casualties.
Secondly, the influence of alcohol is there on football violence. There were clear evidences that most of
those involved in football hooliganism were drunk. Finally, the media is also considered a culprit in
contributing to football violence. Studies have suggested that the language of war and combat employed
by the media in covering football, incited the young supporters to indulge in violence. For instance, the
Daily Mirror's headlines '?chtung! surrender" before the match between England and Germany in 199G,
was very provocative for the young supporters.

Many solutions have been proposed and tried, which has resulted in a significant decrease in football
hooliganism. Such measures should be implemented more stringently to completely eradicate the menace
of football violence. First of all, sophisticated policing measures should be employed. Spotting and barring
the hooligans to attend further matches would be very helpful. Alcohol consumption during the matches
should be banned. Finally, the media should be wise enough to play its role in such a way that it does not
give air to hooliganism.
To sum up, football violence is a problem, but many effective steps can be taken to address the issue and
prevent further mishaps.

PIAN FOLLOWED
lntro:
Poro 7: reoson
Pora 2: More reosons
Pdro i: Solutions
Conclusion
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167. Some peopre think thot lo be successfur, you need lo gel in o
uniyersity educolion, whereos others soy il is nof frue. Discuss bolh
ideos ond giYe your own opinion.
term. lt is very difficult to define a successful life. All too often we equate a
successful life with material possessions. Yet, there are millions of people out there who lead successful,
fulfilled lives and are not financially sound. They may not be rich in the financial sense, but they are rich in
life and values. Therefore, I partially agree with the statement that university education is not necessary for

Success is a very sub.jective

success in today's time.

Undoubtedly, a university education is essential if you want to have a career in a profession such as law,
engineering, teaching, or medicine. What is more, it opens more doors than you would have if you didn't
get one. A university education is a great platform in learning more and gaining valuable knowledge in the
field we are passionate about. Also, the university is a great place to network for friends and business
associates or partners. So, definitely, in this respect, university education can help you get success.
However, there are other types of people who make it big without going to college. For instance, there are
examples of people who started their own business and took risks to pursue a dream. And, for them, it was
a very profitable decision. Take for example, Michael Dell, the founder and CEO of Dell who dropped out of
college at 19. He first started his computer company in his college dorm room, later using company's
earnings and family loans to expand. Henry Ford never graduated high school, but went on to start one of
the largest automobile manufacturing companies in the world, Ford Motor Company.

Furthermore, in today's scenario, people with some talent, for example, in the entertainment or sports
field can achieve name and fame very soon. The reality shows have made it possible for the girl or boy next
door with some talent to achieve success overnight. Finally, a university education does not generally
enable you to achieve successful relationships with family and friends.

To conclude, it can be said that the attributes needed to become successful in today's world do not
necessarily depend on a university degree. However, in some situations such as professional courses, it is
needed to get success.
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Partiolly ogree
Poro 7: How university education con get success
Poro 2: Exomples of people who got success without college.
Poro 3: success through some tolent
Conclusion:
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168. Mulli-culturol sociefies, in which lhere is o mixlure of differenl elhnic
peoples, bring more beneffls lhon drowbocks fo o country. To whol
exfenf do you ogree or disogree?
ln a multiculturalsociety, people from different religious and ethnic backgrounds live
alongside each other.
Multiculturalism can bring a great deal of richness to a society, but a multicultural society is
not always
plain sailing. However, the advantages of a multicultural society far
outweigh its disadvantages.

on the positive slde, a multi-cultural society can bring a wide variety of benefits to a nation in terms
of
economic, cultural and social development. To begin with, the majority of immigrants from different
cultural backgrounds are high achievers, including experts, scholars, engineers, business people and other
well-trained people' Their arrival means an inflow of expertise, experience, investments as well
as a
dynamic labour force, which are all key factors to the increase of competitiveness, efficiency and
productivity of a nation's economy.
What is more, the new arrivals know very well the importance of respecting the local traditions and
customs. Therefore, they co-operate and collaborate well with the natives. They work very harmoniously
side by side in offices, factories and schools. ln addition, with a rich blend of peoples, cultures and
lifestyles, people in multi-cultural societies tend to be more open-minded and tolerant of other people,s

customs and religions.

On the other hand, multi-societies also have some problems. Sometimes, people from overseas try to
maintain their unique ethnic cultures with their own distinctive cha racteristics. These differences may
seem trivial, but they can cause some conflicts that make it difficult for immigrants to become assimilated
into the mainstream of the local social life. But multi-cultural societies are usually based on equality and
diversity, so these problems can eventually be dealt with successfully.
To sum up, it can be reiterated that the multicultural societies definitely have more plusses, because of
which many countries like Australia and canada are making great efforts to attract more immigrants from
abroad.
PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: ogree
Poro 1: Advontoges ol multiculturol societies
Poro 2: More odvontoges
Poro 3: Disodvontages
Co n cl usi on

:

Re

ite

rote opin ion
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169. ln lhe fulvre, if seems il would be more dilficull lo live on Eorth. Some
people lhink more money should be spenl reseorching on olher plonel
lo live such os Mors. Io whol exlenf do you ogree or disogree?
Global warming is occurring at an unprecedented speed, and if the present trends continue, it will become
increasingly difficult to sustain life on Earth. I agree that it is vital to tackle this problem, but I disagree that

we should waste our resources in finding a new planet to live. lfirmly believe that some other more
practical solutions should be researched upon.

To begin with, there is no doubt that life is not as easy as it was in the past. The main problem is the
growing level of environmental pollution, which has affected life adversely in all parts of the world. The
rising consumption of natural resources such as gas, oil and coal has resulted in an enormous amount of
carbon emissions being released into the atmosphere, which has spoiled the air quality and hastened
climate change. lf things go on like this the future scenario is apparently going to be bleak.
However, spending money on finding another home in space for all people on Earth would not be an
effective measure. First, there is little hope of seeking a planet that has favourable conditions for life. ln
addition, the cost of researching such a planet would be exorbitant. At a time when millions of people are
suffering from poverty, homelessness and illiteracy, it would be worthwhile to spend on the present
problems and leave the future in the bucket list.

I believe that instead of spending on research on space, a much better solution would be to invest in
environmental projects and encourage people to lead a more environmentally friendly lifestyle. For
example, green energy should be harnessed and made more available to replace our dependence on
fossil fuels. People should also opt for public transport rather than driving their vehicles. Such actions can
cut exhaust emissions and slow down the effects of global warming, making the earth a more desirable
place for us a ll.

To conclude, I reiterate that although global warming is making Earth uninhabitable, researching outer
planets for scope of life is not the plausible solution. lt would be more worthwhile to spend those
resources on improving life on Earth.
PTAN FOTLOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Why life on Earth is worsening
Poro 2: Why spending money on other plonets is not the right solution
Poro 3: Whot can be done insteod
Conclusion:
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170. There ore more new lowns being built nowodoys. ll ls more imporlonl
lo include public porks ond sporfs focililies fhon shopping cenlres for
individuols lo spend their hee lime. lo whot extent do you ogree or
disogree?
Building healthy, functional, and productive cities is perhaps the greatest challenge facing humanity today.
A key part of these cities is the public spaces. I disagree with the given statement, which says that parks
and sports facilities are better than shopping centres as public spaces. I firmly believe that shopping
centres are as important as parks and sports facilities, so when designing new towns, all these public
spaces should be given equal importance.
To begin with, public parks if developed as "places" and planned around major public destinations, build
social connection and human happiness - both precious commodities in an increasingly congested urban
landscape. A great urban park is a safety valve for the city, where people living in high density can find
breathing room. Public park are places where all people feel safe to play and relax, and can relieve stress.
Another benefit is that crime rates and gan8 activities go down when more people are out on the street
and know their neighbors. These places also have substantial environmental benefits. Trees reduce air and
water pollution and thus they help to keep cities cooler.

Furthermore, sports facilities need to be designed and constructed so as to be functional as well as
attractive in a way that encourages people to do sports and boost their feeling of wellbeing. Modern
lifestyle is very sedentary, and such public spaces such as stadia and playgrounds would definitely promote
active living and provide important physical, psychological and social health benefits for individuals and the
community.
Visiting a shopping centre is one of most desirable activities of people everywhere in the world. Today, it is
observed that shopping centers are used as public spaces by many urban inhabitants. Shopping centers
have become places where social life is experienced and leisure time is spent through a wide range of
activities offered besides shopping. For example, some shopping malls have skating rinks, where parents
and children can spend good time together and have fun. The elderly come there for sitting and relaxing on
the sofas and couches placed at regular intervals.
To sum up, public parks, sports facilities and shopping centres are all equally important public spaces. They
are different, but have a common role of improving the life of urban residents in their own specific way.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 1: lmportance of porks
Poro 2: lmportonce of sporting facilities
Poro 3: lmportonce of shopping complexes
Conclusion:
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t7t. Some people soy lhol no one shourd do the some iob forever, while
o fhers believe thot doing fhe some job is beneficiol for the individuol,
c ompony ond sociely. Discuss bolh views ond give your opinion-

lt
Job-hopping is a relatively new trend. A few decades ago, it was a term, which was highly frowned upon'
was a norm to stick to one job for life, grab a pension and retire. This essay intends to analyse the merits
and demerits of both aPproaches.
To begin with, there are some strong benefits that can come from a career change. One of the major
benefits of changing careers is that the person can get a ton of experience, and a fresh look on things' The
employers and the company also benefit because such employees can overcome challenges sooner and
better. secondly, the person who has worked in many places, develops a huge network, which is an asset
for employees and employers alike. Finally, by working at various organisations, a person gets
opportunities to figure out which type of employers and company culture suits him/her the best. Then that
person can finally stick to that job for the rest of his/her work life.
job. Firstly, the chances of
On the other hand, there are many reasons why some people like sticking to one

promotion are much more because of longevity of service. Furthermore, they find greater depth of
job is
satisfaction from their working relationships. There is also much better work-life balance if a person's
job hops. They
stable and secure. Employers are also hesitant to hire a person who has a history of many
don,t want to waste resources on training such employees. To add to it, in times of recession, the last hired
is first fired. 50, sticking to one job is advantageous for the employers and employees both.
ln my opinion, very frequent job-hopping is certainly not good. Job-hopping is acceptable if done for the
ri8ht reasons, such as learning new work patterns. lf it is done for money alone, it may prove to be
detrimental in the long run. Job hoppers are usually not liked by employers, because they see them as
directionless and disloyal.
To sum up, an occasional job change is understandable, but hopping from one job to the other every year
or two, is surely not good for the employees and employers both.
Plan followed

lntro:

Discuss essay

Poro 7: Advdntoges of job-hoPPing
Poro 2: Advontoges of sticking to one iob
Paro 3: Own view
Conclusion:
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172. Some businesses find thol lheir new ernproyees lock in bosic
inlerpersonol skills such os lock of obility to work wilh colleogues os o
leom, Whol ore the couses ond suggesl possible sorulions. Also provide
relevonl exompres from your experience.
While recruiting new employees, businesses generally look for the 'hard skills', which are the job-specific
skills, such as a good qualification or degree. Obviously, job-related expertise is essential in any profession,
and in many other careers. But, it has been seen that when these new workers join the workforce, they
sometimes cannot Bet along well with their colleagues. So, the importance of soft skills, which means how
you relate to other people and to work, has come up. This essay shall analyze, why new recruits lack such
soft skills, and suggest ways to mitigate the problem.

The main reason for the new employees being deficient in such soft skills is that when it comes to
recruiting strategies, hiring decisions often focus largely on candidates'technical skills and expertise, with
relatively little attention to soft skills. Actually, unlike hard skills, there are no exams to prove that any
person has these soft skills. Secondly, while major organisations train their employees in these skills, most
firms do not spare the time and effort to do so. Moreover, some senior workers have ego problems and
make it difficult forthe new employees to settle down in the new work atmosphere.
The solutions are not all that difficult. While hiring, employers should give importance to these traits.
lgnoring a person's experiences and skills is not good. Personal skills and life experiences are also as
important as good qualifications while recruiting new employees. There are several methods for assessing
job candidates' personal skills. An interview is one good method. Other ways are group discussions or
luncheons that require candidates to display social skills. Social skills can also be assessed using
standardized questionnaires such as personality tests. Many of these measures are relatively
straightforward to use, fairly inexpensive and can be highly valid.
Companies can develop these skills in their employees in many ways. One way is to organise meetings to
practice public speaking, in an environment where they can feel safe to fail. They should encourage all
employees to share personal successes as well as failures so others can learn from these victories and
shortcomings. The other key way to improve employee's soft skills is leading by example. The employees
will do, what those sitting at the top chairs will do. Soft skills are something you learn by doing, and you
your children don't do what you say, they do what
have to live them to learn them. lt's like parenting
you do. lf you are a good example and live by the culture you want to establish, your workers will follow.

-

Summing up, it is irrefutable that many new employees face the problem of lack of interpersonal skills.
Nonetheless, this can be handled successfully by elaborate interviews and training after recruiting
PLAN FOTLOWED
lntro: This essoy shott delve into the couses of this phenomenon ond suggest some ways

foruard

Poro 7: Reasons for this phenomenon
Poro i: more solutions
Poro 2:
Conclusion:

Solutions
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l7g. tt is more importonl for o buitding lo serye o purpose lhon lo look
beoutiful. Archifecls shouldn'l worry oboul producing
work of (,rl. Do you ogree or disdgree?

o building os o

It is understandable that the utility of buildings is more important than beauty. However, I disagree that
architects should not make efforts about making artistic buildings. I believe that today's architects have the
expertise and the resources to design buildings, which are both - beautiful and useful.
A good building should satisfy the three principles of durability, utility and beauty. lt should stand up
robustly and remain in good condition. lt should be useful and function well for the people using it' lt
should delight people and raise their spirits. A good architect should strive to fulfil each of these three
attributes as much as Possible.
To begin with, the burgeoning population and the scarcity of land today have raised the debate whether
the buildings of today should only be useful and not beautiful. However, the skyscrapers of today are the
answers to both these problems. They accommodate a lot of people in the least amount of space and these
skyscrapers are architectural marvels in terms of beauty'
Secondly, the natural resources are limited and it is the need of the hour to make energy efficient
buildings. For example, using solar panels and other energy saving measures are the need of the day.
Today's architects have been successful in designing aesthetically appealing solar panels, which need less
space. The climate changes that are taking place because of global warming, need buildings that need less
air conditioning and yet remain cool.

it is imperative for architects to understand function, and aesthetics both. lt is a big
to have buildings, which are both useful and beautiful and architects of today have the

To summarise,

responsibility
ca pability, to do so.
PLAN FOIIOWED:

lntro: Disogree.
Poro 7: Whot should o good building have
Poro 2: The modern skyscropers are both - beoutiful ond utilitorion
Poro 3: Need of the hour is to make energy efficient buildings Conclusion: lt is o big responsibility to hove buildings, which ore both useful and beoutiful ond orchitects of
todoy hove the copobility to do so
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174. Certoin peopre believe fhot the only wdy fo reduce crime is
senlencing criminols for longer lime periods, while olhers believe
ollernolive mefhods should be used lo lower crirnes. Discuss bolh views
ond give your opinion.
There are many different opinions on the best way to reduce crime. Some people say that long term prison
is the only way to curb crime, whereas others say that education, vocational training and rehabilitation are
better. This essay intends to analyse both perspectives.
There are many arguments given by those who advocate longer terms in prison to combat crime. They say
that there are criminals who are a risk to the society, such as murderers. They cannot be made to mix with

society. There are also mentally insane people such as serial killers who should be kept away from the
people. lf such criminals are set free soon, they will reoffend and so should be in penitentiaries for longer
terms.
On the other hand, there are many convincing arguments given by those against long

term imprisonment.
Firstly, in traditional prisons, petty criminals learn a lot about crime, and so when they leave prison they
commit even more crime. ln other words prisons act as universities of crime. So petty offenders like
shoplifters and pickpockets should be given some vocational training and education. lt is a well-known fact
that the basic causes of crime are poverty, illiteracy and unemployment. So, if we provide education and
job training, then we would be removing the causes of crime. lf criminals are rehabilitated by some form of
employment, then they would certainly not re-offend.
Furthermore, the prisons are expensive to maintain. The government can spend that money on other
important matters such as education and healthcare. This would ease some burden off the government's
shoulders. The petty and minor criminals can also be employed in some community service projects after
providing education and vocational training.
Summing up, we should hate the crime and not the criminal. To fight crime we should focus on the causes
of crime. Education and job training help to rehabilitate the criminals. Longer terms in prison are not the
answer to fight crime. Focus should be on reforming the criminals.
PTAN FOILOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro
Pord 1: Enumerote those crimes

for which long term prison is the only onswer

Poro 2: Why prison is not the onswer Poro 3: Mointoining prisons, is a burden on the govt.

Conclusion:
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175. tn sorne counfries, uniyersify sludenls live owoy from home ond in
onother city while sludying. Do you lhink the disodvonloges oulweigh
lhe odvontoges of living in onolher cily?
It is a highly debated issue, whether it is better for university students to live far away from home than to
live at home with their parents. There are pros and cons of both approaches. However, I believe that the
advantages overweigh the disadvantages.
There are definite benefits of staying at home. To begin with, it is much more economical to stay at home
than to stay near the university. lf you choose to stay at the university, then you either stay at the
university dormitory or rent your own apartment. Both university options are more expensive as compared
to home. Then, you have to do your own cooking and cleaning, which is not the case if you stay at home
where your mother looks after all these things. You do spend some time commuting to and from the
university, but then you save your time on cooking and cleaning. The disadvantage of staying at home is
that you may be disturbed by siblings, and you may have to help in household chores'
There are many advantages of staying near the university. University education is a time for you to mix
with people of different backgrounds and cultures. This culture exchange usually occurs after class hours' lf
you have to return home then you miss out on this golden opportunity. Secondly, there are good study
facilities such as libraries, computer labs etc., if you are on or near the campus. You also get to experience
some independence. The downside is that it is expensive, and to cut the cost you may have to share your
apartment with someone you don't like.
ln my opinion, it is definitely worthwhile to live at the university than with your parents even if you have to
shell out some extra money for that, because it is a golden opportunity to interact with people of different
parts of the world, and you get to enjoy the benefits of facilities like the library and sports stadiums and
gyms.

To sum up, it can be said that there are benefits and drawback of both approaches, and the decision is
purely subjective. However, in my opinion staying near the university has more benefits than drawback.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Advontoges of living nedr the university ore more
PoraT: odvontoges of staying ot home
Poro 2: disodvontoges of stoying ot home
Poro 3: Own view
Conclusion: decision is purely subiective. Stoying ot university hos more ddvontoges
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176. People's shopping hobifs depend more on lhe oge group they
belong lo lhon olher foclors. To whol exfenl do you ogree or disogree?
I disagree with the given statement, which says that the age of a person is the main determinant of
consumer behaviour. I believe that apart from age, there are numerous otlrer factors, which have equal
impact on how and why people buy things.
Undoubtedly, age is an important factor affecting people's shopping. A consumer does not buy the same
products or services at 20 years and at 50 years. His lifestyle, activities, hobbies and habits evolve
throughout his life. Accordingly, his shopping needs also change. For example, during his life, a consumer
could change his diet from unhealthy products, such as fast foods, to a healthier diet to avoid health
problems. His clothing preferences also would change with age. Therefore, age does affect the shopping
habits.
Another factor, which is as important as age, is the gender. ln general, men have a different attitude about
shopping than women do. ln fact, women are responsible for two-thirds of all household product
purchases, whereas men buy about three-quarters of all alcoholic beverages. Their personal needs are also
different. The clothes, toiletries, accessories etcetera, all requirements are different.
Furthermore, the socioeconomic status of the person also determines buying choices. The upper strata of
society, is very brand conscious. The middle and lower income groups have to see their pocket. Brands are
like sour grapes for them. Peer pressure is another important element, which controls purchasing choices.
lf one friend has an l-phone, the other also buys the same. Advertisements, which keep bombarding people
with info about any product, also affect consumerism.
Finally, there are individual differences. Two consumers can be similar in age, personality, gender, and so

on but still purchase very different products. On top of that biological and chronological age are very
different. A 60 year old may be young at heart and buy clothes, which a 20 year old may find too
flamboyant.

To conclude, it can be reiterated that shopping habits depend on age, gender, financial status, family,
friends and many other factors equally. To label any one of these factors, as the most important would be
wrong.
PI.AN FOLLOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 1:
Poro 2:
Poro 3:
Poro 4:

influence of oge
Gender

Other foctors
lndividuol differences
Conclusion : Re ite rote opi n i on
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177. Money offered for posfgroduofe reseorch is limited: os o
consequence, some peopre orgue lhot finonciol support from lhe
goyernment should only be provided for scienlific reseorch rdlher lhon
reseorch for less useful subjects. Do you agree or disogree?
With limited public funding, many countries tend to give priorities to research for "hard sciences" rather
than "soft sciences." Research on both can benefit the society as a whole in different ways. Therefore, I
disagree with the given statement that government aid should only be for scientific research'
Government funding for postgraduate research is limited, so clearly decisions need to be made with regard
to the research that receives priority. Our modern global system relies a lot on science and technology' So I
think that this is where the majority of funding should go. Countries that are in the lead as far as scientific
development is concerned are the ones most likely to be successful. lf we rank countries by their level of
scientific development and then by their economic success, the two lists will look very similar. Scientific
developments will most probably result in work opportunities, including chances for those without science
backgrounds.

The role of science and technology in promoting the development of a country is widely acknowledged.
One prominent example is the prevalent use of computer technology, which has significantly improved the
efficiency of our work and changed our lifestyle. Technological achievements are attributed to the
advancement of scientific theories and their application. The government ought to provide financial
support for the teaching of science, such as building new laboratories, purchasing advanced equipment and
awarding outstanding scientists. lf the government gives priority to scientific subjects, it would encourage
more students to devote themselves to science, which would benefit the country and the world as a whole.

However, I do not think that all of the government money should go towards scientific research at
postgraduate level. Science is important, but it is not everything. Other subjects, for example, arts, also
deserve the attention and support of the public and the government. Philosophy and literature prompt
students to reflect on the significance of life and develop a positive attitude towards the world. History and
geography help to broaden the horizon of students and make them wise and open-minded. Therefore, we
should not ignore the status of other subjects in our education system.
For these reasons, lthink that government funding of postgraduate research should focus on science, but
include some share of funding for non-scientific research too.

PIAN FOLIOWED
lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: tmportonce of spending on scientific reseorch
Poro 2: lmportonce of scientific reseorch
Poro 3: Advontage of spending on other reseorch
Conclusion:
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178. ln mony countries women ore obre to join the ormed forces jusl os
men. Some peopre soy thal o nly men should be members of lhe ormy,
noYY or oh force. Do you ogree or disogree?
The army sector has seen an increasing number of women enrollments in the past two or
three decades.
women have showed their mettle in this field. Some individuals are skeptical about women being fit for
such jobs. They believe that only men should pursue such careers. However, I tend to disagree and
would
put my arguments to support my views in the upcoming paragraphs.

My first argument is that nowadays we are heading towards an egalitarian society, in which all should
have
equal rights' Therefore, women should have the same right as men to choose their profession. people
should be chosen for jobs based on thelr skills, qualification and character. So if a woman has enough
ability to join the forces, she should be welcome to become a soldier in the army, or join other defense
services. Gender should not come in the way of the selection process.
There is a group of people who claim that women lack physical strength, and therefore they are not fit to
be in the army, naw or the air force, as these jobs require physical strength. I would however, argue that
it
would be wrong to say that women are less able than men in certain jobs. ln fact, women may be better at
controlling a situation by communicating more effectively. Many areas in the defense require more than
just physical strength. Teamwork, leadership and communication may be just as important.
Finally, it could be argued that even physical strength can be increased by effective workouts and muscle
traininS' Women who join such jobs do undergo rigorous training and are no less than men when they are
on the job. Choosing a career is also a matter of personal choice. More and more men are now entering
fields such as nursing and teaching, which were earlier thought to be a woman's domain. So, it should
come as no surprise if women choose to enter the defense jobs.
Summing up, women should have the same role as men in the armed forces. lt is the need of the times.

PIAN FOLI.OWED
lntro: Disagree
Poro 7: women should have the same right as men to choose their profession
Poro 2: Opposing views ond refute this point
Poro i: Physical strength can be increased by effective workouts
Co n c I u s i o n : Reite rati on
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179. lt hos been observed thot in mctny counlries nol enough sludenls ore
choosing lo stvdy science subjecls ol vniversily. Whot do you lhink ore
lhe couses of lhe problem? Whol ore lhe effecfs on society?
It has been seen that very few students select science stream for their tertiary education. This essay
intends to delve into the reasons of this trend, and also discuss what effects this development has on
societies.
There are many reasons for the lack of interest in science subjects. The first reason is that in most schools
the sciences that are taught, have outdated and irrelevant curricula. Most of the education is theoretical
and leaves little room for enjoyment. On top of that, most primary school teachers are themselves not very
interested in science, and so are not good teachers, who can stimulate children's interest in science. So, the
base of students in science stream is weak, and therefore they do not opt for science in higher classes.
Learning science often requires hard work and considerable intellectual effort, which is not present in the
contemporary youth culture. What is more, students who choose to study science are perceived as boring
and somewhat crazy.

Furthermore, a white-coated, hardworking and not very well paid scientist in a laboratory, is not a role
model for many of today's young people. Football players, film stars and pop artists receive global publicity
and earn fortunes. The lives of journalists and others working in the media seem interesting and
challenging. Young people also know that lawyers, and some of those trading in the financial markets earn
ten or a hundred times more money than the physicist in the laboratory. The social climate, especially in
developed countries, is not one, which it is easy to convince young people that they should concentrate on
learning science at school or beyond.

A shortage of scientists and technologists can be very detrimental for the societies. Our societies are
dominated by ideas and products from science and technology, and the influence of science and
technology on our lives will continue to increase in the years to come. Scientific and technological
knowledge and skills are crucial for most of our actions and decisions, as workers, as voters, as consumers,
etc. ln short, modern societies need people with scientific and technological qualifications at the highest
level. lf there will be less of these scientists, then societies will stagnate and further progress will stop
altoBether.

To sum up, there are many reasons for students not taking up science subjects at university and this
phenomenon shall definitely be detrimental for society.
Plan followed:

lntro:
Poro 7: reosons for not opting to study science
Poro 2: More reosons
Poro 3: Effects on societies
Conclusion:
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ln

developing counfries, rurc| chlldren hove less occess lo
educofion. Some people soy thot the problem con be solved by

180.

providing schoors ond feochers. Olhers soy thol compufers ond internet
should be provided. Discuss bolh sides ond give your opinion.
Education and technology are instruments for accelerating development in the developing countries. The
issue of debate is whether new technology should be provided in developing countries, or education
should be offered. I believe that a combination of education and technology has to be given.
Those in favour of providing free education say that these countries need schools and teachers before
anything else. For the majority of underdeveloped countries, the quality of life is deteriorating despite
several decades of development efforts. lt is very imperative that swift steps be taken to bridge this
knowledge gap without which the economic and social disparity will widen even more rapidly. A good
educational system should focus on laying the best foundation of knowledge and skill that are laid during
the first years of education. What these countries need is good education and training that can match
today's times.
Supporters of technology say that if these poor countries were provided access to technology they would
catch up with the rich and this would definitely bridge the gap between the rich and the poor. They also
opine that it would be almost impossible for these countries to setup efficient educational systems without
the availability of multimedia and information technology.

What is more, students can use technologies to access courses not available at their school; rural students
can complete their studies without leaving their communities, and adults can take advantage of a more
flexible study schedule. Cultural development will also benefit as knowledge bases of art, culture and
history can be easily created, made widely accessible and easily updated.

To conclude, the best possible thing to do would be

to

provide both education and technology
simultaneously. Education without technology and technology without education would be futile.
PIAN FOLTOWED
lntro: I believe thot o combination of educotion ond technology hos to be given.
Poro 7: Views of supporters of providing lree education
Paro 2: Views of supporterc of providing technology
Poro 3: How students would benefit from technology
Conclusion: Both together would be much better
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Coring for children is on importoil thing of fhe society. lt is suggesred

lhot oll mothers ond folhe$ should be required fo loke childcore

hoining courses. To who| exfenf do you ogree or disdgree?
ln recent years, childcare has gained as much importance as any other subject of academic studies. Current
research has shown that the early years (ages 0-5) are the most sensitive for brain development. Over 90%
of brain growth occurs during this period. The people who care for the child are also those who shape the
child's mind. I firmly believe that all parents should get childcare training, even if they have to hire
professional nannies for this purpose.
Childcare courses are important for many reasons. Firstly, traditional childcare skills, which are passed on
from one generation to another, through oral and informal instruction, are not sufficient in today's era of
nuclear families. So parents should undergo childcare training. lt is also a misconceived idea that childcare
is a simple process of feeding children, changing diapers and making them sleep regularly. Contemporary
childcare is not limited to this. Childcare is a complex science that goes beyond nutrition. lt involves the

physical and emotional wellbeing of children. Therefore, with the changing times and changing family
structure, childcare training courses should be the norm for all would be parents.
Secondly, childcare training teaches parents how to take a holistic approach to care for their children.
Many people might wrongly think that childcare is all about love. Parents have to learn when to be firm,
and when to give some room to children. For example, children eat a lot of candy, without knowledge that
candy can cause obesity and tooth damage. Parents should not respond to children's needs for candy
permanently.
Furthermore, quality childcare has many other far-reaching benefits. Studies show that children who get
good care, enter school with better math, language and social skills. Parents, who have themselves done
such course, can monitor the childcare being given by a professional nanny, better. Thanks to the
surveillance cameras, parents can keep an eye on what is happening at home from their cell phone, even
during work hours.

To summarise, successful childcare does not lie only in love but also in other skills. Children's healthy
development is measured not only by physical wellbeing but also by growth in other dimensions. With
these borne in mind, parents should now be compelled to join childcare training.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro: Porents' porticipotion in core troining is odvisoble.
Paro 1: Childcore is much more thon chonging diopers ond feeding children
Pora 2: Childcdre troining teoches parents for o holistic approoch of childcore.
Paro j: For reoching benefits of quolity childcore
Conclusion:
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182. Medio ond newspoper show vulgor cr,'rnes on news, which couse
feor ond prcyoke cutprils. some peopte think lhol crime news on ry
should nol be broodcosfed. To whot exlenl do you o gtee or disogree.
It is irrefutable that the films and W programmes today are filled with violence and as a result violence is
increasing in our societies. I a8ree that by censoring such programmes and films, some amount of
violence
can be decreased. ln the following paragraphs, I shall put forth my arguments to support my views.
Reducing the amount of violence on

W and in the cinema would certainly be a good start to decrease the
fear and violence among people. lt is a well-known fact that the media possesses a lot of power to
influence people. So, those in the media must be judicious about delivering news in a balanced manner
that brings the story to the consumer without showing too much violence. Journalism is a profession like
any other, and certain standards of quality and professionalism need to be maintained.
There are many harmful effects of such programmes on the individuals and society. The most disturbing
effect is on the children and youth. Media violence can stimulate fear in some children, and frighten them.
As children see such programs more and more, the effects can become long lasting. children are in a
growing phase and their personality, values and beliefs are being shaped. They can withdraw into a shell,
and not bloom properly because of this fear deep down in their minds.

Moreover, young people imitate what they see, and it is logical that they see glamour in what they do
when they commit violence. Consequently, the society suffers, as the streets are full of violence. Finally,
too much portrayal of these also leads to immunity among the people and they are not affected by the
disasters any more. Disasters like Tsunami and earthquakes don't make people shed a tear any more.
Summing up, having a check on the violence in TV programmes and films, would certainly be a good start
to decrease the fear among people and also lessen the violence and crime in society.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: I ogree
Poro 7: medio must be judicious obout delivering news in o bolonced monner
Pora 2: Medio violence con stimulote feor in some children
Poro 3: Young people imitote what they see. People become violent or immune to bod hoppenings oround

them
Conclusion : Reiterotion
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183. Nowodoys young peopre orc ddmiring medio ond sporfs sfors, even
though they do nol sef o good exomple. Do you fhink fhis is o posifive
or o negolive developmenl?
Celebrities are increasingly becoming role models for the youth as their images and lifestyles are splashed
across television, movies, magazines and the lnternet, in today's era of technology. I strongly believe that
this is largely a negative development. A number of arguments surround my opinion'
To begin with, celebrities are often portrayed drinking heavily or in excess in movies, magazines and on TV'
This can be harmful to teens, who pick up on these behaviors, and think it is glamorous to drink excessively
like their favorite celebrity. Almost every other day, a celebrity is in trouble with the law in terms of drug
abuse or addiction. The youth see their favorite movie stars or singers doing drugs and they think they
should also do the same to be like them.

Furthermore, some celebrities create impossible standards of beauty, as a result of which more and more
young adults feel less confident and more dissatisfied with their looks. Teenagers are at a phase of their life
where they undergo massive changes physically, mentally, and emotionally. As celebrities are becoming
thinner and thinner, self-confidence of their fans is lost and they suffer from body displeasure. This causes
young fans to strive to be unhealthily thin. As a result they stop eating altogether, which may prove fatal at
times.

Another major issue of concern is that these celebs are endorsing too many products in the market.
Youngsters normally like to have a role model they can turn to for how to dress, look and act. Some
teenagers spend so much money on celebrity endorsed goods that they are forced to spend all their time
working for it. The more obsessed, even demand or steal money from their parents or others.

ln conclusion, it could be reiterated that, celebrities influence fans in many ways, most of which

are
negative. Celebrities need to change the way they behave in public. Their actions have more effect on the
youth than many people believe they have. Thin, addicted celebrities are changing the way many young
fans think and act. Celebrities need to change these habits now, and realize that they need to be more
responsible with their portrayal in the media.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: I strongly believe thot this is lorgely o negotive development
Pora 7: How celebs ore setting some bod stondords
Poro 2: More woys in which celebs ore negotively offecting their fons
Poro 3: The youth ore mod ofter celeb endorsed products.
Conclusion : Reiterate view
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184. There ore on increosing number of peopte who do not know lheir
neighbours. Whol couses this sifuotion? How lo solve il?
It is undeniable that in today's contemporary society, more and more people are leading self-centered
lives, unaware of who their neighbours are. This essay intends to look into the causes of this situation and
suggest some ways to ameliorate the situation.
The first reason is workaholism, which may be by choice or due to the pressures of the highly competitive
era of today. People work late hours and so whatever time is left is hardly sufficient for one's own family.
Therefore, socializing with neighbours is out of question. People work more because they want more and
more materialistic things. The consumerist society lures people with glittering things, which need money to
buy, because of which people are becoming workaholics and this ultimately becomes a way of life. A
vicious cycle is created and people find it difficult to come out of it.
Secondly, people do not meet their neighbours because they don't need to do so these days. They have

become self-dependent and their entertainment sources are also within the four walls of the house.
Earlier, neighbours used to meet after work hours and chat and play with each other, but now all the
recreational activities are at home only such as watching TV and surfing the net. Earlier, people did
shopping from local small shops where one could accidentally bump into neighbours, but now the mallculture has even deprived people of such accidental collisions.
The solutions are not simple but the onus is largely on people themselves. Neighbourhood associations
should be set up and neighbourhood parks should be maintained. People should take time off on festivals
and celebrate them together. As all are busy, potluck lunches and dinners could be organized which would
be welcomed by all. Children should be encouraged to play outdoor games with other children of the
neighbourhood.
To summarise, we are forgetting the community spirit and do not interact with their neighbours. Whatever
the reasons, steps should be taken to spend more time and know our neighbours. After all, neighbours are

our family apart from our family in today's time of nuclear families and neighbours are the people with
whom we share our walls.
PTAN FOI.LOWED:

lntro:
Poro 7: Reoson one
Pora 2: Reason two
Pord 3: Solutions

Conclusion:
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lt hos been suggested lhat everyone in lhe world wonts lo own o
cor, d fV ond o fridge. Do you think the dlsodvonloges of such o

185.

developme nl outw eigh odv a nlo ges?
Today we belong to an era of materialism and everyone wants to have more and more in life. Things like a
fridge, TV and car were the luxuries of yesteryears and have become the necessities of today. There are
many advantages and disadvantages of this phenomenon but the disadvantages definitely outweigh the
advantages.
On the positive side, the quest for material possessions is what keeps the society going. People work hard
to fulfil their needs and achieve their goals. lt is everyone's right to own the comforts of life. Secondly,
because of the demand for such things, the national economy is boosted. Manufacturing units provide
round-the-clock employment to thousands of people to produce things in bulk. Mignon Mclaughlin has

rightly said that, "Be glad that you're greedy; the national economy would collapse if you weren'1." What is
more, when demand is more and mass production is done, then the cost of the things is cut down and the
consumer is ultimately benefitted.
On the downside, this is leading to stress and strain in the lives of people. People have become workaholics

and are missing out on the joys of family and social life. Sometimes, people even adopt unethical means to
get these things and this leads to crime and violence. There is no harm in owning things such as a car, TV or

fridge, but things turn bad when this simple materialism turns into over-materialism and people start
wanting a TV in each and every room of the house and a car per person of the family. Our neighbours have
a triple storey house and there is a refrigerator on every floorjust for their comfort. People fail to draw the
line between necessity and indulgence and this creates all problems. They fail to realize that - "lf you live
for having it all, what you have is never enough."
The most siSnificant disadvantage of excessive materialism is on the environment. Manufacturers promote
their products through ads and people are lured into buying new things even without need. lt is a bitter
truth that a society in which consumption is artificially stimulated in order to keep production going is a

society founded on trash and waste, and such a society is a house built upon sand. For example, new
models of TVs and refrigerators are introduced every other day and people just go and buy them even if
they do not need those things. The disposal of old ones is adding to global litter and is destroying our
environment.
To sum up, there is no harm if everyone wants to own a fridge, a TV and a car but it would be much better
if we give importance to the word 'a' and instead of everyone the word should be every family,
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro: the disodvontoges definitely outweigh the odvontoges
Poro 7: Advontoges of moteriolism
Pdro 2: Disadvontages of materiolism
Poro 3: Disodvontoges of moteriolism
Conclusion:
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186. Children orc loughf fo push fhemselyes to try ond be beller thon
fheir clossmoles, rcther lhon work logelher for everyonel profff. Do you
think the odvonfoges outw eigh ifs disodvon toges?
The relative importance of competition and cooperation is a frequent topic of discussion, when people try

to

explore the primary aim of education. These days, competitiveness is encouraged more than
cooperation. My stand, however, is that both competition and cooperation are equally important to be
instilled in children. Therefore the disadvantages of teaching children how to compete at the expense of

cooperation are more.
There are many reasons why competition is important for children's growth. When children are pushed to
compete, their unlimited potential can be tapped. This also helps them to develop confidence. Pressure
and competition is all around us nowadays. ln achieving academic excellence as well as doing well in one's
career, every person has to compete. There are many examples of people around us who have become
successful in their lives by competing in sports events or music contests.

At the same time, many educators attach great importance to cultivating cooperation abilities in children.
Children who do not learn to cooperate are usually isolated, introverted and consequently they are socially
inadequate. Cooperation is a contributing factor to the success of a community. Only with cooperation can
children learn to live in harmony with each other.
I personally believe that children should be taught both, how to compete, as well as how to cooperate. tt is
more important to teach children the situations where they need to compete and where they need to
cooperate. Both these virtues are needed in adult life. For instance, in solo sports and for sifting in an
exam, children need to compete, whereas in team sports and in group-assignments children have to
cooperate. Similarly, in adult life, no business house can rise to the pinnacles of success with the efforts of
a single man. To compete with other businesses, members of one business house have to cooperate with
each other. No single scientist can find the cure for cancers or AIDS. Scientists all over the world have to
join hands to fight these deadly diseases.

To conclude, it can be reiterated that forcing children only to compete rather than cooperate has more
disadvantages than advantages, as both competition and cooperation are equally important in our lives.
PTAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Disodvontoges ore more
Poro 7: lmportonce of competition
Poro 2: lmportonce of cooperotion
Poro i: Own view
Conclusion : Re ite rote opi n ion
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ln sorne counfries, schools orronge work for sfudenls wilhoul ony
poymeni, so fhot sludenls gef experience. To whol exfenf is il

187.

beneficiol for the sfudenl os well os lhe compony or instilulion?
Unpaid internships are

a part of many degree programs

nowadays.

I

believe this trend has many

advantages, along with a few disadvantages for the student as well as the places they work in.

The main advantage of working in companies for free as part of course is to the students themselves.
Students gain valuable experience, which can help them in deciding the career of their choice. An
internship can also give them the possibility of securing a job upon graduation or shortly thereafter. Former
interns have a competitive advantage over other job seekers since the company knows them.
These internships also benefit the employers in several ways. They get services at no cost. They can screen
trainees and get acquainted with their quality of work. They can always hire employees who show good
progress when performing duties assigned by them. ln this way employers can convert interns to full-time
employees seamlessly, which reduces or eliminates any training-related costs.

There are benefits to the educational institutes also. Their student interns tend to bring their real-world
experience back to the classroom, which helps keep courses relevant and curriculum up-to-date with the
current trends. This results in a richer learning experience for everyone.
On the other hand, unpaid internships also have a downside. Those who do unpaid internships can be
exploited and made to work longer hours, which may affect the current employees. They may find these
younger counterparts a threat. Secondly, many students can't afford to take an internship if it doesn't pay
anything, which can contribute to social inequality. Finally, it has been seen that doing a free internship
does not actually increase employability. Employers start thinking that such unpaid interns may also be
willing to work for lesser money than their regular employees.
To sum up, unpaid internships have advantages

to interns, employers and educational institutes. There are
few
a
disadvantages, but the advantages overpower them.

PTAN FOLLOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: Advontoges to students
Poro 2: Advontoges to employers
Paro 3: Advontoges to educotionol institutes
Paro 4: Disodvontoges
Conclusion:
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I88. rhese doys fhe number of componies operofing ol mullinotionol
Ievel hos increosed. To whol exfenl are they responsible for the tocot
communities in which they ore localed?
The advent ol globalisation has brought about dramatic changes in the business world. Multi National
Companies have opened across the globe. These corporate houses are having environmental, social and
economic impact on the host countries. Therefore, I firmly believe that they should give back something to
the local communities in which they operate. I believe that only if they will do so, they will sustain in the
long run.
To begin with, these MNCs should shoulder social responsibilities. All MNCs should abide by the law, and
never make prrfit by unethical means. ln times of natural disasters, business houses are supposed to make
generous donertions and set an example. This would be a win-win situation for the business houses and
local communities. When any business house donates for charity, the media spreads a word about their
efforts and they get advertisement for free. These business houses do not need to spend extra for their
adverts.
Secondly, these businesses should also fulfil economic responsibilities. These can provide a number of job
opportunities, which can Sreatly reduce the pressure of social unemployment. These corporate giants can

also spend on the beautification of local areas. For example, in my hometown, many parks and
roundabouts are maintained by the textile, sugar and starch mill in my hometown. Providing scholarships
to poor, meritorious students is another way these enterprises can take social and economic responsibility.

Furthermore, MNCs should also bear environmental responsibility by doing waste minimization and
pollution prevention. lndeed, it is argued that these corporate houses should go beyond this and embrace
tomorrow's clean technology. For instance biofuels can be used in place of conventional fossil fuels.
To sum up, MNCs are thriving on the local communities. Therefore, these should bear the responsibilities
of these communities.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro
Poro 7: Sociol responsibilities
Poro 2: economic responsibilities
Poro 3: Environmentol responsibilities
Conclusion:
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I89. Some peopre ihink lhe govemmenl should poy for heollh core ond

educofion, but olher peopre cloim ihot

if is fhe individuol's

responsibilily. Discuss bofh views ond give your opinion?
Nowadays, health care and education have become the focus of people's concern. lt is a highly debated
issue as to who should pay for these services. There are those who argue that the government should pay
for them, while others think individuals should shoulder the costs. This essay intends to analyse both
perspectives. Personally, I think that basic health care and primary education should be on the
government, but advanced health care and higher education should be borne by the individual.

It is irrefutable that it is the government's responsibility to make basic health care and primary education
accessible to everyone. The reason is that a nation's prosperity very much depends on the contribution
made by its well-educated citizens who are in good health. After all we all pay taxes and are entitled to get
something back in return. Private schools and private hospitals can be available for those who want and
can afford it, but the free schools and free government hospitals should always be there.
On the other hand, individuals should be responsible for their advanced health care. Actually, the advanced

medical and surgical treatments are very expensive. So, instead of depending on government we should
take some health insurance or save in any other way with the tomorrow in mind. Even the higher
education benefits the individual more than the nation. So, it is quite reasonable to pay for it from one's
pocket.

There are, of course, some sections of society who cannot afford their own healthcare. The government
should have some system of knowing their financial status and provide free healthcare so that nobody dies
for want of treatment. As far as higher education is concerned, the government can have some system of
interest free loans for the needy and meritorious students, who cannot afford their own education.
To sum up, it can be reiterated that basic health care and primary education, should be paid for by the
government, but advanced health care and education should be paid by the individual from his pocket.
PLAN FOLLOWED:

lntro: I think thot bosic heolth care ond primory educotion should be on the government but odvanced
health core ond higher educotion should be borne by the individuol.
Poro 1: Why govt. should spend on bosic heolthcore ond educotion
Pora 2: Why individuols should themselves poy for odvonced healthcare ond educotion
Pora 3: How government con help the poorer sections oI society for odvonced heolthcore ond higher
educotion
Concl usion : Reite rote d o pi nion
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190. The besl woy lo remove poyerty in developing counlries is to
provide 6 yeors of free educolion io ott chitdren so lhof lhey con reod,
wrile ond use nurnbers. Do you ogree or disogree?
Education plays a key role in alleviating poverty. That is why, providing six years of free education to
children seems to be a good solution to reduce poverty. However, I disagree that it is the best solution. I
believe that primary education alone is not enough, and steps also need to be taken to maintain the quality
of free education provided.

Admittedly, the basic skills of reading and writing, throws open many doors. Building a skilled workforce
can lift many households out of poverty. Many economists around the globe have proposed that if all
students of low-income countries left school with basic reading and writing skills, it could eradicate 12% of
the world poverty. lt has been seen that the direct cost of sending a child to school, as well as the indirect
cost of losing a source of labour, deters the poor from sending their children to school. Therefore,
providing 6 years of free education seems a viable solution to eradicate poverty.
However, delivering six years free access to education alone is not enough. All children need the chance to
complete not only primary school, but also secondary school. For instance, in a survey in El Salvador it was
seen that 5% of working adults had only primary education, compared with 47 % who had secondary
education.

Furthermore, iust providing six years free education would not be enough, if steps were not taken to
ensure the quality of such education. lt should be ensured that children actually learn. The quality of this
education should be equitable to that of other premium educational institutes. Faculty recruitment,
infrastructural maintenance and pro-learning programs should be effectively monitored by the authorities.
Otherwise, all the government funding can prove futile.
To sum up, six years of free education can go a long way in eradicating poverty, but I reiterate that six years
education is not the best solution, as it is not enough, and also steps need to be taken to ensure the quality

of this education.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Why 6 yeors free educotion con help to decreose poverty
Poro 2: Why six yeors is not enough
Poro 3: Other steps, which ore needed
Conclusion
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l9l.

There ore sorne rnolives for people to work, Some people think
money is lhe mosl importont. Do you ogree or disogrce?

Some people work for love; others work for personal fulfillment. Motivation for work is individual and
diverse. lagree with the perspective that money in the most important reason to work, but only in the
early stages of ones career. After the basic needs of a person have been fulfilled, other factors become
more important. .

Admittedly, money is necessary in order for people to meet their basic needs. For example, we all need
money to pay for housing, food, bills, health care, and education. Most people consider it a priority to at
least earn a salary that allows them to cover these needs and have a reasonable quality of life.
However, after a certain period, money starts losing its importance. Most high paid jobs tend to be
stressful and involve long working hours. This can lead to many problems in life. People fail to maintain a
work-life balance and may suffer a nervous breakdown. That is perhaps why, a very popular trend of
'downshifting' has sprung up in the developed countries. People are giving up promotions and settling for
less, so that their family life is not disturbed, and they can give quality time to their spouse and children.
This clearly shows that money loses its importance after a particular stage is reached.
Another factor, which deserve merit over a fat pay package, is job satisfaction. Having a job one loves can
make a huge difference to workers'levels of happiness and general quality of life. No wonder, many people
give up a job with a fat pay package, for a job they want to do, even if it means less salary. They find job
satisfaction more valuable than the money they earn. By doing a job they love, they enjoy their life as well
as contribute positively to the society. Some people also work for personal fulfillment. They work to give a
meaning to their life. They believe that God has sent them to Earth for a purpose, and they want to give
their bit back to the society.

ln conclusion, I reiterate my opinion that although money certainly affects people's choice of profession,
but it is the most important factor only in the early stages of ones career. Once the basic needs have been
met with, other factors, such as job satisfaction and a sense of fulfillment become more important.
PI-AN FOTLOWED
lntro: Money is the most importont only in the eorly stoges of ones coreer

Paro 7: lmportonce of money
Pdrd 2: Why it would be wrong to put too much emphasis on money
Poro 3: Other foctors
Concl usion : Re ite rote opi n ion
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192. Some peopre soy lhal the public funds should be spenf on
promoling heolthy living thon on lhe trealmenl of peopte who ore ill. Do
you ogree or disagree?
A healthy lifestyle is a valuable resource for reducing the incidence and impact of health problems.
That is
why, in recent years, there has been a growing body of opinion in favour of putting more resources
into

promoting a healthy lifestyle. lagree that by promoting a healthy lifestyle, there
will be fewer people
requiring treatment, and thus the amount spent on curing ill health could be reduced substantially.

My first argument in support of diverting public funds on promotion of healthy lifestyle,
is that many
modern diseases are a consequence of our lifestyles. lf people were educated about the demerits
of a
sedentary lifestyle, many expensive health problems such as diabetes or heart disease could be prevented.
unfortunately, most medical doctors today do not have the time to, nor are they paid to, teach
patients how to make these changes to their lifestyle through diet or exercise. The government
can take
the help of pervasive media such as W and radio to educate people.
Furthermore, there are many diseases, which if diagnosed early through proper screening
tests can be
treated very easily. For example, cancer of the cervix can be diagnosed with a very simple, inexpensive
test
called the Pap smear. lf the government spends a little amount to provide such screening tests
free of cost,
then a lot of money needed for expensive treatments could be saved later on.
It is understandable that some budget has to be reserved for treatment also. There are some
diseases,
which are not dependent on lifestyles, such as some cancers. Then people also suffer from accidents.
When
people are sick theywantthe best medical treatment possible, with access to the
latest diagnostic
equipment and expensive MRI scans. I still maintain that if funds were allocated for promoting healthy
lifestyle, then many people would not require those expensive treatments and at the
same time would
enjoy a quality life.
To conclude, it would be definitely worthwhile
By doing so

to divert the health budget towards prevention of diseases.
the nation would be healthier and automatically the cost of treatment would be cut down.

PTAN FOLIOWED:
lntro: Agree.
Poro 7: First orgument
Poro 2: more oryuments
Pora 3: Some oreos, which would still require funds
Concl usion : Reite rote opin ion
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lo oll thot lhe lechnologicol ond scienfific odvonces hove
mode gredt changes to lhe ronge ond quolity of ow food. Some
people regord if os on improvement while ofhers believe ihot the

193. tt is known

chonge is hormful. Discuss bofh views ond give Your own opinionof life and the range and quality of food is no exception.
Today, we have a lot of foods to pick from and the quality is also unsurpassed. lt is a highly debated issue
as to whether these advances are a blessing or a curse. This essay shall analyze the merits and demerits of
Science and technology have touched all spheres

these developments.
Those in favour of genetic modification, claim that because of these advances in food technology, we have
such species of crops, which need little or no insecticides and fertilizers. GM crops do not require spraying
with toxic insecticides, and as a consequence environmental damage such as the indiscriminate killing of

insects and the contamination of soils and rivers is avoided. Moreover, since age-old times, farming
methods have always involved selective breeding and methods of cross-pollination. ln that sense, genetic
modification is nothing new.

What is more, the quality of food has also improved. For example, fish gene has been added to tomato to
make it frost resistant. A nut protein has been added to soya bean to increase the protein content. Finally,
technology has saved people from tedious work and in the mean time increased the production
markedly. All this is needed to meet the demands ofthe burgeoning population.
The opponents of genetic modification say that GM crops are unnatural, and that by creating them we are
altering the natural world. A more worrying argument raised by objectors to GM foods is that they could

constitute a health risk, for example by causing allergies or even by being toxic. The final objection is
strictly environmental. lt is argued that crops, which are genetically modified to kill the pests which attack
them, may also kill harmless insects. This, it is claimed will have a disastrous effect on the wider
environment beyond the crop themselves.
To conclude, GM crops offer increased agricultural productivity and foods of higher nutritional value, both
of which are essential if the growing world population of the twenty-first century is to be fed. lndeed, these

crops have the potential to improve the health of millions throughout the world while causing less
environmental damage than standard farming methods used today. lthink it is essential that GM foods
should be encouraged.
PLAN FOTTOWED:
Discuss essoy intro
Poro 7: odvontoges

lntro:

Poro 2: More positive elfects
Paro j: Disodvontoges
Conclusion: GM foods should be encouroged
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of odverlising direcled ol children,

which encouroges lhem lo buy goods such os loys ond snocks.
Mony porenfs ore worried fhot lhese odverlisemenfs pul loo much
pressure on children, while some odverfisers cloim lhol lhey provide
useful informolion lo children Discuss bofh views ond give your
opinion.

Advertisements are all around us, especially advertising targeting children, who are considered vulnerable
targets by companies. As a result, many parents are worried that their children are being wrongly
influenced by ads. However, some advertisers claim that they provide beneficial information to children.
ln
the following paragraphs I intend to discuss both perspectives.

It is not difficult to see why parents'worry is justified. Children, under a certain age, lack abilities to make
wise iudgments as to what they really want. They are attracted by colourful pictures on advertisement,
and
swayed by misleading information. So, they pester their parents to buy those things, and this can upset the

budget of many families. Even the advertisements of fast foods are bad for children. Children cannot
understand that the slim-trim models advertising Mac Donalds burgers hardly ever eat such foods
themselves. They are attracted to fast foods and these are very detrimental for their health.
What is more, some ads show some stunts, and although it is written that children should not copy these
stunts, children hardly ever read that part and in their ignorance try to perform those stunts and get hurt.
For example, in my neighbourhood, one child tried to jump from one rooftop to the other after seeing the
ad of Thumbs Up and ended up with a plaster on his leg. Therefore, parents are rightly worried.

on the other hand, advertisements also provide beneficial information to the children. For example, the
advert of colSate toothpaste, which tells that we should brush our teeth twice daily, is good for children.
Then there are ads about health drinks such as Complan and Bournvita, which are good for children.
Furthermore, advertisements also touch important issues, such as ads against wastage of water, ads for
tree plantation, ads against wastage of electricity and ads for keeping the surroundings clean. Children are
motivated by these ads and try to follow the good things they learn.
To conclude, it is true that some adverts have a detrimental effect on children and should have some
regulations, but at the same time this fact can also be not be denied that adverts enlighten children in
many ways by providing a lot of useful information.
PIAN FOTIOWEO
lntro - Discuss essoy into
Poro 1- Porents view

Pora2-Parentsview
Poro 3 - odveftisers view
Conclusion: ods hove both

-

good os well os bod elfects
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t95. Sfudies suggest thot children spend morc lime wolchingTV lhon lhey
did in fhe posf ond spend less on doing ocfive ot crcoliye lhings. Why
do you think it is lhe cose? Whol meosures ond mefhods con be used
lo tockle it?
Laurence J. Peter has rightly said

that Television has changed the child from an irresistible force to

an

immovable object.' After coming home from school, children spend a lot of time in watching TV instead of
playing outdoor games and pursuing other artistic hobbies like in the olden days. ln the following
paragraphs, I shall discuss the causes of this phenomenon and also suggest some ways to encourage
children to do more productive things instead of watching too much TV.
The first and foremost cause of this is that due to the satellite W, this medium is available all the time. So
much so, that some channels are exclusively dedicated to children. This has made it very easy for the
parents who use Ws as baby sitters. Secondly, parents are busy to cope with the demands of the fast
paced life of today and after coming home after a hectic days work do not have the energy to spend time
with their children. ln earlier times, there were very few programmes for children and because of slower
life, even parents spent time with children.

Furthermore, earlier there were joint families and grandparents were there to look after children and
encourage them to play in parks. Nowadays, there are nuclear families and children are left alone, which
makes them spend time by watching TV. Finally, the cities have become concrete jungles and there is no
place for children to play outdoor games. On top of that, the climate changes brought about by global
warming make it difficult to pursue outdoor games.
The solutions are simple but the onus is largely on the parents. They should give quality time to their children
and ration their W viewing hours. Even the time to play video games should be set properly. Outdoor activities
should be encouraged and neighbourhood societies should be formed where children can play outdoor games

with each other. Parks should be maintained properly so that children have a safe place to play outdoors.
To summarise, television and video games, in moderation, can be a good thing. However, excess of everything
is bad and therefore I believe parents should set viewing limits to ensure their children do not spend too
much time watching W and pursue other creative activities like they did in the earlier times.
PLAN FOTTOWED
lntro: I sholl discuss the couses of this phenomenon ond olso suggest some woys forword.
Poro 7: First couse - sotellite TV avoiloble all the time - parents busy - use TV os baby sitter
Poro 2: More couses - nucleor fomilies - chonging climote
Poro 3: Solutions

Conclusion:
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196. Mony peopre regotd films os less imporfonl form of orl lhan tileroture
ond pointing. Do you ogree or disogree?
Art, in any of its forms, has been an indispensible part of the human life, since the beginning of civilization.

Art is a way of expressing one's thoughts, opinions, experience, emotions through various media like

paintings, literature, poetry, dance, photography etc. Some individuals regard arts forms like writings and
paintings, as more significant than the movies. I disagree with this line of thought and will put forth my
supporting arguments in the forthcoming paragraphs.

The first argurnent in support of my view is that films are an amalgamation of various different art
forms. These include different forms of arts, like the performing arts of dancing, acting, music etc., and of
literature, like the script writing, poetry in the form of songs, etc. There are other creative branches of art
that have developed as a result of filmmaking, like choreography, cinematography, sound effects, special
visual effects and so on. Art is inextricably linked with creativity and movies involve creativity in various
different forms, such as script writing, direction of the scenes, dialogue writing, lyrics of songs, music
direction, specialeffects and many more.

ln addition to this, films are popularly categorized as entertainment art.

These act as a source of
entertainment, and at the same time enhance knowledge. These are an effective way of not just expressing
an emotion, a culture or a story, but also an excellent method of learning and education. lt has been
proven that watching a movie leaves a lasting impression on our minds than visiting a museum and looking
at artifacts, pictures, paintings etc. Being an audiovisual form of art, it becomes easy for people to
comprehend, which painting or literature may not be able to do. Even someone who is not literate can
understand and learn from films. For this reason, movies have also become a very popular method of
spreading social messages and teaching.

It is undeniable that art forms like painting, poetry, literature, etc. play a vital role in our lives. However,
films as a form of art have become more powerful because of their easy comprehension and their reach
and influence on the masses.
To sum up, it can be said that different forms of art will continue to entertain us and provide us more
insiSht into different emotions, perspectives and cultures. However, the films as an entertaining art, will
continue to remain more pervasive than others.
PIAN FOTLOWED
lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: First orgument
Poro 2: More arguments
Poro 3: Other ort forms
Conclusion:
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197. The responsibilfu lo prevenl globdl enyironmenlol domoge is on
polificions rolher lhon individuols. Do you ogree or disogree?
The extent of the damage to the environment has become an international issue, and needs to be tackled
soon and effectively. Some people consider it as the sole responsibility of the governments to take steps
towards solving this pressing issue. However, I disagree with this perspective. I believe that although this
issue needs to be handled at the national and international levels, every inhabitant of Earth also needs to
do his/her bit and take small steps to contribute towards a cleaner environment.
To begin with, the major cause of the deteriorating condition of the environment is pollution caused by the
use of vehicles. This can be easily dealt with in a better way at the individual level, than at the state level. lf
each person takes it upon himself or herself to use public transport more, to walk to short distances rather
than using a vehicle or to use eco-friendly modes of transport, like bicycles, then this issue can be easily
solved. The government should facilitate this by providing better public transport, good roads and separate
walking and cycling lanes. However, ultimately it will work only if each citizen contributes.

To add to it, globalization and advancement in technology has led to a consumerist society, where the
consumption of material goods has increased manifold. An adverse effect of such a society is the "throwaway culture", where people have stopped recycling and simply throw away things and buy new ones. lf
people start recycling things, the land and soil pollution will decrease greatly.
Also, people should be conscious about buying products with less packaging material used. Another
important step that every citizen can take is to say no to plastic and use more eco-friendly materials. lt's an
easy step that needs to be taken at an individual level. The government can definitely help by making laws
against the use of plastic bags and other environment damaging materials.
To sum up, I reiterate that even though the problem of environmental damage has escalated to a level that
needs to be handled globally, by the politicians and environmentalists, every person also needs to make

contributions to alleviate this situation. Only then will we be able to ensure a good quality life for the
future generations.
PTAN FOIIOWED
lntro: Disdgree
Poro 7: Steps ot individuol oction
Poro 2: More steps
Poro 3: More steps
Conc I usion : Re ite rote op i n ion
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I98. Some peopre soy lhot porents should orgonise free firne octivities for
lheir children. olhers soy children should be free fo choose whol lhey
do in their free lime. Discuss bolh sides ond opine.
For the holistic development of children, leisure time activities play a very important role. Some people are of
the opinion that such activities should be decided and organized by the parents, whereas others opine that
children should have the freedom to decide how they want to utilize that free time. This essay intends to delve
into both perspectives. l, however, side with the latter view.

It is easy to see why some people opine that planning free time activities should be in the hands of parents.
They say that children are not mature enough to understand the value of time, and may end up wasting their
free time through unproductive extra-curricular activities. So, parents should plan the available free time for
their children, as they want the best for their children. Parents know their children well, in terms of their likes

and dislikes, and also their interests. They can organize activities that will help their children,s holistic
development. For example, they can have them play outdoor games, learn music or dance, develop their
creative skills llke drawing and painting and so on. Parents also need to ensure that the time spent on
unproductive activities, like watching TV, playing video games, etc. should be minimized, and they should set a
time limit for such activities.
However, I firmlv believe that children should have the liberty of deciding how they want to spend their leisure
time. Research has proven that the children, who perform unstructured free-time activities, are more creative,
and become more successful when they grow up. lf children are always told what to do and follow a set of rules,
it hinders their cognitive, emotional and creative development. Such children may not be very good at decision
making, planning and setting goals. The children, who are in-charge of choosing how they spend their free time,
are more likely to have better concentration levels and become more successful in their studies and later, in
their professional lives.
Furthermore, if children have the independence to choose the activities for their free time, it may bring to light
some hidden talent of the child, which may otherwise go unnoticed if they do only what is planned for them.
For example, a child may be good at dance, and maybe parents notice him practicing steps after seeing some
programme on TV. They may not have planned dance classes in his/her free time on their own. But, on noticing

that talent, they may then help their child exploit his/her talent. So, even if the free time planning is left on the
children, the role played by the parents cannot be undermined. They should definitely supervise their children
to notice some hidden ability, and also to ensure that they do not harm themselves.

to reiterate that children and youngsters should be given the independence to decide
their free-time activities for the complete development of their mind, body and skills, but at the same time their

To sum up, I would like

parents' watchful eye should be there over them.
PTAN FOLIOWED

lntro: Discuss essoy intro
Poro 7: Opinion of those who soy porents should orgonise free time octivities
Poro 2: Why children should plan octivities themselves
Poro 3: More reosons why children should plon octivities themselves
Conclusion:
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199. Some peop,e soy lhol insfeod of preventing climole change we
should find o woy to live wilh it. Do you ogree or disogrce?
with the given statement that we should not do anything for the prevention of the
global
change in the
climate and that we should come to terms with it and live with it. I believe that
prevention and adaptation have to go on simultaneously. There are a number of arguments to support my
view, which I will discuss in the forthcoming paragraphs.
I completely disagree

The main reason why steps are needed to find ways to alleviate the problem of global warming is that the

rate at which the climate is warming and changing, is alarming. Undeniably, global warming and the
subsequent changes in climate are natural processes and are bound to happen. However, if this rate is not
controlled soon, we may be looking at the doom of our planet. lf we do not take measures soon to stop
further changes in our environment and the global climate, there might be drastic changes in our
ecosystem, leading to the extinction of many plants and animal species, including the human beings.

to fight the climate change, may further hasten the process of global
warming and we may complicate things beyond repair. For example, if we use more air-conditioners to
Secondly, the ways we may adopt

fight the longer summers, then these luxuries may cause even more pollution and global warming, and the
rise in temperature may go up exponentially. This may lead to even more extreme climatic changes than
ever before. Only over the last decade, we have had the highest and the lowest ever recorded
temperatures, the worst ever floods, the most devastating storms, hurricanes and tsunamis, and many
other natural disasters, which are the direct result of the climate change. lf these disasters continue at this
rate, then that day is not far, when there will be little or no life on earth.
Unarguably, we have to do both, prevention and adaptation side by side. We have to adapt to these
changes in the climate, which have already taken place, as these are irreversible. New building material is
required to deal with these changes in the temperatures. For example, insulated materials can be used to
make buildings in places where the temperatures have risen in the recent years. The design and
architecture needs to be looked at and changed to deal with the extreme climatic conditions. We need to
see that the methods we are using to adapt are environment friendly. We also need to change our lifestyle
so that we can prevent further damage as much as possible.
To sum up, it can be reiterated that the rate at with the changes in the climate are occurring needs to be
controlled, but at the same time we have to adapt to these changes also. lf we just focus on adapting
ourselves and not do anything for preventing further damage, then it will not be enough.
PTAN FOTLOWED

lntro: disogree
Pdro 7: First reoson
Poro 2: Second reason
Poro 3: Why odopting is olso needed
Conclusion
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200. ln mony countfies, governmenf spends o lorge omouni of money on
improving lnternel occess. why is il hoppening? Do you think it is fhe
mosl oppropriole use of goyernmenl money?
The lnternet has become the sine qua non (prerequisite) of promoting national economies. No wonder,
many governments are investing a lot on making lnternet available freely to their citizens. This essay
intends to analyse the reasons behind this phenomenon. I believe that the governments are being wise in
doing this expenditure.
The main reason why some governments are spending on lnternet access is that they realise that

it is not
expenditure but an investment, which eventually will come back to them in the form of taxes. With
increased and efficient lnternet access, the businesses will be able to expand their business globally. The
lnternet plays an indispensable role in communicating with clients, importing products and getting to know
international information. This will ultimately boost the countries, economy.
Secondly, the lnternet acts as a social leveler. By giving lnternet access to the poor and depressed sections
of the society, the government can bring them to the mainstream and ensure their participation in groMh

and development. The lnternet empowers people. By giving them access to vital information, it makes
them aware of their rights. lt provides opportunities to people living in remote areas or villages. The
lnternet has created countless jobs directly and indirectly, and allows people to work freelance. perhaps,
no other invention has had such a tremendous impact on our lives during the last twenty years.

I believe that the Sovernments, which are spending on lnternet access, have a foresight that this is an
imperative spending. The lnternet is a whole universe in its own. lt can be used in any way. Developed
countries and intelliSent public use its services in many ways to provide healthcare, education and common
knowledge to remote places. Free and fast lnternet would give every single person more opportunities to
share and gain knowledge and make their opinions, which will help governments and corporations to make
better choices. Hence a free and fast lnternet for everyone should be an absolute must for better
democracy and economy
To conclude, there are many reasons why some governments are spending on providing lnternet access to
its people, and I consider it a judicious expenditure with far reaching positive consequences.
PTAN FOI.LOWED

lntro: cduse elfect intro
Poro 7: First reoson
Poro 2: Second reoson
Poro 3: Why it is o good thing

Conclusion:
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Some peopre believe lhot women should ploy on eguo, rore os men

in o counlry's po,ice force or militory force, such os the ormy, while
olhers lhink women ore nol suifob,e for fhese kinds of jobs. Discuss bolh
views ond giYe your opinion.
An increasing number of women are choosing to work in the police and armed forces nowadays and have
showed their mettle in these fields. Some individuals opine that women should be able to work shoulder to
shoulder with men in these fields. Others disagree and say that women are not suited for such jobs. This
essay intends to analyse both perspectives. l, however, side with the former view.
Nowadays, we are heading towards an egalitarian society in which all should have equal rights. Therefore,
women should have the same right as men to choose their profession. People should be chosen for jobs
based on their skills, qualification and character. So, if a woman has enough ability to join armed forces,
she should be welcome to become a soldier or a police officer. Gender should not come in the way of the
selection process.
On the other hand, some people say that women lack physical strength and therefore they are not fit to be
in the army or police as these jobs require physical strength. I would however, argue that it would be
wrong to say that women are less able than men in certain jobs. ln fact, women may be better at
controlling a situation by communicating more effectively. Police and military jobs require more than just
physical strength. Teamwork, leadership and communication may be just as important.

It could be argued, that even physical strength can be increased by effective workouts and muscle training.
Women who join such jobs do undergo rigorous training and are no less than men when they are on the
job. lt is also a matter of personal choice. More and more men are now entering fields such as nursing and
teaching, which were earlier thought to be a woman's domain. So, it should come as no surprise if women
choose to enter the police and armed forces.
Summing up, women should have the same role as men in police and armed forces. lt is the need of the
times.
PTAN FOLTOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro

Poro 7: Gender should not come in the wdy of the selection process.
Poro 2: Opposing views
Poro 3: physicol strength con be increased
It is olso o mofter of personol choice
Conclusion: Women should hove the some role os men in police ond armed forces.
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20 2. The

gop between rhe rich and the poor is becoming wider, rhe rich
ore gelting richer, lhe poor even rnore poorer. whot problems con lhe
siluolion couse ond suggesl solufions.

ln this day and age, the gap between the affluent and the needy has increasingly
widened. such situation
can be found not only between the developed and developing countries, but
also among people of the
same country. This essay intends to analyse the problems caused bythis phenomenon,
and suggest ways to
mitigate the problem.
The most significant problem is that a vicious cycle emerges from which
the poor find it difficult to come
out' ln order to make both ends meet, both parents have to work for supplementary income
and the
children are left in the house, unattended. Their future becomes blurred,
as they don,t get quality
education. This deprivation of the children is very high in urtra-poor families.

Furthermore, poverty and conditions resulting from poverty, such as lack of
education leads people to
lawlessness and violence (e.g' robbery, theft, kidnapping, rape, murder, gang
war, and drug addiction).
Their pent-up desires for the finer things in life find a common outlet in the
commission of crimes. The
underdeveloped economies of Asia and even America are full of high crime rates
due to poverty. Finally,
the rich-poor gap alienates the poor in a discriminated manner. This invites the onset
of revolution or
terrorism. The political history of the global community such as lraq, lran, Afghanistan,
lndonesia, and
Philippines is abundant in poverty-related evolution of these events.
The solutions are not simple and steps should be taken on a war footing. The governments,
effort could
improve this situation. To begin with, luxuries should be taxed heavily. A balanceJ
taxation should be there
and the taxation administration should be improved to ward off fraud and evasion
of taxes. penalties
against tax fraud and evasion should be more severe. Policymakers also
need to focus on pushing up the
bottom rather than dragging down the top. Free or highly subsidized education
should be provided to the
needy' The problem of youth unemployment should be dealt with by creating job
opportunities. selfemployment should be encouraged by promoting small-scale industry. At the globai
level, international aid
for poor countries is crucial for miti8ating this phenomenon. lnternational oiganizations,
such as United
Nations and world Bank, should provide support to developing countries
in both technical and financial
fields enabling them to improve infrastructure and strengthen industries.
summing up, the increasing gap between the rich and the poor should not be ignored
as it causes political
and social instability in the country and effective steps should be taken to
close-this gap. lt has been rightly
said that - 'lnequality is not just bad for social justice, it is also bad for economic
effiJency'.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Pora 7: The most significont problem
Pora 2: lowlessness ond violence
Poro 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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203. Some peopre think thot lhe governmenf should decide which
subjecfs, sfudenfs should sludy ol the universily, wht'le olhers think thot
sfudenls should be ollowed lo apply for the subjecl lhey prefer. Discuss
lhe two views ond give your opinion.
University education is very much needed nowadays to compete in the global village of today. Some
people are of the opinion that government should choose the disciplines that students have to study at
university. Others opine that the choice of subjects should be given to the students. This essay intends to
analyse both perspectives. l, however, side with the latter view.

it would naturally be taking into account the job sector. There
would be lesser unemployment, as the government knows which sector has job vacancies, and would
suggest only those subjects. lt has been seen that there are many job vacancies without qualified people,
and many qualified people without jobs. Therefore, the number of people working in various job sectors
will be balanced and it would be more efficient for students to find jobs after graduating from the
lf the government

chooses the subjects

university. Secondly, it would help those students who find it difficult to decide what career to pursue.
On the other hand, if students choose the subject then they do well in it because it would be of their
interest. They would excel in their field and when they enter the job market they would do well in their
field. Moreover, there are lesser drop-outs of universities, which is common if students are forced to study
what they don't like. This also instills a sense of responsibility in the students when they make a decision
about their subject because they know that their whole future rests on that decision.
Taking everything into account, I believe that it is more preferable for pupils to select their subjects in the
university themselves. The government can play a role in promoting some subjects by providing funding to
those who take up those subjects.
To conclude, there are merits of both situations, but on the whole it would be better to leave the choice to
students to select their subjects as there would be lesser drop-outs and they would excel in their field.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: discuss essoy intro
Poro 1: Advontages if the government chooses the subjects
Poro 2: Advontoges if students choose the subject
Poro j: Own view
Conclusion:

-

students should choose subjects
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204. Nowodoys in mony counlries household wosfe e.g. food pockoging
is increosing day by doy. Whol ore fhe couses for thot? How can lhis
problem be solved?

The statistics about the household waste being produced today are alarming. Roughly 50 tonnes of
household waste is being produced every second, and this number is projected to double by 2030. This
essay intends to analyze the reasons of this phenomenon and suggest steps to mitigate the problem.
To begin with, modern lifestyle has contributed greatly to the increasing amount of waste and garbage we
produce every day. ln other words, we have turned into a materialistic and mass-consumption society,
where we use more and throw away more than ever before. Once new things are acquired, we dispose-off
these "unwanted" things to second hand shops, orjust in the trash cans.
Secondly, the markets today are flooded with cheap, single-use-only things that are more in demand than
high priced quality items. Our houses and closets seem to be overflowing with goods that are more in
quantity and less in value. Then, there is too much packaging done by the companies in a bid to make their
things more attractive. Mostly this packaging is made from non-biodegrada ble products, such as plastic.
The solution lies in changing our attitude. We should get old things repaired and try to use them as long as
possible. We should not buy things with excessive packaging. This will deter companies from doing too
much packaging. We can also bring our own personal shopping bags instead of using plastic bags provided
by stores and shops. Besides, the government can enforce stricter laws on companies to use biodegradable

packaging. Furthermore, plastics, metal, glass can be recycled. Companies can also contribute by
developing new raw material, which is recyclable and will ultimately lead to less garbage.
To sum up, there are many reasons for the increase in household waste being generated. However, some
simple steps can be taken to ameliorate the problem. lf we do not take steps to tackle this problem on a
war footing, our Earth will become un-inhabitable very soon.
PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro: Problem solution essoy intro
Poro 1: First reoson
Poro 2: Second reoson
Pdrd 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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205. New reseorch hos shown lhol overeoting hos become o bigger

problem

in the utorld lhon hunger. Whol are fhe reosons of lhis

problem? How con you solve ii?

ln today's world, we are enjoying the best of the facilities and consequently, a change in our lifestyle and
eating habits. An adverse effect of these changes is the increasing health problems associated with the
over-consumption of food, which are much more than those arising from under-nutritlon. This essay
intends to analyse the causes of this phenomenon and suggest solutions to mitigate the problem.
One of the main reasons why over-eating has become a global health crisis, is the change in our diet due to
the adoption of the western culture and lifestyle, in almost all parts of the world, barring a few underdeveloped countries. People are consuming unhealthy fast foods in high amounts, due to a change in their
routines. They have become too busy to be able to cook healthy and nutritious food at home. This has led
to a trend of having food on the go. As a result, we are seeing international fast food chains, like
McDonald's, KFC, Burger King, etc. mushrooming in the developing economies, like lndia and China.
Consequently, the number of health problems arising from such unhealthy eating problems is increasing at
an alarming rate.

ln addition, low-priced fast food outlets are opening at every street corner, and these are within the reach

of the common man's pocket. For example, one can get a burger from a street vendor at just

Rs2O/-,

whereas the same at some international food chain would be 10 times more costly. To satiate their taste
buds, even the poor income group is consuming these things, which are overloaded with low quality fats
and excess oils. So, the body is getting an overdose of the wrong type of calories.
The solutions must be taken on a war footing, else the obesity pandemic will cost the people and the
governments heavily. Obesity is a major cause of the chronic diseases, like diabetes, hypertension, cardiac
diseases, strokes, etc. The solutions at individual level could be to avoid ready made unhealthy and fast
food. lt has become increasingly important that we take good care of health, by eating healthy, home
cooked, nutritious food and having a good exercise routine. The government can impose fat tax on the fast
food outlets. This would increase the prices of such foods and people will be discouraged to buy and eat
such foods. Also, awareness should be spread through advertising or by conducting activities like
marathons. This will motivate people to be prepared for such events, and they would exercise regularly.
To sum up, it can be said that it is not too late to get a hold on the problem of over-eating becoming a
health crisis, and we can take simple measures, both at the individual and state level to solve this problem.
PTAN FOTTOWED:

lntro: Problem solution essoy intro
Pord 7: Reosons
Poro 2: Reosons
Poro 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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206. People con eof o wide voriety of food of other regions. As o resulf
lhey ore eoring o lol of loreign food insleod of locoill produced food.
Do you think the odvonfoges of eoting foreign food'oie more thon
its
horms?

Nowadays, supermarkets are stocked with food products from around
the world. As a result, people are
being lured towards the foreign food, and are not consuming the locar produce.
I believe, the

disadvantages of imported food outweigh the advantages.

on the positive side, ready availability of food from across the globe gives us a lot of choices.
we can taste
variety of fruits and vegetables from all parts of the world. For example, about ten years
ago, we hardly
saw kiwi fruit, which is from New Zealand. But, now it has a place on every fruit
stind. Secondly, many
people get employment in this field. small farmers have a chance to
expand globally, and consequently it
increases the overall economy of the country. Finally, it helps in developing gooa
relations between
countries, which helps in international cooperation and peace. lf countries weie dependent
upon one
another's economic success, then armed conflict would be less likely.
a

on the other hand, importing food can have a negative effect on local farmer. Locally produced
food would
not be able to compete with international produce. So, the local economy would suffer and people
would
go for other better sources of livelihood than agriculture. The local
culture would also be threatened. This
can be seen in countries such as lndia where imported food has become more popular
than traditional,
local produce, eroding people's understanding of their own food traditions. Earlier, people
in lndia sat
together to eat their traditional meals, but the fast food is generally eaten alone sitting
in iront of the TV.
Although some would claim that this is a natural part of economic development, in
an increasingly global
world. lfeel strongly that any loss of regional culture would be detrimental.
Another major effect of imported food is the environmental cost. currently, many food imports
such as
fruit, are transported thousands of miles by road, sea and air, making the produce more expensive
to buy,
and increasing pollution from exhaust fumes. Despite the fact that trade in food exports has
existed for
many years, I am convinced that a reduction would bring significant financial and environmental gains.
ln conclusion, I am certain that if people ate locally produced food it would have environmental
benefits. lt
would also benefit the local economy because, in time, people would prosper commercially as the demand
for local and regional produce would remain high resisting the competition from overseas.
PTAN FOIIOWED:

lntro: Certoinly, the disodvontoges of impofted food outweigh the odvantoges
Poro 1: Advontoges of trunsporting goods
Poro 2: Negotive elfects on locol culture
Poro 3: Negotive effect on environment
Conclusion:
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207. ln some cities peopre ore choosing cors insleod of bicYcles, while in
ofher cifies riding bikes is replocing cors. WhY is fhis fhe cose? Which
developmenl do you think is betler?
Advancements in technology have brought many changes to various parts of the world. ln the fast paced life
and ever-changing world of today, in some cities, people are switching to cars from bicycles as a popular means
of transport, whereas in some other cities the reverse of this trend is seen, with bicycles gaining more
popularity than cars, among the masses. There are many reasons why such trends are being observed. ln my

opinion, in the present scenario, the shift towards more eco-friendly modes, as bicycles is

a

better

development.
There are many reasons why people prefer motorized means of transport, like cars, to bicycles. This is mostly
observed in developing cities and towns, which are experiencinB a progress in technology, more job
opportunities and thus new facilities, like in transport, education and in healthcare. So, in these places people
are adopting modern means of transport, like private cars. lt is a sign of progress in such places. Moreover,
people have moved their residences from crowded urban areas to the quieter subu rbs, because of which cars
have become a necessity to commute daily for work to the cities. They are more comfortable, faster, safer and
more convenient than bikes. Cars are also better for the elderly, the handicapped and the sick people.

on the other hand, as we are becoming more aware ofthe damage being caused to the environment, many
developed nations and cities are moving towards more eco-friendly modes of transport, like bicycles. The major
cause of the degradation of the environment is the pollution caused by the vehicles. People have started
realizing this fact and to prevent further damage, switching to bicycles has become a solution. Governments in
many parts of the world are working towards promoting this trend by making special lanes for cyclists, so that
they can ride safely. lt would be worthwhile to cite the example of Denmark, where the government has
provided 19000 km of bicycle tracks, which has encouraged many people to switch from cars to bicycles.
Another very important reason for investing in the cycling industry is the potential of this industry to provide
jobs. Every cycle lane, which is made, and every cyclist, who is created contributes to job growth. For example,
in Europe alone, more than 6 lac people are employed in the cycling industry - more jobs than even the
automobile industry. The Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Japan, Switzerland and many more countries have
started investing in a big way and have seen many positive effects. The overall economy of these countries has
been boosted.
To sum up, I would reiterate my view that even though the car has some advantages over the bicycle, the use of
bicycles is better, as it is not only a step towards saving our environment; it is also an economical way to remain
fit and healthy.

PIAN FOLTOWED:
lntro: Problem solution essoy intro
Poro 7: Reosons of choosing cors over bicycles
Poro 2: Reasons of choosing bicycles over cors
Poro 3: More reoson in fovour of bicycles
Conclusion:
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208. Nowodoys, peopre ore consuming more dnd more sugor-bosed
dri nks. Why do they do so? Suggesf rneosures lo solve lhe problem.
Modernization and advancement in technology has also brought about changes in the food and
beverage
industry. Sugar based drinks are one such development and these have become increasingly popular in
the
last few decades, and this has led to many health related problems. There are many ieasons why
the
consumption of such drinks has increased, which I shall discuss in the forthcoming paragraphs. I would also
suggest some steps that can be taken to ameliorate this problem.

There are a number of reasons for the popularity of such sugar-based drinks. The main reason is the
advertising of such products. The companies that manufacture these drinks have very big promotional
campaigns, spend billions of dollars on marketin8 and use the pervasive forms of media, like newspapers
and television. They mostly target children and youngsters, who are easily swayed by these ads. They
have
famous stars as the brand ambassadors, and when people see their role models endorsing these drinks,
they don't think twice before consuming such drinks, irrespective of their harmful effects.

Another reason is that some of these drinks contain certain substances that act as stimulants and are
addictive, such as caffeine and other chemical stimulants. When people start consuming them, they get
some kick out of them, and then there is no going back.

It has become increasingly important to deal with this issue at the earliest possible, because the increased
consumption of such sugar based drinks have led to a plethora of health problems, like obesity, diabetes,
increase in cholesterol levels, dental problems, and many other diseases. The first step needs to be taken
by the parents. Children follow what they observe and parents need to act as role models. They also need
to get their children into the habit of having healthier drinks, like fresh fruit juices, milk, coconut water, and
so on. They should encourage their children to have natural sugars rather than artificial ones.
The government can also help by imposing more taxes on such drinks, so that people are discouraged from
buying them. Awareness can be spread about the harmful effects of such drinks, through social messages

on the TV, the lnternet and through newspaper ads. lnstead of having sugar-based drinks at theaters,
restaurants, cinemas, etc., such places can promote healthier drinks, containing natural sugars and no

additives.

To sum up, there are several reasons why the sugary drinks have gained popularity among the masses.
However, many steps can be taken to mitigate the health problems that have arisen due to these drinks.
PLAN FOTTOWED:

lntro: Problem solution essoy intro
Poro 7: Reosons
Poro 2: Reosons
Poro 3: Solutions ot personol level
Pora 4: Solutions dt government level
Conclusion:
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209. Some peopre think lhot nowodcrys children hoye loo much fteedom.
Do you ogree ot disdgree?
The world is changing fast and so are the rules and the norms of society. I agree with the statement that
today's children enjoy much more independence than children of the past. A number of arguments

surround my opinion.
The main reason why children today are enjoying more freedom is that their parents realise that children
today are capable of deciding things on their own. Today's children have the power of the lnternet and the
satellite ry in their hands. Today's young generation is the most well informed generation than ever in the
history of mankind. Because of the lT boom, today's children grow up quicker than their parents did. They
know what their parents and grandparents do not know. So, parents give their children the freedom to
make decisions on their own. ln the past, children were not exposed to so much information, and so
meekly did what their parents told them to do.

Another important reason behind the freedom given to today's children is that parents don't have time to
monitor their children's activities. ln the fast paced world of today, both parents are working longer hours
to meet the demands of the consumerist society of today. They are not working just to fulfil their basic
necessities, but also to live a lifestyle of luxury and comfort. As a consequence, children are left unattended
to enjoy their freedom. Earlier, only one parent worked and mothers were there to supervise their
children. Workaholic culture was also not there and people worked limited hours.
Furthermore, the change in family structure from joint to nuclear families is responsible for the freedom
showered on todafs children. Earlier, grandparents were there to keep a watchful eye on their
grandchildren, but today's children do not have such supervision on them, as a result of which they get a
lot of freedom.
To sum up, it can be reiterated that the freedom enjoyed by today's children is, by and large, inevitable
The onus is on the parents to see to it that this excess freedom does not go against their children.
PLAN FOIIOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: First reoson
Poro 2: Second reoson
Poro 3: Third reoson
Co n cl usion : re ite rate o pi n io n
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210. consumers ore foced with increosrng nurnbers of odyerlisemenls

from competing componies. To whol extenl do you think ore
consurners influenced by odvertisemenls? whof meosures con be

foken lo prolecl them?

Advertising is the heart of trade. To survive in the competitive market of today, every product has to be
advertised.
There is a huge impact of these ads on the people, which is both positive, as well as negative. This essay shall analyse
these effects on the common man, and suggest ways to protect people from the negative effects of adverts.
There are many ways in which these ads are helpful. First, ads tell us about the new products that are launched in the
market. They also tell us about the working of these products. After seeing the ads, consumers can go to the market

and select things of their choice. What is more, the advertising industry provides jobs to many. Many models and
other people make a living through this industry. Ads also touch social issues. For example, there are ads which aware
people that they can stand up against domestic violence and female foeticide. We also have ads, which
people

warn
about the harmful effeas of smoking. Another big positive influence of the ads of today is the entertainment they
provide. They are made so hilarious that you feel like watching them again and again.

On the other hand, advertisements promote consumerism. These ads can cause people to be dissatisfied with what
they already have and make them want more. Not all parents are in the position to afford the goods, which the
children see advertised and want to possess. This often leads to feelings of inadequacy among them. ln addition to
this, this materialism leads to workaholism. People are prepared to work long hours, or even turn to crime to get
these goods. Finally, ads can be very irksome at times. This is especially true of lnternet ads. The increasing number
of advertisements and the never-endinB list of ad-networks are making the lnternet users' experience worse than
ever. The ads, which have audio are very troubling and some ads are flash based. Telephone ads are also very
irritating. when you are driving or in an important meeting, the bell rings and disturbs everyone.
The solutions are not simple, as advertising is a very persuasive medium. lt would be unwise to ban ads, as this would

cause more problems than it would solve. However, advertisements, which make false claims, should be banned.
Advertisements for liquor and those ads, which show stunts, should also be banned. Then there should be consumer
awareness programmes. Consumers should be warned against too much consumerism. Our celebs have a big role in
selecting what products they should endorse. People, who follow these celebs would buy anything they say even
without needing it.
To conclude, today we are influenced a lot by adverts, both in positive and negative ways. Without adverts we would
lose a valuable source of revenue, which is used for the benefit of majority. However, many steps can be taken to

mitigate the negative influence of ads.

PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro
Poro
Poro
Poro

-

1- positive elfects
2 - odvertisements hove negotive points
3 - solutions ore not simple

Conclusion:
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tnlelligence is lhe mosl importont qudtity for o leoder. Do you ogree
or disogree?

2ll.

There are
A leader is a person who leads and inspires a group of people, an organization or a country'

just one of those virtues' I disagree that the
several qualities a good leader must have, and Intelligence is
myriad reasons that
most essential quality to be a good leader is for him/her to have intellect. There are
support mY view.

quality needed by a
The first and foremost reason why I believe that intelligence is not the most important
of many
good leader is because any single trait is not enough to be a good leader. lt has to be a blend
good
have
traits. Of course, intelligence ii needed to be good at any work, in any field. We need to
make any person a
knowledge and awareness for any work we specialize in. But, intelliSence alone cannot
work and
good leader. For instance, an analyst in any field has an immense knowledge about his field of
become leaders'
ian work very well with data to improve processes. However, all the analysts cannot

to it, there are many other characteristics that make someone a front-runner, whom others
skills are
follow and respect. Some abilities like good interpersonal skills, communication and oratorical
his/her
encourage
and
essential, as it is only through these abilities that a leader can inspire, motivate
and optimism
team or followers on the path of success or progress. ln addition, it is often said that integrity
be it a
positivity
leaders,
in
are the foundation of a good leader. People seek honesty, integrity and
person, he/she
politician, a team manager or a pro,iect leader. lf any of these attributes are missing in a
who was not
Kalam,
cannot be an effective leader. A very good example of such a leader is Late Dr. Abdul
the youth of lndia,
only a genius in his field of work, but also a very good orator, he was honest and inspires
even after his demise.

To further add

skill is to be able to
There are many more skills that make a leader lead effectively. one more important
good results can be
identify the strengths and weaknesses in the team members. By doing this very
per
their caliber. so, even if a
achieved by the appropriate assignment of work to the team members, as
he can be a
person is not very intelligent himielf, but has the ability to recognise the intelligence of others,
A
visionary'
good leader. Another important characteristic of a good leader is that he/she should be a
it work effectively for
ieader should be able to envision the best way to achieve the goal and how to make
many years to come.

the most important attribute
To conclude, it can be reiterated that intelligence alone cannot be deemed as
is an amalgamation of several characteristics that make and define a virtuous and

of a good leader. lt
respectable leader.
PTAN FOLLOWED

lntro

-

Disogree

Poro 1- Any single troit is not enough. A blend of mdny troits is
Poro 2 - Other troits required
good leoder'
Poro 3 - A person who con recognise the obilities ol others con be o
Conclusion
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212. Mony emp,oyees moy work ol home with the modern lechnology.
Some people cloim thot ii con benefrl only fhe workers, nol the
employers. Do you ogree or disogree?
Telecommuting, which implies working from home with the help of telephone lines, has become very
popular, especially where the lnternet connections are fast and reliable. l, disagree with the given
statement that it can benefit only the employees, and not the employers. I believe, that telecommuting is
advantageous for both - employers and employees.
There are many advantages of telecommuting to employees. To begin with, it saves time as no time is
wasted commuting to and from the office. Teleworkers don't even have to spend time getting ready for
work. Secondly, it also saves money, as no spending on private or public transport has to be done.
Furthermore, the worker can look after minor family commitments like dropping the child to school etc.
Although most of the work done by tele-workers is monitored, still a few minutes can be snatched at times.
All this helps a lot in maintaining a work-life balance.
On the other hand, there are many advantages to employers also. Firstly, less office space is needed as the

workers are working from home. lt is a fact that land prices are exorbitant, and it is very expensive to build
large offices. Not only constructing buildings for offices, but maintaining them is also very costly. Another
benefit, which has been observed after telecommuting became common, is that employees take less sick
leave and other leaves. They do not have to take a whole day off for a minor family commitment, such as
looking after a sick family member. This is also beneficial for employers.

It would be worthwhile to consider why some people opine that telecommuting is not beneficial for
employers. They argue that supervising tele-workers is difficult. However, statistics have proved that
telecommuters make extra efforts to work well from home, as they realize the benefits it has for them.
To sum up, I reiterate my opinion by saying that telecommuting is beneficial for both employees as well as
employers. lt would be wrong to say that employers are not benefited at all.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: disogree
Poro 7: odvontoges of telecommuting to employees
Poro 2: odvontoges to employers
Poro 3: Why some people opine thot it is not beneficiol for employers
Conclusion: telecommuting benefits both workers os well os employers
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213. Sfudenfs in school should leorn ocodemic subjecls ond poss exorns.
Ofher skltls such os cookery, dressmoking ond woodwork con be leornl
well from fomily ond friends. Do you ogree or disogree?
I

disagree with the given statement, which says that domestic sciences such as cooking, sewing and
woodworking should not be included in the school curricula. There are countless advantages of having craft
education classes in schools, which I shall discuss in the upcoming paragraphs.
First, craft education helps mold and develop children as strategic and logical thinkers. lt can only be gained
from the practical application of doing something, building something and creating somethlng. lt cannot be
learnt from memorizing facts from a book and regurgitating them in the exam.
Secondly, craft education improves the intelligence level of students. Recent researches in neuroscience claim
that there is a direct correlatlon between fine motor skills, hand eye coordination and the development of the
brain.5o, students do better in other subjects also. lt also teaches students to concentrate and focus. This helps
students who have problems with sitting still and listening in class.

Another very good advantage of craft education is that it takes away gender stereotypes. Both boys and girls
learn how to knit and sew and cook. Both boys and girls learn how to woodwork and hammer and use power
tools. They are seen as equally important skills, and not just for one gender or the other.
Furthermore, through craft education students can learn maths through real life applications. They would need
a lot of math when they are measuring, designing and planning their pro.iects. Craft education allows them to
see how mathematics is used and applied in the real world, instead of just telling them that math is important
and applicable to their lives.

Finally, such classes teach students patience and perseverance. Making something, especially something
worthwhile, ls often a slow and tedious process. Delayed gratification and the ability to stick with a project until
the very end is an important life lesson to teach students.
Advocates of having purely academic currlcula In schools, say that the number of subjects in schools is already
too hlgh. They believe that parents should teach these things at home. What they fail to see is that the young

parents of today are lacking these skills themselves. So, how can they teach their children what they themselves
do not know? Also, if both parents are working, they don't have the time and patience to sit with the chlld and
do these things.
To sum up, cooking, woodworking dressmaking etc. are important subjects, which need to be incorporated at
younger aBe. Children need to see the practical applications of their education.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: disogree
Poro 7-5: odvontoges of croft closses
Poro 6: Other view with relutotion
Conclusion : Reiterote view
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214. some peopre soy lhoi if's befter io ieoch longuoge sfudents rn smoll
crosses, whereos ofhers think lhe number of peopre does nof moller.
Discuss bofh sides ond give your own opinion.
to show the best conditions to learn languages. Class size is one such
fiercely debated topic. Many studies sanctify small classes as being better for students. However, large
Extensive research has been done

classes have advantages as well, and both large and small class sizes have downsides to them.

Advocates of smaller classes cite a host of benefits. First, there is better student achievement in smaller
classes. This is because teachers can pay more attention to fewer students. They can employ numerous
innovative classroom strategies that a smaller class makes possible, and at the same time have more
discipline in the classroom. This gives more time for teachers to focus on instruction than classroom
management. Secondly, smaller groups can enjoy better peer interaction. This is because everybody knows
everybody. Everybody knows if someone is absent or off-track, and the smaller groups help the lowperforming students achieve better.
On the other hand, there are advantages of bigger classes. Primarily, the cost is less if the classroom is
bigger. Fewer teachers are needed to handle bigger class size. What is more, if class size is made smaller,

many new and inexperienced teachers have to be put into the job, which reduces the efficiency of
teaching. Therefore, with fewer, but more experienced teachers, there is more effective teaching in bigger
classrooms. Moreover, students learn independence and self-motivation, because teachers don't have
time for one on one interaction with students. Finally, students learn to work in groups, because group
work becomes a necessity in large classrooms.

ln my opinion, there is no one right answer when discussing classroom size, and advantages and
disadvantages exist for both approaches. Many people do not favour smaller classes for many reasons. ln a
survey it was found that people preferred to go to bigger classes with more experienced teachers than
smaller classes with inexperienced teachers. Secondly, the students may not have a sufficient amount of
peers to interact with if the class is small. So, the advantages of one approach automatically become the
disadvantages of the other.
To sum up, in deciding the class size, the key for teachers and administrators is to strike a balance between
too many students and too less students.
PLAN FOLTOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro

Poro 7: Advontoges of smaller closs size
Poro 2: Advontoges of bigger closs size
Pord 3: Own opinion
Conclusion:
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2I5. Some peop,e soY thot Yerticot c,fy is besl where peop'e live ond
work in toil buitdings. ofhers soy thol horizonlol city is beffer where
lhere ore few tolt buildings. Discuss both sides and give Your own
opinion.
as
As the global population is rising, and cities are becoming more crowded, the planners are in a dilemma

to which way to spread. The traditional spread is horizontal, in which cities grow outwards, whereas the
vertical spread is upwards in which cities are growing upwards. Supporters of both have their arguments,
which shall be discussed in this essay.

The concept of the 'Vertical City' is fascinating and attractive to some people, for many reasons. ln these
types of cities there are tall buildings, which accommodate a larger number of people. We all know that the
population is burgeoning, and it is estimated that by 2050, more than 75% ol lhe population will be in
cities. Land is scarce and so the only option is to go upwards.
Secondly, such cities also prevent

the loss of farmland and allow green spaces for parks, which are the

lungs of the community. Moreover, water supply, central heating and cooling, waste disposal etc. are more

efficient when done in smallspaces. Additionally, tall buildings are more attractive.
On the other hand, supporters of horizontal spread of cities cite a host of benefits. First, horizontal cities in
which most buildings are low-rise are better in case of natural calamities such as earthquakes. Secondly,

highly skilled architects and engineers are not needed for low-rise buildings. To make skyscrapers, which
can withstand the wind forces and can tolerate the brunt of earthquakes is not every builder's cup of tea.
So horizontalcities are more economical as compared to vertical cities.

Moreover, people who live in horizontal cities can enjoy a better quality of life. Horizontal cities can
provide people with more natural light, views and ventilation. ln horizontal cities, because of limited
accommodation, the population is extremely small. Basically, low density of population ensures a higher
quality of life. Moreover, the competition is not so intensive than that in vertical cities. Therefore, people in
horizontal cities have a better quality of life.
To conclude, the present dream of people is a big house with a two-car garage, but as the population
continues to grow and land becomes scarce, vertical cities may become an option worth considering.
PTAN FOTLOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro

Poro 7: Advontoges of verticol cities
Poro 2: More Advantoges
Poro 3: Advontoges of horizontol cities
Paro 4: More advontoges
Conclusion:
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216. Teom oclivities con leoch more skills for life fhon lhose ocfivifies,
which are played olone. To whol exlenf do you ogree or disogree?
Both teamwork and individual work require different skills and teach different things. Most of our daily life
depends on teamwork, like doing a job and raising a family. Therefore, lagree with the given statement
that team activities teach more skills for life than solo activities. ln this essay, I intend to analyze how team
skills are beneficial in imparting the skills for life.
To begin with, there are many skills learnt by working in a group. For example, some important skills of life

are communication skills, co-operation and conflict management skills. All these are only learnt through
teamwork. ln solo activities, we do not need to communicate, and so we do not learn these skills. However,
when we step into daily life, we realise that communication skills are the most needed skills. We also have
to co-operate with our family members, colleagues, friends and neighbours in daily life. When we do team
activities, we learn co-operation also. Conflict management skills are also learnt when we do team
activities. You have differences of opinion and you learn to manage tough situations very diplomatically. All
these are very necessary skills of life.
Furthermore, we also learn leadership skills, decision-making and critical thinking skills, while doing team
activities. We learn how to make our voice heard, and we also learn how to accept the correct suggestions
of others. Finally, we learn sportsman-spirit, which is a very good trait. We learn to accept victory with
modesty and defeat with grace. This is an important life skill.
On the other hand, we learn many skills of life through solo activities also. We learn a sense of competition

and perseverance through individual activities. All life skills are important for us. We cannot forget that
man is a social animal, and cannot live alone. So, what we learn in teams can be applied more in our daily
lives.

To conclude, it can be reiterated that team activities and individual activities - both teach important skills
of life, but team activities are definitely better teachers of life skills than solo activities.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: Some skills we leorn through teomwork
Poro 2: Some more skills leornt while doing team octivities
Poro j: Some skills leornt through solo octivities
Conclusion: Teom octivities ore definitely befter teochers of life skills thon solo octivities
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217. llnemployment is getfing increosingly serious in mony counfries.
Some people lhink sfudenfs only need fo gef primory educolion, while
olhers lhink secon dory educofion is necessory. Whof 's Your opinion?
Joblessness is an issue of concern in many countries. Some people argue that if students receive 'only'
primary education, the problem of unemployment could be lessened. However, others believe secondary

education is necessary. I firmly believe that 'only' primary education is insufficient
development of students, and the value of secondary education cannot be challenged.

for the

holistic

Those who say that only primary education should be there, feel that education has little influence on
finding a job. To begin with, the competition for jobs is increasingly tough, since there are more and more
job seekers. Definitely, no matter what level education a person receives, he or she has to go to find a job
finally, facing some competition. Therefore, the earlier one goes to find a position, the better for a person.
Furthermore, they think people can acquire the technique through work instead of school. ln other words,
higher education does not provide practical technique for factories. lt is unnecessary for people to receive
more education than primary courses.

for individuals to receive as much education as possible before they go to
work. Firstly, secondary education plays a key role in the development of individuals. Secondly, education
will definitely enhance the chances for work. The more education one receives, the more opportunities for
jobs he will have. Secondary education is the barest minimum education every child should go through,
before stepping into the world of work. Last but not least, receiving more education will widen one's
horizons. Some ofthem, maybe, set up their own business, creating a new approach to unemployment.
On the other hand,

it

is necessary

Furthermore, if students step into the job market immediately after primary education, they will remain at
the same level of earning for years and years, even if they start earning early. What is more, primary
education is complete at the tender age of ten and this is far too early to think about getting to work. ln
contrast those who step into the job market on the basis of their academic qualifications may be late in
starting their jobs, but once they do so, they are better placed than those with 'only primary qualifications.
To summarise, although'only' primary education is sufficient for a few kinds of work,
people should receive higher education before they go to work.

lfirmly

believe that

PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Secondary educotion is a must
Poro 1: Views of those who say only primory educotion is good enough
Pora 2: Benefits of secondory educotion
Poro 3: A point of controst between 'only' primory ond secondory educotion
Co n cl us i on : re ite rote o pi n ion
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218. Fossil fuels (cool, oil, nolurol gos) ore lhe moin sources in mony
counfries, but in some counfries fhe use of ollernolive sources of
energy (wind energy and solor energy) are encouroged. To whol
exfenf do you think it is o posilfve or ne golive developmenl?
It is irrefutable that fossil fuels are the main source of energy in many parts of the world, but
some nations
are taking a step forward and using renewable sources like wind, solar and tidal energy. Definitely,
it is a
positive development. A number of arguments surround my opinion.
The main advantage of using alternate sources is that the conventional sources like coal and
oil are nonrenewable. They take millions of years to make and we are finishing them at an alarming rate.
This means
that if we finish the existing resources they will be gone forever as far as our generation and the com ing
generations are concerned' Energy from the wind, the sun and the sea is an everlasting
source of power.
so, more and more governments should come forward in promoting these sources.

Another big advantage of these non-conventional sources is that they do not pollute the environment.
We
all know that global warming and damage to the protective ozone layer are caused by carbon-dioxide
and
other by-products of fossil fuels. lf urgent steps are not taken towards the use of natural sources like sun
and wind, then the time is not far when the whole earth will transform into a boiling pot.
Although the use of these alternative sources has some hurdles such as the initial cost of setting up
solar
panels and wind farms is very high and these are also dependent on the geographical
locations. However,
once the initial cost has been met with, their maintenance is practically negligible.
Summing up, the use of these alternative sources is a very positive development. lt should be
the global
priority to invest in such research and development.
PI.AT'I FOTTOWED

lntro: lt is o positive development
Poro 7: First odvontoge of olternotive sources - renewoble
Pora 2: Second odvontoge ol olternotive sources - non poltuting
Poro i: Some drowbocks of olternotive sources
lnitiol cost high
Dependent on geogrophicol locotions
Conclusion : Reite rote opi nion
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2t9. Reseorch shows lhol overeofing is os hormful lo people's heollh

os

smoking. Therefore, lhe odverfisernenls of certain food producfs should
be bonned, os lhe ods of cigoreffes ore bonned. To whol exfenf do you
ogree or disogree?

It is true that excessive consumption of certain types of food is bad for human health, just as smoking is.
However, I disagree that adverts of these food items should be banned just as ads of smoking are. A
number of arguments surround my opinion.
To begin with, smoking causes harm to the smoker as well as the non-smoker, who is in the propinquity of
the smoker. Studies have proven that the passive smoker is even more at risk of lung cancer than the active
smoker. This is because he inhales the second-hand smoke, emitted by the smoker. A pregnant lady, who is
continuously exposed to these passive fumes, may give birth to a child with congenital defects. So, smoking

harms the innocent non-smoker even more than the smoker. Therefore a ban on advertisements of
cigarettes is.,ustified.
However, a prohibition on ads of foods is simply unjustified. To begin with, there is little relation between
the over consumption of a kind of food and its advertising. Ads just tell us about the various choices we
have. I believe that taking care of one's health is an individual's responsibility, and also is a right to freedom
of choice. Also, it has been found through a research, that taste is the number one factor, when deciding
what to eat. So banning ads of food will not make a considerable difference to the consumption of
unhealthy foods.
Furthermore, advertising of food items should also not be banned, because ads are vital for any country's
economy. Businesses thrive on ads, and if ads are banned they will go into bankruptcy. Another important
reason against banning is that it would be very difficult to decide which food item to ban, and which not to.

To sum up, a ban on adverts of certain food items is not a good way to battle against overeating.
Overeating can also not be likened to smoking, as overeating does not harm the bystanders, as smoking
does.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 1: Reosons lor bon on ads of smoking
Poro 2: Reosons for not bonning food items
Poro j: More reosons t'or not bonning food items
Conclusion:
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of communicotion technology, such os
smort phones, loblefs ond olher mobile deyices, hos more
disodvonloges lhon odvonfoges. fo whol extenl do you ogree or

220. The ropid developmenl
disogree?

I disagree with the given statement, which says that the speedy advance in communication technology has
more negative effects than positive. I believe that without these brilliant technological gadgets, human life
would not be the same and the society would not be as prosperous as it is today.
To begin with, the modern gadgets have accelerated the pace of communicatlon, and now we are able to
communicate with anyone in any corner of the world. Long distance communication has also become much
cheaper than before. Newer jobs have been created because of these technologies. Many people work in the
programming field, as systems analysts and as web designers.
Furthermore, businesses can expand globally, with very little investment. They can develop a network of
customers and get instant feedbacks on their products or services. Payments can be sent and received by
wireless terminals, like PayTM. Another big advanta8e is to the students. Students can create documents and
immediately upload them to a teache/s electronic folder. Teachers can then view the documents immediately,
and keep them permanently stored. lt works in reverse, too. Teachers can upload assignments, links, or
feedback for students via these shared resources or folders.
Moreover, these gadgets have proved an asset in healthcare also. The tablet and smartphone are becoming
nearly as ubiquitous in healthcare as the stethoscope. One survey in 2013 discovered that 86% of physicians
used smartphones. ln one handheld device, doctors can access patient information, research medical literature,
and securely communicate with patients and colleagues.
On the other hand, the disadvantages of mobile communication technology cannot be overlooked. First, the
elderly are not very comfortable with these gadgets. Then, these are not very reliable, as you are not sure
whom you are talking to, unless it is a video call. When you text or email, there's no vocal tone and you can't see
facial expressions. So, there is an increased chance that your message will be misunderstood. Additionally, there
is the issue of cyber-crime. You may be the victim of cyber bullying. The wrong people could gain access to your
personal details, which could result in you or your business losing money and reputation.
To sum up, the pros of modern communication technologies are far more than their cons. The onus is on us to
use these gadgets judiciously, so that the negative side can be minimlsed.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Advontoges - speed ond cost
Pora 2:Advontoges - businesses ond students
Poro 3: Advontoges - heolthcore
Poro 4: Disodvontoges
Conclusion:
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221. Some peopre believe thal governmen, shourd spend on new public
buildings, such os librories ond museums, rother lhan renovoting old
buildings. To whal exfenf do you ogree or disogree?
Our public buildings -- museums, post offices, town halls, libraries, schools - are a reflection of who we are as a
community, and as a people. The given statement says that the authorities should invest on constructing new
public buildings, instead of revamping the old ones. I vehemently disagree with this perspective. A number of
arBuments surround my opinion.

Proponents of the given statement say that it is more simple, beneficial and cheaper to build new buildings
instead of preserving the old ones. They opine that the old, withered and worn out, buildings should be
demolished, and shiny new ones made instead. They argue that replacing the old with the new is part of
progress. However, they are forgetting the benefits of keeping our heritage intact.
First of all, preservation and restoration plays a cultural role. Old buildings teach us about the history that
happened before we were born, and promote the respect for those who lived in different times and different
societies. Architectural monuments cultivate pride of our past and heritage, making us unique in the world. For
example, Kapurthala is known for a string of beautiful buildings, which were made by the then Maharaja Jagatjit
Singh, during the pre partition days. These buildings, are now the pride of the people there. Historical structures
bring character and certain charm to the neighborhood that people live in.

of keeping the old. Architectural monuments are great attractors of
tourists. Everyone likes to experience the "spirit" of the place, which most often is represented through
Secondly, economy is an important merit

architecture. To cite an example, the Salarjung Museum in Hyderabad Telangana, was once the residence of the
Salar Jung family, who served as Prime Ministers to the Nizams, who were the erstwhile rulers of Hyderabad. lt
has the biggest collection of antiques from all over the world, and thousands of tourists visit this museum
everyday. Tourists provide locals with jobs and extra income. Restoration works also contribute to boosting the
economy.

Finally, restoring old buildings is environmentally friendly. Building new green buildings and energy-saving
it can get. Preservation and restoration is the
ultimate form of recycling. lt helps reduce construction waste, and saves the energy that is usually spent on
manufacturing and transporting building materials and tools.
houses is important, but restoring the old ones is as "green" as

To sum up, although building new buildlngs may be cheaper and simpler than restoring old ones, I firmly believe
that old is gold, and should be preserved.

PIAN FOLLOWED
lntro: Disogree
Pora 1: Proponents view
Poro 2: Old buildings hove o cultural role
Poro 3: Tourism
Poro 4: Environmentolly friendly
Conclusion:
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222. some people lhinkthol the government shoutd rnoke lows regording
n utrilion ond heolthy lifestyle, white others think thot il is o mitter of

p ersonol choice ond personol responsibl'lify. Discuss bolh vfews ond
I ive your opinion.

The modern sedentary lifestyle, and the easy availability of junk food is leading to many diseases
such as
obesity, diabetes and hypertension, which are eating away the health budgets of many governments. That
is perhaps why some people opine that government should make laws and policies that promote healthy
food and limit access to unhealthy food. However, others say that there should be no regulation on what
we eat and how we live. This essay intends to analyse both perspectives.
Supporters of government role in regulating our lifestyle and nutrition, say that everyone does not have
enough knowledge about health. Moreover, people go for the easily and cheaply available fast foods,
which provide calories, but are bereft of essential nutrients. This increases the risk of diseases and
therefore Sovernment should formulate policies such as taxing such foods heavily, and making healthy
foods available at subsidized rates.
The governments can adopt the'carrot'and'stick'approach. Carrot policy is the incentive given to people
if they exercise, and the stick is the punishment. For instance, in Mexico City, those who do 10 squats are
allowed a ride in the subway for free. ln many offices, $25 incentive is given to every employee who walks
7000 steps per day, five days a week. ln lndia, the government has made it compulsory to provide highly
nutritious mid-day meal to children of primary schools, so that they don,t suffer malnutrition.
On the other hand, there are those who believe that the onus of having a healthy lifestyle should be left

to

the individuals. They say that the government cannot, and should not force anybody to follow a healthy
diet and exercise daily. lt is people's right to eat what they wish and follow any lifestyle they want. The
government should just aware the people about the dangers of unhealthy lifestyle, and then
leave it on the
people to do what they wish. The government should also provide gyms and sports centres
at very
affordable rates for people, so that they are motivated to go there very often. But, there should not be any
compulsion on people to exercise regularly or eat only what is healthy and not go after taste.
To conclude, Sovernment intervention is needed to make healthy choices available to people, and to alert
them about the consequences of a bad lifestyle and eating habits. People should also follow the advice of
government and be cautious about what they eat and how they exercise.
PLAN FOI.IOWED:

lntro:

Discuss essoy

intro

Paro 7: first orgument is thot everyone does not hove enough knowtedge obout heolth
Poro 2: How governments cdn Iollow the corrot ond stick opprooch,
Pard 3: Why the onus of having o heolthy lifestyle should be teft to the individuols,
Conclusion: governments should promote heolthy lifestyles both for the benefits of individuols ond overoll
economy.
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223. Some peop,e believe lhot sport compelilions ore o source of
emolionol srress for Young peopre. Therefore, Youlh should be bonned
from p orlicipating in sporf competitions. Do you ogree or disogree?
with the parochial notion that the youngsters should not be permitted to play sports,
as competition makes them emotionally stressed. There are a number of arguments that support my view,
which I will be putting forth in the upcoming paragraphs.
I completely disagree

Tacitly, there are numerous benefits of competing in sports. Such competitions promote skills like selfconfidence, team spirit, developing strategies, overcoming obstacles, and so on. Admiftedly there is a
feeling of competitiveness that can cause some amount of emotional stress. However, that is not iust
limited to the field of sports. Competition is there in every aspect of life, starting with the school life, and
continues onto when we start working. Sports competitions teach the youth how to overcome challenges,
accept failures and keep trying to succeed, which helps them overcome obstacles in their lives as well.

To add to lt, sport is a very popular career option for many youngsters. Through the state-level and
national-level sporting competitions, the best of the talent can be identified. These youngsters can then
move on to competing at an international level, and bring name and fame to the country. The government
also provides job opportunities to the sport laureates. Furthermore, such competitions promote harmony,
when people and teams from different cultures, countries and backgrounds compete with one another and
strenBthen relationships.
The proponents of the view that the youth should not be permitted to participate in sport competitions say
that the pressures of winning are too demanding for the players and lead to deleterious consequences, like
the win-at-all-cost attitude, not being able to accept failure, drug abuse for better performance, etc.
However, this kind of stress is faced by children everyday at schools, and competing in sports only helps
them become more confident and tough enough to face the challenges they face in their personal and

professional lives.

To sum up, the children and the youth should be encouraged to participate in sport competitions, to
promote their overall development, and to inculcate in them the life skills, like self-confidence,
sportsmanship spirit, feeling of fraternity and many more. I am certain that when done in purposeful and
developmentally appropriate manner, which places the needs of the children well ahead of winning,
competitive sports can and should be a great experience for kids.
PIAN FOI.TOWED:
lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: lmportonce of sporting competitions
Poro 2: More benefits
Poro 3: Other view, ond then refute it
Co n cl u sion : Re ite rote op i n io n
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224. Some peopre lhink governmenl shourd bon dongerous sports, such
os skydiving ond rock climbing. Do you ogree or disogree?
ln recent years we have seen a considerable rise in dangerous or extreme sports. Although I do not support an
outright ban on such sports, I do feel that the government should regulate such sports, so that they are played
under supervision, which will minimize the risks.
Those who maintain that the government should ban dangerous sports activities argue on the grounds that a
government has a responsibility to protect its population. ln other words, the law should be there to prevent

citizens from taking risks themselves, whether deliberately or unintentionally. These sports can be highly
dangerous and sometimes life-threatening. More than that, it is not just the participants who are at risk, but
spectators too can be seriously injured. lf, for example, a Formula 1 car crashes, the driver may not escape
unharmed, and there is also a chance that a bouncing tire or debris may fly into the crowd. Given this level of
danger, it is understandable why people call for the authorities to take action.
However, banning such sports is not the answer. lnstead, the government should ensure that the companies or
centres, which provide the facilities for such sports should meet the required, legal safety standards. Another
argument against banning is that then people would play these sports in hiding, and then they would be even
more risky. After all we all know that forbidden fruits taste sweeter.
A further point is

that in statistical terms there is a low probability of injury in many so-called dangerous sports,
and people are at greater risk carrying out everyday activities such as crossing the road or cooking a meal. With
the rapid development of advanced technology and medical insurance in our society, the security system of
those extreme sports is absolutely mature enough to protect people who take part in these challenging
activities.

What is more, those sportsmen who excel in such sports bring name and fame to their country. They break
records set by others, and when they do so, the name of their country shines in the whole world. I also believe
that people should be allowed to go for whatever risk they choose. So, if someone wishes to freefall from a
plane at 30,000 feet, then he should be free to do so and it should be accepted that it is not the place of the
government to dictate how they lead their lives. Not infringing citizens' freedom should be regarded as a
government's priority.
To sum up, it can be said that such sports should be performed after sufficient training and under supervision of
experts. Dangerous sport companies should require a license for providing such training. To lay a prohibition on
such sports is not the answer.

PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Pora 7: Arguments for bonning
Poro 2: Arguments ogoinst banning
Poro 3: Arguments ogoinst bonning
Poro 4: Arguments ogoinst bonning
Conclusion: should not be bonned but reguloted
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os d "globol
longuoge" will ovtweigh the disodvonfoges. To whot exlenl do you

225.

lhe odvontoges broughl by lhe spreod of

English

crgree or disogree wi,fh this view?
I definitely agree with the given statement that the increased use of English as an international language
will have more pros than cons. A number of arguments surround my opinion.

To begin with, English is already the lingua franca in many parts of the world. lt is already spoken in 86
countries. So, spreading it as a global language, would be accepted by so many people who already know
this language. Secondly, English is easier to learn than any other language. Unlike Chinese, for example,
English has only 25 alphabets, which are combined to make words and sentences. lt is easy even for nonnative speakers to read written English. ln addition, a number of English words have been borrowed from
many other languages, and many English words have been adopted by many languages and are used as
part of their own languages. Therefore, many people in different countries already know some of the
English. So, it could be the easiest language to learn.
Furthermore, it is the language of global business and also jobs. lt is the language of technology. You can
make the best use of internet if you know English, as many websites are written in English. Knowledge of
English makes travel easier. There would also be no need of expensive translations. Finally, English will be
the most promising language. Since English is used in many fields such as economics, politics, and
academics, more and more people will study English in the future. lf you have an international meeting in
any field, it will probably be done in English. The demand of English will never stop.
On the downside, many people fear

that local languages would die out and with that, local cultures would
die out because language and culture are inter-related. Moreover, it is bound to be divided into dialects.
Finally, the spread of English as a global language, could be opposed by those who want their language to
be the global language. For example, Chinese people might want their language to be the global language.
To conclude, there are more advantages than disadvantages of English as a global language. lts popularity
and demand will increase more and more in the future.
PI.AN FOLTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: Advontoges of English os o globol languoge
Poro 2: More odvontoges
Pdro 3: opposite view
Conclusion:
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226. ln sorne counfries, some of the criminol coses in lhe lov coutts ore
shown on lhe felevision, so fhol lhe generol public con wofch lfiem. Do
lhe odvanloges oufweigh the disodvonfoges?
There are some countries such as the US, where court cases are televised, so that the pruic can view
them. There are arguments in favour of, and arguments against such televisirE Thb essay imerds to
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of televising criminal courts. l, personally, believe the pros
outweigh the cons.
There are many arguments for televising court proceedings. Firstly, by allowing the eletbilg of the oourt
cases, efficient and fair trials will be ensured. Because of televising many people will be able to access the
court cases, and also will be able to criticize the judges for engaging in a trial imincerety- Seoodly, il we
can all watch trials, we will become more confident in our legal system. The effect d televbirg the court
cases would allow people to know better of the judiciary system, and give them knorrleQe d law rehted
issues. lt is the way to enhance trust towards the justice system by making the court Earrparcm and open.
Furthermore, right to know is a fundamental right, all people have. They should be able to ts|ow what
happens during the trial. Journalists are allowed to write reports of the proceedings, but sitten jrdgnents
are not enough. These are full of odd words and complicated sentence constructiorE. Therefore, artides
written by reporters about trials don't satisfy people's right to know.

What is more, televising trials could prevent many crimes, as a lot of people rculd nd w:am dpir cas€s
being shown. The showing of the cases would aware the potential criminals of the treatnrent dlev witl
receive when they commit crimes, and discourage them from doing it. Finally, sorre farnifies d victims nray
not be able to go to the trial, but they can follow it on W from a safe distance.
On the other hand, one of the arguments used by those who are fundamentally skefical about the whob
development, is that the presence of cameras could distort the very nature of the process. The jurors nray
be influenced by the media coverage. ln particular, it has been argued that televbirg the elvents oouH act
as a deterrent to victims and witnesses giving evidence. Witnesses will lose their anonlrrity, a ererlone in
the country will know their face. To add to it, showing trials on TV, could tum lawbreaters into cehbriti.s.
The procedures might turn into entertainment, like in the Judge Judy show.
To conclude, televising the trial courts has both merits and demerits. However, the benetrE
an edge over the drawbacks.

definidy

PI.AN FOIIOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Advontoges of televising
Poro 2 & 3: More odvontoges
Poro 4: Disodvantoges
Conclusion : re ite rote op i n io n
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227. Some peopre believe thot everyone hos righl to uniYeIs,ily
educofion. Therefore, goYernmenl should moke universily educotion
free lor eyeryone, no mollet whol their finonciot bockground is. Io whol
exfenl do you ogree or disogree?
people have different views about who should pay the fee of university education. some believe that the
government should totally fund tertiary education, as the society benefits the most if the youth are highly
the most from
educated. However, I disagree wlth the notion. I firmly believe that the student himself benefits
the
students'
tertiary education. Therefore, the tuition fee should be borne by
proponents of free tertiary education cite a host of benefits. They say that if higher education were made totally
a strong effort
free, then the whole society would benefit. That is why in all developing countries there has been
providing
educational
to raise the educational level of the society by putting as much money as posslble into
professionals
as doctors,
such
educated
enouBh
without
institutions. Developing countries cannot move ahead
education
to as
or
free
teachers, scientists and engineers. Governments in such countries provide scholarships
developed
many students as they can fund, because they realize that the whole country will benefit. Many
population'
educated
a
highly
want
countries also try to offer free tertiary education because they

the individuals
On the other hand, there are many credible arguments against free tertiary educatlon. Firstly,
pay
it' Doctors,
for
themselves
should
themselves get so much benefit from tertiary education that they
justified
that
lawyers, accountants and engineers have some of the highest earnings in most societies. So, it is
the government, and therefore the tax-payers, should not pay for students who will later earn more than
pay for
anyone else. Moreover, most students come from the middle classes and their parents can afford to
their fees.
much'
Furthermore, it is also a well-known fact that if a person gets something for free, he doesn't value it that
spoil the
Because of free education, the university classes would be full of non-serious students, who would
ln such
way.
out
mid
drop
and
their
education
decorum of the classes. Many students would also not complete
its
shoulders'
cases a lot of government money would be wasted. As it is, the Sovernment has a lot on
Therefore, it would be wrong to put the entire burden of university education on its shoulders.

To conclude, it would not be wise to put the cost of tertiary education on the government and so the cost
paid back later.
should probably be paid for by the student himself, or through some loans, which must be
PI.AN FOLLOWED

lntro: Disagree
Pdro 7: Why some soy thot university educotion should
Poro 2: Why it should not be free
Poro 3: More redsons for not moking it free
Conclusion : Reiterote oPinion

be

free

those who wont to
Another version of the some essoy - The government should poy the university fee for oll
study ot the university. Do you ogree or disogree?)
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ln

mony counfries, peopre buy imported food rolher thon lood
prcduced locolly. Why do peopre do thot? How can people be
encowoged fo eol locolly producedfood?

228.

Globalisation has ushered in an era in which tastes have become international. So, the demand for
imported food has increased. This essay intends to look into the reasons why people prefer imported over
local produce, and also suggest ways to motivate people to eat locally produced food.
There are myriad reasons why people prefer imported food. First, imported foods have better quality.
When foods are imported, their quality is always checked, and only the best products end up in our
markets. Regulations on local food are less strict, because there is less distrust. lronically enough that
means that local food isn't quality controlled as much. Another guarantee that we eat good-quality
imported foods, is the fact that the reputation of the food importing companies is at stake. lf these
companies don't get good feedback from consumers, they will do everything to change the supplier
and start offering foods that people will enjoy eating.
Secondly, importing food gives people access to more choices. Any countny's climate and land don't allow
growing all sorts of fruits and vegetables throughout the year. Because of imported foods, we can have

fresh bananas, mangoes, tomatoes or potatoes anytime we desire. Another important reason why
imported food is preferred is that it has become a necessity and not merely a choice. The number of
people who are interested in working as farmers is constantly decreasing. This has led to a shortage of local

food production.
Many steps could be taken to encourage people to eat local produce. People should be made aware of the
benefits of local food. Local food is fresher and more nutritious, as local food is harvested shortly before
ripening. When food is allowed to ripen on the plant before it's picked, and when it's eaten fresh, it has the
maximum nutrients and flavor. Additionally, there is no need of adding artificial ingredients that increas€
the food's shelf life. So, when people eat with the seasons, they are eating foods when they are the richest
in flavour and the least expensive. Government should also check the local produce for quality from time to
time. lf people get good quality local foods, they will be less likely to opt for foreign food. Steps should also
be taken to increase local production of food.
To sum up, there are many reasons why people opt for imported food, but some steps can be taken to
revive their liking for local foods.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Reosons
Poro 2: More reosons.
Poro j: Steps to moke them like local food
Conclusion:
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229. the be* woy io leorn obout other cullures is to work in multinolionol
orgoniroftons. Doyou ogree ot disogree?
d

globalization has been setting up of multinational companies in the developing nations.
fte rapid growth in the economy of the developing countries and an added benefit is the
erposule tfp enpbffees get to cultures of different countries, mostly the developed ones. However, I
disa8ree with the giuen statement. I believe that although working in an MNC is a good way to understand
and leam about arEther country's culture, it cannot be deemed as the best method. I will put forth some

A rnapr benefit
This has lead to

supportiry argunents for my belief.
It cannot be derfed that to work in a multinational company, it is very important to gain knowledge about
the client or the customer, who is usually from another country. This holds true for the entry level agents
to the top managers. Ttrey all have to deal with the client from a foreign country. So it is essential that they
about that countny's culture. For instance, they should know how to address the
have some kEire
dient ln some cultures it is all right to address the client on a first name basis. However, in some others it
may be regarded as disrespectful.
Having sait thaq

rcrking in an MNC

is definitely not the best way

to learn about a culture. When working

in an MIrlC, the empbyees need to look at only certain aspects of the culture, which they will need to talk
about wtpn speakirg to or when interacting with the client. lt may include things like how to address them,

how to geet drem, things that they can talk about when making small talk, things they shouldn't ask
about, their trofaaf, etc. This will lead to gaining knowledge about only some aspects of their culture.
Ihey may not get b know about their food or their language.
Adminedly, worfig in a multinational organization provides opportunities to travel abroad, and that is an
excellent and probably the best way to learn about the culture of another country. However, such
opportunities are given to a select few and not the entire employee population. ln my opinion, the best
way to leam about another culture is to actually live in it, and travelling gives us the best opportunity to
leam anothermy d life.

To recal*tr.rlate, wo*ing in an MNC is definitely a good way to know about another culture, but it
certainv not tE best

Pt-AilF(IrowE)

lnto:DWr@

Pom 7: Wry MltC-s ore gad to leorn other cultures
Poro 2: Wry lley ore not good
poro 3: More rEDr8 why they ore not the best os for os leorning other cultures is concerned
C-onduskn:
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230. People believe thol nol oll school children hove lhe nolvrol obility to
learn o new longuoge. Ihls rneons il is nof right to force oll school
children lo sludy o foreign longuoge. Do you ogree or disogree?
Learning other languages is very worthwhile and beneficial, especially in the "global village" that the world
has become over the recent decades. Nowadays, it seems to make more sense than ever to be familiar

with, and competent in speaking several different languages. Therefore, I firmly believe that a foreign
language should be there in all school curricula, even if a few students find it difficult to learn.

To begin with, the acquisition of a second language develops skills such as communication, cultural
awareness and global citizenship, by overcoming language barriers. A second language can also inject
confidence in children by helping them develop global understanding. Many young people travel the world
soon after leaving school, and there can be no doubt that their experiences would be enhanced by being
able to speak the native language in countries they visit.
Secondly, learning a foreign language would also open up all sorts of career opportunities, which they
would not have otherwise. What could be a better example than the education system of lndia in which all
school students have to learn English right from primary school? That is why lndians are very well placed in
the global job market.

Moreover, learning new languages is said to increase a person's brainpower too. lt has been proven by
researches that bilingual and multilin8ual students do better in other subjects also. ln other words,
language learning and cognitive development are inter-related. Therefore, it would be very practical to
make it mandatory to learn a foreign language at school.
Undoubtedly, there may be a few who just would not be able to cope academically with learning other
languages. This naturally includes children who are developmentally disabled and may be attending special
schools, or are studying in special units at mainstream schools. There could be some relaxation for such
category of students. lf such children can just get a basic grasp of reading and writing their own language,
then that has to be regarded as an adequate achievement.
Summing up, I think being exposed to other cultures and having the opportunity to learn at least one other
language in school is a healthy, positive and enriching experience.
PI.AN FOTLOWED

lntro: Disagree
Poro 7 - the ocquisition of o second longuoge develops skills such'os communication, culturol oworeness
ond globol citizenship by overcoming longuoge barriers.
Poro 2 - learning new longuages is soid to increase a person,s broinpower too
Poro 3 - There could be some reloxotion Ior the students who dre mentolly chollenged
Concl us i on : Re ite rote opi nion
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231. Some peopre believe thol living in big cifies is becoming more
difficull. dtteir believe thot it is gefting eosier. Discuss bolh views ond
give your own oPinion.
this growth
one of the most striking features of the industrial age, is the growth of urban life. Undoubtedly,
However, it has also opened new
has provided tremendous comforts and opportunities to the human race.
metropolis is getting easier, or
sets of challenges for them. ln this essay, I will discuss whether living in
more arduous.

of access to everyday things,
First of all, we need to understand that life is a breeze when we have ease
fact that compared to a
whereas the opposite makes it equally more strenuous. Now, everyone knows the
entertainment and
small town or a village, the ease of access to needs like healthcare, education,
ever before in the metropolis. For example, with the introduction of rapid

transportation is better than
and safer'
transport systems such as the metro trains in Delhi, traveling in Delhi is both comfortable
contributing
secondly, no one can deny the fact that technology has been one of the most important
in the
connections
internet
factors in making our lives easier, and with increasing access to high speed
home.
cities, people now can do things lot more easily, while sitting in the comforts of their
glaring problem that comes to
On the other hand, if we talk about the deterrents in urban life, the first
and construction
everybody,s mind is the environmental pollution caused due to increasing number of cars

chronic respiratory
activities. As a consequence, countless citizens are suffering from asthma and other
skyrocketed in recent years'
diseases. The second maior concern is that life expenses in metropolises have
low living standards, which
This has resulted in an increasing number of homeless people with extremely
can be witnessed in cities like New Delhi and Mumbai'
and it
To conclude, lwould like to say that living in city certainly makes our lives lot more comfortable,
new
provides ample opportunity for everyone to fulfill their dreams, but as mentioned above there are
of
the
comforts
problems whlch aftlct city life. However these challenges are not a show-stopper in terms
rules and
provided by the city life, and can be easily mitigated by the government by implementing newer
controls.
PLAN FOIIOWED:

lntroduction
Poro 7: Advontoges of CitY Life
Poro 2: Disodvontoges of CitY Life
Conclusion
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232. Porents should encouroge their children lo spend less lime studying,
ond morc lime doing spofis/physicol oclivities. Do you ogree or
disogree
The given statement implies that sports are more important for children than academic education, and so
more time should be devoted to sports. I however, firmly believe that both - academic subjects and sports
are equally important for the holistic development of children.

On the one hand, there are many advantages of sports for children. To begin with, these break the
monotony of tough academic studies. Participating in sports keeps children physically fit. We all know that
a healthy mind resides in a healthy body. World-renowned scientific research suggests that children deliver
optimum performance through a balanced approach to education. lf a child devotes his entire time to
academic subjects, without exercising, he becomes lethargic and dull. Participation in sports recharges the
batteries of children, and they can perform better in studies too.
Another important benefit of sports is that children learn important virtues of life through sports. They
learn competition, co-operation, sportsman spirit, and so much more from sports. These skills are
important later on in life. Even recruiting agencies look for such skills apart from that piece of paper called
the degree. So, such subjects are as essential as academic subjects. Finally, it would be worthwhile to add
that sports classes in schools have given us players like Sachin Tendulkar and Dhoni who have won laurels
for our country.
On the other hand, academic education is also very important, so students must be pushed as hard as

possible to achieve their best. Devoting more time to sports and less to academics would also be
detrimental for children. They need to spend time on studies, so that they get into university and are
placed in good jobs later in life. Therefore, I feel that a more rounded education would produce a better
individual.
To conclude, I reiterate my opinion by saying that academic studies and sports are equally important
children today. Therefore, parents should motivate children do allocate equal time to both.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Pora 7: lmportonce of sports
Poro 2: More importance of sports
Poro 3: lmportonce of acodemic educotion
Conclusion:
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233. Nowodoys, some counfries ore spending o loi of moneY fo moke il
eosier lo use bicycle. why is lhis so? ls if the besl solufion lo lronsport
problem?
It is true that many countries, most of which are developed countries, have started investing in the bicycle
industry. There are more than a billion bicycles in the world, twice as many as automobiles. ln recent years,
bike production has climbed to over 1OO million per year (compared to 50 million cars). This essay intends
to analyse the reasons of this phenomenon. I believe that although it is a good solution to the traffic
problem, it is not the best solution.
The main reason is that these countries realize that cycling is a clean alternative to motorbikes and cars,
and so investing in facilities for cycling will help reduce congestion and pollution. Problems related to
congestion in the cities of the emerging world continue to grow, and will grow faster than any investment
in new roads could match. Secondly cycling is cheaper and healthier than other forms of transport Bicyclist
commuters are generally healthier than those who drive motor vehicles to work. They also remain
unaffected by OPEC decisions about crude oil production or the price per barrel.
jobs.
Another very important reason for investing in this industry, is the potential of this industry to provide
job
growth.
ln
Europe
Every cycle lane which is made, and every cyclist who is created, contributes to
alone, more than 6lac people are employed in the cycling industry - more jobs than in mining and
quarrying, the steel industry, and even any other automobile industry. The Netherlands, Denmark. Sweden,
Japan, Switzerland and many more countries have started investing in a big way and have seen many
positive effects.

the best solution to transport problem is concerned, I still feel that cycling comes second to public
transport. There are a few limitations in the use of bicycles. First, these need to be balanced by the rider in
order to remain upright. Not everyone can ride one. Second, there is reduced protection in crashes, in
comparison to motor vehicles. Another disadvantage is that there is longer travel time (except in densely
populated areas). Cycling is also vulnerable to weather conditions. Finally, a basic level of fitness is required
for cycling moderate to long distances. Public transport, on the other hand, caters to all segments of
society. There are children, the elderly, the sick, the disabled and pregnant women, who cannot ride a
As far as

bicycle.

To summarise, there are many motives for countries to invest in making cycling easier, which have been
explained in the above paragraphs. However, cycling is not the best solution to transport problem.
lnvesting in public transport takes the lead in this arena.
PIAN FOLIOWED:
lntro:
Poro 1: Reosons
Pora 2: More reosons
Poro 3: Why investment in cycling is not the best option.
Conclusion:
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234. More ond mote peopre do online shopping. Why is fhis the situotion?
Whol is lhe effecf of online shopping on shops ond communities?
Today, with the lnternet so readily accessible to us, more and more people are turning to online shopping for all
their needs. Clothes, shoes, electronics, groceries and even fruit and vegetables can now be purchased via the
lnternet. This essay shall look into the reasons why people are switching to online shopping instead of
traditional shopping, and also discuss its effects on shops and societies.

There are several advantages of shopping online, because of which people are opting for this method of
shopping. The first is the ability to shop at a time that is convenient to you, not just when the shops are open.
The second advantage of shopping online is that goods are often cheaper as the seller does not have the costs
of running a shop and having to pay wages to salespeople, insurance and all of the other running costs of a real
world business. Online shopping can also be a lot more comfortable than real world shopping, as people do not
have to go out in bad weather sometimes.
Another huge advantage of shopping online ls that people have the opportunity to compare as many products
and prices as they want, without having to spend the time and money to travel between several different shops.
They are also able to read reviews that have been written by other people who have purchased the item they
are considering. They are able to find out about the item from a genuine user, not just the salesperson. Finally,
they are able to find and buy products from all over the world, and not just in their local area, which makes
purchasing of hard-to-find items a lot easier.
There are many negative effects of the trend of online shopping on people and societies. The main negative of
shopping online is that people have to pay shipping costs and have to wait for the items they purchased to be
shipped and delivered. Another disadvantage is that they cannot feel or see the item they want to buy.

Sometimes, the item they get could be quite different from what they wanted. Another disadvantaBe of
shopping online is that it is cumbersome to return faulty goods. lt can literally take weeks to exchange a faulty
product purchased online. Then, cyber crime is also an issue. A person's credit card number could be hacked
and misused. Finally, societies become more aloof as people don't come out for shopping, which is an
opportunity to bump into someone you know and is a chance to socialize.
The negative effects can also be seen on the local shopkeeper. Their sales go down as more and more people
shop online. Only the giant stores are able to survive. For instance, in my hometown, many furniture shops have
closed down as online stores such as, Fabfurnish, Urban Ladder and Pepperfry have entered the online market,
and have started lurlng people with mouth-watering deals.
ln summary, the main reasons of shopping online are convenience and cost savings, which are also the positive
effects. There are many negative effects on local shops and societies. However, despite the negatives, I believe
that online shopping is here to stay and prosper.
Plan followed
lntro: Discuss essoy intro
Poro 1 & 2: odvontoges ond positives
Poro 3 & 4: Negotive eflects on people ond societies
Poro 4: More negotive effects on people ond societies

Conclusion:
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in fhe modern sociely individuols ore
becoming more dependenl on eoch other, whfle olhers soy fhof

235. Some peopre think thot

individuols ore becoming more independenl of eoch ofher. Discuss
bolh views ond give Your own opinion.

Whether we are dependent or independent of each other is difficult to say. ln some cases, we heavily rely
on others, but in others we are quite self-sufficient. ln this essay I intend to delve into both views and
finally give my opinion.
There are times when we are dependent on others. When we are little, our parents care for us, otherwise
we would have no access to food, shelter, and clothing. At the same time, we are emotionally important

to them, so they always remember they are responsible for raising us up. When we are grown up, we
start to learn at schools, and then it is the teachers on whom we rely heavily. When we are employed, we
need to work closely with our colleagues and our employers also depend on our productivity.
We are also independent of each other in many ways. We don't need to go to the banks. We can do netbanking sitting at home. We can do online shopping. We don't need to go and depend on salesmen. We
can entertain ourselves alone by computer games and the lnternet. We can even study at home through
online education and distant education. We are not dependent on teachers for imparting education. We
can book railway and air tickets online and are not dependent on booking clerks. We can eat ready to eat
food available in the market. we are not dependent on somebody in our home to cook for us.
Whatever arguments we put forth in support of both views, the fact cannot be denied that man is a social
animal and will always be dependent on others. This dependence may be direct or indirect. When we are
seemingly independent, we are still dependent on people behind the technology. For example, when we
do net banking we depend on all those software developers who have made it possible for us. When we
eat ready to eat food we depend on those who cook and pack that food.
Summing up, we are all part of a society and it is not possible for us not to depend on others. This
dependence, however, may be visible or invisible.
PTAN FOLLOWED

lntro: ln this essoy I intend to delve into both views and finolly give my opinion.
Poro 7: How we ore still dependent on eoch other
Poro 2: How we ore independent of each other
Poro 3: Own opinion
Conclusion: we ore oll port of o society ond it is not possible for us not to depend on others. This
dependence, however, moy be visible or invisible
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236. lt is o good lhing if senior mondgemenl workers in o compony get o
much higher solory ihon other workers in |he sorne compony. Do you
ogree or disogree?
The size of the pay of the top officials of large organisations, which is disproportionately higher than that

of

ordinary workers, has sparked much debate in the recent times. Some consider it very fair, and are very
happy about it. l, however, am not in favour of this discrepancy.
Advocates of a fat pay for senior officials argue that it is needed to attract and retain the best executive
talent. Undoubtedly, a talented manager is a major asset for any company, as he determines its success

and prosperity. Furthermore, the top manager could be re-employed by a business rival. The gifted
managers who could understand and manage people in business setting are always sought after. Hence,
high salary is a powerful means to retain such talent. Finally, the directors obviously face the stress from
their workplace in daily lives, which may cause health problems. Therefore, people should accept the truth
that big responsibilities deserve big salaries.
However, the huge difference in the pay has led to many problems. Firstly, as executive pay has soared, the
wages of ordinary workers have stagnated. This has led to widening of the gap between the rich and the
poor. For example, the soaring executive pay, particularly in the financial sector, has made the UK one of

the most unequal societies in the developed world. Unequal societies suffer far worse social and economic
problems. To add to it, economic recovery is also hindered by the fact that so much money is concentrated
in the hands of a wealthy elite - who can afford to invest it in property or financial assets - rather than low
and middle-income households, who spend it in the productive economy.
Furthermore, in most other top-level positions - for example senior civil servants, top lawyers and judges,
surgeons, and leading military officials - there is no culture of performance related pay. Therefore, such
huge pay-packets for top officials in the business sector is not at all justified. I believe that a fair and
balanced pay is what we need to have a happier society. Many studies support the view that firms
concerned about social responsibility can put restrictions on executive compensation and still achieve good
financial performance.

To sum up, although there are reasons for the fat pay given to the top-level managers, and we need
companies to grow and to create both wealth and jobs in this fierce global market, lstill believe that we
can achieve this by being fair, and not overpaying the top executives.
PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Disogree
Poro 1: Advontoges of higher poy of top executives
Poro 2: Disodvontoges of such difference in poy
Poro i: More disodvontoges
Conclusion:
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hos becorne eosier ond more offordoble for people

othet counrries. Do you think

i, is o

posilive

lo lrovel to

or o

negolive
developmenl? Give your opinion ond relevonl exornples from your
experience.
It is irrefutable that international tourism has taken mammoth dimensions. ln fact it has become the backbone
of many economies of the world. This situation has both pros and cons. ln my opinion, the advantages

outweigh the disadvantages.

lnternational tourism can have many benefits for individuals and that is precisely why countries are opening
their doors for tourists. The most important benefit is that tourism provides regular employment for many local
people who might otherwise be unemployed. They can find work in restaurants or hotels, or with tourist
agencies as guides or drivers, for example, and earn regular wages. This, in turn, means that they may be able to
save money and improve their standard of living. The second benefit is that tourists spend money in the country
and this allows local businesses such as restaurants, bars and taxi companies to flourish. ln turn, other
businesses, food suppliers or petrol stations, for instance, may be established in order to provide services to
support the companies, which cater for tourists. ln other words, the whole economy of the region develops.

third benefit is that in order for tourists to be able to visit remote areas, roads, airports and hotels have to be
built and local people also benefit by being able to use these new facilities. Furthermore, when communications
improve, it becomes possible for other industries to move into the area, bringing with them more employment
opportunities and increased prosperity. A final advantage of tourism is that visitors from outside bring fresh
ldeas and different ways of doing things to the local community. Consequently, local people may learn from
tourists. Likewise, visitors learn about the local people and culture, and return home with a deeper
understanding of the host country.

A

On the other hand, there are some problems associated with international tourism. Firstly, there is the
increasing crime rate. Some locals see tourists as easy prey because, not only are they in unfamiliar territory and
therefore less able to take care of themselves, but also they carry visible items of wealth, such as cameras and
jewellery which can be disposed off quickly for a profit. Another major problem is health. With greater mobility
comes greater danger of spreading infectious, contagious diseases around the world. Also to be considered is
the natural environment, which can be seriously threatened by too many visitors. Australia's Great Barrier Reef,
for example, is in danger of being destroyed by tourists and there are plans to restrict visitors to some of the
more delicate coral reefs.
Summing up, international tourism has both advantages and disadvantages. However, the advantages
outweiBh the disadvantages.
PTAN TOTLOWED

situotion hos both pros ond cons
Poro 1: Benefits of internotionol tourism
Poro 2: More odvontoges oI tourism
Poro j: Disadvontoges oI tourism
Conclusion: Advontoges of tourism outweigh the disodvontoges

lntro:

This
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238. Nucleor energy is o beffer choice for meeling increosing demond.
Do you support lhe use of nucleor lechnotogy for conshuclive
purposes? use your own knowledge and experience ond supporl your
orgumenls wilh exomples ond relevonl eyidence.
These days it seems like everyone is worried about how the world will meet its energy demands when we
run out of oil and natural gas. solar energy, wind energy, geo-thermal energy, nuclear energy and so on are
being developed as alternative sources. ln my view, nuclear power is not a good choice for meeting the
increasing demand because it can be used to cause great human disaster by the use of nuclear weapons of
mass-destruction, it is too expensive, the materials used are not safe and there is a possibility of accidents.

To begin with, nuclear technology could be wrongly used for terrorist activities and mass destruction. An
increasing number of countries now have nuclear weapons or have the technology required to make such
bombs. lf life on earth is to continue, we must control nuclear weapons of mass destruction. To eliminate
the threat of nuclear war, all the nuclear power nations of the world should agree to disarm as soon as
possible.
Secondly, nuclear power is not economical. Nuclear fuel is expensive and on top of that nuclear power
stations cost a lot to build and operate. People who work in nuclear power stations must be highly trained
specialists and so their salaries also must be high.
ln addition to being expensive, nuclear materials are not safe. When uranium is taken out from the ground,
radioactive gas is released, which is not safe for miners. People who work with nuclear fuels also can get
cancer. Moreover, as nuclear power stations run, they create a lot of nuclear waste, which is also
dangerous. No town wants nuclear waste buried nearby and for good reasons.
Most significantly, there is always the risk of nuclear accidents. The power stations can fail when they get
old. The machinery can malfunction or there can be human error. For example, there was an accident in
the Tarapur Power Station in 1992 and who hasn't heard of the Chernobyl disaster in former USSR in 19g6.
To sum up, it is true that oil and gas cannot supply all the world's energy needs, but we cannot replace
them with a source which is expensive and dangerous. Therefore, I disagree that nuclear technology should
be used for any purposes even though they are constructive.
PTAN FOTTOWED:

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Disodvontoge
Poro 2: Disodvontage
Paro 3: Disodvontoge
Poro 4: Disodvontoge
Conclusion:
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23g.Monypeop,esoYlholcornponiesshou,dgiveimportoncefolheir
employees, whereos ofhers soy lhol theY should give impoilonce fo
cusfomers. Discuss both ond opine.
that
either in form of employees or customers, form the essence of each and every company
people,
and
people and for the
exists in the world today. We also know that companies are built by the
companies
they cannot survive without either of the two groups. ln this essay, I will discuss whether the
should prioritize employees over customers, or whether they should put customers first.
pEOpLE,

Those in favour of putting employees first, cite a host of benefits of this approach. conventionally,
begun to understand
customer satisfaction has been the foremost goal of companies, but of late they have
realized that
that it's impossible to achieve it without having their employees buy into it. Companies have
attention
their
focusing
happy employees, equals happy customers, and because of this they have started
providing facilities
towards the benefit of their workforce. For example, nowadays a lot of companies are
premises
organisations
Some
such as Child Day Care, Gymnasiums and Sports Centers within their office
up
have also started hosting lots of event for the employees such as award functions, and health check
etcetera, so that the employees feel valued in the organisation'

to some extent
Now if we talk about customers, they have always been treated as kings in the market, and
an
they deserve it, because they are the livelihood of the business. Secondly the relationship between
depends
spend
orginisation and a customer is an important one. To what extent customers are willing to
upon how well they are treated. organisations today are taking great pains to achieve customer
satisfaction. They are spending a lot of energy and time on finding out what is important to the customers.
We can say that the customers will always remain important in a company, because without happy
customers, any company can see its doom.
Both need
I believe that both - employee and customer happiness have to be in balance with each other.
to be heard and respected to make it a win-win. This question is like asking'heart first or lungs first?' You
happy
can,t live if any of these stop working. Organizations have to realize that their customers will only be

servicing their customers are happy. Employees are the key touch-points to know the
customer better, so an organization can develop and deliver products and services that are relevant to
customers' needs and expectations.

if the people

To conclude, I would like to mention that although the customer has always been the king in a company,
but in today's competitive market the organisations have to look into their employees' happiness
simultaneously. lf approached as mutually exclusive efforts, they are doomed to lose both.
PIAN FOLLOWED:

lntro:

Discuss essoy

intro

Poro 1: Why some people soy Employees first
Poro 2: Why some people soy customers first
Poro 3: Own view
Conclusion:
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240. The moyemenl of peopre from ogricullurol oreos fo cifies to work
con couse serious problems in both ploces. Whoi ore fhe serious
problems ond whol rneosures con be loken fo solye lhis proble,n?
The world is steadily becoming more urban, as people move to cities and towns in search of employment,
educational opportunities and higher standards of living. This situation can ca use serious problems in both,
villages and cities, which I shall discuss in this essay and also suggest some ways forward.

ln cities, there is a lot of pressure on the resources such as land, water and infrastructure like public
transport, health care and law and order etc. There is an increased demand for land, which pushes the
property prices. This also leads to encroachment of pavements and creation of slums. There is increase in
demand and consumption of water. Limited access to drinking water poses serious health hazards and easy
spread of water borne diseases across the masses. Health hazards resulting from urbanization are also
connected to air pollution, as well as crime, traffic and lifestyle. There is also a sharp growth in urban traffic
and the public transport system of the urban cities is choked.
ln villages, as more land exits farming, the local agricultural economy may suffer. Closer proximity to urban
consumers and new output venues allow farmers to adapt their agricultural operations to higher value or

specialty crops, such as fruits and vegetables. This has also led to an industria lization of farming and
modern methods are being used to meet the demands of the increased population of cities. The smallscale farmer has suffered as a result.
The solutions are not simple. What must be understood is that we cannot stop urbanization. Urbanization

is synonymous with progress. Growth of cities is not bad; unplanned groMh is bad. Careful planning of
cities with the future in mind is required. This will reduce the creation of slum areas. Small-scale urban
agriculture, intensive commercial peri-urban agriculture should be promoted. This will meet the food
needs. Finally, strengthened and improved rural-urban linkages can make important contributions in
improving the situation. lf cities and villages are linked well with efficient public transport, many people
would not shift to cities.
Summing up, urbanization can cause problems in both rural and urban areas but steps can be taken to
combat the situation.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Problems in cities
Poro 2: Problems in villoges
Poro 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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241. A reporl indicoled lhol mony chitdren befween 7 ond I I spend loo
m uch lime wotching lelevision ond/or ploying video gomes. How does
problem oflecl lhe children, lheirfomilies ond sociefy? Whot
th
m eosures con be foken lo conlrol il?

e

Laurence J. peter has rightly said that Television has changed the child from an irresistible force to an
immovable object.' After coming home from school, children spend a lot of time in watching TV and playing
video games. This essay shall discuss the effects of this excessive TV viewing on children, their families and
society and also suggest some ways forward.

There are many negative effects of spending too much time on TV by the 7-11 year olds. 7-11 years is a
crucial period of childhood after which children step into adolescence. This is the time when children
develop the maximum, physically as well as mentally. The more time children spend on watching TV and
playing video games, the less time they have for studying, exploring, playing and interacting with parents
junk
and friends. ln addition, excessive TV viewing can result in obesity as kids are inactive and tend to eat
food while watching TV. They are turning into couch potatoes. What is more, there is a lot of violence on
TV, which should not be watched by children. Communication has come down drastically within the family
and even among children of the neighbourhood.

It is irrefutable that TV is one of the best ways to entertain and inform and even playing video games
introduces children to technology, which is the need of the hour. However, all this is good in moderation
there are lots of active ways of entertainment such as playing games or doing sports, which are actually
much healthier. Moreover, children need interaction with the family and society for their holistic
development.

as

The solutions are simple but the onus is largely on the parents. They should give quality time to their
children and ration their TV viewing hours. Even the time to play video games should be set properly.
Outdoor activities should be encouraged and neighbourhood societies should be formed where children
can play outdoor games with each other. Parks should be maintained properly so that children have a safe
place to play outdoors.

To conclude, television and video games, in moderation, can be a good thing. However, excess of
everything is bad and therefore I believe parents should set viewing limits to ensure their children do not
spend too much time watching TV.
PTAN FOLTOWED

lntro: I sholl discuss the effects of this excessive TV viewing on the children, their fomilies ond society ond
olso suggest some woys forword.
Poro 7: How TV con offect the 7-77 yeor oge group the most
Pora 2: Advontoges of TV if wotched in moderotion
Poro 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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242. Some people believe thot if potice force conies guns, it con
encouroge o higher level of yiolence. To whol exfenl do YOU Ogree or
disogree?

I disagree with the statement that armed police force would promote a greater degree of violence. A

number of arguments surround my opinion.

My first argument to support my viewpoint is that guns would, to a large extent, deter the potential
criminals' Police officers are those who are responsible for taking care of all the citizens, safety and wearing
guns could largely make sure of this. For example, if someone has the intention to
commit a crime, he
would think twice about doing so if there is police carrying guns on patrol. Therefore, the level of violence
would decrease rather than go up.
Secondly, criminals usually have guns and so, police officers need them in order to control crime. lnstead of
taking guns away from the police, it is more important to make laws against the general public having guns.
Countries with weak or ineffective gun laws, or countries bordering such countries, like Mexico which has
strong 8un laws, but virtually no way to prevent them from being smuggled over the border from the U.S.,
need a police force that is not only armed, but is armed befterthan the criminals.

Opponents claim that police in the U.K. are able to go without guns and also have crime in control. They
have a point but I believe that crime in UK is under control because they are able to control the flow of
guns to the general populace. Therefore, I reiterate my point that police force should carry guns.
To sum up, because criminals can easily come into possession of guns, therefore the police force needs to
be armed. Armed police in itself could never be a cause of increased violence. Nations around the world
should hope to someday reach the point where their police force can afford not to carry guns and still be

effective.

PIAN FOTTOWED:
lntro: Disogree
Poro 1: lf police is ormed, criminols ore deterred from doing crime.
Poro 2: Police need guns becouse criminols hove guns.
Poro 3: Opponents view ond then refute it
Conclusion: reiteroted my point
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243. Some peopre lhink governrnents should spend moneY on Ineosures
fo sove longuoges with few speokers from dying oul complelelY'
Olhers fhink this is o wosfe of finonciol resources. Discuss bofh views
ond giYe your opinion.
The unlted Nations estlmates that approximately 5,500 languages are spoken in the world today. By the
end of this century, many linguists estimate that over half of those 6,500 languages will be gone. Some
opine that efforts should be made to save these languages, but others believe it would be wastage of
money. ln the following paragraphs, I shall discuss both views. l, however, side with the latter view.

The reason why the possibility of a language dying raises so much concern for sociolinguists is that
language is directly related to culture. lt is said that, "When a language dies, a culture dies". Secondly,
these languages are a significant part of their speaker's identlty. Another very practical reason for wanting
to save a dying language is that archaeologists and anthropologists can get a wealth of information about a
society from its language.
saving a dying language say that languages that lose their
communicative purposes and are abandoned by speakers should disappear from the public arena. The
truth of "when a language dies, a culture dies" does not imply the truth of when a language is saved, a
culture is also saved. They say that change of culture is a normal part of the law of change and we should
welcome this change. They believe that the only thing that can be achieved by saving a language is for
intra-linguistic studies and nothing more.

On the other hand those opposed

to

Furthermore, they feel that what actually kills languages is the choices of the speakers. ln today's global
village, it is far more convenient to have a few languages. There is better communication and also better
more comfortable to learn
.lob prospects worldwide with fewer languages. Even the technology of today is
global
potential
stage, and they thus
at
the
have
limited
with fewer languages. So, such languages that
come under threat or even die, it would be better to let them die. There is no need to preserve them.
To conclude, it could be said that, the idea of saving threatened languages sounds good but it is difficult to
sustain because the speakers have a right to shift to another language. This trend is not likely to abate.
Therefore, it is a waste of resources to save endangered languages.

PIAN FOLIOWED
lntro: I sholl discuss both views before forming on opinion
Poro 7 - Why some wont to save longuoges
Poro 2 - Why people ore opposed to soving o dying longuoge
Poro 3 - More reosons for not soving o dying languoge
Conclusion: it is a woste of resources to sove endongered longuoges
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244. ln schoo,s ond uniyersities, gl'fls lend lo choose orts subjecls, while
boys choose science subiects. Whot is fhe reoson? Should lhe lrend be
chonged?
It is generally seen that in secondary and tertiary educational institutes, girls opt for arts subjects whereas
boys take up science subjects. This essay intends to look into the reasons of this phenomenon. I believe
that this trend should be changed.
It is not difficult to analyze why girls choose arts and boys choose science subjects. Firstly, right from early
childhood, it is ingrained into girls that they are meant to become good housewives and mothers. So, they
do not need to study difficult science subjects. They are encouraged to study arts subjects such as home
science and social studies, which would later on help them in running the home. Secondly, career advice by
parents and teachers makes girls opt for arts subjects. Mostly, women work as teachers, nurses and
secretaries etc. Boys, on the other hand, go into technical fields for jobs and so need a background in
science.

Furthermore, parents are also not ready to spend a lot on girls' education, especially in countries like lndia.
It is well known that the fee itructure of science subjects is generally higher than the arts subjects. Parents
think that their daughter will get married and go to her husband's home. So whatever they spend on her is
expenditure for them whereas when they spend on their son they consider it an investment. Their son will
get a high paid job after studying science and this will definitely add to the family's income.

I believe that this trend should be changed. Choice of subjects should be on aptitude and gender should
not come in the way. Today, the gender differences are disappearing and girls are going into space whereas
boys are working as chefs and male nurses. To cite an example, Kiran Majumdar is the CEO of Biocon
company and Sanjiv Kapoor is the most famous chef of my country, lndia.
To sum up, there are many reasons for the gender biased choice of subjects in schools and universities, but
this trend should be changed as we are heading towards an egalitarian society.
PTAN FOIIOWED

lntro:
Pord 7: Why girls choose orts ond boys choose science subjects
Poro 2: More reosons
Poro j: this trend should be chonged.
Conclusion:
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245. Nowodoys, sporl is becoming o business ond more qnd more
professlonols ond big componies ore gettlng involved in sporllng
evenls. Do you thlnk lhot lt ls o posilive or o negolive developmenl?
It is irrefutable that sporting events have become quite popular with big business

houses, which try to
reach more and more customers by sponsoring such events. Nowadays, big corporate houses are also
buying sports teams. lt is obviously a win-win sltuation for both. Sports teams and individual sportsmen
need money and companies need advertisement. However, I believe that the situation is not as rosy as it
looks.
Now that companies pump in millions of dollars into many sports items, talented players are eager to enter

the field. This is a definitely a positive development. Many sportsmen are now earning enough to
concentrate in their game and not worry about providing bread and butter to the family. Earlier, many
sports persons weren't earning enough and also the prize money wasn't good. This deterred many talented
players from pursuing a career in sports. Now the situation is totally different. Today, sports have become
the backbone of the economy of any country. Today's sportsmen act as ambassadors for their respective
countries and provide name and fame to their country.
On the downside, when sports become a business, the focus can shift from talent to profit. Although big
prize monies and sponsorship deals can attract fresh talent into the game, sometimes the same can lead to
problems like match fixing. lt is not uncommon for international cricket and football players to get involved
in match fixing controversies. What is more, the pressure to perform can also compel many players to
resort to unethical means such as consumption of drugs to enhance performance.
Finally, the biggest sufferers are the non-glamorous games, which the private companies are unwilling to
sponsor. For example, in lndia cricket is hugely popular so companies are eager to sponsor cricketers.
Players of other less popular games and events are ignored by all. The governments may try to cover up to
some extent, but the Bovernment funding can never match that of private companies.
To conclude, it is not hard to see that corporates entering the field of sports is both good and bad. Big prize

money and sponsorship deals will definitely encourage more people to pursue a career in sports. On the
other hand, companies will always have business interest in their mind. Non-glamorous sports are ignored
and also, sometimes, this can take the focus away from the game.
PLAN FOLLOWED:

lntro: lt is both

-

o positive os well os o negotive development

Poro 7: Positive effects -Tolented people ore opting sports os o coreer. Componies ore getting ods.
Poro 2: Negotives - motch fixing - unethicol meons
Paro 3: non gldmorous gomes suffer

-

Concl usion : re ite rote opi nion
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246. some peopre believe thot the filtest ond srrongesf individuols ond
feoms olwoys succeed in sporfs. ofhers think that success in sporls
depends on menlol offirfudes. Discuss bolh views ond give your
opinions.

People are divided on the reasons for success in sports. Some individuals opine that only
those who are
physically fit succeed in sports. However, others believe that a positive mental
attitude is required for
succeeding in sports. ln this essay I shall discuss both views. I believe that both physical fitness
and
mental attitude are needed for success in sports.

It is irrefutable that there are sports in which fitness and strength is very important for success. A player
who is not physically fit cannot excel in sports such as rugby, soccer, wrestling, volley ball and many more.
That is why the coaches and traaners make the players work out for hours every day so that players can
build both strength and stamina and succeed in their respective sports.
On the other hand, the fact cannot be denied that players can succeed with positive mental attitude
and
good game plan. For example, our lndian cricket player Sachin Tendulkar is very short, yet
he can do
wonders with his bat. Anil Kumble is one of the best bowlers in the game of cricket. He can read the mind
of the batsman opposite him and that's why in one match he managed to take 10 wickets. ln Hockey too,
winning depends on teamwork, attitude and co-operation.

Furthermore, there are many examples where players have reached pinnacles of sports career despite
severe physical limitation. Swimmer Amy Dyken suffered from asthma but went on to win 4 gold medals
in
olympics. Jeff Blatnick suffered from cancer, but won gold medal in Roman wrestling in 19g4. Simon Keith
had a heart transplant but still he plays soccer. Yuvraj Singh, the famous lndian cricket player fought with
lung cancer and is back in his team only because of his positive mental attitude.
To sum up, no doubt physical fitness and strength have a role but mental attitude is also very important. A
successful sportsman needs a combination of physical and mental power.
PtAtrl

FottowED:

lntro: ln the following poragrophs I intend to delve into the role of both in our lives.
Poro 7: How physicol litness is importont
Poro 2: lmportonce of positive mentol ottitude
Poro 3: Exomples of success becouse of positive mentol ottitude
Conclusion: No doubt physicol fitness ond strength hove o role but mentol ottitude is olso very importont. A
successful sportsmon needs a combinotion of physicol ond mentol power.
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247. Some peop,e lhink thot we shourd invenl
internotionol communicolion. Do fhe benefifs

o new
of

longuoge for
this oulweigh the

problems?
There are so many languages around the world, thereby discouraging people from different regions or
cultures to communicate with each other. To overcome this obstacle, some people propose to invent a
new language, which will be used as an "international language" among people who come from different
areas. Aithough this proposal seems reasonable, I personally see more disadvantages than advantages of
inventing a new language.
First of all, many people would not accept a new language because it would be artificial and not based on
any culture. ln addition, people would have to spend time to learn the grammar and the words of the new
language.
Secondly, promoting a new language requires financial support and a lot of time. For instance, in some
countries such as China and lndia there are many languages because it is financially unrealistic to teach
everyone in poor areas the same language. Although this might be achieved finally, it will take as long as a
hundred years or even more.

Another reason against having a new language is that it may be divided into dialects, and so the whole
purpose of having one language would be lost. For instance, in Punjab, a small state of lndia, the mother
tongue pun.jabi has two dialects, which are quite different from each other. So it would be unrealistic to
expect one language without different dialects in the whole world.
Finally, we all know that variety is the spice of life and language is related to culture. So, if we have one
language spoken in the whole world, then it would be a dreary and dismal place to live in.

To sum up, although there would be benefits such as easy trade and travel, inventing a new language for
the international communication is not a good idea because of the various reasons given above. ln my
opinion it is totally a waste of time and money to invent a new language because its advantages cannot
outweigh its disadvantages.
PIAN FOTTOWED

lntro: I personolly see more
Poro 7 - Why new longuoge would

disodvontoges thon odvontoges
not be occeptoble

Paro 2 - Another reoson
Poro 3-finol reoson
conclusion: inventing o new longuoge

ol

for the internotionol communicotion

inventing

is

o new longuoge.

not o good ideo
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248, ln ordet to leorn o longuoge well, we shourd olso leorn oboul the
counlry os well os lhe cullures ond lifeslyles of fhe people who speok

lhis longuoge.

Io whol exlenl do you dgree or disogree with this

opinion?
Language and society are as inextricably linked as a chicken and an egg. Language is the verbal expression
of culture. I strongly agree that in order to learn a language 'well' you must also know the culture and
lifestyle of the people who speak that language. ln the following essay I intend to support my views with

my arguments.

It is true that some successful language learners have never learnt about the culture and lifestyle of the
native speakers. Such learners probably have a gift for learning languages and would be successful under
any circumstances with regular effort. For most people, however, learning in a social context is the key to
learn the language well.
Language is much more than just a means of communication. lt is an art, a science, a culture, an identity
and a vision. lt is a lifestyle. lt is like seeing the world through different eyes. For instance, the Eskimos have
24 different words for snow like - 'aput'means snow on the ground, 'gana' means drifting snow. snow has

a greater impact on their culture than ours and so on their language. So definitely learning about their
culture and lifestyle would help understand the value of these meanings.
There are dialects, nuances and idioms of a language, which can only be learnt if we learn about the culture
and lifestyle of the people. For example, Punjabi is the mother tongue of people who live in Punjab. lt has
two dialects, which mean ways of pronunciation and speaking. The two dialects are quite different and can
only be learnt if you spend time with those people or learn about their culture. Then there are the nuances
in a language, which means subtle shades of meaning, which can also not be learnt without knowing the

lifestyle of people. Finally it is more enjoyable to learn a language if we learn about the culture and
lifestyle. We are more motivated to learn another language.
To conclude, it could be said that

it is definitely needed to know about the culture and lifestyle of people if
you have to learn a language well. lt makes learning fun and it helps to understand the dialects and
nuances of the language.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 1 - There moy be some tolented people but for most people, however, learning in o sociol context is
the key to leorn the longuoge well
Poro 2 - Longuoge is like seeing the world through different eyes.
Poro j - There ore diolects, nuonces and idioms of o languoge
Conclusion: it is definitely needed to know obout the culture ond lifestyle ol people if you hove to leorn o
longuoge well
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249. Some longuoges ore increosingly spoken in dillerenl counhies, while
fhe usoge ol olhers is ropidly declining.ls fhis o posifive ot o negotlve
developmenfi?
Today, we do not belong to a big planet called Earth. We are part of a global village and there is more
interaction among people of different parts of the globe than ever before. Therefore, some languages are
being spoken more, and the use of a few languages is declining. This is both - a negative as well as a
positive development.
On

the positive side, the increasing use of some languages is easing communication among people. For

example, English is now spoken in more than 85 countries of the world and French in around 33 countries.
ln fact, English has become the lingua franca in many parts of the world. Because of this people do not face
difficulty when they travel from one country to the other. What is more, if people speak the same language
then they also find it easy to do business with each other. Global trade is based on good communication.
Businesses cannot flourish if for every small communication an interpreter is required.
Nowadays, we belong to a 24/7 society. Many multinational companies have opened in different parts of
the world. The rich nations who own these MNCs provide jobs to millions of people worldwide. Naturally, a
person who knows their language is better placed in these companies. The pay package is also better and
chances to work abroad also go up. ln a way the widespread use of a few languages also helps to decrease
the gap between the rich and the poor.
On the other hand, the decline in use of some languages is also something to be concerned about. lt is a
well-known fact that language and culture are inter-related. lf languages die out then culture also dies out.
Moreover, we all enjoy life on this planet because of its diversity. lf diversity decreases, then boredom sets
in and the earth becomes a dull and boring place to live in.
To conclude, it could be said that, the increase in use of a few languages and the decline of others is both a
positive as well as a negative development. This situation is an inevitable sequel of globalization. lf the
governments take steps to protect the endangered languages, then the negative effects can be minimized.
PTAN FOILOWED

lntro: lt is both

-

o positive os well os o negotive development

Poro 7 - Advontoges of the increosing use of
Poro 2 - More odvontages
Poro 3 - Disodvontoges
Conclusion: restote your opinion

o

few longuoges
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Some people believe fhof lourisls should occepf socio, ond

en vironmenlol responsibility white olhers believe fhof fourisls should nol
oc cepi ony responsibility ot oll. To whol exfenf do you ogrce or
dis ogree?
It is irrefutable that tourism industry has become the backbo ne of many economies of the world.
No wonder, all
countries are opening their doors to tourists. The negative so cial and environmental impacts of tourism
have led
many to suggest that tourists should accept accountability for this. I definitely agree with this notion.
Ecotourism, sustainable-tourism, responsible-tourism, modern-tourism or whatever name you may like to give it, is
the need of the hour. ln the following paragraphs, I intend to put forth my arguments to support my view.
The most important reason why tourists should be responsible is that many tourist destinations are endangered
now because of the litter and pollution spread by the tourists. For example, the sukhna Lake in Chandigarh,
which is a popular tourist spot, once got so badly damaged by the wrappers and plastic bottles which tourists

threw that no boating could be done there and it smelled so bad that people stopped going there. lt took
months to get it cleaned up and restore tourism there. The local people and the governments cannot handle
such situation effectively unless the tourists themselves lend a hand by being careful.

Secondly, there :s over-consumption of resources by tourists such as of water and fuel and this is incompatible
with sustainable tourism. Tourist demand for resources such as water and food may also compete with the
needs of local people atrd may lead to injustice with the locals. For example, in Shimla, a popular hill
station,

tourists stay in five star accommodations and take two showers a day where as the people outside are short of
drinking water. To add to it, many tourist activities such as skiing, boating, motorized water-sports, and trekking
represent a stress to fragile ecosystems. Who will welcome the tourists to those places if tourists don,t accept
responsibility? lnstead of five star accommodations, they could live with the locals and be satisfied with one
shower a day.
Finally, if tourists do not respect the local people's culture and environment, then the natives would be hostile
towards them and the whole purpose of tourism would be lost. For example, in our religious places, it is
customary to cover our head and take off our shoes. lf tourists don't do so they would not be welcome by our
people there. so, the onus is on the tourist to know beforehand the norms of the place and fortunately
nowadays, everything is available on the net or one can get all information from the tour operators.
Responsible tourism is everyone's responsibility. The well being of the destination is not only the responsibility
of the tourism sector - it is also the responsibility of the tourist. That is why it has rightly been said that ,A
good tourist is one who leaves behind nothin g, but footprints ; and takes away nothing, but photographs.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Agree - tourists should be responsible
Paro 7: The locol people ond the governments connot hondle such situotion effectively unless the tourists
themselves lend o hond by being corefut - e.g. of Sukhno loke
Poro 2: there is over-consumption oJ resources by tourists - who will wetcome them if they don,t help locols
- e.g. of Shimlo
Pora 3: if tourists do not respect the locot people's culture ond environment, then the notives
would be
hostile towords them - give e.g.
Conclusion
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25t. Some peopre fhink visilors lo ofhers countries should imitole locol
cusrorns ond behoviours. some peopre disogree,' they think fhe hosf
counlry should we,come cullurol differences. Dlscuss thetwo views ond
give your opinion.

this
Today, with the passage of time each and every country is on the path of development, and with
highly
is
a
lt
places
countries.
in different
development there is a growing trend of visiting different
people
the host country or should the host
of
the
as
and
behave
debated issue whether tourists should do
pros
and cons, which I shall discuss in
country accept visitors as they are. Both situations have their own
this essay.

adopting host countries customs. Firstly, it decreases chances of
misundersta nding and embarrassment. For e.g. in the UK it is offensive to ask about pay to anyone, which

There are many benefits

of

traditions are fascinating and offer a deep insight into
that country. people visit other countries to broaden their horizon. So, if tourists copy the customs of host
country, they learn more about them and that too in an interesting way. Finally, visitors establish a rapport
with local people because people feel respected when their customs are understood and imitated. The
visitors become a member of the host country and so they don't suffer any culture shock.
is common in lndia. Secondly, a nation's customs and

On the other hand, there are many reasons why a host country should tolerate and embrace foreign
culture. To begin with, no country should cling to its own customs and traditions and accept the new
customs and traditions brought by visitors. Secondly, there should be no binding on the visitors to adopt
the customs and traditions of the hosts. For example, if the visitors are pure vegetarians, they should not
be forced to eat non-vegetarian food just because the host country's people eat that.

on balance, lfeel that someone who is moving to another country should respect the customs, culture,
traditions etc. of that country. This is necessary because a newcomer is like a guest in someone else's
home. So he is expected to follow the rules of that country. However, it is not reasonable to compel a
believer of certain religion to ignore his religion in order to comply with the local customs.
Summing up, mutual understanding between both the visitor and the host is necessary to maintain
harmony. A cosmopolitan society in which everyone is tolerant of each other's customs and traditions is
the need of the day. After all, today, we are part of a small global village and not a big planet Earth.
PLAN FOTLOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro

Poro 1: benefits of adopting host countries customs
Para 2: reosons why o host country should tolerote ond embroce foreign culture
Poro 3: Own view
Conclusion:
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252. Some peopre think thot peopre moving to o new counlry should
occepf new cullure in fhe foreign counlry rolher lhon living os o
seporole minorily group with different lifestyle. Do you ogree or
disogree?
It is a highly debated issue whether immigrants should do and behave as the people of the host country or
whether they should stick to their traditional lifestyle and live as a separate minority. I believe that it is a
matter of personal choice as both situations have their own pros and cons.

adopting host countries' customs. Firstly, it decreases chances of
misunderstanding and embarrassment. For e.g. in the UK it is offensive to ask about pay to anyone, which
is common in lndia. Secondly, a nation's customs and traditions are fascinating and offer a deep insight into
that country. People move to other countries to broaden their horizon. So, if immigrants copy the customs
of host country, they learn more about them and that too in an interesting way. Finally, visitors establish a
rapport with local people because people feel respected when their customs are understood and imitated.
They become a member of the host country and so they don't suffer any culture shock.

There are many benefits

of

On the other hand, there are many advantages of making a minority group. lf a person is from a country
with strong and old traditions, it will be difficult for him to adapt to the new customs. He can't break the

old customs such as food habits and wearing certain types of clothes. ln such cases if he retains his old
customs and lives with his own community as a separate minority, he won't suffer from homesickness.

on balance, I feel that someone who is moving to another country should respect the customs, culture,
traditions etc. of that country. This is necessary because a newcomer is like a guest in someone else's
home. So he is expected to follow the rules of that country. However, it should not be obligatory for him to
follow those customs and change himself altogether. As time passes and he gets to know the hosts better
then he can decide if he wants to adopt any custom or stick to his own. After all being a cosmopolitan is the
need of the hour.
Summing up, it is a matter of personal choice. Mutual understanding between both the visitor and the host
is necessary to maintain harmony. A cosmopolitan society in which everyone is tolerant of each other's
customs and traditions is the need of the day. After all, today, we are part of a small global village and not a
big planet Earth.
PLAN FOTTOWED
lntro: lt is necessory to look into pros ond cons of both situotions before forming on opinion.
Poro 7: benefits of odopting host countries customs
Poro 2: odvontoges of moking a minority group

i:

Own view
Conclusion: Personol choice. Mutual understanding between both the visitor ond the host is necessory to

Poro

mointoin hormony
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253. The spreod of mullinotionol cornponies ond fhe increose in
globolizotion produce posilive effecfs for everyone. Do you ogree or
disogree?
I

disagree with the statement that the growing globalization along with the expanding multinational
companies benefits all the people. Although, supporters of globalization claim that there are many benefits
of MNCs, they are in fact damaging the quality of life. A number of arguments support my opinion.

My first argument relates to their products. Supporters of globalization would argue that multinational
companies produce high quality goods available to most people. While this may be true to some extent, it
also means we have less choice of products to buy. When powerful multinational companies invade local
markets with their goods, they often force local companies with fewer resources to go out of business. ln
consequence, we are obliged to buy multinational products whether we like them or not.
Secondly, it is sometimes said that MNCs and globalization are making societies more open. This is true to
some extent but the fact cannot be ignored that as a result the human race is losing its cultural diversity. lf
we consumed different products societies all over the world would be more varied. This can be seen by the
fact that we all shop in similar multinational supermarkets and buy identical products wherever we live.

Thirdly, defenders of multinational companies often point out that they provide employment. Although
this is undoubtedly true it also means we have become more dependent on them, which in turn makes us
more vulnerable to their decisions. When, for example, a multinational company decides to move its
production facility to another country, this has an adverse effect on its workers who lose their jobs. What is
more, the jobs MNCs provide are not paid as much as they have to pay for similar jobs in their country. So,
in fact they are exploiting workers of poor nations.
To summarise, multinational companies do have their benefits, but they also have their drawbacks, and not
everyone is benefited by them.
PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: First point of the stotement with my refutotion - reloting to more voriety
Poro 2: Second point of the stotement with my refutotion - reloting to loss of cultural diversity
Pora 3: Third point of the stotement with my refutotion - reloting to Employment
Conclusion: multinotionol componies do hove their henefits, but they olso hove their drowbocks ond not
everyone is benefited by them
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254. Some peopre lhink thot persono, hoppiness is directly reloled lo
economic success. Olhers orgue lhof hoppiness depends on differenl
foclors. Discuss bolh views ond give your own oplnion.
Happiness is a state of mind. obviously, different people understand it in different ways. Some
believe that
economic success is an essential element to happiness, but others opine that factors like a stable family
life, secure source of income and good heath are more important in achieving happiness. This essay
intends

to analyze both perspectives. l, however, side with the latter view even though I admit that economic
success also has a minor role in happiness.

Undoubtedly, to achieve personal happiness, economic success is necessary, but its importance shouldn,t
be exaggerated. Apparently, it's sensible to say that one needs sufficient money to live in a spacious
apartment, to have a private car, fashionable clothes and latest household electrical appliances, which are
all indispensable for happy life.
However, it is also true that material success alone can't ensure that one can lead a happy life. One may
have a lot of money but if there are not cordial relations among family members, one can never be happy.
ln fact, too much wealth can lead to stress in life if children go astray because of too much wealth. A
person who has the barest minimum but a very understanding life partner and obedient children
can,be
very happy.
Good health is another factor needed for happiness. Can you imagine a multimillionaire suffering from
cancer to be happy? Another big factor is a stable source of income. One can never be happy if one is
not
sure whether his business will pick up or if his job is secure.
To conclude, economic success is important but those who cooperate well with co-workers and those who

get along well with families, friends and neighbours are more likely to be happy, and it,s the same case
with those who pursue a variety of interests and hobbies at leisure and those who are in good health.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro:

Discuss essoy

intro

Poro 7: Economic success is one importont fdctor
Pord 2: Good relotions with fomily ond friends
Poro 3: Good health
Conclusion:
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255. Housing shorfoge in big cilies con couse severe sociol
consequ;nces. Some people lhink only govemmenl oction con solve
this p roblem.To whol exlenf do you ogree or disagree?
for everyone. Therefore it is increasingly difficult for ordinary people to have
somewhere to call home in big cities due to housing shortage, especially the lack of affordable housing'
with this
Some people think only government has the power to solve this problem. I completely agree
Big cities act as magnets

statement.
goes
The main reason for housing shortage in large cities is the burgeoning urban population. The situation
break
and
the
lucky
from bad to worse as each year millions of job seekers rush into the city to try their
majority of them eventually get settled down, which makes housing shortage even more serious. careful
planning of cities is required to address the issue and obviously, only the government has the power to

address this problem.
Even if the population were indeed under control, we still need more apartment buildings

to house people

who have already worked and lived in the city without decent housing. ABain, only the Sovernment can
decide which old buildings should be demolished to make way for new ones and which area could be
designated for residential housing development. Of course, individuals can have their voice heard, but the
final decision has to be made by the Sovernment.
Another reason that causes housing shortage is that those in the real estate business raise the cost of
pushing
housing exorbitantly. To stop those profit-making housing developers and real estate brokers from
up the prices of housing, effective rules and regulations are needed, which can be done by the
government. As for the housing projects for low-income families, we can only depend on the government,
too.
To sum up, only the government action can solve the problem of housing shortage in big cities.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: I completely ogree with this stotement.
poro 7: The moin reoson for housing shortoge in lorge cities is the burgeoning urbon populotion - only the
government con corefully plon the cities
poro 2: only the government con decide which old buildings should be demolished to moke woy for new
ones ond which areo could be designoted t'or residentiol housing development
poro 3: To stop those profit-moking housing developers ond reol estote brokers from pushing up the prices
of housing, effective rules ond regulotions ore needed, which con be done by the government
Conclusion: only the government oction con solve the problem of housing shortoge in big cities.
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256. When fomilies hoye o meol logether it is considered socio, octivity.
Do you think eoting logefher is imporlonl fo people in your country?
It is irrefutable that eating together is a social activity. Sharing dinner together gives everyone a sense of
identity. lt can help ease day-to-day conflicts, as well as establish traditions and memories that can last a
lifetime. Eating together is definitely significant to people of my country, lndia.
The first and foremost advantage of eating together is that it creates a sense of belonging. Conversations
during the meal provide opportunities for the family to bond and learn from one another. lt's a chance to
share information and news of the day, as well as give extra attention to your children and teens. Family
meals foster warmth, security and love, as well as feelings of belonging. lt can be a unifying experience for
a

ll.

Secondly, family mealtime is the perfect opportunity to teach appropriate table manners, etiquette, and
social skills. Parents can be perfect role models in this and children learn by following them. What is more,

meals prepared and eaten at home are usually more nutritious and healthy. They contain more fruits,
vegetables, and dairy products along with additional nutrients such as fiber, calcium, vitamins A and C, and
fo late.

Furthermore, research shows that frequent family dinners (five or more a week), are associated with lower
rates of smoking, drinking, and illegal drug use in pre-teens and teenagers when compared to families that
eat together two or fewer times per week. To add to it, children do better in school when they eat more

meals

with

their

parents

and

family.

ln my country most people do value shared mealtime. However, the fast paced life and influence of the
Blobal culture is taking some away from this custom. Fortunately, some recent studies have shown that
even in the developed countries people are realizing the importance of family meals and are downshifting.
It is indeed time to bring the "family" back to the dinner table.
To conclude, eating together is definitely an important social activity. That is why
family that eats together stays together'.

it has been said that, 'The

PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: eoting together is o sociol octivity
Pora 7: it creates o sense of belonging - o unifying experience for oll
Poro 2: Advontoges of fomily meol
Poro j: More odvontoges
Poro 4: Situotion in my country
Conclusion:
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257. Some peopre soy lhot porenfs hove lhe most importont role in o
chrldb developmenl. However, othec drgue thol olher fhings like
felevision or friends hove lhe mosf signiffcont influence. Discuss bolh
views ond give your own opinion.
Some individuals are of the opinion that parents have the most siSnificant role in a child's development
whereas others opine that friends and other environmental factors such as TV have a more important role.
It is necessary to look at both arguments before forming an opinion.
Parents have direct interactions with the children. They provide a sense of identification to the child. These
have their greatest effect on intellectual development and character traits. They also play a very important
role in the socializing process of the child. Right from the bedtime stories to the behavioral habits parents
play a very important role in making a child a responsible citizen. That is why it is believed by some that
parents have the strongest role in a child's development.
Friends, on the other hand, are important in order to help children grow emotionally and socially. Children
find out who they are by comparing themselves to others. They learn about attitude, character and

personality. Building good relationships boosts a child's self esteem and they find comfort in those
friendships when things get tough such as losing a pet or facing family problems.
Television is also one of the most prevalent media influences in children's lives. How much impact TV has
on children depends on many factors: how much they watch, their age and personality, whether they
watch alone or with adults, and whether their parents talk with them about what they see on W.

ln my opinion, we cannot generalize as to what has more significance. ln the early years family generally
has more impact but in adolescence peers and TV may impact more. lt appears that the power of the peer
group becomes more important when the family relationships are not close or supportive. For example, if
the parents work extra jobs and are largely unavailable, their children may turn to their peer group for
emotional support.
To sum up, behavior is affected by a complex interaction of many different factors such as parents, peers

and environment. All these are inextricably linked in the development of children. There is individual
variation and therefore it is difficult to generalize which factor plays the most siBnificant role.
PLAN FOTTOWED
lntro: lt is necessory to look ot both orguments before forming on opinion.
Poro 7: How porents affect children's behoviour
Poro 2: How friends offect children's behaviour

Poro 3: How TV affects children's behoviour
Pora 4: Own opinion
Conclusion:
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258. Some scienlisfs believe thol sludying the behoviour of 3-yeor-old
children con tell which children would gtow up to be criminols. To whol
extent in your opinion is crime o prcducl of humdn noture or is il
possibre lo sfop children from growing up to be criminols?
Some scientists are of the opinion that hereditary characteristics are responsible for the person's
temperament and hence future career. I disagree with this notion. I believe that genes do play a role but
the primary determinant is nurture - education and bringing up. lt is definitely possible to mould a child
into any direction by proper bringing-up.

lf we adopt the mentality that if parents are criminals so will the children be then we are limiting or even
damaging the individual's basic right to achieve his very best. Children can rise above the gene pool and
rise to great heights. Even if a child is born to criminal parents but brought up away from that environment
and provided quality education, he will not be a criminal.
The debate on nature versus nurture has been raging for ages and no clear-cut answer has come forward.
A child prodigy can be born to ordinary parents and many intelligent parents can have ordinary children. A
talented person can go unnoticed in the absence of right environment and upbringing and an ordinary
person can reach great heights with proper training. So, interplay between hereditary and environmental

factors must be there.

It has been seen that children born to intelligent parents also are intelligent and successful. But it is also
possible that such parents provide an environment, which nurtures the development of their children.
When we see some programmes such as 'lndia's Got Talent' and 'Little Champs', we notice some extremely
gifted children who are born with talent and also some who have achieved great heights with great
persevera nce and proper coaching.
To sum up, both nature and nurture play a part in determining the character of a person. lt can also be
concluded that both are inextricably linked with each other. But nurture weighs over nature and it is
definitely possible to prevent children from growing up to be criminals.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Children con rise obove the gene pool ond rise to greot heights

Poro2: interploy between hereditory ond environmentol foctors must be

there.
Poro 3: When we see some progrommes such os 'lndio's Got Tolent' ond 'Little Chomps', we notice some
extremely gifted children who ore born with tolent and olso some who hove ochieved greot heights with
cooching.

greot

perseveronce

proper

and

Conclusion: both nature and nurture ploy o part in determining the chorocter of a person, But nurture
weighs over noture ond it is definitely possible to prevent children from growing up to be criminols.
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259. Children who grow up in fomilies, which ore shor, of money orc
belfer prepored with lhe probrerns of odult life lhon children who ore
brought up by weolthy porenfs. To whol exlenl do yov ogree ot
disogree?
Role of family atmosphere in a child's development is a cause of concern. However, I disagree with the
notion that children of poor families are better equipped in dealing with the challenges of adult life than
those of rich families. No doubt, adversity is a good teacher of life, but rich parents can also prepare their
children to face the problems of adult life by good education and good nurturing.

A child of poor family has more situations to solve a problem or make a decision as both parents are
working to make both ends meet and children have to look after themselves. They realize the value of
money as they have to live with the barest minimum and as a result they find it less difficult later on in life
when they face financial challenges. ln contrast, the children of wealthy families are born with a silver
spoon in their mouth. They are completely ignorant of the value of money as evefihing is provided for
them in their youth and expect the same situation in adulthood.
On the other hand, children of rich families study in the best schools and get the best higher education.

They can learn problem solving in such academic institutes. What is more, a wealthy child may be well
trained by a parent who himself has a lot of knowledge of money. Such parents themselves know money
management better and can pass on those skills to their children.
Life experiences also play a role. Children can have innate ability to face problems of life. They may have
personality traits such as being optimistic, outgoing, confident and open-minded. Due to these abilities
they can solve problems in a better way.
To sum up, a poor child may learn to get along without wealth and a wealthy child may be well trained by a
parent to face hurdles of life by effective education. Therefore, I disagree that the economic situation of
the family has a role in teaching children problem solving skills.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Disogree. No doubt, odversity is o good teocher of life, but rich porents con olso prepore their children
to face the problems of odult life by good educotion ond good nurturing.
Poro 7: How children of poor lomilies leorn problem solving
Poro 2: How children of rich fomilies leorn problem solving
Poro j: How life experiences ploy o role
Conclusion: o poor child moy leorn to get olong without wedlth ond a weolthy child moy be well troined by o
porent to foce hurdles of life by effective educotion
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260. ln mctny counlries lodoy lhere is insufficienl respecf to old peopre.
Whol ore lhe reosons? Whot problems might it bring to the society?
It is irrefutable that because of advancements in science and technology, we have a graying society today.
These demographic changes have brought up the topic that there is less respect for the elderly who are
now in great numbers. ln this essay I intend to delve into the causes and effects of this trend.
There are many reasons for lack of respect to the aged. ln the workforce, creative and energetic young
people who are able to work under a lot of pressure are preferred. ln the techno-sawy world of today,
the
elderly feel out of place. They are not earning and so the youth hold the reins of the economy. Secondly,
the old have problems adapting to ever-changing lifestyles and lag behind the times and so receive
insufficient respect. The elderly are like a frog in the well and want their young ones to follow their
professions. The youth, however, want to walk on the un-trodden path and find new avenues for
themselves. Furthermore, the elderly suffer health problems such as hypertension, diabetes and arthritis,
which make them physically weak and so they lack respect.

Another big reason for the elderly receiving less respect is the fact that they find it very difficult to let go.
The young belong to the global culture and their elderly constantly nag and criticize them for their ways.
This, is not taken in the good light by the youngsters and they start ignoring them. The young also belong to
a 24/7 societY where competition is very stiff and as a result find it irritating and frustrating to find time to
care and respect their elderly.

to the elderly has already caused many problems in these countries. The most noticeable is
that people are indifferent to each other, and individuals tend to feel agitated, worrying about their own
old life in the future. As a result, the whole society is not as harmonious and vigorous as the ones where
senior citizens are treated with courtesy and respect. This situation has also led to a mushroom growth of
Less respect

old-age homes in the cities.
To sum up, it is our duty to respect the old people and the youth should not forget that they too will age
one day. But, the elderly should also learn to keep-up with the times and be flexible with their youth.

PIAN FOLTOWED
lntro: ln this essoy I intend to delve into the couses ond elfects of this trend.
Poro 7: Reosons for lack of respea b the oged
Poro 2: More reosons
Poro 3: Elfects

Conclusion: it is our duty to respect the old people ond the youth should not forget thot they wilt too oge
one doy. But, the elderly should olso leorn to keep-up with the times ond be ftexible with their youth.
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26I. Some peop,e fhink porenfs should reod or fell slories lo children'
while ofhers lhink porenfs need nol do lhal, os children con reod
books, wolch
your oqinion.

TV

or movies by fhemselyes. Discuss bofh views ond give

have
It has been rightly said that There have been Ereat societies that did not use the wheel, but there
parents should read or tell
been no societies that did not tell stories.'The question of debate is, whether

by reading books or
stories to children, or whether children should come to know about stories themselves
side with the former
by watching TV or movies. This essay intends to analyse both perspectives. l, however,

view.
family bonding. ln
There are many benefits of reading bedtime stories to children. First of all, it encourages
way for
this day and age of hectic lives and busy schedules, reading together is a simple and enjoyable
it
is
more'
parents to take time out and focus on the family. Children also feel wanted and loved' What
potential for academic
moulds children into becoming readers, and this significantly increases the child's
success as well as lifelong success in general.

to stories'
Furthermore, reading stories also helps children master language development, as by listening
span,
children learn pronunciation and vocabulary. lt also builds listening skills, increases a child's attention
and develops the ability to concentrate. lt develops children's ability to express themselves more
natural
confidently, easily, and clearly in spoken and written terms. lt develops and fosters a child's
curiosity.
or watch them on
On the other hand, some opine that children should themselves read stories from books

then all the
TV and in movies. This would be much easier for the parents who are too busy nowadays, but
before
above benefits would not ensue. What is more, parents can start telling stories to children much
this may be
children can themselves read. Watching TV does not help the child to develop imagination, and
detrimental in the long run. Moreover, it would be difficult to monitor what children are actually learning.
their children.
To sum up, it is always better for the parents as well as the children, if parents read aloud to
above.
I
have
discussed
which
this wouid give them quality time together and loads of other benefits,
powerful,
someone has rightly said that, "stories are the creative conversion of life itself into a more
clearer, more meaningful experience. They are the currency of human contact "
PTAN FOILOWED

lntro:

Discuss essoY

intro

Poro 1: benefits of reoding bedtime stories to children
Poro 2: More benefits
Poro 3: Opponents view, ond refutotion
Conclusion:
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262, A tendency thot fhe news reporled in lhe rnedio focuses on
probrems ond emetgencies rolher lhon the posiliye developmenfs is
hormful to bolh lhe individuol ond fhe society. Do you ogree or
disogree with this stolemenl?
Today, we belong to a highly competitive era and in a bid to be at the top, the various sources of media are

focusing on sensational news, which fetch more viewers and readers. Some individuals opine that this
attitude is harmful for the people and the society. However, I disagree with this, as I believe that as long as
the negative news reports are unbiased, the general public will not be harmed and there will be no
detrimental effects on individuals and society.
My first argument is that it is the duty of the media to keep the people abreast of what is happening all
around. lf negative things are happening, people should know all that because then they can be prepared if
anything is likely to affect them. Secondly, if the media reports such news, then more and more people can
volunteer to help. For example, two years ago when Tsunami hit Japan, the news was spread like wildfire
through all sources of media and people from all over the world sent relief in whatever way they could.
Undoubtedly, it is the onus of the media to report positive developments also. The media is a link between
the government and the people. Very few people get to meet any politician in real life. But we can reach
our voice to the authorities through the media. Then, the media also helps to get justice at times. ln the
Nirbhay rape case in December, 2012, it was through the efforts of the media that the culprits got a speedy
punishment and Nirbhay's family got justice. How can all these reportings be considered bad for the
individuals and the society?
Proponents of the given statement say that such news makes people immune to negative things happening
in society and so too much of such news should not be reported. They also believe that when media
reports details of crime, then many people learn crime, which is definitely bad for the people and societies.
I still believe that the media should apprise people with whatever they need to know, whether it is good or
bad.

To sum up, it is imperative that media reports both positive and negative news without any bias and
exaggeration. It is people's responsibility to take all the news with a pinch of salt and analyze it with their
critical thinking skills. Therefore, reporting more news on problems and emergencies is definitely not bad
for the societies and individuals.
PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Disdgree
Poro 7: importonce of reporting oll news
Poro 2: Medios responsibility
Poro 3: Proponents view
Conclusion:
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263. Some peopre soy thol sorne urgenl problems in modern sociely con
only be solved wilh inlernotionol cooperolion. To whot exlenf do you
ogree or disogree?
Today, the nations of the world are more closely tied than ever before. That is precisely why some
individuals opine that all nations should shake hands with each other to solve the problems of the modern
world. I believe they are absolutely right. ln this essay I will provide argunrents to support this belief.

To begin with, there are the economic issues, which the whole world is facing. There is

the
poor
gap
be
reduced
poor
nations
can
only
The
between
rich
and
nations.
interdependence of the rich and
with the joint effort of all nations. Although rich nations have provided aid and technical assistance to Third
World nations, there is still a lot to be done. To add to it, economic events in one region, such as OPEC's
decision to raise oil prices affect people around the world.

Another major concern is of the environment. Global warming is a problem, which does not recognise
national boundaries. Unless all nations come together and fight this problem on a war footing, we are all
heading towards doom. Both developing and industrialized nations face the difficult decision of how to
produce enough for their people while preventing the destruction of the environment. Today, scientists all
over are unanimously looking at alternative energy sources such as solar, water, and nuclear power.
Furthermore, certain species that human beings depend upon for our food supply are going extinct. lf their
numbers fall too low we may face extinction ourselves. Endangered animals need protection, which can
only be done by joint efforts. What is more, the human population has burgeoned, but industrial pollution,
unsustainable agriculture, and poor civic planning have decreased the overall water supply. Therefore,
fresh water problem also needs to be tackled by joint efforts.
To conclude, lwould like to reiterate that all nations should work unanimously to solve the problems of
today's world. Today, we do not belong to a big planet Earth; we are part of a global village. The problems
are common; therefore solutions too need joint efforts.
PIAN FOILOWED
lntro: Agree
Paro 7: To begin with, there ore the economic issues
Poro 2: Another mojor concern is of the environment
Poro i: More issues
Animol extinction
Popu lotion, poll ution, lresh wote r
Conclusion: The problems ore olso joint; therefore solutions too need ioint efforts
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264. lt is generolly believed lhol educotion is of vitol importonce to the
developmenl of individuors ond lhe wellbeing of sociefies. lryhot should
educolion consist of lo fulfil both lhese funclions?
It is indubitable that education is of great significance to the progress of people and societies. Education is
a companion, which no future can depress, no crime can destroy, no enemy can alienate, and no nepotism
can enslave. This essay intends to analyze what all should be there in education, so that it can uplift the
societies and its people.
First of all, education should impart professional knowledge. Such knowledge enables individuals to earn a
livelihood. ln this way they are benefited themselves and also they can look after their families better. This
leads to better societies because an educated society is a crime free society. People are self-sufficient and
so do not need to go on the path of crime.
Physical education should also be provided by a well-rounded education.

lt is a wellknown fact that healthy
individuals would make a healthy society. Good health is a basic human need and for the holistic
development of individuals, physical education should be incorporated in school curricula.
Education should also teach moral values. This makes us adaptive to society. There is less violence and less
crime in society if people are educated. They become more open minded and live in harmony with each
other. Moral science should be a compulsory subject till high school level.
Finally, today, environmental education is the need of the hour. All schools should have mandatory lessons

on saving the environment. small steps can go a long way in saving energy. Energy saved is energy
generated. We all have to do away with some luxuries, if we want a better tomorrow.

ln conclusion, I would like to reiterate that education should have professional, physical, moral and
environmental components. After all, 'Education is not the filling up of a pail but the lighting up of a fire'. A
well-rounded education consisting of all the above components would benefit both the individual and the
society.

PIAN FOILOWED
lntro: (vitol - cruciol) (inefutoble)
Poro 7: Acodemic educotion - jobs - vocotionol educotion
Poro 2: Physicol educotion - heolthy individuols - heolthy society
Poro 3: Morol educotion
Poro 4: Environmentol educotion
Conclusion
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265. ln some counfries more people choose lo live orone ot bY
lhemselyes in recenl yeors. why is fhis the cose? ls it o posifive or
ne9ofive developmenl for lhe societY?
goals for themselves. Many
As any country develops, people are faced with new challenges and set new
family units has
individuals have to leave their families and as a result this trend of living alone or in nuclear
it is largely a
increased. This essay intends to explore the reasons of this phenomenon in depth' I believe
negative development, although there are a few advantages, too'

planet Earth is now a
The first possible reason of this changing family structure is globalization. The huge
people to travel to and work in
small global village. This situation has opened lots of opportunities for the
places
own country is not possible
in
one's
other iountries. Moving to foreign countries or even in far-off

with the whole family. So this has led to the breaking of joint families into nuclear units' When children of
such nuclear families grow older, they live individually to explore new avenues for themselves'
The second important reason is the growing generation gap. The elderly want to stick to their tradition and
culture whereas the youngsters want to adopt the global culture. This leads to conflicts and so there is lack
of harmony among the family members. The senior members of the family do not want to let 8o, but the

youth want to be free birds and so living individually is the only option once they are able to earn for
themselves.
This situation is both positive as well as negative, but the demerits outweigh the merits' Man is, after all, a
social animal. Living alone may seem good for some time, but this isolation can lead to depression. There
are many ups and downs in life, when a person needs the loving and tender care of his nears and dears. ln

addition, children of nuclear families are often left unaftended when both parents are working. They can
become self-centered or can even go astray. The elderly also need the love and support of their children at
this age. They are forced to live lives of isolation and depression. This has also led to the mushroom groMh
of old-age homes. On the positive side, this leads to faster progress, as people are not held back by family
ties. Nuclear families are easy to maintain. Conflicts are also less and so love among the extended family
members is maintained. Family get-togethers are celebrated with great enthusiasm.
To sum up, living alone has become common because of many reasons, which have been discussed above.
ln my opinion, the cons of this situation, overpower the pros.
PLAN FOIIOWED

lntro:
Paro 1: First reoson
Poro 2: Second reoson
Poro 3: positives ond negotives of this situotion.
Conclusion:
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266. More ond more peopre ore using mobite phones dnd fhe rnternel lo
communicote. Therefore people ore losing the obility to communicole
foce fo foce. To whot extent do you o gree or dlsogree?
Today, it is impossible to imagine a life without the modern communication devices,
such as the smart
phones and the lnternet. These gadgets have revolutionised the concept
of communication. Although,
people are communicating less in-person, I disagree that their ability
of face-to-face communication has
been lost because of technology. I will support my perspective with my arguments in the
following
paragraphs.

undoubtedly, the excessive use of smart phones and the lnternet has subverted our offline relationships,
including face-to-face interaction. The sight of people looking at their cell phones, ignoring
their friends
and family sitting next to them, has become common. However, technology is not snaiching
their ability of
direct communication; it is iust giving them other options, which they find more interestinj and
beneficial.

It

has

become exceptionally easy to contact each other electronically and share information
instantaneously in a community. They can share photos and videos simultaneously with many people.
Gone are the days, when people could use only fixed telephone or write letters, which took days
to reach.
Obviously, people have gone crazy over these cutting-edge technologies, which have made possible, what
seemed impossible, not very long ago.
Face-to-face communication, however, must be kept alive, and it can only be possible if
we, ourselves,
make efforts to do so. we cannot just sit back and blame technology for taking away this
ability from us.
Technology makes communication less personal, because when you text or email, there's no vocal

tone
and you can't see facial expressions. According to a research it was calculated that 55 percent of the
message pertaining to feelings is in facial expression alone. So, there is an increased chance that your
message will be misunderstood if you are not engaged in face-to-face dialogue with the person you
are
talking to. Body language is also very important in communication, which can be masked in communication
through technology.
To conclude, I reiterate my view that even though, the smart phones and the lnternet have reduced
the
face-to-face communication, these gadgets have not reduced our ability to do so. The onus is on us
to keep
the face-to-face communication alive.
PLAN FOILOWED

lntro: Disagree
Poro 7: Technology and the modern communicotion. Technology hos not token owoy our
obility
Poro 2: Fdce to foce communicotion. How ond why we can keep it olive. We should not
btome technology
fo

r

less

foce-to-fo ce i nte raction.

Conclusion:
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267. Some peop,e soy thot fhe besl woy fot children to leorn lo reod is by
using ontine moleriors. ofhers say lhot prinled moteriors should be
used. Discuss both views ond giYe Yout opinion.
Reading is a crucial factor affecting intellectual and emotional growth. Today, there is much more emphasis
on reading than it was in the past. The notion of reading in the 21st century networked society has changed

recently. Children are no longer confined only to the print reading, but its scope has broadened to the
lnternet resources. The issue of debate is that which out of the two methods is better for teaching reading
to children. This essay intends to explore the merits of both methods.
On the one hand, traditional, printed, reading materials are still the gold standard in instilling the habit of
reading in children. Reading skills develop in a sequence. First, a child develops a love for books. Children
read more when they have access to engaginS, age appropriate books, magazines, newspapers, and other
readinB materials. They read more on topics that interest them than on topics that do not interest them. At
the same time, they are beginning to develop eye-hand coordination. Next, they acquire tracking skills (the
ability to follow words and pages from left to right through a book). Then children begin to recognize

individual letters, and later they realize that letters form words. Reading ability continues to improve as
they receive positive feedback from interested adults.
On the other hand, there are many benefits of online reading materials. There are some children, who find
it difficult to read from books and other printed materials. ln such cases, online materials have proved to

be very helpful. Studies have shown that, new multimedia such as electronic books and stories enrich
students' interest and help them be prolific readers. ln another research it was found that online-reading
texts used in a language classroom prepare students to become life-long users of the language.
I believe that reading habits should be instilled in children right from preschool years. At that stage printed
materials are the best. Parents should surround children with books. They will be more likely to pick them

up and get absorbed in them. They should also set an example. lf a parent regularly picks up a book, the
child will do the same. Parents should read out to children. They will get excited in stories and begin to
read on their own. ln the early elementary years, from first through third grades, children continue learning
how to read. lt is a complex process, difficult for some and easy for others. This is the stage when online
materials can prove useful. Parents and teachers can use these to instill the habit of reading.
To conclude, it is important to teach children how to read, no matter how it is done. ln preschool years,
printed materials are better, but later on online reading materials can also be used to stimulate the interest
of reading in children.
PIAN FOTTOWED

lntro:

Discuss essoy

Poro 1: Benefits of troditionol reoding moteriols
Poro 2: Benefits of online reoding moteriols
Paro 3: Own view
Conclusion:
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268. Schools should sfop using books for leoching children os lhey find
lhem boring, ond use films, TV ond compufer insfeod. To whot exlenf do
you ogree with this?
I definitely agree with the given statement, which says that the use of books should be replaced by
computer and TV in schools, as students find them uninteresting. I believe that films, TV and computer are
better educational tools, and are more engaging for the students.
There are many reasons why multimedia tools have an edge over the traditional book. To begin with, the
most important job of every school is disseminating knowledge, which can be done by multi-media or by
written form through the traditional books, but the absorption of written material is insufficient and
lackluster in today's scenario. Children need something, which can stimulate their interest and keep them
engaged. The computer can stimulate and educate students better than books or speech alone ever could.
Electronic search mechanisms can help students find passages instantly, which would be hard to find in a
book, unless they remembered precisely where to look. Multiple windows allow students to keep multiple
passages in front of them simultaneously. Further, through such media there could be immediate exchange
of ideas with other students across the globe, which could be very exciting for the students.
Furthermore, such a practice of using these computers and TVs in classrooms would ensure that students
all over are receiving the same education in the same way, and this could prove very useful especially when
there is lack of Sood teachers, such as in remote areas. Nobody wants to go to the remote areas to teach.
As a result, the children are taught by local teachers, who have themselves not received a very good
education. So, those children can never shine and compete with children of big cities, even if they have the
ability in them. This situation can be fought with, by the introduction of computer, W and films in schools.
Very few good teachers could cater to a wider network of schools in remote areas with the help of these
tools. Finally, it would be good for the environment because paper would be used less.

To sum up, I reiterate my opinion by saying that it is the need of the day to familiarize students with
multimedia gadgets in schools right from school days and definitely these AV aids have an edge over the
printed book as far as piquing the interest of today's students in concerned.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Agree
Pora 7: Advontoge of computers ond TV over books
Poro 2: More odvontoges of computers ond TV over books
Conclusion : Reite rote opin ion
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269. Nowodays it is eosy to apply for ond be given o credil cord.
However, some people experience problems when lhey ore nol oble
to poy fheir debfs bock. ln your opinion, do lhe odvonfoges of credit
cords outweigh the disodvonfoges?
A credit card is great fun, but only until you get the bill. lf you have a credit card, you can spend upto its
limit, even without having that much in your bank account. However, you have to be careful about paying
it off in time. lf you are unable to do so, you can land in deep debt. Therefore, the weight of the merits and
demerits of credit card is in the hands of the user.

There are many benefits of credit cards. Firstly, people can use them practically everywhere, even
overseas. Credit cards can also boost peoples' purchasing power because they can be used to buy goods
and services over the phone, through the mail and online. To add to it, they provide financial backup in the
event of an emergency, such as an unexpected healthcare cost, job loss or auto repair. For instance, if a
person is on a holiday and has a medical emergency, he will have no problem in paying the hospital bills
through credit card.
Furthermore, credit cards allow people to purchase items and pay them off in monthly installments. They
also offer discounts and rewards at stores. For instance, when a person makes purchases using the credit
card, he can collect points, which accumulate and can be used to get free items, such as airline tickets.
Some cards may offer cash back as an incentive to use the card. They can help build your credit history. A
person with a good credit history does not face problems when applying for a loan for any reason. Credit
cards also keep a record of the cardholders' expenses, helping them to monitor their financial activities.
On the other hand, credit cards can have their disadvantages. The most dangerous part of credit cards is
not paying them off on time, and once a person falls behind by one payment, then late fees, interest, and
penalties build very fast, because of which many people find themselves sunk in credit card debt with no
way out. Another big disadvantage is the hidden costs. There is the start-up fees, the processing fees and
also the annual fees, which is quite an amount. Additionally, one of the most overlooked negative aspects

to credit cards is the

ease with which cardholders overspend. The psychology behind this is simple.

Cardholders purchase items without ever exchanging actual money, so they don't get the feel of spending.
Finally, people have to be cautious when they use their credit card for online transactions. lt can be hacked
and misused, if the site is not secure. Misuse can also happen if they lose their credit card. They have to
report promptly if such a thing happens.

Summing up, as with anything, there are advantages and disadvantages of using credit cards. lt is in the
hands of the person using the card to make its advantages outstrip the disadvantages.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Advontoges or disodvontoges lie in the honds of the holder
Poro 1& 2: Advontoges
Poro 3 & 4: Disodvantoges
Conclusion:
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270. lt is imporlonl for oll lowns ond cilies fo hove lorge pubtic ouldoor
ploces lrke squores ond porks. To whol exfenf do you ogree or
disogree?

Public spaces such as squares and parks are social spaces, which are very much needed in today,s era
where people otherwise lead isolated lives. Therefore, I strongly agree that is imperative for all urban areas
to have such outdoor places.
There are many advantages of having outdoor places such as squares and parks. Firstly, if such places are
not there, people may not even know their neighbours. Earlier, most people in the world grew up, and died
within 10 or 20 miles of where they were born. Everybody knew everybody, within that radius. Now, with
emigration and greater physical and social mobility, many of the world's people find themselves in places
far from home. As a consequence, they may not know their neighbors at all. lt is often necessary to bring
people together, so that they can get to know one another, learn about one another's cultures, and
develop common interests, concerns, and goals. Therefore, large public places are the need of the day.
Secondly, parks are the lungs of the concrete jungles that we live in today. A city park can also serve
as a
neighborhood focus, with playgrounds, sports fields, and other facilities bringing together adults and
children from all corners of the area. State and national parks are also places where significant interaction
usually takes place. The fact, that everyone is there with a common goal to see the features of the park
make conversation easier, and break down social barriers.

-

Another important reason for having such public spaces is that they add identity to a place and act as
places of tourist interest. Thus, they can boost the economy. For example, the Trafalgar Square
in the UK,
the Times Square in New York and the St. Peters Square in Rome are frequented by tourists across the
globe.

Finally, most town squares are the most suitable places for open markets, music concerts, political rallies,
and other events that require such large open spaces. Being centrally located, town squares are usually
surrounded by small shops such as bakeries, meat markets, cheese stores, and clothing stores. At their
center is often a fountain, a monument or a statue. Many of those with fountains are actually named
Fountain Square.
To conclude, large open spaces such as parks and squares are absolutely essential for all towns and cities,
as they serve many important purposes.

PIAN FOLIOWED
lntro: Agree
Poro 1: Reoson 7 - to enhdnce community lile
Poro 2: Reoson 2 - green spoces - neighbourhood interoctions
Poro 3: Reoson 3 - identity ond economy - tourism
Poro 4: Reoson 4 - most suitoble ploces for open morkets, music concerts, politicol rallies etc
Conclusion:
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271. tnlernolionol communily musl o,cl immediotely to ensure oll nolions
reduce lheir consumplion of fossil fuels e.g. gos ond oil. Do you ogree
or disogree?
Our future crucially depends on their long-term availability of energy sources, which are also safe and
environmentally friendly. The present resources we use are the fossil fuels, which are neither Eoing to last
forever, nor good for the environment. Therefore, I agree with the given statement that the international
community like the United Nations must take immediate actions to ensure that all countries lessen the use
of such resources.
To begin with, a strong reason to reduce the use of fossil fuels is that such conventional sources like coal
and oil are non-renewable. They take millions of years to make, and we are finishing them at an alarming
rate. This means that if we finish the existing resources they will be gone forever as far as our generation
and the coming generations are concerned. Energy from the wind, the sun and the sea is an everlasting
source of power. So, more and more governments should come forward in promoting these sources. Here,
an international organization's intervention is needed because individual governments can become
complacent.
Secondly, the consumption of these non-renewable resources has harmed our environment severely and
to such a huge scale, which cannot be solved by any single nation. Additionally, due to economic reasons,
many governments cannot spend their national budget in finding and using more expensive, but friendly
energy resources like biogas and bio-fuel. This is where international organizations can step forward, and
apply their great power over national policies for the sake of the global living environment. Reducing the
speed of global warming, limiting levels of air pollution, and thus preventing further damage of ozone layer
can only be possible if every country agrees to change its transport system and use renewable energy
reS0urces.

However, it is reasonable to have some disagreements from countries. They might claim their rights as an
independent nation to decide what their problems are and how to deal with those problems. Economic
state of many poor countries, which are still struggling with famine and development, is another reason of
refuting the international policies on using fossil fuels. The issue of CDR (common but differentiated
responsibility) is also there. The developed, industrialised world has been exploiting the environment for
decades, and so it is quite obvious that now they should do more to save the environment, Having said
that, I believe that all governments should first recognize that if the environment would continue bein8
abused, the planet would soon become uninhabitable.

ln conclusion, it is vital for international powerful organizations to pose strict regulations on consumption
of natural resources worldwide, and all nations must take part in reducing the usage of fossil fuels.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 2: Reoson 2
Poro 7: Reoson 7 would
not
comply
Poro 3: Why some countries
Conclusion:

non-renewoble

-

couse pollution
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272. Some peopre believe thot the besl woy lo produce o hoppier
society is fo ensure lhol there ore only smoll differences belween fhe
richesl ond the poorest members. lo whot exfenf do you ogree or
disogree?

Some individuals are of the opinion that the most effe ctive way to bring about a satisfied society would be to
narrow the wealth inequality. l, however, disagree with this perspective. I believe that reducing the rich-poor
gap could help to some extent, but this is certainly not the best way. I shall put forth arguments to support my
views in the following paragraphs.

Admittedly, everybody is in favour of bettering the lot of those who are worse off in society, and narrowing the
financial gap between the two poles brings about social happiness. For example, the wealth gap arising from
power and corruption is certainly unfair and needs to be gotten rid of, and only in that way can social
satisfaction be achieved. But then, there are those who have become very rich because of their hard work and
perseverance. ln such cases, if steps are taken to bring the rich down by increasing their tax slabs, then it would
lead to their unhappiness and so the whole society will again not be happy. Therefore, efforts should be made in
other directions for a happier society.
To have a happier society, the focus should be on raising the standard of living, and opportunities for the very
poorest of society. lf this were accompllshed, the gap between rich and poor would indeed be reduced, and it

would be extremely welcome. The poorer sections should be taken care of by the government in every way
given jobs, housing, and welfare for all medical and social needs. This gives people comfort and reduces
anxiety.

Another important factor in the creation of inequality is variation in individuals' access to education. Therefore,
if education facilities are provided to the have-nots, then they can raise their standard of living and the gap will
automatically come down. Education provides knowledge and an introspective attitude, and thus life is enriched
with more and possibly higher purposes. When the whole society is equipped with education, happiness is
ensured.

Finally, a better living environment makes the public happier. Environment is the very basis on which life is
maintained, and happiness is achieved. However, as technology is evolving, living environment is being harmed
and pushed to the edge of endangering lives. People are suffering from many diseases because of pollution. So,
pollution needs to be controlled for a happier society.
To sum up, there is no doubt that economic inequality can be pernicious and damaging, but decreasing the gap
is not the best way for a happier society. The focus should be on lifting the bottom and not pulling the top

down.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro:
Poro 1: Why decreosing the finonciol gop is not the best woy
Poro 2: Other woy to get happy society - focilities for the poor
Pora 3: Other woy to get hoppy society - educotionol opportunities for the poor
Poro 4: Other woy to get hoppy society - pollution-free environment
Conclusion:
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273. Children find it difficult lo concenlrofe on ot poy ollenlion lo schooL
Whol ore lhe reosons? How con we solve lhis problem?
It is unfortunate, but true that today, children find it daunting to focus on their studies in school. This essay
intends to analyze the reasons for this situation, and suggest some solutions to ameliorate the problem.

Children have difficulty concentrating at school for various reasons. The most important is sleep
deprivation, which plays an important role in lowering the attention of schoolchildren, according to a new
research. Experts believe this is because of the increasingly technology-saturated culture children live in.
Secondly, some children are not able to cope up with the tough academic competition, and consequently
lose interest in studies. Additionally, noise and the activities of other children distract many. Finally, some
children are affected by medical conditions, such as attention deficit disorder (ADD) or attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), in which children cannot concentrate on anything for long.
The solutions depend on the proper diagnosis of the causes of this lack of interest. First of all, parents and
teachers must learn to be reasonable. One should not expect one's child to be able to concentrate for too
long. Most adults need a break after about 30 minutes of concentration. The same applies for children.
There should be some time gap that allows children to take a mental break before moving on to the next
period. Then, parents should speak with their child's teacher to make sure that the schoolwork is not too
difficult for their child.

Furthermore, parents should see to it that their child gets at least 8 hours of uninterrupted sleep. For doing
so, it is mandatory that W and computer should not be there in the child's room. The onus is on the
parents to ration the TV viewing hours of their children. They should also meet the teachers and discuss
the factors, which may be causing distraction. Sometimes, the right placement in the classroom might
work wonders for the child. For example, a seat could be fixed for him where he is most likely to stay
focused and be less dlstracted by other variables, such as activity outside a window. Finally, the parents
should speak with their child's doctor and have a routine physical performed to rule out any illness or
complications.

To sum up, children of this contemporary society have many distractions because of which they find it
challenging to concentrate at school. However, this situation can be dealt with very nicely by the combined
efforts of parents and teachers.
PTAN FOTLOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Reasons for lock of ottention
Pdro 2: Solutions
Poro 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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274- The besl woy for lhe goyernmenf fo solve the problem of lroffic
congeslion in cifies, is fo provide free public lronsport 24 hours o doy, 7
doys o week. To whal exfenf do you ogree or drsogree wilh rhis
slolemenl?
Some people opine that the finest solution

to urban traffic congestion is to provide free public transport
round-the-clock. l, however, beg to differ. I believe that free public transport could help
in solving the
traffic problem to some extent, but it definitely is not the best solution, as it would lead to many
other
problems.
Undoubtedly, many people, especially daily commuters, would benefit from free public transport. But
such
a service would be a big burden on the governments, as it would require a lot of funds to
maintain such
free services. Moreover, a considerable proportion of these services would be wasted, as these would
be
underused on weekends and midnights. Therefore, it would not be practical on economic grounds
to run
free public transport.
There are numerous ways to solve the traffic problems. The most effective would be to encourage people
to use public transport. This could be done by decreasing the fare, increasing the comfort and increasing
the frequency of public transport. Obviously, if people do not have to waste time waiting for the bus or
train, get comfortable seats and have to pay far less than what they would have to spend on their own
personal vehicle, then they would willingly choose public transport, and would not mind paying
for it. So
this step would prove better than giving a totally free public transport.
Additionally, the government could levy toll tax and increase the price of fuel to discourage people from
using their own cars. Media could be used to aware people about simple measures like car-pooling.
For
instance, if five people from one block of flats have to go to the same office, they could each take out their
car for one day a week. This would be a win-win situation for the environment and the people.
To sum up, having a totally free public transport would not be practical to implement, as it
would not be
economically viable for the government. Therefore, it would not be the best method. The better methods
would be to encourage people to use public transport by making it better.
PTAN FOTI-OWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 1: Points ogoinst free public transport
Poro 2: Better methods to reduce trolfic congestion
Poro 3: Better methods
Con cl usion : re ite rote opi nio n
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275. Some peopre otgue lho| public should be ollowed fo hove guns.
Olhers do nol ogree. Discuss bofh views ond giYe your opinion.
people are divided on the issue of gun ownership. There are some, who hold the opinion that gun
ownership should be allowed, as it is in many countries such as the US, where as others opine that people
in general should not be permitted to keep them. This essay intends to analyse both views. l, however, side
with the latter view.

A major reason why governments should not allow people to have guns is because of the potential for
accidents. ln America, for example, you can legally shoot people if you find them robbing your house, but
this can lead to people dying over cases of mistaken identity. ln addition, there are crimes where people
act rashly or in anger, so guns that were intended for defense are often used aggressively.
Another important argument against owning guns is that there can be intentional damage caused by guns.
It is statistically evident that the number of gun-related crimes is higher in countries where firearm
ownership is legal. Countries like America, for example, suffer from a disproportionately high number of
fatal shootings, in comparison with most other countries.
On the other hand, those in favour of gun ownership say that without the freedom

to bear arms, there

is

no self-defense. Without self-defense, there would most likely be more break-ins, robberies and even
deaths. ln the UK it's illegal to have a gun, yet criminals can still get one. So if anyone who had a gun used
it harmfully, you would have no self-defense. They also argue that shooting is a sport, and so being
prevented from owning their own firearm, is both unjust and a violation of their rights. Their argument is
justified to some extent, but the harms of allowing guns are much more.
To sum up, it is clear that the permissibility of guns can lead to injury and death, both intentionally and
unintentionally. Although there are points to support gun ownership, they are weak in comparison with the
rising tide of gun crime, a situation, which will only continue to worsen.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Points ogoinst gun ownership
Poro 2: More Points ogoinst gun ownership
Poro j: Points for gun ownership
Con clusion : re ite rate opi n ion
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276. some peopre prefer to go lo heolth clubs ond gyms for heolth core,
buf some soy lhot walking ond ctimbing slorrs ore rnore effecfiye.
Discuss both ond give your opinion.
Nowadays, people are becoming more and more health conscious, and are therefore more inclaned
to
develop their health through physical exercise. Many go to gymnasiums to work out using machines, while
others just maintain a physically active lifestyle by walking and climbing stairs. This essay intends to discuss
the pros of both approaches.
There are many advantages ofSoing to health clubs and gyms. The instructors in such places can guide you

depending on your level of fitness and age. They make you warm up properly and then do the more
vigorous or demanding exercises, which reduce the risk of injury. A cool down after the workout is almost
as important as a warm-up, and this is all done very well in gyms and health clubs. A healthy and active
lifestyle is not enough, as all muscles are not worked out in that way.
Secondly, gyms and health clubs give you the motivation needed for such physical activity. Today's
lifestyles are too sedentary, and whatever walking or using the stairs we do, we cannot fulfil our body's
needs of exercise. we also tend to take things easy and become too complacent regarding our health.
When we go to the gyms, we see other people exercising over there, which gives us the impetus to
workout. Finally, the equipment and the guided environment there make exercising easier. perhaps that is
the reason why there has been a mushroom groMh of gyms in the past few years.
Some, on the other hand, find it impractical to take out time and go to a separate place to do physical
exercise. They believe that health can be maintained by just grabbing simple day-to-day physical activities.
For instance, they walk over to short distances and briskly climb the staircase and avoid the elevator. This,
in itself, has great advantages too. lt saves the additional time and expenditure needed to go to gyms. Once
we are habitual of these activities, they become a part of life.

After considering the pros of both approaches, I believe that routine physical activity, coupled with a day or
two per week in the gym is ideal. One cannot depend on just routine physical activities. Joining a gym just
for the weekends would make the weekends something to look forward to, and one can focus on those
muscles or areas of body, which are not touched by simple day-to-day physical activity. So both approaches
could play a complementary role with each other.
PTAN FOLIOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Advontoges of gym
Paro 2: More odvontoges of gym
Poro 3: Advontdges of routine doy to doy octivities
Conclusion: Own opinion plus conclusion
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277. Adult youths ore often cofled up for working for lhe development of
communities. Do you think they should work volunlorily or should they
gel poid? Give your opinion.
The development of communities requires the vibrant energy of young blood. There are many programs
requiring voluntary work in most communities, where the young could help. I firmly believe that monetary
incentives should be there to ascertain the involvement of the young adults in such ventures.

The most important reason for making the voluntary work being paid is that today's youth need some
pocket money to satiate their material desires. As it is, the youngsters are lured by the glamour of the
consumerist society. This paid voluntary work would give them a chance to earn some of those things, and
needless to say it would benefit the community. ln other words, it would be a win-win situation for both
sides. What is more, it would reduce petty crime, as some youngsters resort to unethical ways to get those
things. So, an incentive is needed to increase their compliance for voluntary work.

to be motivated to go out and do
some physical activity. When they are involved in community work, they have a positive outlet for their
pent up energy. Just going to the discos and hanging out with friends, is such a waste of their energy. lf
they know they would be paid for something, they would do it willingly and it would be channelizing their
energy in the right direction.

Secondly, today's youngsters have very sedentary lifestyles. They have

Finally, this monetary incentive would make them put their best into whatever work they have to do. Some
youngsters may also find future career options in such work, which would definitely be very helpful for all
communities. Unpaid work would be done half-heartedly and may not bring the results, which are
expected.

To summarise, the youth should be paid if they do voluntary work. The monetary incentive may be the
barest minimum, but it should definitely be there.
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Monetory incentives should be there
Paro 1: First reoson - would increose compliance ond would reduce petty crime
Poro 2: Second reoson - would chonnelize their energy in the right direction
Poro 3: finol reoson - the work would be done whole-heortedly
Conclusion
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278. science lells lhere ore ocfivilies lhol ore good for fhe heotfh.
However, sorne people slill conlinue doing unheotthy hoblh. why is this
so, ond whol chonges con be done?
People of the modern world are better informed than ever in the history of mankind. They
are well aware

of what is good or bad for their health. Despite that they keep on indulging in activities, which are
detrimental for them. This essay intends to look into the causes of this phenomenon, and suggest some

solutions to mitigate the problem.

The first reason for ignoring their health is the fast paced competitive era of today. people know that
exercise and healthy food is good for them, but cannot find the time to do exercise and cook healthy food.
They have become workaholics in a bid to live a life of luxury, and as a result their lives are becoming
sedentary. They choose to go by car even for short distances, and eat fast food to satiate their taste buds.
Fast foods are rich in salts and unhealthy fats, which are not good for health, but are cheaper, tastier
and
more readily available. Some unhealthy habits such as drinking and smoking are done for showing their
status, or to forget the stress and strain of life.

The solutions are not sample, mainly because people are themselves choosing those activities despite
knowing that they are bad for them. The government should take the help of media to motivate people
into doing exercise and going for healthy food. Gyms should be set up at negligible membership costs so
that people avail them easily. Bicycle lanes should be made so that those who want to do cycling can do so
safely' For example, Denmark has 19000 km of bicycle tracks, as a result of which most people have
adopted bicycles as their favourite means of transport for short distances within the country.
Furthermore, there should be strict rules and regulations for food outlets to provide healthy food without
trans-fats and excess salts. The Food and Drug Authority should regularly have surprise checks. lt would be
a better approach than to ask people to refrain from fast foods. Moreover working hours should be fixed so
that people have time for themselves and their families.
To sum up, it is true that people are doing unhealthy activities even after knowing they are unhealthy, yet
some steps can be taken to motivate them to change their sedentary lifestyle and eat healthy food.
PI.AN FOttOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Reosons
Poro 2: solutions
Pord

i:

solutions

Conclusion
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279. Although countries with long overoge working hours o,te
economicolly successfu,, this oflen hos sorne negofive sociol
conseguences. Io whof exlenl do you ogree or disogree?
lnsome countries the standard working hours are relatively longer thanthose in other countries. This
practice obviously leads to a booming economy. I agree with the given statement, which says that
economlc success, resulting from long work hours, comes at a price for families, people's health, and may
also contribute to higher unemployment.
The most serious effect of working overtime constantly is putting employees' health at risk. This is because

when employees work long hours, they do not get time to exercise and relax. An unhealthy lifestyle
increases the risk of heart disease, diabetes and stress related illnesses. Being chronically overworked can
also cause psychological problems, like nervous breakdowns and depression. More number of unhealthy
people can never be good for any society.
Another problem is that employees do not get enough time for socializing and family life. Long work hours
do not make a very family-friendly environment. People may find it hard to raise children and work. ln
particular, women may have to decide against working or having children. Because of long work hours,
some employees will not find the time for a relationship or family at all, and remain single. Consequently,
birthrates are likely to fall, which might leave a society with an aging pcpulation, and may result in many
hard to solve problems.
Lastly, companies that require longer work hours will employ less people in total. More number of people
working lesser hours, is surely better than fewer people working more number of hours. The consequent
unemployment is definitely detrimental for the countries in the long run.
ln conclusion, I believe that the advantages of long work hours are only for short-term. The negative effects

cannot be ignored. Governments and companies should understand the long-term cost and keep the
working hours in limit, so that unemployment comes down, work efficiency goes up, and the overall quality
of life improves.
PIAN FOLIOWED:
lntro: Agree
Pora 7: Disodvontage - employees' heolth ot risk
Poro 2: Disadvontoge - no time for socidlizing and family
Poro 3: Disodvontoge - unemployment
Conclusion:
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280. The restorofion of old buildings in mojor cllies in the wortd lnyolyes o
lot of government expendilures. rhis money should be used in new
housing ond rood deveropmenr. To whor exrenl do you ogree or
disogree?
People are divided on the issue of dealing with old buildings. Some opine that it is pointless to spend
money on their restoration and upkeep, and that it would be better to spend that money on roads and new
buildings. I partially agree with their view. I believe that those old buildings which are neither beautiful nor

useful, should be demolished, where as those buildings which add character to a place, give it a unique
identity or have a historic significance should be repaired and renovated at all costs.

There are many arguments in favour of making new buildings and roads. The new modern buildings, of
course, look much more glamorous and function better than old ones. Modern architectural techniques
give modern buildings an advantage that they can accommodate more people in lesser space. New roads
are also in need due to the fast progress of trade and business. There is also an economic factor regarding
this practice. Constructing new buildings consumes more materials, which can boost related industries
such as steel, iron, lumber, cement and so forth.

What is more, the newer buildings could be made in such a way that they are energy efficient by using
newer technologies, which could save a lot of energy later on. For example, double glass panels could be
used for insulation and the terraces could be made as to accommodate solar panels. All these measures are
the need of the hour considering the rapidly occurring climate changes and the burgeoning population.
On the other hand, there are some old buildings, which give a unique identity to a place, and with a little
maintenance can be used effectively even today. For example, the Sainik School of Kapurthala was the
home the maharaja of Kapurthala, Jagatjit Singh. lt is a magnificent piece of architecture and is now serving
a very good purpose. There are many other such buildings, which house important government offices or

have been converted to hotels for tourists. The Umedh Bhawan Palace in Jodhpur, Rajasthan has been
converted into a hotel and is a good source of revenue for the government. We would be losing a lot of our
historical and cultural background if we demolish such buildings.
To summarise, the decision to preserve or demolish old buildings should be made after considering many
factors' lf the old buildings can be used effectively or be made into tourist attractions or are giving a unique
identity to a place, these should definitely be preserved. Only if a building is occupying a lot of space and is
unfit to live in, it should be demolished.

PIAN FOTLOWED:
lntro: I portiolly ogree with their view.
Para 7 & 2: Advontdges of newer buildings
Poro 3: there ore some old buildings, which give o unique identity to o ploce ond with a tittle maintendnce
con be used effectively even todoy
Conclusion:
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281. lf sorne people get o chonce fo choose befween life wilhoul work
ond spending mosf of the time working, then lhey would choose not to
work. Agree or disogree?
We cannot escape work. Human civilisation has been built on work. Billions of people throughout history
have created the cities, farms, industries, armies and infrastructure, which have marked our time on the
planet. Therefore, I disagree that people would choose not to work, if given a choice. People may enjoy
being without work for a few days, but ultimately it is work, which saves us from the dullness and boredom
of life.
To begin with, work provides us with an inner creative joy. lt saves us from the dullness and boredom of
life. lt puts our energies to a proper use. Unused energies create disorders in us. They make us physically
unhealthy and mentally unhappy. Time hangs heavy on our shoulders when there is no work. Moreover,
work provides us with money for our livelihood. lt makes our life meaningful and peaceful. ldleness is more
tiresome and painful than work. Even the most unpaid, unimportant and unpleasant work is better than no
work.
Furthermore, for a really useful and happy life, doing good and constructive work is necessary. Constructive
work is rather difficult in the beginning, but very pleasant at the end. For deriving maximum pleasure from
life, we must work. We must also realise that good work pays, and evil work destroys at the end. Every man
who learns some useful skill enjoys it till he improves himself completely. The element of constructiveness
is an important source of happiness. When a worker builds up something new, he feels encouraged and
elevated, and thus gets pleasure from his creative work.
On the other hand, there are many arguments put forth by those, who would rather not work if given the
opportunity. They say that work is an important part of their lives, but it has come to a point where it has
taken over their lives. Therefore, they no longer find the satisfaction in their daily work lives, which people
did 50 years ago. They have become slaves to what jobs they have, and when asked whether they would

opt for a life without work, would surely jump to the opportunity. Their lives have become very
mechanical, and perhaps that is why they would rather not work if given a choice. However, I still believe
that such a feeling is short-lived, as work is the very essence of life.

To sum up, when you have a job or a career, you have self-respect, dignity, and self-worth. Therefore,
disagree that most people would not work, even if they had a choice.
PIAN FOTLOWED:
lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: reosons
Poro 2: More reosons
Poro j: Proponents view with negation
Conclusion: Reiterote your stond
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282. some peopre think thot lhe governmenf should shictty controt the
supply of fresh wcrleL os fhe resources ore timited. white oihers think we
con use os much wdler os we wont Discuss bofh sides ond give your
opinion.
water is the hub of life, and the crisis of our diminishing water resources is almost as severe
as any
wartime crisis we have faced till now. Though 75% of the earth is covered in water, only 7% of it
is fresh

water with the rest being saline in nature. Therefore, many people feel that governments should
impose
restrictions on the use of fresh water, where as some people oppose the restraints on water use.
This essay
intends to look into both standpoints. l, personally side with the former view.
There are many reasons in favour of government control on the supply of fresh water. Firsfly,
fresh water
has to be used with care owing to its less availability. Any resource without restriction
is bound to result in
wastage of it. For example, in countries like lndia, where there is shortage of water, people
from the upper
strata misuse the fresh water in swimming and other water related sports. The main cause of water
scarcity is water mismanagement. Thus, this clearly shows that the restrictions on water are required for it
to be used in an efficient manner.
On the other hand, a limit on such basic amenity as water does not appeal

to many people. They say that it
would make it an even more valued resource, especially for the under privileged. For instance, some
resourceful rich people could influence some corrupt officials to have more fresh water supplied
to them.
This would make the barely available water to be even more unaffordable for the people of lower
strata.
Thus, this clearly shows that restrictions on already less available fresh water would just worsen the
situation.

I believe, that the government should have the control on the supply of fresh water, as

it is a very precious
commodity today. Water is essential for all dimensions of life. Governments should pay attention on fresh
water consumption by restricting its mismanagement. There should be strict laws against those industries,
which are polluting underground water by their effluents. The government should also educate and aware
the people about ways in which to use water frugally.
To conclude, I firmly believe that fresh water supply should be in government's hands. Nevertheless, care
should also be taken to ensure that the authority controlling water supply would serve all people equa lly

and impartially.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Reoson in favour of government control
Paro 2: Reason ogoinst government control
Pora i: Own view
Conclusion:
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283. More ond more peop,e wont io buy fomous bronds of clofhes, cors
ond olher ifems. What ore fhe reosons? Do you think il is o posifive or
negotive developmenl?
A brand is a name, a symbol, a design or a term that separates one seller's product from that of the other. Today,
branded products have surrounded our lives. This essay intends to discuss the reasons for this increasing brand
consciousness. I believe that it is a positive, as well as a negative development.
The first reason that for going for branded items is that a brand is a promise. You know what you're going to get with
a well-branded product or service. They provide a good guarantee and warranty. To cite an example, if a person buys
a branded cell phone, but unfortunately it stops working for some reason, he will get a full replacement, provided it is

within the warranty period. A non-branded product usually does not carry any guarantee or warranty. That is why
going after brands seems reasonable to most people.
Secondly, people go after brands because these are considered a status symbol. Brands speak about the person who
is buying them. Young people today would rather buy only two pairs of Levi's jeans a year than 6 pairs of ordinary
ones. They believe that such branded items have quality as well as durability. They believe in buying once and using it

for a longer time.
Finally, brands have become very popular today because of the power of advertising and the media. The media of
today's global village has spread awareness about these brands like wildfire. The most pervasive media of today, the
TV, is bombarding people constantly with knowhow of these brands. To add to it, the growing economy has increased
people's buying power, which also makes them run after brands.
On the positive side, brands provide quality, durability and security to people in terms of guarantee and warranty.
People get value for money. As competitiveness is increasing, these brands are also making their price competitive,
which is making them affordable by the people. Earlier, the target audience of these brands was the top strata of
society, but today these brands are targeting a much larger segment, and so they are also able to cut down their cost
because of mass production. Another big benefit is that these brands have led to the emergence of another big
industry, which is of imitations or copies. This secondary industry is catering to a far too much bigger population and
is adding a lot to boosting the economy.
On the downside, brands provide a feeling of inadequacy among those people who cannot afford them. Sometimes,
people end up overspending on such items and this upsets the family budget. Sorne people may even resort to petty
crime such as shop-lifting, pick-pocketing and chain snatching. Finally, people are becoming workaholics to buy such
products, and are failing to draw a line between work and leisure and also between work and family, which is adding
to the stress and strain of this already hectic and fast paced life of today, and is also leading to broken homes.
To sum up, brand heedfulness has many reasons and has both pros and cons. The onus is on us where
line and also understand which brands to follow, and which are merely a frivolity.

to draw the

PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro:

7

Poro 1: Reoson
Paro 2: Reoson 2
Poro 4: Why it is o positive development
Conclusion:

Poro

i:

Reason 3

Poro,: Why it is o negotive development
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284. The tendency of humon beings to copy one onofher is shown in the
populority of foshions in ctofhes ond olher consurner goods. Do you
ogree or disagree?
Undoubtedly, in the contemporary society most people are following the same fashions and buying the
same consumer goods. The given statement implies that because people want to copy each other,
we have
similar fashion and similar things. However, I believe that this similarity is because we all have access to
the
same clothes and the same material things, and not because we want to imitate each other.
To begin with, widespread purchase of the popular consumer products is because today, people have the
knowledge of the best things available around the globe. They can compare things and check the reviews
and then choose to buy anything if it suits their pocket or needs. People don't buy anything just because
the other person has it. For example, the Apple l-phone is widely accepted and used by an increasing
number of people around the world due to its extraordinary functions and ease of use.
Secondly, earlier people had limited access to the outside world, resulting in the lack of fashion exchange.
The modern technology makes the fashion exchange possible. The fashion shows in Milan, paris and New
York can be simultaneously transmitted to the rest of the world via the satellite. Moreover, people buy and

wear only what is comfortable to them and suits them and not because others are wearing the same
clothes. For instance, jeans and T-shirts are worn all over because they are the most comfortable clothes
for casual wear.
It cannot also be denied, that there is a tendency among people to feel wanted and a part of a group. This
is because man is, after all, a social animal and so he does what everyone else does. lf he doesn,t wear
what is the fashion of the day, he feels out of place, or may even be ridiculed by others. Therefore, to some
extent it can be said that people imitate each other, which can be reflected in what they wear or do.
To sum up, I reiterate my opinion that the popularity of fashion is the irreversible tendency brought about
by advanced technology, which has led to the economic and cultural integration and only partly due to the
so-called tendency to copy.
PI.AN FOILOWED:

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: first redson
Poro 2: second reoson
Poro 3: Finol reoson
Conclusion:
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285. ln sorne counlries, young peop,e ore not onlY richer, buf olso sofer
ond heollhier lhon ever before. However,lhey ore less hoppy. Whof
might be fhe rnoin reosons of fh,s? Whol con be done for this?
ln some countries young people are not as happy as before, although their living conditions have improved
considerably. This essay intends to discuss the reasons for this, and suggest some solutions to alleviate the problem.
Undeniably, the recent times have seen a boom in the economy of some countries, as a result of which the young
people have more than enough to spend. They are also enjoying better health because of the better health facilities
and better awareness of health. Their lives are also more secure, because with better economy, they can avail the
best things to make their lives safer. They are connected with each other 2417, which also contributes to their
security. However, despite allthis, they are the most unhappy and stressed lot.
The first reason for their dissatisfaction is that they are exposed to the global culture and they are lured by it, but
parents want them to follow the traditional culture, which leaves them confused and unhappy. Earlier, children knew
only what their parents or teachers told them, and took that as granted and so were happy and contented. Now they
have the power of the satellite TV and the lnternet in their hands, and they are the most well informed generation
than ever in the history of mankind. They can compare, and so what they have is never enough.
Secondly, they are living in an era of fierce competition, and parents and teachers have too much expectation from
them. The young people, a few decades ago, competed with only the youth of their town or country, but today's
young person faces competition from his counterpart of the global village, which was earlier the huge planet Earth.
Eatlie(, 6oyo marks in senior secondary were enough to get you admission in a good college or university, but today
the cut-off rates are 90% or even more.

Another important culprit of the discontent of youngsters, is the consumerist society of today. For example, they see
newer models of cell phones and other gadgets every day and buy them, but very soon those models also become
obsolete and this happiness becomes very short-lived. The generation gap between parents and children is also
responsible for their stress. Parents want their children to follow their profession, but the youth of today wants to
follow the un-trodden path, and explore newer avenues for themselves.
I
The solutions are not simple, but parents and governments can take some steps. Parents should help young people to
develop a positive attitude towards life and the world. Traditional values, such as respecting the elderly, spending
more time with family members, would help young people to become happier. children loved by families are more

likely to feel content. The governments should have facilities for the children and the youth, so that they can
compete in the global arena. Finally, the onus is on the youth to realize that the ultimate happiness lies within
themselves. They should set realistic goals for themselves and try to find happiness in the small things of life.
To sum up, there are many reasons why the youngsters of today are not as happy as their counterparts of the past,
but some simple measures can help to alleviate this problem.
PTAN FOLLOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: Acknowledging the focts of the given stotement
Poro 2: First reoson of
Poro 3 & 4: More reosons Poro 5: Solutions

unhoppiness

Conclusionz
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286. some peopre sdy that ,nuseums should be free, whereos orhers
opine fhof sorne enw fee should be there. Discuss bofh sides crnd give
your opinion.
one very complex issue in today's world is the funding of museums and art galleries. Some people
argue
that they should be free to the general public and funded by governments, while others belaeve that there
should be an entrance fee, like that of other tourist attractions. This essay intends to discuss both views.
l,
however, side with the latter view.

on the one hand, there are two main arguments to support the notion that museums should be free.
The
first argument is that institutions like museums are a public service, and therefore there should be free
access to the man in the street. lf, for example, there was a charge, only the wealthy could afford to
enjoy
works of art. The second argument is that if they did levy a charge, fewer people would go to museums.

This would be serious as they are educational institutions and standards would fall.

on the other hand, there is only one major argument in favour of charging an entry fee. This is that both
museums and art galleries need to charge an entrance fee if they are to survive in the modern world.
Governments do not have sufficient funds to subsidize all such institutions and there are other priorities for
public money. Therefore these galleries and museums need to charge their customers, not
only to survive,
but to update their exhibitions and make new purchases. To cite an example, the pushpa Gujral Science
City in Kapurthala could not have sustained without revenue from the entry tickets.
Considering the standpoints of both sides, I believe that without an entry ticket, it would be difficult to
maintain the museums. However, a day could be fixed per month when the entry could be made free for a
few hours so that the common man can also go there on that day. For instance, in the Houston Museum of
Natural Science, entry is free on the second Tuesday of every month, and so school trips and many other
people frequent the museum on those Tuesdays. The other days are enough to earn from the
entry fees.
To sum up, there is no harm if museums charge some fees for entering the museums, but it should not be
very high, and then one free day could be there every month for the poor people also.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro:
Paro 7: lmportonce of moking museums free
Poro 2: lmportonce of chorging money
Poro 3: Personol opinion
Conclusion:
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287. lt is expecled lhol there will be o higher proportion of old peopre
lhon young people in lhe fulure in some counfries. Do you think it is o
posilive or negolive developmenl?
It is the inescapable truth that we are heading towards a graying society, which means that the population
of the elderly is soaring. Scientists predict that there would be fewer youth than olds in the near future.
Although the population ageing should be seen as a success story, it brings social and economic challenges
for the nations. So, it can be said that this situation is both, positive as well as negative.
First, there will not be enough workforces to keep the economy running. Lesser number of youngsters
would mean lesser people working, which will decrease the revenue received by the government from
taxes. To increase the labor pool, the government will need to spend a lot to invite foreign skilled workers
to fill the job vacancies. This is exactly what is happening in developed countries like Canada and Australia,
which have opened doors for skilled workers to immigrate and settle there permanently.
Second, health care costs are four to five times higher with the elderly because of their deteriorating
wellbeing. Wear-and-tear on their bodies accumulated over the years make their immune system more
susceptible to disease. lt will be a necessity to allocate a considerable budget from the government to
improve the quality of their life. No wonder, nanny care courses are in full demand in developing countries
because professional nannies are required to look after the elderly and are being paid handsomely.
On the other hand, we cannot demonize the older population, because one day we, too, will pass through
that stage. We cannot deny we've made progress. We've given ourselves the great gift of longer life and
better health. So anything we face in terms of the challenges of dealing with this, does not outweigh those
benefits. The challenge for the future is to ensure that people everywhere can grow old with security and
dignity, and that they can continue to participate in social life as citizens with full rights. One way out would
be to increase the age of retirement, and to give part-time work to the willing elderly. This could help in a
big way to the predicted worker shortage. Also, part time, older workers don't need the benefits, don't get

called home for sick kids, are more mature, and approach their jobs with more patience and better
perspective. Working part time also allows retirees to stay active while maintaining their lifestyles, feel
productive and interact with others, which is a win-win situation for all.
ln summary, aging is inescapable. A predominantly old-aged society will certainly have a negative impact
on a country's advancement, and so it has to be planned well. The countries will have to spend on
prolonging the quality of life for the senior citizens, and providing job opportunities to them for as long as
they are able to.
PIAN FOLIOWED:
lntro:
Pdrd 7: negotive effect on economy
Poro 2: Heolthcore costs
Poro j: Positives of o groying society ond how to meet the chollenges
Conclusion:
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288. Some peopre fhlnk news hoye no connection to peopre's lrves, so
then il rs o wosfe of time to reod fhe news in fhe news poper ond wolch
felevision news progrorns. fo whol extent do you ogree or disogree?
News is what connects us to the outside world. Had it not been for the news, people would
be living
isolated lives. News mainly informs the public about events those are around them and may
affect them.
Therefore, ldisagree that news have no connection to people's lives and getting to know the news through
the newspaper or TV is a waste of time. I believe that people's lives are touched by the local, national, and
also by the international news.
First, there is a lot of importance of local news. lt is very important to advise people in a locality
about
activities that may have an impact on a community. This can allow a community to engage in decisionmaking processes in a community. For example, if a local community reports that yorngitu1 of their
area
"
has topped the board exams, then the whole community feels proud and it also encourages
others to excel
in their field.
Secondly, national news is also significant for people. Such news can allow people to gain a sense of
national perspective. This is particularly significant for countries that have a diverse range of population
centres such as cities or towns. For example, large cities many thousands of kilometres apart may still rely
on each other for trade or resources of economic significance. So, knowing the situations in other cities and
towns becomes important.
Finally, the international news is also important in today's global economy. Knowing what is happening in
other countries gives people a perspective of each other's ways of life and cultural differences. Certain
kinds of news from countries that rely on each other for energy or other resources can often have a

profound influence in overall global economics.

Those who opine that news is not important, argue that we already have very fast and hectic lives and
what is happening around cannot influence us as we do not have the energy, nor the enthusiasm to do
anything about it. So, it is futile to read the paper or listen to the news. They say it is a waste of time to
listen to the news and we should focus on our work and not waste precious time listening to the news.
What they fail to understand is that without being connected to the outside world we would be totally in
the dark as to where we are heading. Modern newspapers and news channels cover nearly every sphere of
human activity such as the economic situation, education, business, politics, the theatre, radio, cinema and
sport.
To summarise, listening to the news or reading the paper daily is very important to be a part of the global
village of today.
PTAN FOTTOWED:

lntro: Disogree
Paro 7: lmportonce of local news
Poro 3: lmportonce of globol news

Poro 2: lmportance of notionol news

Pdro 4: Other people's view with refuting stotement

Conclusion:
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289. ln mony cilies ond fowns, lhe high volume of rood lroflic is o
problem. Whot ore fhe couses of thol ond whot ocrions could be loken
lo solve the problem?
ln recent times there has been an unprecedented increase in the number of vehicles on the roads. This essay
intends to analyze the reasons of this phenomenon, and also suggest some solutions to alleviate the situation.
There are many reasons why traffic has increased in towns and cities. One is that cars have become more
affordable for the average consumer, as so many automobile companies have entered the market with the
common man in mind. For instance, Tata Motor's Nano car, is now called the poor man's car. Secondly, the
personal vehicle is somethlng, without which most families feel handicapped, as most of the people have to
commute to work. Even the shopping malls and multiplex cinema houses have opened out of towns in the
suburbs, which have made them even more inaccessible without the personal vehicle. Another obvious reason
is that people have become more affluent, as women have also started working along with the men. This has
also led to the need of two cars or more per household.
Furthermore, the public transport is not that frequent or reliable, and so people prefer going by their own
vehicle. The expanding road network has also enabled more people to come out on the roads in their own cars.
ln some remote areas, there is no facility of public transport. Last but not least, people do not share car
journeys or do car pooling, which means that if five people from one apartment block have to go to one area for
work, then each one can take his car once a week.
The solutions are not simple, because of the complexity of its causes. However, one option can be to improve
the reliability of public transport to encourage people to take the bus or the train rather than get in the car. Bus
passes or train passes could be issued to daily commuters, which would be very attractive for them. Steps could
also be taken to discourage the people to use the personal car by increasing the toll tax, for example. These

problems can be resolved

if people

understand traffic rules and drive vehicles accordlng

to

rules. This will

decrease traffic jams on the road.
Besides government should limit the number of vehicles owned by single person. For instance, in Singapore,
government has made strict rule and does not permit people to own more than a set number of vehicles. One
more step, which has yielded results in many developed nations, is the HOV (High Occupancy Vehicle) lanes on
motorways. This means that there are lanes reserved for those private vehicles, which are fully occupied. This
has encouraged car-pooling. Another useful suggestion is to make bicycle tracks so that people are encouraged
to cover short distances on bicycles. For example, Denmark has 19000 km of bicycle tracks, and that is why
people prefer to ride bicycles.
To sum up, I feel that the problem of traffic is not easy to control. However, government rules and awareness
among people can resolve this problem up to certain limit.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro:
Poro 7: Why tralfic hos increased in towns ond cities Pdro 2: More reosons
3&4: Suggestions
Conclusion:
Poro
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290. Ambition is on importonl chorocter for people who wonl lo be
successfu, in life. How imporlonl is it? Is if o posifive or negolive
chorocterislic?

It has been rightly said that bi8 results require big ambitions. Ambition is extremely valuable in today,s
times. Job applications often ask for ambitious candidates. Entrepreneurs are admired
for their ambition
and energy, and dynamic countries and cities have ambitious plans for groMh. Although
ambition has a
dark side, I believe it is largely a positive trait.
There are many advantages of being ambitious. Being ambitious means setting goals, and
then working
hard to fulfil them. Ambition also teaches flexibility and resourcefulness. When problems
occur, ambitious
people find a way around them. ln addition, being ambitious makes us tolerant.
By including other people
in our ambitions we all move forward. Ambition does not have to mean moving ahead on
our own. lt can
be a vision for a whole city, the elimination of a disease, or the improvement of i community.

on the other hand, ambition is often associated with negative characteristics such as greed, intolerance,
and the drive for power. lt is also often associated with ruthlessness. lt can block out human
feelings such
as friendship, respect for others, or compassion. Over-ambitious people also resort to unethical means
such as hurting others to achieve their goals, which is definitely wrong.
ln my opinion, a life without ambition is mechanical and meaningless. We need to celebrate ambition and
enjoy the better present and the future it brings. However, we should not become obsessed with ambition
to such an extent that we forget what is raght and what is wrong. What is more, in our ambitious pursuits
we sometimes fail to draw a line between work and family, which leads to stress and can make us
miserable.

To sum up, ambition is positive because it gives us the impetus to work hard, but it can be negative if it
turns into over-a mbitiousness and makes us workaholic wherein we disrupt our work-life balance.
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro:
Poro 1: importonce of ombition
Poro 2: when ombition con be bod
Poro 3: Personol opinion
Conclusion:
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291. Some peopre thinklhot polilicions hove fhe greotest influence on lhe
w orld. Other peopre, however, believe fhol scienlisfs hove lhe greofesf
in fluence. Discuss bofh views ond give your opinion.
The given statement intends to compare the impact of scientists and politicians on the people across the

globe. lt's important we have both scientists and politicians equipped to do their jobs, particularly when
Lsues of public health, safety, and indeed our long-term survival are at stake. To do their jobs well,
scientists and politicians must operate in very different settings, but it is also important they act together
to understand, manage and improve our lives. Therefore, I believe that the role of both is equal, albeit
different.
politicians are elected by citizens to work for the betterment of the masses by enforcing regulations to
maintain social harmony and law and order in the country. They represent the common man, and do their
best so that no one is devoid of their fundamental rights. They also represent their countries in mafters
where global co-operation is needed. They have the power to change the standing of their nation in the
whole world. For example, the economic policies of our Prime Minister, Narendra Modi have brought lndia
way up in the eyes of the whole world.

On the other hand, the contribution of scientists cannot be underestimated. They have made great
progress in the field of medicine. Today, there is a cure for many fatal diseases, such as cancers. Scientists
all over the world are toiling whole-heartedly to find a cure for problems such as AIDS. lt is because of the
contribution of scientists that we have electricity and the automobile. The contribution of scientists in the
field of communication has shrunk the whole planet Earth into a global village. The satellite TV and the
lnternet have brought the world into the common man's bedroom. Because of scientists' contribution,
education has reached the remotest corners of the world, thereby reducing the gap between the rich and
the poor. Scientists are working on fighting global warming. They are working on space tourism and
exploring other planets for evidence of life.
To sum up, politics and science are two endeavors that have fundamentally different aims. Both have
equivalent and profound impact on our lives.
PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Equol roles
Poro 7: Role oJ politicidns
Poro 2: Role of scientists
Conclusion: Both hove equivolent and prolound impoct
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292. Some peopre lhink job sofisfoction is more imporlont thon job
securily, while ofhers think thot peopre connol be expecfed to enjoy o
job and hoving o petmonenf job is more importonf. Discuss both views
ond give your opinion.
Whether to choose a satisfying job or a satisfying paycheck is a dilemma many young minds are facing
these days. Some claim that job satisfaction is more important than a secure job, while others claim that it
is not realistic to expect job satisfaction, and thus it is beneficial to have a permanent job. This essay
intends to analyze both viewpoints before reaching a conclusion.
Advocates of job satisfaction cite a host of benefits. They believe that nowadays people spend a great deal
of their time in their workplace. So, if they are not happy with their job, they are also unhappy with their

personal life. Moreover, if they don't like their job, it could stress them out and lead to many health
problems. Therefore, people should consider a job, which they love, and which gives them the challenges
they are looking for. This is the very reason for which people should choose a job that would provide them
with meaningful employment.
On the other hand, people want to go for a secure job for many reasons. A secure job ensures regular
income and stability, which is also very important. Having a job'one loves, is one thing, but if that job
doesn't pay enough to allow a person to raise a family, pay hiq debt, have his own home, or save for
retirement, then it isn't very good at all.
I believe that people's expectations from their work will keep growing, and hence job satisfaction can only
be temporary and they may be disappointed when their further desires fail to fulfil. lt can also happen that

once people get job satisfaction, they may become less ambitious, which may be detrimental for
themselves and their work. ln comparison, job security can ensure that the employees dedicate their
energy into work with little worries from being fired due to their mistakes.
ln conclusion, it is clear that choosing a career that one loves has many advantages. lf you love what you
do, your chances of success are pretty high and money will follow. But, job security is more important
because it provides you regular income and keeps you free from the stress of being fired any time.
PTAN FOTTOWED:

lntro:
Poro 1: Advontoges of job sotisfoction
Pdro 2: Advontoges of job security
Pdro 3: Own opinion in fovour of job security
Conclusion: Job security is more importont
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293. Some peopre lhink foreign visitors should be chorged more lhon
locol people when they visit lhe culturol ond hisforicol ollroctions in o
country. To whol exfent do you ogree or disogree?
lnternational tourism has become the backbone of many economies of the world, and these countries rely
heavily on the tourist dollar. Therefore, some people argue that tourists from overseas should be charged
more than local residents to visit important sites and monuments. However, I disagree with this practice.
Those who are in favour of charging foreign tourists more, cite the benefits of this practice. They argue that
these cultural or historical attractions often depend on state subsidies to keep them going, which means
that the local population already pays money to these sites through taxes. The tourists, on the other hand,
come for a short time and pay no taxes. They also say that the foreign tourists, on average, are more well
to do than local people. They spend a lot on visiting such places in their own country. So, it does not pinch
them to pay more for these attractions. Hence, it is only fair to charge them more, as these sites require a
lot of funds for their maintenance. No wonder, it is common in many lndian tourist places to see rate
tables such as Taj Mahal, Agra: lndian Citizens Rs 20, Foreigners Rs 970; Fatehpur Sikri, Agra: lndian Citizens
Rs 50, Foreigners Rs 485.

However, I believe this to be a very shortsighted view. We should not oversee the fact that foreign tourists
contribute to the economy of the host country in many other ways. They spend money on a wide range of
goods and services, including food, souvenirs, accommodation and travel. The governments and
inhabitants of every country should be happy to subsidise important tourist sites and encourage people
from the rest of the world to visit them.

Furthermore, if travellers realised that they would have to pay more to visit historical and cultural
attractions in a particular nation, they would perhaps decide not to visit those places and choose other
methods to occupy themselves while in another country. For instance, they would enjoy the beaches and
mountains. ln this way the host country would lose out important chances of spreading their culture and
tradition, which these historical sites do beautifully.
To sum up, I believe that every effort should be made to attract tourists from overseas, and it would be
counterproductive to make them pay more than local residents.
PIAN FOILOWED
lntro: Disagree
Poro 7: Why they ore chorged more - opponents view
Pora 2: Why they should not be chorged more
Poro 3: More reoson why they should not be chorged more
Con cl usion : Re ite rote opin ion
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294. Young peopre ore often influenced in lheir behoviours ond siluofions
b olhers of lhe sorne oge. Ihis rs colled "peer pressure". Do fhe

y

disodvonloges oufweigh lhe odvonloges?

we are all surrounded by our peers, people our age who have experiences and interests similar to
ours. we
make dozens of decisions everyday, and are influenced by each other's choices and
behaviours. Similarly,
young people are influenced by peers because they want to fit in, be like peers they
admire, do what
others are doin8, or have what others have. No one is immune to peer pressure. peer pressure can
be
both, positive as well as negative. Pressure has the power to create a diamond, but it has to be the ,,right,,

pressure.

There are many advantages of peer pressure if the peers are good. Good peers set plenty
of good examples
for each other. lf peers are commltted to doing well in school, or doing their best in a sport then they
can
influence those around them to be more goal-oriented, too. Secondly, peers who are kind and loyal
can
influence others to build these qualities in themselves. What is more, peers can help each other make
decisions, such as what courses to take and even how to handle a family argument. peers often give
each
other good advice. Peers might get each other involved in clubs, sports, or religious groups. One,s world
would be far less rich without peers to encourage or to offer moral support when one needs at most.
On the other hand, bad peers may pressurize each other into doing something wrong such as
shoplifting,
takinB drugs or drinking or taking dangerous risks when driving a car. Nearly everyone ends up in
a sticky
peer pressure situation at some point. Young people are going through a lot of stress

in their life, as it is the
time when the most crucial decisions of life have to be taken such as pursuing a career or choosing a life
partner. lt is very easy at such times to succumb to negative peer pressure.

Responding to peer pressure is part of human nature
but some people are more likely to give in, and
others are better able to resist and stand their ground. I firmly believe that the stress of resisting unhealthy
peer pressure can be buffered by good family relationships and a high self-esteem. So, the
onus falls on the
parents to give a stable family atmosphere and talk to their children about peer pressure. Explain
what a
powerful force it can be, and tell them that the excuse that "everyone did it" will never be accepted
and
they will be held responsible for their actions.

-

To summarise, peer pressure is inevitable and it can be positive as well as negative. However, if parents
teach their children how to handle negative peer pressure, it can be largely positive.

PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Peer pressure con be both, positive os well os negotive.
Poro 1: How peer pressure con be positive
Poro 2: How peer pressure con be negotive
Poro i: How good fomily relotionships con chonge the woy children respond to peer pressure
Conclusion: peer pressure is inevitoble ond it con be positive os well os negotive.
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295. Everyone shou,d sloy in schoo, untit lheY reoch lhe oge of 18'
whot exlent do you ogree or disogree?

To

ln many countries, school attendance is mandatory for all children up to a specific age. ln lndia this is 14
y""r, oi age. ln the UK and many other countries it is 16, although the UK government now has plans to
raise the school leaving age to 18. I agree that children should be in school till the age of 18. A number of
arguments surround my oPinion.
The most important reason for raising the school leaving age to 18 is that the age of 14-18 is the most
impressionable age of a child's life. During this period of adolescence, the children undergo physical and
hormonal changes, because of which they are under a lot of pressure. Therefore, lengthening compulsory
schooling helps protect childhood. While at school students will be protected from some of the pressures
in life. They have the rest of adulthood to work, make budgets and make choices. ProvidinB them with
space to grow for as long as possible can make them better prepared for adult life'
Secondly, more education provides the opportunity to acquire more skills and therefore more options' lt
has been shown many times that those with more education find it easier to find work, and that they are
more likely to find that work satisfying. What is more, raising the school-leaving age is a crucial investment
in society's future. Doing so increases the economic potential of the future workforce, and so will bring
increased tax revenues in the long term.

However, the opponents claim that extending the period of compulsory education requires a huge
investment in teachers, books and new school buildings, which would be very expensive. They also say that
many families need their children to make an economic contribution to the family income, and working
early can help these families to survive. Finally, just being in school does not guarantee that a student is
learning. Unwilling students become disruptive, and damage the education of others in their class.

till 18 has some drawbacks, these are nothin8 as compared
to the vast benefits this approach would bring and the cost needed to implement would be negligible if
compared to the huge economic potential of the future workforce. Therefore, I believe that everyone

To sum up, even though compulsory schooling

should stay in school until the age of eighteen.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Agree
Poro 1: odvontoge of this opprooch
Poro 2: other odvontoges
Poro i: Opponents view
Conclusion : restote opinion
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296. Some lhink thol children should slorf school os eorly os possib,e,
while olhers believe thot lhey should slorf school ol the oge of seyen.
Discuss bofh views ond give your own opinion.
Education is very important for everyone. Some people think that children should begin their formal
education at a very early age (4 years), whereas others opine that the age of seven years is the best for
young people to commence educational studies. This essay intends to analyse both perspectives before
reaching a conclusion as to which approach is better.
Advocates of sending the child to school at the age of 4, cite a host of benefits. They say that children who
begin to study at a very early age have more chances to succeed in the future. lt is a well-known fact that

the younger the individual, the easier it is for him to acquire new knowledge and information. Such
children get a head start in learning, which definitely gives them an advantage in their later school years.
Secondly, if children remain at home till 7 years, they while away time in unproductive activities. But, when
children attend school, they are purposefully engaged in activities that stimulate their minds and
encourage them to develop and improve.
On the other hand, there are myriad reasons for sending children to school at around 7 years of age. Every
child must have his or her childhood, during which playing and communication with friends and parents is
very important. Childhood comes but once in life and should be spent as much as possible with parents.
Basic qualities, such as kindness, self-confidence and a good sense of humour cannot be gained from
studying. This interaction with parents becomes less after children start school, because they get busy in
homework and other activities.

Another important aspect of sending children to school at a later age is that in their early ages children
need more exercise, because at this age the development of their body is a very essential aspect. The stress
of school and homework stifles the growth of many children. As it is, there are many years of schooling for
children even if they start at seven.
To conclude, both approaches have their own sets of merits. Parents have to see what suits them best. lf
both parents are working, and the family is nuclear, then early age would be better. Otherwise, it would be
better to send children to school at the age of seven.
PLAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro
Paro 7: why some people soy thot a very early oge is better
Poro 2: Advontoges of loter oge ( 7 yeors)

to stort school

j:

More odvontoges of starting school lote
Conclusion : Give opinion

Poro
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297. Some feochers soy studenfs should be orgonised inlo groups lo
sludy. Ofhers orgue fhof sfudenls should be mode |o sludy olone. Tell
lhe benefifs of eoch sludy melhod. Which one do yov lhink is more
effeclive?
Nowadays, many educationists are advocating the group study approach to make students successful
learners. However, some students prefer to study alone at their own pace. Both approaches have their
own advantages, and the choice is a matter of personal preference.
Promoters of group study method, cite a host of benefits. First, it provides learners the opportunity to
share their ideas among group members, so that they can broaden their knowledge in much lesser time
than they would be able to do while studying alone. Secondly, when students study in groups, they develop
negotiation skills, like making a contribution, agreeing or disagreeing with someone and asking a person to
give examples of their point. Finally, we can put forward working in groups as an example of what happens
in real life, in work situations, and say that studying in groups in class prepares us for this.
On the other hand, when students study alone then they have no distractions and they can concentrate on

study in a much better way. This is especially helpful in subjects like mathematics and physics. Studying
alone also increases the confidence and ability to solve problems on one's own. Students become more
competitive which is a necessary virtue in the competitive era of today. Teachers promote solo study by
giving different assignments to all students, so that they complete them on their own.
feel, that teachers should mix and match both these methods depending on the subject and the situation.
For boring subjects like history and philosophy, students should be organised into groups, but for subjects
that need concentration, individual study should be encouraged. Both methods have their own importance
and should complement each other rather than being treated as rivals.
I

To sum up, there can be no clear cut demarcation in deciding whether to organise children into groups
study, or to make them study individually. Teachers can use their discretion depending on the situation.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Poro 1: Benefits of group study
Pora 2: Benefits of studying olone
Poro 3: Own opinion
Conclusion:
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298. some people lhink sludenls should leorn more proclicol courses lrke
compuler, buf ofhers think lhey should leorn more obout lheoreticot
courses like geogrophy ond morhemotics. Discuss bofh views ond give
your opinion.
Some people opine that students should focus on practical courses, whereas
others hold the view that
theoretical courses should be studied This essay shall analyze both perspectives.
However, I believe that
practical knowledge and theoretical knowledge, both are important phases
of learninB. perfect combination of
both practical and theoretical methods is necessary for holistic learning.
Theoretical knowledge has its own importance in the learning. Theoretical knowledge
is the base of doing
anything practically. Anything done practically without the theoretical knowledge can be
dangerous at times.
Theoretical knowledge explains the 'why' factor at the back of any situation and technique
of working. Theory
teaches you through the experience of others. To be practically successful we need to have
a strong and solid
theoretical foundation. Though practicality counts, but it is like half knowledge if no theoretical
knowledge is
gained. For example, medical theories help us combat diseases, economic
theories explain inflation and
unemployment, and gravity theory explains the presence of planets. Even marketing,
which was once thought
to be purely practical, is based on statistical data, which require the knowledge of mathematics.
Those who advocate practical courses say so because today is the era of computers and
technology. They feel

that such subjects have more job opportunities. Practical knowledge and application skills are essential
to
survive in this competitive world of today. lt is important to understand how things actually
work. practical

knowledge is the tool of deeper understanding of the concepts, through the act of doing
and experiencing. tt is
helpful in demonstrating the actual way of working and way of handling. Especially in thJprofessional
education
scenario, practical knowledge helps in the deep understanding of the concepts along
with the origin and the
importance of the facts learned through theoretical knowledge. Sometimes, there are
some intricate lessons,
which are not easy to communicate at that point, so practically demonstrating the things will
be helpful in
proper understanding. Thafs why practical training is beneficial to both the trainer
and th" L"rn"r.

ln my opinion, both practical and theoretical subjects go hand in hand and, each has their own significance.
Theory and practica'l are interrelated. Theory is the basis of all practical knowledge.
For example, a person
becomes a doctor in five and a half years, which has four and a half theory plus onJ year practical.
so, for the
overall development of the students, a mix of all subjects should be there.

To sum up, it can be said that both theory and practical subjects have their own importance.
Both should be
incorporated in the school and university curricula.
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: lsholl discuss both issues.
Pord 7: Advantoges of studying theoreticol subjects
Poro 2: Advantoges of studying procticol subjects
Poro 3: Own opinion - both go hond in hond
Conclusion: Both should be incorporoted in the school and university curriculo
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299. Some peop,e think typicol leoching of o leocher ond sfudenls in fhe
closs will nof exisf by lhe yeor 2050. Do you ogree or disogree?
Technology is progressing at an exponential pace, and this makes it very difficult to predict what the
schools and the teacher-taught relation of 2050 will be like. However, I do agree with the given statement,
that the trend of education in the future would be very progressive and technology driven.

To begin with, education will be driven by technology, and learning will be able to happen anytime and
anywhere. Students will also be able to make choices in how they learn the content. Learning will be based
on individual interest and need. lt will be student-centric, and not teacher-oriented. Technology will serve
as a means to the resources that students will be able to utilize in order to broaden their learning.
Furthermore, teachers will become facilitators of knowledge and no longer the only experts, because of the
rapid and constant changes and additions to information that can be found. For example, the amount of
medical knowledge doubles every eight years. lt is said that half of what an engineering student learns in
their first year, is obsolete or revised by the time he/she graduates. The teacher will still guide students
through learning, but it will be impossible for teachers to have all the knowledge. The teacher will still be
needed to help students learn where to locate information, and help students evaluate sites and resources

for validity.
Specialists in technology will need to be part of the educational environment to constantly enrich the
learning environment for students. Each child will have a portable computer, and textbooks will not exist.
Teachers will use tablet PCs and projectors to call up images at the front of the classroom at the touch of a
button, with the old sound of chalk on a blackboard being replaced by the hum of desktop computers.
To sum up, despite all the new technology in 2050, school would still remain a social occasion and teachers
would still be there even if their way of imparting knowledge would be driven by technology.

PIAN FOIIOWED
lntro: ogree
Poro 7: Education will be driven by technology
Poro 2: Teochers will become focilitotors oJ knowledge ond no longer the only experts
Poro j: Speciolists in technology will need to be pdrt of the educotionol environment to constontly enrich
the leorning environment for students
Con c I usion : re ite rote op i n ion
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300. Full time university sludenls spend rnost of fhe lime studying. They
should be doing other octivilies foo. ro whol exfenl do you ogree ot
disogree.

with the statement that students who are enrolled full time at the university should participate in
range of extra-curricular activities besides studying. A number of arguments surround my opinion.
I agree

a

Firstly, participating in extracurricular activities benefits students academically. One of these reasons is that
students learn character-building lessons, which they can apply to their study habits and to their lives.
Activities such as athletics, music, and theater teach students how to discipline themselves through drills,
practices, or rehearsals. What is more, by participating and persevering in any of these activities, the
students gain a sense of self-respect, self-esteem, and self-confidence.

Through extracurricular activities, students learn life skills such as time management that benefit them a
lot. These activities take time out of the students' schedules, therefore the students must plan their time
wisely and efficiently to complete the assigned tasks. ln addition to organizational skills, extracurricular
activities in the arts teach students analytical skills and creative problem solving skills, since they have to
think creatively to successfully perform music, act in a play, or produce a work of art.
Furthermore, education is not solely learned by reading the textbook, for students can learn an incredible
amount from their peers through extracurricular activities. Students learn how to compromise and work in
a 8roup. Extracurricular activities also allow students to meet and interact with peers that may not be
within their close group of friends. ln addition, extracurricular activities help to enhance these social skills
and teach lessons not learned in a classroom. Although these social aspects of a student's life do not
directly affect his or her grade point average, they do affect the overall wellbeing of the student. Finally, it
is well known that nowadays, even recruiters look for social skills in addition to academic qualifications
while looking for employees.
To sum up, I would like to reiterate my opinion that students at university should not just be engrossed in
their books, but also do many other activities because these help students to receive better grades by
teaching them character building lessons, teaching them lifelong skills, and helping students develop social
skills.
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Agree
Poro 7: porticipdting in ertrocurriculor octivities benefit students ocodemico y
Poro 2: Through ertrocurriculor octivities, students leorn liJe skills such os time monogement thot benefit
them o lot
Poro j: students can leorn on incredible omount from their peers through extrocurriculor octivities
Con cl usion : Re iterote opi nion
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301. Mony peopre who ,eove schoo, hold o negolive ofiilude lowards
leorning. Why does fhis hoppen? How fo solve lhe problem?
It is a harsh reality of today that many students are not satisfied with their education at school, and have a
negative attitude when they leave school. ln this essay I shall discuss some reasons for this phenomenon,
and suggest some solutions to mitlgate the problem.
The first and foremost reason is that students see examples of their seniors around them, who are still
struggling to find jobs, and even those who have found jobs are being underpaid and exploited. So, they
presume that even after graduating from school they may not get a suitable job. They cannot see any
benefit of studying and getting some degree. So, their negative attitude to learning is well justified.

Another reason for the students' negative attitude towards learning, is that their course of study was
forced upon them by their parents, and their aptitude was not taken into consideration. For example, if a
student, who wants to make his career in the field of music, is forced to study commerce, how can he feel
positive about his studies?

Another important reason is that the teacher-taught relation is very strained these days. The ugly claws of
commercialism have crept into the field of education. Education has become a business and the student is
the customer. Teachers are biased towards the rich or the brilliant students, and this is very detrimental for
the education process.
There could be many ways to address this situation. Firstly, while selecting courses, the students' a ptitude
should be taken into consideration. Parents also need counseling in this matter. Secondly, the
infrastructure of the educational institutes should be improved, which includes the faculty also. The pay
scale of the teachers should be so lucrative, that the best people want to enter this profession. Finally,
there should be more stress in teaching a wide range of subjects rather than a narrow range, so that when
the student enters the job market there are a variety of choices for him to work in.

To conclude, there is no doubt that most students hold a negative attitude towards learning, but the
problem can be addressed in many ways.
PI.AN FOTTOWED

lntro: ln this essdy I sholl discuss some reosons for this phenomenon ond suggest some woys forward
Parol: Not sure of getting o suitoble job
Poro 2: Their optitude wos not taken into considerotion while choosing the course of study
Pora 3: Teocher-tought reldtion is very stroined these days
Poro 4: Solutions
Conclusion:
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302. rhe subjecls ond resson confenfs ore decided by lhe oufhorities such
os lhe governmenL sorne people ctrgue lhol feochers should moke lhe
ch oice. Do you dgrce or disogree?
ln almost all parts of the world, there is a national curriculum decided by the government,
which

is

followed in all schools. Some people, however, feel that it restricts the teachers' freedom to
respond to the
students' needs, and so teachers should decide the school curricula. I believe that the national
curriculum
is good enough, and has withstood the test of time, but some portion of the curriculum
should be left in
the hands of the teachers.

There are many advantages of having a curriculum decided by the government. Having
a national
curriculum standardizes what is taught across the country, giving equal opportunity to all.
lf we abolish the
national curriculum, anything could be taught, and students would have even less equal opportunities.
This
would also worsen the gap between the government and private schools. lt may also imjty that
religious
schools could teach only religion and ignore science, and therefore many students would not receive
a

well-rounded education.

on the other hand, the problem is that the curriculum is too comprehensive. lt tries to squeeze all children
into the same mould. lt is also true that the national curriculum does not allow for enough local
variation. lt
is important for children to learn the values of things such as local history, accents and
dialects. we are not
all the same and school should reflect that.
What is actually needed, is a more flexible policy to allow for individual aptitudes and interests. However,
there should still be a limited core curriculum, which should be decided by the government. At the same
time, the teachers should be given some freedom to offer any other subjects, which the pupils and their
parents want. Young people of all ages would be much more likely to thoroughly enjoy
school, learn
effectively, develop their individual talents, and gain a love of learning, which will illuminate their whole
lives. Teachers would 'walk tall' in our society and establish their proper role as guardians
of the future.
To sum up, it can be said that a national curriculum should be there, but there should also be room
teachers to have their say wherever needed.

for

PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro: I believe thot the notionol curriculum is good enough ond hos withstood the test of time but some
portion olthe curriculum should be left in the honds of the teochers.
PoroT: Advantoges of hoving o notionol core curriculum
Poro 2: Flows in the notionol core curriculum

Pora 3: Flexible policy needed ond some poft ol core curriculum shoutd be in the honds of teochers along
with o bosic notionol core-curriculum
Conclusion:
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303. Nowodoys sending children lo boording school (either in olher
counfries or in one's own counlry) is becoming increosingly populor.
Why is it? ls il o posifive or o negotive developmenf?
Boarding schools have been extensively debated. One group considers them great boosters of a child's all

round development, whereas the other as instruments of neglect of children's emotional needs.
Nowadays, boarding schools are becoming very popular. This essay shall probe into the causes of this
phenomenon, and also discuss whether this trend is good or bad.
people send their children to boarding schools for a number of reasons. Some parents, who work overseas
or travel frequently, choose to put their children in boarding school, because they know how inconsistent
they will be in parenting or in providing for the needs of their children. Other parents choose boarding
school for their children as a way for them to experience more of the world, and to learn how to interact
with diverse people from a young age. Still other parents put their children and teens in boarding school if
they are having trouble disciplining their kids or keeping them out of trouble. Finally in this age of dualincome nuclear families, a child's life and development often takes place in rather unsuitable
circumstances, and so boarding schools can be a great place for children to be in.
Seen in such a light, the option of a boarding school is very good. After all, these schools are not just about
studies - they also give a child time and exposure to a lot of other things like sports and art. Also, children in

such schools are more likely to have stronger bonds with their friends, since they spend a lot of time
together.
Of course, there are drawbacks such as homesickness. Moreover, children in residential schools have fewer
day-to-day interactions with their family, and significantly less time to spend with their parents during their
formative years. As a result, many parents, who place their kids in boarding schools, fail to develop a close

bond with their children.
To sum up,

it can be said that we cannot say whether the trend is positive or negative. lt depends on

an

analysis of the child's needs and the circumstances of the family. Also, it is generally advisable not to send
very young child to boarding school.
PLAN FOTTOWED
lntro: This essoy sholl probe into the couses

of this phenomenon ond olso

a

discuss whether this trend is good

or bod.
ParoT: Reasons
Paro 2: The positives
Poro 3: The negotives
Conclusion: we cdnnot soy whether the trend is positive or negotive. lt depends on on onolysis of the child's
needs and the circumstonces ol the fomily.
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informotion by freqvenl repelilion, nomely role
le orning, ploys o role in mony educolion sysfems. To whol exfenf do
th e odvonloges oulweigh lhe disodvonloges?

304. Memorizolion

There are different methods of learning. Two such methods are'rote learning'and 'meaningful learning,.
Both have their own pros and cons. lt is essential to look at the advantages and disadvantages of rote
learning to reach a conclusion as to which approach is better.
There are many advantages of rote learning. To begin with, it is very helpful where quick memorization is
required, such as learning one line in a play or memorizing a telephone number. lt is also needed where
verbatim recall of definitions or numbers is required. We all know that we need to remember phone
numbers, mathematical formulae and definitions as such. lf we don't cram them, then we will not be able
to reproduce them when needed, and if any small part is changed then the whole thing goes wrong. Rote
learning is the only way to learn certain things like irregular verbs and the vocabulary of a foreign language.
There is no logic behind irregular verbs, and so we need to memorize them by heart, Finally, many students
use the rote method to pass exams.
On the other hand, there are some disadvantages of rote learning. Firstly, the knowledge acquired by rote
is not retained for long. lf a person does not repeat information learnt by rote for few days, then the whole
thing can be forgotten. Moreover, information learned by rote, cannot be applied in a wide variety of new
problems or concepts. For example, if we learn something by rote in math, then we cannot apply it
in other
subjects like physics. ln meaningful learning, the transferability of knowledge is high. Finally, it can be very
boring to learn everything by rote.

Definitely, rote learning should not be the only method of learning. Meaningful learning is a must if we
want to progress in life and apply our skills in varied fields. However, rote learning has its own importance
in some situations. So, the education systems should incorporate both - rote and meaningful learning.
To sum up, it can be said that rote learning has its own advantages, which cannot be overlooked. lt should
be coupled with meaningful learning, so that its disadvantages can be minimized.
PTAN FOIIOWED
lntro: lt is essential to look ot the odvontoges ond disodvontoges of rote leorning to reoch o conclusion
PdroT: odvdntoges of rote leorning
Paro 2: disodvontoges of rote ledrning
Poro 3: Rote leorning should not be the only method of leorning. There should be meoningful leorning and
the rote method should be opplied only where needed.

Conclusion:
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305. Some peopre think secondory school sfudenls should study
inlernotionol news os one of their subjecfs. Ofher people soy this is o
wosfe of voluable school fime. Discuss bolh views ond give your
opinion.
the lT revolution and the faster means of travel, we do not belong to a big planet 'Earth'; we
belong to a small global village, which is very well connected and that is why there is a debate as to
whether secondary school students should study international news as a subject. ln this essay I shall
discuss both views followed by my opinion.
Because of

Admittedly, the youth of today can benefit by studying international news as a subject. This would enrich
their experience and broaden their horizon. From the news of any part of the world, students would
become aware of the social, political and environmental problems faced by other countries. This could
motivate them to do something for their own country, if they are lagging behind or even help the other
nations by volunteering to help. For instance, when Tsunami struck Japan voluntary workers from all parts
of the world reached out to help. Moreover, the significance of opening international news subject is that
students can have a general view of the world, which could help them decide their career.
On the other hand, as secondary school students face stiff competition nowadays, it would be unfair to add

the burden of another subject. Moreover, 'international news'would have an ever-changing syllabu,s and
so would be practically impossible to introduce as a subject. Finally, in the pluralistic society of today, some
news may hurt the sentiments of any particular sect of people and could give rise to conflicts.
ln my opinion, international news should not be introduced as a subject. However, steps should be taken
by secondary schools to keep students abreast of what is happening in the world by having a short (5
minute) session in the morning assembly in which every day a student could speak the headlines. This
would keep students up-to-date without having the tension of memorizing things.
To conclude, it could be said that international news should not be a subject, but students should be made
aware of the international scenario in other informal ways.
PLAN FOLIOWED

lntro: Discuss essoy intro
PoroT: odvontages of studying interndtional news
Poro 2: disodvantoges of internotionol news os a subject

Pora 3: Own view - internotionol news should not be o subjed but o 5 minute news breok in morning
ossembly con be there which would keep students obreost ofthe lotest hoppenings ofthe world
Conclusion: Subject of internotionol news should not be there
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306. ln mony counrries, good schools ond medicot focilifies ore ovoiloble
only in cifies. some people think new leochers ond doclors should
work in rurol oreos for o few yeors, bul olhers lhink everyone should be
free to choose where lhey work. Discuss ond give your own opinion.
As a big gap is there between

the urban and rural areas, some people opine that teachers and doctors, who
are fresh out of college, should work in villages for a few years. However, others believe that
the choice of
where to work should be left on the teachers and doctors. ln this essay, I shall discuss the merits
and
demerits of both approaches and finally give my opinton.
There are many advantages of having teachers and doctors work in rural areas. Firstly, the people in
the
villages will have access to medical care and education, which they are deprived of normally. Secondly,
it

would be good for the teachers and doctors, who are fresh from university to translate their theoretical
knowledge into practice. ln urban areas there are already so many experienced teachers and doctors.
Therefore, people would naturally not opt for the fresh graduates. ln a rural setting, they would gain a lot
of confidence very early on in their career. Finally, a few of these doctors and teachers may choose to live
permanently in those villages to serve humanity.
On the other hand, this compulsory policy may have some negative effects. To begin with, we belong to
a
democratic country and everyone has a right to work where one pleases. Such enforcement may result in

working passively and there will be no motivation. So the rural residents may not get appropriate
treatment and service. Secondly, fewer and fewer students would choose such majors and careers, and so
in the long run there would be shortage of such professionals.
ln my opinion, it would be better to have such a rule. lt would be a win-win situation for both, rural people
and the professionals. lt would also help to bridge the gap between the cities and the countryside. The
government can, however, make fresh teachers and doctors want to work in the rural areas by offering
higher salaries and other incentives.
To sum up, it could be said that sending doctors and teachers

to rural areas would be an ideal situation, but
the government should offer some financial and non-financial schemes to the fresh doctors and teachers
so that they willingly go to such areas and work with full zeal and energy.
PIAN FOTTOWEO

lntro: Discuss essoy intro
PoroT: Advontoges of having tedchers ond doctors work in rurol oreos
Paro 2: Compulsory policy may hove some negotive effects
Poro 3: Own opinion
Conclusion:
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307. Some peop,e think lhot sfudenfs benefif from going lo privole
secondory schoo,s. Ofhers, however, feel lhot privote secondory
schools con hove o negofive effecf on sociefy os o whole. Discuss bofh
fhese views ond give yow own opinion.
ln order to choose the right type of secondary school, you need to weigh all of the options open to you. lt is
a highly debated issue whether private secondary schools are good or bad for society. ln the following
paragraphs, I intend to delve into the pros and cons of private secondary schools.
On the positive side, most of the private schools offer smaller classroom size, and so the child can receive
more individual attention from teachers. lt is a well-known fact that secondary education is very important,
because in most cases the career is based on secondary school subjects. Secondly, private secondary
schools offer better academic and extracurricular programs. As a result, there are lower dropout rates.
Finally, there is less on-campus violence in private schools as compared to government schools. This is
because students realize that their parents are spending huge sums of money on their schooling, and so
they are more serious in studies.
On the downside, there is less diversity in private schools as compared to public or government schools. As
a result, children will meet fewer peers from diverse backgrounds because of the high tuition fee. Secondly,

private secondary schools don't conform strictly to educational regulations. So, you have to do a lot of
effort to select the right school for your child.
Finally, these schools are very expensive and consequently increase the gap between the rich and the poor.
The children from affluent backgrounds can afford these schools and get quality education, because of

which they get into the best universities for higher education. The disadvantaged children of poor
backgrounds find it very difficult to compete with them in all spheres of life. So, these create an imbalance
in society.

Summing up, private secondary schools are providing quality education and are a boon for society.
However, they should have some relaxation in fees for the meritorious students of poor backgrounds, so
that their disadvantages are minimized.
PTAN FOIIOWED
lntro: Discuss essoy intro

Poro 7: Advontoges of privote secondory schools
Poro 2: Disodvontages of private secondory schools
Poro 3: More disodvontoges ol privote secondory schools
Conclusion: Secondory schools ore very good but should hove some reloxotion in fee

for the meritorious

students
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308. Some people lhink it is beffer for children lo begin to leorn o foreign
longuoge of primary school fh on ol secondory schooL Whol,s your
opinion? Do you think the odvon foges oufweigh the disodvonloges?
Language is the best means of communication. ln the modern era of globalization,
it is not enough to be
able to speak one language to communicate with the outside world. lstrongly support the
idea that
children should begin learning a foreign language at primary school than at secondiry sciool.
They become
familiar with a strange language faster, improve their hearing ability to understand new words
as time goes
by and learn new words. ln the following paragraphs, I will list some reasons to support
position.
my

Firstly, there is no doubt that a young mind readily absorbs new information. Child psychologists
often
mention, that the most formative years of learning happen in the first few years of life. Therefore,
what
children are exposed to is very often retained and remembered. ln this way, a child is in a good position
to
learn the new information associated with a new language.
Secondly, senior students are often afraid to make mistakes when they are speaking in
a new language.
This fear is one of the biggest barriers for a person in their efforts to speak freely. primary
school children
are not afraid of making grammatical mistakes because basically they just repeat words ;nd sentences in
the way they hear them. So, they have a better chance to get used to the right pronunciation of the
language.

To sum up, I think that it is very essential for children to begin learning a foreign language In their early
ages. lt brings many benefits such as great pronunciation. Also, it helps a child develop and gain
more
knowledge, which is good for the long run.
PLAN FOLI.OWED

lntro: I strongly support the ideo thot children should begin learning o foreign longuoge ot primory school
thon ot secondory school
Poro 7 - o young mind readily obsorbs new informotion
Paro 2 - Primory school children ore not afroid of moking grommoticol mistokes becouse bosico y they just
repeot words ond sentences in the way they hear them
conclusion: it is very essentiol for children to begin leorning a Joreign longuoge in their eorly oges
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309. Some peopre think lhol using onimols for experimenlolion purpose is
cruel, bul olher peopte think thot is necessory for ihe developmenl of
science. Dlscuss bolh views ond give your opinion.
Animal experimentation has been a debated issue for many decades. Some people believe that scientists
locking up animals in a laboratory environment, is not what nature intended, whereas others believe that
laboratory animals perform a great service for humans. This essay intends to analyze both perspectives
before reaching a conclusion.
The major advantage of animal experimentation is in testing newly discovered drugs. For many years now,
scientists have been working hard to develop cures for diseases. From time to time, new medicines and
drugs are created, which may be a solution to a serious illnesses affecting mankind. ln order to determine if
there is any level of danger in these drugs, these are first tested on animals. For example, who has not
heard of the Thalidomide case? ln 1952, a drug was used for vomiting of pregnancy. Obviously, it was not
tested properly. All the children born had seal-like limbs. By the time it was known that thalidomide was
responsible, it was too late and much harm had been done.

Another reason for justification of animal experimentation is that the effect of any drug can be seen over
generations. We all know that the life span of guinea pigs used for experimentation is very small, only 3-4
years, and so the effect of drugs can be tested over generations. Even if humans volunteered for testing, it
would take many years to test whether the effect passed from one Seneration to the other.
The arguments against animal experimentation are that animals are also sentient beings, and we have no
right to exploit them for our selfish motives. Secondly, they are very different from humans and so what is
tested on animals cannot be applied to humans. Finally, unnecessary experiments are done just for new
cosmetics, which are not even needed, which is bad.

Summing up, animals are not humans. Although the life of animals in a lab is regrettable, I much prefer a
guinea pig to die than a human being. The human need must always come first. lt is sad that any living
thing must suffer, but the use of laboratory animals in testing new products made today, would go a long
way towards helping humankind enjoy a better tomorrow.

PrAN

FOT.T.OWEO

lntro: Discuss essoy intro
Porol: Animol experimentotion needed to know the side effect of drugs before trying on humons
Poro 2: Through onimol experimentotion we con see the effect over generotions
Poro 3: Arguments ogoinst onimol experimentotion
Concl usi on

: Ani m o I experi mentotion

is j u stifie

d
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3I0. some people lhink the moin benefii of inlernolionol cooperclion

is in

protection of lhe environment, while olhers think lhot lhe moin benefit
in the world business. Discuss bofh views ond give your opinion.

is

Today, we do not belong to a big planet Earth. We are part of a small global village. This has led to a greater

need for international cooperation in many crucial issues such as poverty, starvation, environmental
protection, terrorism and global warming. Some individuals are of the opinion that the main benefit of
global cooperation has been in protection of the environment, but others hold the view that the main
benefit is in international trade. ln this essay, I intend to delve into both views and finally give my opinion.
lnternational cooperation does contribute a lot in environmental protection. First of all, many governments
have realized that it is a grave issue, and have taken steps to aware the masses of the simple steps they can
take to save the environment. Besides educating the people, the Kyoto agreement was signed by many
countries in the United Nations Charter that they would not set up any industry, which would emit more
than 5.2% carbon dioxide. However, not enough positive outcome could be seen.
The role of international cooperation in world business is self-evident. Today, we can buy any foreign
brand like Reebok and Nike in our country, and our lndaan brands like Videocon have touched the
international market. This has brought the economy of developing countries quite close to the developed
ones.

ln my opinion, although a lot has been done in both areas, a lot more needs to be done in the field of
environment. The steps already taken are not enough and the governments need to tackle this issue on a
war footing. When countries step forward to do something, the issue of CDR (common but differentiated
responsibility) comes in, and there are differences among the developed and developing countries. The
developed world, which is mainly responsible for damaging the environment, should take more
responsibility in saving the environment.

Summing up, international co-operation has benefited
environment.

the world business much more than the

PIAN FOTLOWED
lntro: Discuss essdy intro
Poro 1: Whdt hos been done internotionolly for environment
Paro 2: Whot hos been done internotionolly for business
Paro j: own view - a lot more needs to be done for the environment
Conclusion: More hos been done for trode thon environment
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l.

Ihe increosed world demond fot oil ond gos hos mode if necessory
for localing lhese sources in remofe ond unlouched nolurol oreos. Do
you think lhe odvontoges oufweigh the disodvontoges of domoging

fhese nofurol oreos? (Agoinsl Drilling)
Drilling for oil and gas around the world is a source of significant income, but at the same time it is placin8
increasing pressure upon the globalenvironment. There is a race for seeking these resources in remote and

previously untouched areas such as Alaska and Antarctica. However, I firmly believe that the cons of
tapping these resources outweigh the pros. A number of arguments surround my opinion.

It is irrefutable that fossil fuels helped to drive the industrial revolution and

increase our luxuries. Their
extraction has caused a terrible impact in the environment and continues to damage this planet. The main
problem with the extraction of fossil fuels is that the transportation of these fuels can be very expensive. A
lot of infrastructure is required, with pipelines and shipping routes stretchinB thousands of kilometres.

Furthermore, sometimes accidents can occur when these materials are taken overseas. These accidents are

not only expensive to the human pocket, but also harm the environment in an immeasurable way. An
example of this is the spill, which took place in 1989 in Alaska. This was the largest spill in the history of the
United States. About 2,800 sea otters and 250,000 seabirds were killed by the spill. Harbor seals, bald
eagles, killer whales, and salmon were also greatly affected.
The final problem would be the greenhouse effect. The extraction and use of fossil fuels is causing global
warming. This is because when we use fossil fuels, it causes carbon dioxide, water vapor, ozone, nitrous
oxide, halocarbon gases, and methane to collect in the upper layers of atmosphere, which causes the
greenhouse effect. We have to use alternative sources of energy, which are non-polluting. Otherwise, the
whole Earth will very soon transform into a boiling pot.

of
them we have many luxuries such as cars, heating, electricity, running water, and many more. But, we
cannot forget that our biggest luxury is our planet, and it is being damaged by the excessive extraction and
use of these fuels. This is why people around the world should support the use of renewable resources. By
doing this, we will not only have a chance to restore the environment, but can also still have a comfortable
and much healthier way of life.

To conclude, there is no doubt that fossil fuels are a very important resource in these times, and because

PLAN FOTTOWED
lntro: cons of topping these resources outweigh the pros
Poro 7: tronsportotion of these fuels con be very expensive
Pora 2: sometimes occidents con occur when these moteriols ore token overseds
Poro i: The extroction ond use offossilfuels is cousing globol worming.
Conclusion - people oround the world should support the use of renewable resources.
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312. The increosed world demond for oil ond gos hos mode if necessory
for locoling lhese sources in rernole ond unlouched nolurol oreos. Do
you think lhe odvontoges oufweigh the disodvonfoges of domoging
fhese nolurol oreos? (For Drilling)
Drilling for oil and gas around the world is a source of significant income, but at the same time
it is placing
increasing pressure upon the global environment. There is a race for seeking these resources in
remote and

previously untouched areas such as Alaska and Antarctica. However, I firmly believe that
the pros of
tapping these resources outweigh the cons. A number of arguments surround my opinion.

oil drilling should be allowed in order to lower the fuel prices, which will play a significant role in the
economic groMh of any country. lf it is banned in a particular region, it leads to a situation, whereby the

dependence on other countries for oil increases. ln simpler words, oil import increases and consequently,
it
affects the overall country's income.

Another benefit of oil drilling is that the process of drilling itself and development of land after the
extraction will help in engaging people, thus creating jobs for hundreds of citizens. What is more, with the
development of new technologies, it has been seen that oil drilling can be done without damaging the
environment and disturbing the plant and animal habitat. ln the last two decades there have been no
accidents, such as oil spills.

Environmentalists oppose oil drilling and suggest that alternative sources of energy should be used.
However, it is well known that the initial cost of setting up the solar panels and wind farms is exorbitantly
high. Therefore, I reiterate my opinion in favour of drilling for oil and gas. Even if renewable sources of
energy are tapped, still the demand for oil and gas will never lessen.

To conclude,

I

believe that drilling for
the disadvantages.

oil in remote areas is the need of the day and therefore

its

adva ntages outweigh

PIAN FOTTOWED

lntro: pros of topping these resources outweigh the cons
Poro 7: Oil drilling should be ollowed in order to lower the fuel prices thot witl ploy o significont role in the
economic growth ol the country.
Poro 2: Another benefit of oil drilling is thot the process of driiling itself and development of lond ofter the
extroction will help in engoging people, thus creoting jobs for hundreds of citizens

Poro 3: Opponents view ond then refute it
Conclusion - I believe thot drilling for oil in remote oreos is the need
outwe i gh the disodva ntoges.

of the doy ond therefore

its odvontoges
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3t3. Some peopre lend lo loke lemporcry iobs (lhey only wotk fot lew
monlh ol yeor), for they hove time lo do other lhings. Do fhe
odvonfoges outweigh fhe disodvo nloges?
ln a time when.jobs are few and employers receive hundreds of resumes for one vacancy, temporary jobs
are gaining popularity. Although temporary jobs have both advantages and disadvantages, the pros
definitely outweigh the cons.
To begin with, temporary work is relatively easy to get. lf the candidate's credentials match the temporary
job requirements he might be called upon to fill the position. Secondly, doing temporary work will give a
candidate the much needed work experience. Most companies require two to three year experience,
which puts recent graduates at a loss. Doing temporary work will give them that experience.

Another benefit of doing temporary work is that if a vacancy becomes available within the company, the
temporary worker will have first knowledge of it, and can apply before the job gets posted on-line or
handed over to employment agencies. lf a temporary worker excels in his current job, chances are that he
might be asked to stay on with the company on a full-time basis. Furthermore, by going from company to
company, a temporary worker gets a lot of exposure. He doesn't just learn one job in the course of his
employment he might gain experience in different fields.
Moreover, by doing temporary work, a worker will also be exposed to different kinds of environments. ln
addition, a temporary worker will get exposure to different kinds of personalities. By learning to work with
different kinds of people, a temporary worker can sharpen his people skills. Last but not least, if a
temporary worker needs some time off, he can just make himself unavailable for a while, until he is ready
to take on the next assignment.
On the downside, a temporary job does not have job security and you may be fired any time. You also do
not get the perks and benefits that regular full time employees get. There may be gaps in your employment

from time to time.
summing up, disadvantages of temporary jobs are far less than the advantages. For some people,
temporary job is just temporary until they find something full-time, while for others it is a way of life.
PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: the pros definitely outweigh the cons
Poro 7: Advontdges
Poro 2: More odvontoges
Poro 3: More odvontoges
Poto 4: Disodvontoges
Conclusion: disodvontoges of temporory jobs ore for less thon the odvontoges
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3I4. Some peopre soy lhat professionol wotkers such os docfors, nurses
ond teocherc, who rnoke greoler conhibulion lo the sociely shoutd
be
poid morc fhon fhose peo'ple in lhe freld of sporfs and enlertoinmenl.
fo
whol exlenl do you ogree or disogree?

The high incomes of celebs in the field of sports and entertainment
have always been a matter of daspute. I
disagree that doctors, nurses and teachers should be paid more
than these celebrities. I shall put forth my
arguments to support my views in the following paragraphs.
No doubt, doctors, nurses and teachers are making a great contribution
to society, but the contribution of
these celebrities is also no less. They provide us entertainment and
inspiration, and tney also bring name
and fame to our country. They are role models for the society
and people follow them and listen to them.

My second argument is that they have a very short career span. Most
of the people in the sports and
entertainment field start their career at the age of 19-20 and retire by 33-35 y""rr.
a doctor, teacher or
nurse does not ever retire if he does not wish to. For example, my
uncle is a doctor and even at the age of
94 he goes to his clinic for two hours every day. whatever ihese celebs
earn is during these few years and
after that they face struggle' of course, there are exceptions such as the great
legend Amitabh Bachhan,
but such examples can be counted on fingertips.
My final argument is that these celebs sacrifice their personal life completely,
and so they do deserve these
high salaries' They cannot enjoy the common things of life like the
man does. They are always
"ornron
followed by the paparazzi, and their children also always need security.
This is too much price to pay, and
so the high salaries they receive are fully justified.

summing up, people in the field of sports and entertainment, well
deserve their high incomes. Their

services to the society are as important as, if not more, the services
of doctors, teachers a-nd nurses.

PIAN FOLTOWED
lntro: disogree
Poro 7: Points in fovour of higher solories for celebs
contribution oI these celebities is olso no less - They provide us entertoinment
ond inspirotion - bring nome
ond fame to our country - ore role models
Poro 2: More points
they hove o very short coreer spon
Pora 3: these celebs socrifice their personol life completely ond so
they do deserue these high sotories
Conclusion : Reite rote opi nion
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315. Some counlries hove inlroduced o tow lo limit working hoursfot
emproyees. why is lhis low introduced? Do you lhink it is o posifive or o
negoliYe develoPmenl?
person cannot
There are countries in the world, such as USA, canada, Australia and many more, where a
work for more than 40 hours a week. ln my opinion, it is a positive development. ln the following
paragraphs, I shall discuss, why this law was introduced, and my arguments to support my views.

This law was mainly introduced with a view to protecting the economic riShts of the workers, and
preventing exploitation. lt is seen that in places where there is no such law, employees are exploited, and
instead of a normal working from 9am to spm, they are made to sit in offices from 9am to 9pm at no extra
pay. Many other benefits of this law, such as improvement in the physical and mental health of the
employees, and better family relationships automatically followed.
This law is beneficial because, in this fast moving world of today, people have become workaholics.
to satisfy their material desires, they are forgetting to draw a line between work and family. lf
hours are fixed, then they have enough time for their family life and leisure. Secondly, overworking
stress and can lead to nervous breakdown in extreme cases. People also find time for their regular

ln order

working
leads

to

exercise

if working hours are fixed.

Furthermore, having a limit on working hours also helps solve the problem of unemployment. More
number of people working for a fixed number of hours is better than lesser number of people working
more number of hours. What is more, it has been proved by researches that having a limit on the workin8
hours increases the output and productivity of employees. This could be a win-win situation for both, the
employers and emPloyees.

if a person has the
Some people oppose this law by saying that it is an infringement of rights. They say that
countries where
in
that
been
seen
it
has
ability to work more, he should be allowed to work. Nonetheless,
unemployment
such iaws are there, people have a better life, better working conditions, lesser degree of
and better productivity of employees.
many advantages.
Summing up, this law was imposed in the benefit of employees and employers and it has

PIAN FOI.TOWED
lntro: This essoy sholl discuss why this tow wos imposed. lt is o positive development
Poro 1: why this low wos imPosed
To protect economic rights ond prevent exploitotion
Poro 2: why it is o positive development
people have enough time for their fomily life ond leisure
there is lesser stress
Poro 3: Opponents view ond then refute them
Conclusion:
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316. ln sorne counhieq it is illegol for componies lo relect job opplicont
for lheir oge. ,s lhis o posilive or o negolive developmenl?
Age discrimination occurs when a decision to hire is made on the basis of a person's age. There could be a
reluctance to hire young workers on the basis of lack of experience, or there could be a bias against older

workers. lbelieve that a law against rejecting a job applicant on the basis of his age, is a positive
development. ln the following paragraphs, I intend to support my views with my arguments.

My first argument is that age is not necessarily an indication of inferior ability or potential. Therefore,
treating a person less favourably purely on the basis of his age is very unreasonable and unfair. There are
many examples in our day-to-day life, when we see that the elderly are better even at handling the latest
technology than some youngsters. Therefore, talent, and not age should be considered. lf a particular
elderly worker truly has, say, less concentration or manual strength than a younger worker, and this makes
him less qualified for the particular job, and then employers can still make their decisions based on his
relative lack of suitability for the job - not on the basis of his age. Age by itself should not be a
determinant.
Secondly, if the elderly were discriminated against on the basis of age, then it would cause a strain on
public resources because the ageing population is largely a dependent population. Demographic trends
show that today we belong to a graying society and people are living increasingly longer lives. Therefore, if
this population is without jobs just because they are older, then it will be a strain on the younger
population also to provide everything to them. This population forms a majority today, and we can all
imagine what would happen if the majority does not pay taxes.
Finally, discrimination discourages potentially talented job seekers from applying. As a result, employers
lose by having a smaller pool of workers to choose from. ln societies that celebrate youthfulness above all
else, even highly qualified professionals resist from applying for new openings after the age of 50. ln some
cases, the fear of age discrimination has led to an increasing demand for cosmetic surgery.
Summing up, having legislation against age discrimination while hiring, is a positive development because
is fair, it adds to economy and employers have more choices while recruiting.

PIAN FOIIOWED
lntro: lt is o positive development
Poro 7: Age is not o determinont of tolent
Poro 2: We belong to o greying society ond rejecting elderly workerc would leod to a stroin on government
Poro 3: Age discriminotion would deter talented job seekers from opplying
This hos olso led to the need for cosmetic surgeries
Concl usion : reite rote opi nion
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317. Nowodoys, sorne workploces lend lo employ equo, numbers of men
ond women workers. Do you lhink il is o posilive or negolive
developmenl?
Traditional male dominated workplaces are decreasing nowadays, and some workplaces are giving jobs to
equal number of men and women. I believe that this is a negative development. A number of arguments
surround my opinion.
My first argument is that reserving half the seats for women could lead to negative discrimination against
men. Both men and women should have the same right to choose their profession. People should be
chosen for jobs based on their skills, qualification and character. Gender should not come in the way of the
selection process. Having a fixed quota would mean that some qualified men might be denied a job, while
some unqualified women would be given one.
Secondly, considering today's scenario, this quota might go against women.

lt has been seen in the recent
years that more and more women are opting for higher education. For example, thirty years ago, in a
typical class of any medical college, girls were far less as compared to boys. Today, the situation is
reversed. This means, that today some workplaces could be dominated by women. So, having a reservation
in the workplace could mar the chances of deserving women. With high levels of education, even the
highest positions in science, politics or law, for example, can be held successfully by women. Women have
proved their mettle in many jobs traditionally thought to be the domain of men. Who has not heard of our
IPS officer Kiran Bedi? Therefore, such a quota is not needed by the women of today.
Finally, it could be said that having a quota would not ensure moving towards an egalitarian society, where
all are considered equal. Those who tend to discriminate against women would find some other ways to
discriminate, such as by underpaying the women at the same posts as men.

Summing up, the trend of employing an equal number of men and women in the workplace is a negative
development, because it could lead to neSative discrimination against men, it may boomerang against
women, and it is not needed by the women of today.
PIAN FOLTOWED
lntro: it is o negotive development
Poro 7: it moy result in negotive discriminotion agoinst men
Poro 2: lt moy boomerong ogoinst women
Poro 3: lt would not leod to on egalitorion society
Conclus ion : Reiterate opin ion
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ore ploced in most high-level jobs. Some people soy thot the
go vernmenl should encouroge o cerlaln percentoge of lhese jobs
fo
be reseryed for women. Do you ogree or disogree?

318. Men

Since the be8inning of twentieth century, women have fought for equal
rights and opportunities in society.
As a result, in many countries these days, women make up 50% of the
workforce. However, it is still a fact
that high positions, such as CEo jobs are still dominated by men. Although
this is not desirable,

personally believe that imposing a quota is the solution.

I do not

Firstly, I believe that companies have a right to choose the best person for
the job, whatever their gender,
in order to contribute to the success of their business. Forcing companies to hire, promote
and appoint
women could negatively affect businesses in the short term and even in the long term.
Reserving a few
seats for women may arso resurt in negative discrimination against deserving
men.

Furthermore, I believe that this problem should be solved outside the workplace.
Girls need to be
encouraged to take more male-dominated subjects at school and later at
university, and to aspire to do
well in their careers. Girls and boys also need to be taught equality from an early
aie. rhis education can
take place in schools, career programmes and in homes,
Finally, it has been seen that artificially imposing rules has not always had the
desired effect. ln places
where governments required males and females to receive the same pay for the
same job, employers
simply changed job titles to ensure that women were still paid less than men.
lt is my belief that employers
will simply find loopholes to get around any such law.
summing up, forcing companies to allocate jobs to women is not the best way
to address this imbalance.
Rather it is a question of education and of changing mindsets, so that those
who deserve to be at the top,
will earn it and be appropriately appointed.
PLAN FOILOWED

lntro: Disogree. lmposing quoto

is

not the solution

Poro 7:

Promotion should be on merit ond not reloted to gender
Quoto could result in negotive discriminotion ogoinst deserving men
Pora 2: This problem should be tockled outside the workploce in schools ond homes
Poro 3: Eorlier records show thot people find toopholes ogoinst quotos
Co ncl usion : Reiterote op i n io n
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319. Whot ore fhe benefifs of requiring young peop,e fo serve lhe ormy?
Does porficip olion in communfi work quolify os on olfern olive?
Military service is voluntary in most of the world. However, it is compulsory in some countries like Mexico
and lran. Although it has many benefits, some people argue its mandatory nature' Therefore, some
alternatives, such as community service, can be taken into account'
physical
There are many advantages of military conscription. First of all, young people can raise their
get along
fitness and enjoy better health. They also develop a sense of team spirit and improve abilities to
well with others. They learn to cope with problems independently, and gain self-confidence. What is more,
they expand their social circle, as people from different corners of the country are together in the army
camps. This can prove an invaluable asset when they return to civilian life'

It is irrefutable that army officers are very efficient, disciplined and excellent time

managers. They are

highly respected by the civilians. Some of them may join the army permanently if they like that life. lt is
also considered a positive point when they look for other jobs. lt also instills a sense of patriotism among
the youth. However, despite all these benefits, its mandatory nature is arguable. Many young people
cannot cope with the high level of stress in the army. That's why community service is suggested as an
alternative in most countries.

Community service requires young people to contribute part of their time, energy and skills only.
Moreover, community service tends to offer a direct assistance to participants in preparing for the
workforce. By volunteering, young adults develop skills, gain work experience and explore career options.
They can also acquire practical knowledge through community service.
Summing up, military service is helpful only when it is voluntary. Mandatory military service does not suit
all voung people, whereas community service benefits every young person. Therefore, community service
is better than military conscription'
PLAN FOLLOWED

lntro: Balonced approoch
Pora 7: Advontoges of militdry conscription
Poro 2: More odvontoges of military conscription
Poro 3: Advontoges of community service
Conclusion: compulsory mititdry service is not good. community service is better.
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320. The lrodilionol lffe style of locol people in devetoping counfries is
ollrocling ond increosing ihe number of fourisfs to lhe counfries, which
hos lhe effecf of prevenling locol people chonging lo modern woys. To
whot exlenl do you ogree or disogree?
Recent years have witnessed a marked interest in international tourism, and the traditional lifestyles of people
in the developing countries are acting as magnets to the tourists. I firmly believe that this is deterring the local
people to change their customs and traditions and adopt modern ways of life. A number of arguments support
my opinion.

The most convincing argument to support this view is that the presence of visitors who continually praise the
host culture gives people a kind of confidence and pride in their traditions, and makes them truly believe that
their culture is glorious and thus worthy of this praise and therefore justly admired. This realization removes any
possibility in the people's mind that their lifestyle is in any way inferior to that of advanced nations, and plays an
important role in retaining their lifestyle in general. For example, when tribal people of Rajasthan, lndia are
appreciated for their clothing style and their dances, such as the 'Snake Charmer's Dance', they put even more
effort to practice those art forms and present them to the tourists.
Secondly, it is a well-known fact that nothing destroys culture faster than poverty. This poverty of the tribal
people is alleviated when the tourists visit them for what they are. They come to realise and accept the fact that
their bread and butter will be lost if they change to modern lifestyles and therefore they stick to their culture
and traditions. Today, even in this era of globalisation, it is irrefutable that 'culture' sells. When there is
recession all around and people in the modern world are finding it difficult to make both ends meet, these
people are just living their life and the tourist dollar is flowing in. An interesting example where people are
retainlng to their old ways of life even in the developed country such as the USA can be seen in the Amish village
Philadelphia. lt is a very popular tourist destination and people go there to see how those people are living
without what are considered the basic necessities of modern life.
The final reason for people retaining their traditional life style is that the facilities developed for tourists
benefits them eventually and they know very well that if the inflow of tourists stops then government will not
invest in those areas and they will be the losers in the long run. Benefits can include upgraded infrastructure,
health and transport improvements, new sport and recreational facilities, restaurants, and public spaces as well
as an influx of better-quality commodities and food.
To summarise, I side with the view that tourism is motivating people

to retain their culture and tradition and not

be lured into following the modern ways of life.

PIAN FOTTOWED
lntro: Agree
Poro 1: presence of visitors who continually proise the host culture gives people a kind of confidence ond
pride in their traditions
Poro 2: Culture sells
Poro 3: focilities developed for tourisa benefi* them eventually ond they know very well thot if the inflow
of tourists stops then government will not invest in those oreos ond they will be the losers in the long run
Co ncl u s ion : Re ite rote opi n ion
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321. The lradilional life slyle of locol peopre in developing countries is
altrocling ond increosing the number of lourisfs to lhe counfries, which
hos fhe effec, of preventing locol people chonging lo modern woys. To
whof exlenl do you crgtee or disogree?
Recent years have witnessed a marked interest in international tourism and the traditional lifestyles of
people in the developing countries are acting as magnets to the tourists. However, I disagree that this is
deterring the local people to change their customs and traditions and adopt modern ways of life. A number
of arguments support my opinion.
The most convincing argument to support this view is that the local people that come in contact with these
tourists may develop a sort of copying behaviour, as they want to live and behave in the same way. This is
because many tourists come from societies with different consumption patterns and lifestyles, which may
seem more attractive to the locals especially in the less developed countries. To add to it, tourism can force

the local people to alter their cultures, such as religious rituals and festivals to conform to tourist
expectations, which may take them away from their traditional lifestyles.

Furthermore, tourists want souvenirs, arts, crafts, and cultural things, and in many tourist destinations,
craftsmen have responded to the growing demand, and have made changes in design of their products to
bring them more in line with the new customers' tastes. Another important reason why local people are
not interested in sticking to their traditional lifestyles is that they feel they are being exploited to attract
tourism, whereas the major chunk of profits goes to those who have the modern lifestyles. This is because,
in developing countries, many jobs occupied by local people in the tourist industry are at a lower level,
such as housemaids, waiters, gardeners and other practical work, while higher-paying and more prestigious
managerialjobs go to foreigners or urbanized nationals.

to disagree with the given statement is that most tourists just want a glimpse of new things,
and are mainly looking for familiar things in unfamiliar surroundings such as fast food outlets and wellknown hotel chains. When such places are made for the tourists, the local people also use them and
eventually a transition to the modern lifestyle occurs.

A final reason

To summarise, ldisagree with the view that tourism is motivating people to retain their culture and
tradition. ln fact tourism thrusts traditional communities into the modern world, threatening their distinct
lifestyles and cultural products.
PTAN FOTLOWED

lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: locol people thot come in contoct with these tourists moy develop o sort ol copying behoviour
Pora 2: tourists wont souvenirs - chonges in design of their products to bring them more in line with the new
customers' tostes. They feel they ore being exploited to ottroct tourism whereos the mojor chunk of profi*
goes to those who hove the modern lifestyles

Paro 3: most tourists iust want o glimpse of new things and are moinly looking for fomiliar things in
unfomilior surroundings such os fost food outlets and wellknown hotel chains
Concl usion : Re ite rote opin ion
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322. A lot of chorilies ond orgonisolions hove to pubticize lheir oclivities
by setting up o number of doys to nome fhe speciol doy like Nofionol
Children's doy ond Nolionol nonsmoking doy. Why do they do so?
Whol ore lhe effects?
Charities and organisations are formed to help the needy sections of society. Generally, they are NpOs or
non-profit organisations. Nowadays, it has been seen that they set up a number of days like'Mothe.,s Day,
and 'No smoking Day'. ln this essay I shall discuss the causes and effects of this phenomenon.
The main reason why these NPOs do so is to raise funds for their working. This is very essential, because for
every activity they do to help others, they need money and other resources. When they publicize their

activities, they 8et people's attention and so people contribute whole-heartedly. Sometimes, in times of
calamities, they need a lot of funds and manual help. They need voluntary workers. For example, recently
in Ladakh, a cloudburst caused havoc. Many people lost their lives and there was a lot of damage of
property. The Rotary Club and Jaycee Club of my hometown sent many volunteers to help. The government
alone cannot be at all places. Because of such organisations, people get timely help and a lot of burden is
eased from the government's shoulders.
When these organisations name special days, it brings people together. With more activities opened and
more days named, more and more people focus their attention and put their time and energy and realise
the importance of doing for others. As a consequence, community spirit increases in society. As it is
nowadays, people are getting self-centered and alienated from each other. So, such days are the need of
the day.
Such days also, keep our youth in touch with our culture and traditions. With the exposure to global
culture, youth today are forgetting their traditions. To establish some days may help the young people
understand the importance of such events. Such days also increase awareness of offering help selflessly.
Hence, some virtuous habits may pass from one generation to the other. Finally, such days deter people
from bad habits. For e.g., on National No Smoking Day, people are made aware about the harmful effects
of smoking.
To summarise, charities and NPOs publicize their activaties because they need funds, and they name certain
days so that people come together and celebrate and realize the importance of their culture and tradition
PTAN FOTTOWED

lntro: ln this essoy I sholl discuss the couses ond elfects of this phenomenon.
Poro 7: The moin reoson why these NPOS do so is to roise funds for their working
Pora 2: Secondly, it brings people together
Poro 3: Such doys keep our youth in touch with our culture ond troditions. Such doys deter people
from bod

hobits
Conclusion:
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323. Rich counfries should nol emptoY skilled lobour from poor counfiies,
os po or counlfies need lhe workers more. Do you ogree or disogtee?
to increase t heir profit margin. This demand for
outsourcing increased further during recession faced by USA. Although poor countries may need their
skilled workers to help them develop as a nation, it is felt that overall greater benefit is seen when rich
countries employ their skilled workers. This essay shall analyze how the employment of cheap foreign
labour helps the developing countries also by giving them chances for skill development and economic
Rich countries depend heavily on cheap imported labour

growth.
Firstly, when developed countries outsource work, requiring skilled labour from developing countries, a
demand is created in those poor countries, which leads to the development of higher education in those
poorer nations. For example, in the late twentieth century lndia saw a huge influx of software development
work from the United States, and this corresponded positively with an equal growth in the lndian techrelated education sector. This example shows that if developing countries make their skilled labour
available for hire to the world, they also develop their internal infrastructure such as good educational
institutes. Thus, developing countries are also benefited when an openness to foreign employment is
embraced.
ln addition to this, the economies of developing countries are given new avenues in which to grow when a
working partnership with developed countries is established. Again, take the relationship between the
United States and lndia as an example. Currently, English-speaking youth in lndia handle telephone support
for many different American products. These employment options encourage more and more lndians to
study English, which in turn creates all sorts of new opportunities for business relationships between the
two countrles. Thus, the idea that poor countries should close their doors to foreign interest in their skilled
labour is not supported.

It has also been seen that workers from poor countries earn more from rich countries than they would
from employment within their country. Most of them invest that money in their own country and this

improves the overall economy of the poor countries. These workers also learn better methods of work and
impart their cost-effective ideas to the rich nations, which proves to be a win-win situation for both, the
developing and developed nations.
Summing up, poorer countries are in most cases bettered by making their skilled labour available to
developed countries This trend is in no way detrimental to their own development
PLAN FOTTOWED

lntro: Disogree.
poro 7: Fiist odvontoge - o demond is creoted in those poor countries, which leods to the development of
higher educotion in those poorer ndtions
piro 2: Second odvontoge - the economies of developing countries ore given new ovenues in which to grow
when o working partnership with developed countries is estoblished
poro 3: Third odvantoge - Most of them invest thot money in their own country ond this improves the
overoll economy of the poor countries
Conclusion:
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324. With lhe increose in fhe use of mobile phones o,nd compulers. fewer
peopre ore wriling leffers. some people lhink thot lhe troditionot skill of
writing leflers will disoppeor completely. To whot exlenl do you ogrce
or disogree? How imporlonl do you think is letler-writing?
It is irrefutable that in today's era of modern technology, many people struggle to produce letters

and

often avoid writing letters altogether. Nevertheless, I don't agree that this skill will die completely. ln this
essay I shall put forth arguments to support my view, and also discuss the importance of letter writing.
Firstly, let us consider the reasons why writing letters is less frequent nowadays. This is because of modern
technology. These days we are much more likely to email someone than write a letter. ln addition, our
business communications have become more informal than in the past. As a result, a less formal style of
writing is more acceptable. Other forms of communication such as text messaging have reduced our need
to write letters even more.

However, in my opinion, there are times when there is no alternative to writing a letter. Letters are
generally more formal and carefully composed than emails. This makes them more suitable for occasions
when they are likely to be kept and re-read, perhaps several times, by the recipient, as with formal letters
of thanks or sympathy. Letters provide a written record, unlike telephone calls, so they are also a better
way of setting out an important or complex argument, as in the official complaints or legal matters.
Moreover, that time is still very far when everyone will have a computer and lnternet connection. Till that
time letter writing can never disappear.

it can be seen that letter writing is a very important skill to learn because there are many parts of the
world where it is very important to be formal. This is particularly true if you are involved in international
business. Because of globalization the business world is becoming more and more international, and it is
not always possible to pick up the telephone to talk to people. Consequently, I believe that letter writing
will never die out completely. And even though these letters may be written on computers rather than by
hand, we still need to learn and practise this skill.
So,

To sum up, there are fewer times when we need to write letters than in the past. On the other hand, lfeel
there are still some important occasions when a letter is the most appropriate form of communication.

PIAN FOLTOWED
lntro: Disogree
Poro 7: Why the trdditionot letter writing skill is dbctining
Poro 2: lnstonces where the skill of letter writing is still importont
Poro 3: lmportdnce of letter writing
Conclusion:
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325. Society is bosed on ru,es ond ,ows. tl individvols were free fo do
whdtevef lhey wonled to do, il could nol funclion- To whol exfenl do
You ctgtee ot disogree?
It is irrefutable that laws are made to maintain order and provide justice and security to the citizens of a
society. I completely agree with the given statement that if the people of any society were given freedom
to do whatever they want to, then there will be utter chaos and confusion, leading to the downfall of
civilization. ln this essay, I will give some arguments to support my view.
To begin with, laws are made for the humans to function in an orderly manner. No doubt, right to freedom
is everyone's birthright. However, a civilized society exists only if the people respect each other's rights,
lives and property. This can only be achieved if they are given a set of rules or orders to follow. Without
these rules or laws, any society is deemed to fail. To add to it, it is human nature to pursue personal

interests. lf given absolute freedom to do whatever people want to do, there will be too many people who
would certainly fall into bad habits and vices. With a majority of the people disrespecting others' lives,
rights or property, we will never have a civil society.
ln addition to the above mentioned points, laws are made for the people to feel secure in their homes, at
their workplaces, or while they are out enjoying with family and friends. There are different types of laws,
like corporate law, criminal law, civil law, constitutional law and so on. All these rules and laws help the
society on the whole, to feel safe and secure, and at the same time, deter those who have a tendency to
harm others or commit frauds of any kind. For instance, if there were no traffic rules, there will be a huge
number of casualties in road accidents, and there will be too much chaos and confusion on roads. Also, no
one will be afraid of speeding or jumping a traffic light.

Admittedly, law cannot be absolute and needs to be amended with the changing world and the societal
demands and values. ln the complex and global society of today's world, a law written f ifty years ago may
not be applicable. For example, till the first half of the 2oth century, women in many countries didn't have
the right to vote. ln today's world, we cannot even think of having such laws. Moreover, laws are there not
to judge people on the basis of their gender, occupation, religion or race. They are there to make people
realize their moral and social obligation, and to respect another person's rights and freedom.
ln conclusion, I would reiterate that law is needed in any society to maintain order, ensure safety and to
make people respect other members of the society. Also, in the absence of law, the wrongdoers will go
unpunished, and it will lead to more chaos and crime in any society.
PIAN FOIIOWED
lntro: ogree.
Poro 7: Rules are t'or orderly functioning of society
Poro 2: Rules ore for our sofety
Poro 3: Some rules ore not befitting for todoy
Conclusion: the rules thot we hove ore not too mony but essentiol for the smooth functioning oJ ony civil
society
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326. Some peopre think thot econornic progress is fhe only woy to
meosure o couniry's success, while olhers lhink thot lhere ore other
focfors, which con be used lo rneosure o counlry's success. whot ore
fhese focfors? And ctmong lhem, which one is more imporlonl thon
others?

It is irrefutable that economic progress is one yardstick of determining a country's success, but there is a
range of other non economic factors such as Literacy Rate (LR), lnfant Mortality Rate (lMR), Life Expectancy

at Birth (LEB), and Environment Performance lndex (EPl), which can be used to judge the well being of
nation. This essay shall delve into all such factors and also pick out the most significant one.

a

Economic progress, or in other words, the GDP has traditionally been the benchmark for determining the
growth of a country. The true measure of success, however, is to determine how much of this economic

growth is reaching the weakest sections of the society. A successful measure of development should
represent the life of an average person in a country. lt should measure the quality of life of all citizens.

One important factor is the Literacy Rate. For example, a country like Cuba has low GDp but less than 1%
of
its population is illiterate. As a consequence, there is less crime and hence people enjoy a peaceful
existence. Another factor is the Primary Health Care. This can be judged by the lnfant Mortality Rate,
and
the Life Expectancy at Birth. lf people receive good healthcare at the primary level, they are happier. Their
productivity of work increases, and they lead a comfortable life.

Furthermore, the Environmental Performance lndex (EPl) is also an index of mapping the success. For
instance, Costa Rica has a low GDP, but its people are considered to be the happiest in the world. This is
perhaps because it ranks 5th in the world in the Epl.
Summing up, 'Literacy Rate' is the most important factor to measure the success of a nation. GDp is just a
mathematical value, and does not take into consideration many of the factors that affect a person,s wellbeing and thus a nation's well being.
PI.AN FOLLOWED

lntro: This essoy sholl delve into all such factors ond olso pick out the most significont one
Poro 7: How economic progress is used to judge progress
Poro 2: Literocy Rote ond lnfont Mortality Rote ond Life Expectoncy ot Birth
Poro 3: Environment Performonce lndex
Conclusion: Literocy Rdte' is the most impoftont loctor
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thot people hove offen thought obout creoling on ideo,
sociefy, but m osl of lhe limes foit in moking lhis hoppen. Whol is your
opinion dboul on ideot socielY? How con we creole on ideot socielY?

32 7. Hislory tells

lf we look at history, it is clear that since time immemorial, people have always wanted to create an ideal
an idealsociety,
society, but have been unsuccessful. ln the following essay, I intend to discuss what makes
and how we can create one.
An ideal society is a society where needs of the people regardless of their race, religion or wealth are met.
Many great thinkers, such as Plato, Thomas More and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. have offered their opinions
people have different
on this to the public over the years. However, these dreams failed because different
people have to be fulfilled, or
ideals about a perfect society. To make it happen, either the ideals of all the
all the people would have to have the same ideals.
gender
lmagine a society with no crime, no terrorism, no warfare, no conflicts of cultures, no racism, no
discrimination, no poisoned tongues, no killing, no lying, no stealing, no adultery and no excuses. such a
society can never exist. lt would be wrong even to think of one. A perfect society needs some kind of social
inequality, or as I call it, a distinction in ability. Those, in the higher strata of society would be there
social standing.
because of their superior abilities and have greater responsibilities, and therefore, a higher
because
An ideal society should have some struggle. lf you had no struggle in life would you be happy? No,
the
the
overcoming,
and
that takes all the fun and enjoyment out of the difficulty, the losing, the failures,
victory, the success.
There are many ways in which we can make an ideal society. First of all, there must be democracy and a
strong government, which has the ability to rule over the country. lt should try to make the citizens life
better, by making better social and financial conditions to live. There should be no corruption in the
government. Finally, I believe, one of the most necessary things of ideal society is freedom' No people and
-no
society are happy and ideal when they are not free. However, we must remember that -'One's
freedom ends there where other's starts'. lf we will feel free and do not disturb others freedom we will
have ideal society. An ideal society would allow complete freedom to everybody and complete
individuality.
To sum up, a perfect society is difficult to attain as everyone has different concepts of an ideal society.
their
However, if we all respect our freedom, and in doing so know our limitations, so that others can enjoy
freedom, then it can be called an ideal society.
PLAN FOLTOWED

lntro: ln the following essoy, I intend to discuss whot mokes an idedl society ond how we con creote one
Poro 7: An ideol society is not possible
in obility
Poro 2: A perfect society needs some kind of sociol inequolity, or os I coll it, o distinction
Pora j: woys in which we con moke on ideol society
Conclusion:
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328. Throughoul the history, mole leoders olwoys leod us lo violence ond
conflicl. lf o society is governed by female leoders, it witt be more
peoceful. To whol exlenl do you ogree or disogree with this o pinion?
ln the history of mankind, there have been many records of violence and conflicts in the form of wars.
Some people think that if female leaders governed the society, it would be more peaceful. However, if we
look into the past history, we can get numerous examples when there have been wars and conflicts even
during the rule of women rulers. So, I disagree with the statement.
lf we had female only rulers, we probably wouldn't be alive today. Surely, most wars happened during the
reign of men, but that is only because more than 9O7o of rulers were men. Female rulers have also caused
wars, and their fraction is a lot higher than that of male rulers. For example, during the Tang Dynasty, the
first female ruler of China, Wu Zetian who was well-known for her tyranny and cruelty, launched a series of
wars to expand the territory of the empire. This didn't happen only in China. lt was eueen Victoria who
invaded lndia, China and many other countries in close succession. Even our late prime Minister, lndira
Gandhi, led lndia in a war against neighbouring Pakistan, which resulted in the creation of Bangladesh,
formerly East Pa kistan.

It is understandable if you say that generally, women are more affectionate, thoughtful and gentle

as

compared with men. They are also less ambitious and aggressive. However, politics is decided by the
interest. lf you are the leader of a society, you surely have the required leadership qualities regardless of
the gender. Apparently, leaders, male or female, will have to make a decision according to special interest.
Summing up, a society will not necessarily become more peaceful merely because a female leader
governing it, because essentially, there is no difference between genders, when it comes to politics.

is

PLAN FOTLOWED

lntro: disogree
Poro 7: Female rulers hove olso coused wors and their froction is o lot higher thon male rulers, Give
exomples
Poro 2: politics is decided by the interest - leoders, male or femole, will hove to moke o decision occording to
speciol interest,
Conclusion

:

Reite rote opi nion
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329. Reseorch indicoles fhof lhe chorocferislics we ore born wilh, hove
much more influence on ow personolry ond deve,opmen, ihon ony
experiences we moy hoye in our tife. which do you consider lo be fhe
moiot influence?
Nature versus nurture debate has been around for ages, and has been supported well by both sides'
Nature, referring to heredity, and nurture, referring to the environment, are two Very reasOnable
explanations as to why we are the people we are today. lt would be worthwhile to look at both sides of the
issue before forming an oPinion.

Nature is believed to be what determines our personalities, looks, and other things because it's all
genetically passed down. lt has been concluded that a newborn doesn't have a blank slate of personality,
but does have a set of inherited traits. ldentical twins reared apart are far more similar in personality than
randomly selected pairs of people. Likewise, identical twins are more similar than fraternal twins. Also,
biological siblings are more similar in personality than adopted siblings. Each observation suggests that
personality is heritable to a certain extent.
The other side of the debate says that nurture is the cause to our behavior as well as characteristics. Even
though genes are what give us those certain traits to our personality, the environment has the power to

alter them, and make us into the exact opposite. Even the way that certain children are brought up can
change how they turn out. lf environment didn't play a part in determining an individual's traits and
behaviors, then identical twins should, theoretically, be exactly the same in all respects, even if reared
apart. But a number of studies show that they are never exactly alike, even though they are remarkably
similar in most aspects.
The more we delve into the topic, the more the evidence reveals that the answer is "BOTH". Genes are the
foundation of who we are, but the nurture we receive in our lives is what we finally turn out to be. Even

the best of inborn talents can go unrecognized if not given proper training and education. But it would
seem that "Nurture complements Nature, and that Nature's gift of rich human potential is realized through
socialization and education.

To conclude, although both nature and nurture play a role in human personality and development, the
influence of our upbringing and life experiences gets an edge over the genetic influences.
PLAN FOILOWED

lntro: lt would be worthwhile to look ot both sides of the issue before forming on opinion.
Poro 7: Role of noture in determining personolities
Poro 2: Role of nurture in determining personolities.
Poro 3: Role of both
Conclusion: although both noture ond nurture ptoy o role in humon personolity ond development, the
influence of our upbringing ond tife experiences gets on edge over the genetic influences
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330. People oim to ochieve o bolonce befween lheir work ond lives, but
few people ochieve it. who] ore the couses of this probtem? How lo
overcome il?
An incredible amount of energy has been spent chasing the ideal work life balance, but most people fail to
achieve it. This essay intends to discuss the possible reasons for this, and also suggest ways to overpower
this problem.
The first reason for the inability to achieve a work life balance is the technology of today. we are more
reachable than ever in the past. Work has gone global, and competition has gone stiffer. The cell-phone
has
thinned the line between personal and professional lives. The second blame goes to the materialistic
society of today. People want to avail all the luxuries of life, and in that quest they become workaholics and
then that attitude becomes a way of life, because the desires go on increasing and increasing.
Furthermore, people cannot achieve a work-life balance because the definition of a work-life balance is
different for different people. People weave together their personal life with their professional life to get
the best of life. What works for one person may not work for another. Making choices is what the balance
between work and life is all about. There may be times when the choice between moving ahead with your
career takes a back seat to your health or happiness at home. The priorities you identifo as important keep
changing and that is why achieving a perfect work-life balance is difficult.

The solutions are not simple. we must try to introspect and see what makes us happy and then set
priorities in life. When we come home from work, we must learn to switch the office button off. Another
key is adopting some flexibility. lt never works if we are too rigid with the goals we set for ourselves. Last
but not least, there is a beautiful term, 'downshifting', which means we should learn when enough is
enough and then we all begin to enjoy life in its true form.
To sum up, work life balance is perceived in a different light by us all, and so achieving a perfect work life
balance is difficult. However, we must all realise that contentment is the key to a perfect work{ife balance.

PIAN FOILOWED:
lntro:
Poro 7: Reosons why we don't ochieve o perfect work-life bolonce
Pora 2: More reosons
Poro 3: Solutions
Conclusion:
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hunffi

yeorc ogo, peop,e think thol humon roce is sleodily
imgoving in every oreo of life. Now if seems fhis is nol cerloin in lhot
sifuolbn. tn which oreos do you think we hove mode imporllonl
progress nowadoys? ln which oreos do you think we slill need fo moke

33t. A

progress?
h b irrefrrtable d|at $e world we live in today has changed beyond recognizable limits to what it was a
hundred years Go. h has all been possible due to the growth of science and technology. This essay shall
bok into sod€ areas in which we have made progress and the areas in which we still have a lot to do.
science. We have discovered newer cures and medicines for
many diseres. urhich were earlier considered untreatable. Even the surgical techniques adopted today are
safur and qui*er. Organ transplantation surgeries have given life to many.

let l,s first corlsik the growth in medical

Furthermore, there have been revolutionary developments in the transport and communication sector. Air
travel has becone safer and faster. Road and rail transport have also achieved newer heights.
Communbtirn tedrrrclogy has shrunk the planet Earth to a global village. People are now constantly in
toudt wift eadl other through the mobile phone and the lnternet. The lnternet is an ocean of knowledge.
Even the nnnufacturing technology has made mass production available and everything is available to
enerlore in all orners of the world.

Hou€ter, there are still many sectors where we have to work further. Treatments for many types of
cancers ard AttlS have yet to be found. Alternative sources of energy have yet to be widely recognized and
adopted. Ways to reduce pollution, and thus put a halt to Blobal warming have yet to be found. Many
frofitiefs d outer space have yet to be explored. Effective ways to destroy nuclear waste have yet to be
devebpedTo condude, we have rmde a lot of progress in the last hundred years but there are still many areas in
rtrirjr ue hare to wo* further.

PI.,,ATKITOWE)

hao:

fum 7: Let ts fu otlr,ider the growth in medicol science
fum 2: ltc/€ love fun ranolutionory developments in the tronsport

*

Pom
derc orc
&rzdrrrci.xt:

frl

ond communication sector

mony sectors where we hove to work further
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